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University of Missouri-St. Louis

Preface

This publication includes all courses and their descriptions as
listed by the University in May, 1989. All statements are subject
to change at any time without prior notice. They are not to be
regarded as offers to contract.
University Policy on Equal Opportunity
The Curators of the University of Missouri do hereby reaffirm
and state the policy of the University of Missouri on Equal
Employment/ Educational Opportunity . Equal Opportunity is and
shall be provided for all employees and applicants for
employment on the basis of their demonstrated ability and
competence without discrimination on the basis of their race,
color, rel igion, sex, national origin, age or disability. Equal
opportunity is and shall be also provided for all students and
applicants for Admission in compliance with existing legislation .
The President of the University shall establish affirmative action
procedures to implement this policy.
InqL;iries regarding compliance with these regulations may be
directed to the Office of Affirmative Action, the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri 63121-4499, (314)
553-5695 .
Information regarding the provision of auxiliary aids and services
to qualified disabled students can be found in Admissions and
Academic Policies of the University of Missouri-St. Louis
Bulletin. Students considering such assistance should contact
the Administrator for Special Student Programs at 553-5211
voice or 553-5212 TOO for further details .
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Guide to Course Lists

Breadth of Study
Requirement

Courses offered and a general outline of course content are
included in each departmental section of this booklet. The
course descriptions are meant to provide students with
pertinent information and in no way should be considered as
offers to contract. The University reserves the right to cancel
without notice any course listed in this University of Missouri
St. Louis Bulletin: Description of Courses or in the Schedule
of Courses for any semester or to withdraw any courses
which do not have adequate enrollment at the close of
registration.

Courses which fulfill the University's Breadth of Study
requirements, as outlined in the Academic Policy section of
the University of Missouri-St. Louis Bulletin:
Undergraduate/Graduate Catalogue, are listed at the
beginning of each departmental course section in this
booklet.

Course Numbering
Each course bears a distinguishing number which identifies it
within the department or academic unit and indicates,
broadly, its rank . The numbering system is as follows:

o to 099,

nondegree credit

1 to 99, primarily for freshmen and sophomores.

100 to 199, primarily for upperclassmen, no graduate credit .

200 to 299, for undergraduates and appropriate professional
and graduate students, except those whose graduate majors
are in the department in which the course is given.

300 to 399, for undergraduate, appropriate professional, and
graduate students without restriction as to students' graduate
majors.

400 to 499, primarily for graduate and appropriate
professional students in special programs; upperclass
students are admitted to courses in this series only with the
approval of the graduate dean.

500 to 599, for professional optometry students. Other
students are admitted to courses in this series only with the
approval of the Optometry Dean . In addition, these numbers
will be used for courses offered in the cooperative MSN
program between UM-St . Louis and UM-I\ansas City.

5

Each list of course numbers is identified by one of the
following breadth of study areas:
[H) Humanities requirement
[SM] Natural sciences and mathematics requirement
[SS] Social sciences requirement

Eye Protection Law
It is now a law in the state of Missouri that every student,
teacher, and visitor must wear approved eye protection
devices when participating in or observing certain university
courses. Definitely included in this act, which is posted along
with University policy in selected buildings on this campus,
are courses requiring chemical, physical, combined chemical
physical laboratories and shops, as well as certain vocational,
technical, and industrial arts courses. Consult your instructors
for exact requirements. Approved safety glasses and goggles
must meet ANSI Standard Z87.1-1968 and are available from
the UM-St. Louis Bookstore.
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College of Arts and Sciences

Administration of
Justice
Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department or inst ructor .
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [S S] breadth of study require
ments: 60, 75,90,99 , 160,170,171,175,
180, 201, 202, 203, 205, 215, 225, 227, 250,
251,260,290,310,325,327,330,340,351,
360, 380, 395, 399.

60 Criminal Justice Processes and
Institutions (3)
A survey of the historical developm ent and
current status of Ame rican criminal Justice .
Processes, institutions, and significant
problems of the various components will be
analyzed. This course fulfills the state
requirement.
75 Crime and Punishment (3)
(Same as Sociology 75 and Interdisciplinary
75.) An introduction to sociological and
psychological explanations of crime and
punishment. An examination of private and
governmental responses to the threats of
crime and delinquent behavior.
90 Freshman Seminar (3)
Prerequisite: Freshman standing and
consent of instructor. Topics to be
announced . Weekly seminars supplemented
by individual conferences. Limited to twelve
students .
99 The City (3)
(Same as Political Science 99, Sociology
99, and Interdisciplinary 99.) Consideration
of economic factors, urban institutions,
historical developments in urbanization ,
problems of the inner city, suburbia and the
metropolitan area , ethnic groups,
stratification, and psychological implications
of urban living. This course is prim3rily for
freshmen and sophomores. It is open to
juniors and seniors with the instructor's
permission .
160 World Justice Systems (3)
Survey of the administration of justice in
Africa, Asia, and South America including
analysis of the impact of American and
European law on the developing world. This
course fulfills the non-Euro-American
requirement.
170 Principles of Criminal Law (3)
Analysis of the purposes and sources of the
criminal law . Examination of the preliminary
crimes of solicitation, conspiracy, and
attempt. The specific elements of crimes
against the person and crimes against
property are addressed. A consideration of
defenses to criminal liability is also
undertaken.

171 Evidence (3)
Fundamental questions of evidence and
theory of proof, including hearsay,
documentary proof, self-incrimination,
relevance, and presumptions . The Federal
Rules of Evidence will also be examined.
175 Women, Crime, and Society (3)
(Same as Sociol ogy 175.) Prerequisite:
Sociology 10 or consen! of instructor. An
examination of key issues in criminology
from a feminist perspecti ve . Topics include
social origins of laws relating to women;
quantitative and qualitative views of
women's criminality; theories of women's
criminality; women as crime victims;
treatment of women in the correctional
process; women personnel within the
criminal Justice structure.
180 Alcohol, Drugs, and Society (3)
(Same as Sociology 180.) Prerequisite:
Sociology 10 or Psychology 3. This course
examines the medical , legal , and social
aspects of alcohol and drug use. Medical
aspects considered include treatment
approaches and the role of physicians in
controlling such behavior. In the legal
realm , past and present alcohol and drug
laws are explored. Cultural and social
influences on alcohol and drug use are
discussed.
201 The Criminal Justice System:
Conflicting Perspectives I (3)
Prerequisite: Administration of Justice 60.
An examination of the conflicting and
converging needs and skills of three social
roles necessary for a sound criminal justice
system in a democratic society. The
objectives, activities, and skills of the
citizen, criminal justice professional, and
social scientist will be identified and
analyzed.
202 The Criminal Justice System:
Conflicting Perspectives" (3)
Prerequisite: Administration of Justice 201
or consent of instructor . An examination of
competing social interests served by the
criminal justice system, past and present.
Attention will focus on the need for and the
nature of a criminal law that serves the
public interest and not private interests.
203 Regional Organization of Criminal
Justice Resources (3)
Prerequisites : Administration of Justice 170
and Administration of Justice 60. Crime and
criminal justice resources in relation to the
development of metropolitan regions.
Congruent and incongruent patterns of
criminal and delinquent activity and criminal
justice organization. Policy and planning
considerations.

205 The Juvenile Justice System (3)
Prerequisite: Administration of JLstice 60 or
consent of instructor. Intensive analysis of
the social administration of juvenile justice
within the United States . Particul3r
emphasis will be placed on the decision
making process of police, court, and
probation officials regarding apprehension
and processing of juveniles. Rec€ nt
Supreme Court decisions and citilen efforts
to revise the juvenile code will al~ 0 be
examined.
215 Criminal Justice Data (3)
An analysis of data needs in crim mal Justice
agencies. Emphasis will be placed upon
data as it relates to administrative, policy
planning, and program evaluatior
requirements, as well as the ethi( al criteria
for its release.
225 The Juvenile and the leVI (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing. A ~3t udy of
the relationship of the civil and
administrative law as an instrumE nt for the
control and protection of juvenilE s. Subject
matter will be discussed in relatic nship to
the legally protected rights of ju\ eniles.
227 Urban Law: Poverty and the
Justice System (3)
Prerequisite : Administration of J Jstice 170
or equivalent, or consent of instr uctor.
Examination of administrative renulations
and the civil law process as it affects the
life of the urban, rural, and the, oor.
250 Police Administration (31
Prerequisite: Administration of J Jstice 60 or
consent of instructor. Organizati ) n and
administration of police systems, peculiar
characteristics of police organiza tions and
police personnel, relation of poli,;e
departments to other public age"lcies;
control and responsibility of poli·; e
departments In general, the ap,lication of
generalizations from public admi.,istration to
police systems.
251 Special Administrative Problems
in the Administration of Just.ce (1-6)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
Selected topics, approved by th 3 faculty, to
fill special agency educational needs.
Offered only in special seminars
workshops, conferences, and imtitutions in
cooperation with the Continuin~ Education
Extension Division .

College of Arts and Sciences
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Administration of
Justice
260 Police in the Urban Community (3)
Prerequisite: Administration of Justice 60 or
consent of instructor . Historica l
development, function, and role of urban
police, as well as the problems, practices,
and issues in urban policing . Special
attention is given to relation ships between
modern urban police departments and the
com munity .

351 Special Seminar on Problems in
the Criminal Justice Process (1-6)
Prerequisite : Con sen t of in structor .
Advanced seminar dealing with selected
subjects approved by the faculty to fill
special agency educational needs . Offered
only in specially designed educational
formats in cooperation wi th the Continuing
Education-E xtensi on Division.

290 Special Readings (1-6)
Prerequisite : Consen! of instructor.
Individualized study, under regular faculty
supervision , designed to meet particular
educational needs of selected students.

360 Comparative Justice Systems (3)
Prerequisites: Administration of Justice 170,
Administration of Justice 60, and senior
standing. Analysis of the criminal justice
systems of selected nations in an attempt
to identify similarities and dissimilarities with
American practice . Particular attention will
be focused upon the police and corrections
systems.

310 Community Approaches to
Prevention and Control of Crime and
Delinquency (3)
Prerequisites: Administration of Justice 60
and senior standing or consent of
instructor. An anal ysis of the rationale and
the principles of community organizations
as they seek to address the problems of
crime and delinquency . Programs in the St .
Louis metropolitan area wi ll be used as case
studies .
325 Rights of the Accused (3)
Prerequisites: Administration of Justice 60
and 170. Constitutional protection of the
accused including an analysis of the rights
guaranteed under 4th , 5th , 6th, and ·i4th
amendments.
327 Urban Judicial Systems (3)
ISame as Politi cal Science 327.)
Prerequisite : Political Science 11 or
Administration of Justice 60 or consent of
ins tructor. The study of the nature and
function of loca l judicial systems.
Con sideration of key participants
lIegislators, prosecutors , defense counsel,
judges) and processes Ibail procedures ,
prosecutorial decision-making , adjudication,
and sentencing behavior)
330 Institutional Corrections (3)
Prerequisites : Administration of Justice 60
and junior standing, or co nsent of
instructor . The structure, functions, and
effectiveness of federal , state , and loc al
institutions are examined . Includes jails,
prisons, and si milar methods of restraint.
340 Probation. Parole and Community
Corrections (3)
Prerequisites Administration of Ju stice 60
and junior standing or consent of inst ructor .
The structure , functions, and effectiveness
of probation, parole, and community
correct ions are examined. Includes the
study of diversion, private sector
approaches, and recent trends .

380 Seminar in Administration of
Justice (3)
Prerequisites : Administration of Justice 170,
Admi nistrat ion of Justice 60, and senior
standing, or co nsent of instructor. Study of
selected special problems in the
adm inistrat ion of justice . IMay be repeated
once for credit.)
395 Internship in Administration of
Justice (3)
Prerequi sites: Administra tion of Justice 170
and Administration o f Justice 60, or
consent of instructor. Field placement
under fa culty supervi sion, in administration
of justice agencies. IMay be repeated once
for credit .) Can only be taken on S/U basis .
399 Independent Study and
Research (3)
Prerequisites: Administration of Justice 170,
Administ ration of Ju stice 60, Sociology
220 , and senior standing , or consent of
instructor . Directed research and reading.
May involve the performance of a research
task in cooperation with an operating
criminal justice agency.
400 Proseminar: The Administration of
Justice (3)
A critical examination of theoretical
concepts and polic y initiatives in the
administration of justi ce. Course will include
ana lysis of the way in wh.ich progra ms have
been implemented and the extent to which
they have been successful.

402 Correctional Theory and
Practice (3)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing or co nse nt
of in structor . The study of institutional and
co mmunity co rrections . Historical and
contemporary justifications, including
rehabilitation , deterrence, retribution , and
incapacitation.
403 Urban Police Function (3)
Prerequi si te : Graduate standing or consent
of instructor . Historical. economic, social,
and political analysis of the police function .
Empha sis on the problems of urban
policing.
404 The Adjudication Process (3)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing or consent
of instru ctor . Analysis of the judicial searc h
for truth . The co urse considers the co mplex
functi ons of the police, prosecu ting and
defense attorneys in the justice process,
and the role of appellate review.
405 Juvenile Justice (3)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing or consent
of instructor. Review of juvenile justice
theory, law, and practice from current and
historica l perspectives.
410 Criminal Justice Organization (3)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing or consen t
of instructor. An analysis of crimina l justice
as a system of complex organizations.
Topic s include theories of organizations and
behavior, organizational envi ronments, an d
factors which explain their development and
cha nge .
464 Seminar in Criminological
Theories (3)
I Same as Sociolo gy 464 ) Prerequisite :
Sociology 400 or permission of instructor .
Theori es of criminality are examined, with
an empha sis on explanations of criminal
behavior and soci etal responses. Th eories
discussed include: structural strain,
differential association , subcultural
deviance, differential opportunity, labeling,
an d social control.
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College of Arts and Sciences

Administration of
Justice
475 Introduction to Evaluation
Research Methods (3)
A comparative study of research strategies
with regard to data sou rces, data collection,
and modes of anal ysis that are appropriate
for program evalua tion research. Attention
is gi ven to observational , survey, and quasi
experimental methodologies .
480 Seminar in Administration of
Justice (3)
This course will focus on a particular topic.
An in-depth examination of that topic will
follow . Sampl e topics include: drugs and
the criminal justice system, the future of
imprisonment, plea-bargaining, minorities
and the administration of justice.

485 Directed Readings (1-6)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Directed
reading and research , under facult y super
vision , designed to meet particular
educational needs of selected students .
490 Thesi!' Research (1-6)
Prerequi sites: Graduate standing and
consent of instructor.
495 Field Placement (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or consent
of instructor . Supervised placements with
criminal justice agencies . Designed primarily
for students with limited field experience.

499 Independent Study and
Research (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or ( onsent
or instructor . Directed stud y or res€ 3rch in
the administration of justice .

College of Arts and Sciences
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Anthropology

The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SS] breadth of study
requirements: 5, 11,51,71,101,102,108,
109,111,112,121,122,123,124,125,131,
132,133,134,135,141,142,143,144,160,
191, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 286,
301, 302 , 308, 309, 310, 350, 391.
5 Human Origins (4)
(With laboratory.1 A survey of the field of
physical anthropology with emphasis upon
the development of man as an animal. Will
consider the genetic forces of evolution,
fossil men, race fOlmation, and the origin of
culture from a scientific point of view .
11 People, Culture, and Society (3)
A survey of types of societies- bands,
tribes. chiefdoms, states, and peasantry
and of selected aspects of culture and
social structure. Introduction to linguistics
and so cial and cultural anthropology as
scientific disciplines.
51 Introduction to Anthropological
Linguistics (3)
Relation between man and language in
synch ronic and historical perspective. The
design feat ures of language, equality,
diversity and relativity in structures and
functions of language, including non
Western languages .
71 Native American Literature (3)
The course surveys the literature of
American Indians from its oral tradition of
myth, legend, song, and oratory through its
modern forms. The course sa ti sfies the
ethnic literature requirement for Missouri
state certification in Secondary Educat ion
and the College of Arts and Sciences non
Euro-American study requirement.
101 Ideas and Explanations in
Anthropology (3)
An introduct ion to major developments in
the anthropological explanation of social
and cultural behavior. Thi s course does not
meet the specific requirements for the B.A.
in anthropology. Stud ents majoring in
anthropology mu st register in Anthropology
30 1, Ideas and Explanat ions in
Anthropology, Intensive.

102 Strategies in Social
Organization (3)
An exam ination of the ways in which
societies adapt to different natural and
cultural environments. Explore s examples
from ind ustrial and tribal societies to arrive
at general principles concerning the ways
societies organize to accomplish their goals.
This course does not meet the specific
requirements fo r the B.A. in anthropology.
Students majoring in anthropology must
r8gister for Anthropology 302, Strategies in
Social Organization, Intensive.
108 Practicum in Research
Methods (3)
Training in fieldwork techniques including
participant observation, formal interviewing,
su rvey interviewing, and other techniques
used by social scientists. This course does
not meet the specific requirements for the
B.A. in anthropology. Stu dents majoring in
anthropology must register in Anthropology
308, Practicum in Research Methods,
Intensive .
109 Field Study in Archaeology (3-6)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. This
course is designed to introduce students to
field methods in archaeology and to the
methods of recording, storing, analyzing,
and reporting archaeological finding s.
Experience is gained through participation
in a field research project including
excavation and survey projects . Emphasis is
placed upon research design and
implementation and upon the use of
archaeological data in describing and
explaining human behavior.
111 Contrastive Analysis (3)
Prerequisite: One course in linguistics .
Examination of two models- stru ctu ral
linguistics and transformational
grammar- for the purpose of formulating a
contrastive grammar of a Western and non
Western language.
112 Language and Culture (3)
Prerequisite: One co urse in linguistics. The
relationship between language and culture.
Works of Sapir, Whorf, Lee, and others will
be considered.

121 Modern Aztec and Maya (3)
A survey of Indian cultures in Mexico and
Guatemala . The cou rse focuses on modern
communities after a brief survey of the
conquest and colonial experiences as they
affected Indian communities . Satisfies the
non-Euro-American requirement.
122 Indians of North America (3)
A survey of the aboriginal cultures of North
American Indians, including prehistory of
the area, the ethnographic and linguistic
groupings, and the social organization and
cultural systems of North American groups.
This course satisfies the non-Euro-American
requirement.
123 Cultures of Asia (3)
A survey of the cultures of A sia including
the prehistory of the area, the ethnographic
and lingu istic groupings, and the social
organization and cultural systems of these
groups . This course satisf ies the non-Euro
American requirement.
124 Cultures of Africa (3)
A basic ethnographic su rvey of African
cultures, with attention to social groupings,
tribalism , religion, language and social
change, and the ecological relationship
between man and nature. This course
sa tisfies the non-Euro-American
requirement.
125 World Cultures (3)
An ethnographic survey of the major
cultu re areas of the world (Africa, Asia,
North and South America, Europe, and
Oceania). Satisfies the non-Euro-American
requirement .
131 Archaeology of Missouri (3)
An introduction to the prehistoric Indian
cultures of Missouri and adjacent areas
from 20, 000 B.C. to the co ming of
Europeans. Examines the development of
prehistoric cultures in Missouri from small
bands of hunters to agricultural city
builders. Discusses the decline of
indigenous cultures as they came into
contact with European civilization. Satisfies
the non-Euro-American requirement.
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Anthropology

132 Archaeology of North America (3}
In this course. the archaeological record of
cultural development throughout prehistoric
North America is examined. Topics of
discussion include the origins of human
culture in North America . the process of
prehistoric cultural development in the
different regions of the continent. and
archaeological approaches to explaining the
behavior of North America's prehistoric
inhabitants. This course satisfies the non 
Euro-American requirement.
133 World Prehistory (3}
An introduction to the prehistoric cultures
of Asia , Africa , Europe, and the Americas
from the Paleolithic Age to the
establishment of civilization. Examines the
rise of complex societies leading to
civilization in the different areas of the
world, concentrating on social and
ecological conditions contributing to their
development and on comparisons between
civilizations. This course satisfies the non
Euro-American requirement.
134 The Inca, Aztec, and Maya (3}
A survey of the cultural evolution of Meso
America and Andean South America, from
the early hunters to the high civilizations.
The course will co nclude with the sixteenth
century Spanish conquest of these
civilizations. Satisfies the non-Euro
American requirement.
135 Indians of South America (3}
Examination of the social and cultural
development of South American Indians
from the earliest ancestors of the Inca to
twentieth-century tribes of the Amazon.
The focus is on culture change and the rich
cultural diversity encountered as one ranges
from the high Andes to the grassy Pampas,
from the world's driest desert to its largest
tropical forest. Satisfies the non-Euro
American requirement.
141 Sexual Behavior (3}
Description and analy sis of se x roles in
different cultures including band, tribal.
peasant, and state-level societies. Cultural
bases of behavior such as "machismo" and
female assertiveness. This course satisfies
the non-Euro-Amer ican requirement.

142 The Culture of Cities (31
A comparative analysis of the cultural roles
of urban centers and the processes of
urbanization in non-Western and Western
societies, past and present. A consideration
of urban influences on rural Americ a and
the traditional peasant and primitive peoples
of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
143 Nonvarbal Bahavior (3}
Cross-cultural analysis of (a) body manage
ment in conscious and unconscious com
munication (kinesics) and (b) non-verbal
behavior, which channels internal and inter
personal tension (personal growth). The
course will examine uniformit y and variation
across cultures.
144 Religion, Magic, and Science (31
A considera tion of the roles of religion,
magic, and science in culture and social
organization.
160 Professional Anthropology:
Medical (3}
An examination of the growing interaction
between anthropology and medicine. and
the increasing use of anthropologists in
medical and health-care settings. In addition
to teaching current theory in medical
anth ropology, the course focuses on
anthropologically-based skills essential to
those working in health-related fields.
191 Current Issues in
Anthropology (1-4)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 11 or consent of
instructor . Selected topics in social,
cultural, and physical anthropology, with
emphasis on current issues and trends in
the field of anthropology . Ma y be repeated .
Anthropology majors should register in
Anthropology 391.
201 Comparative Economic Behavior (31
Prerequisite : One course in anthropology.
or Sociology 10, or Economics 40. or
Econo mics 51. An introduction to the range
of economic organizations found in the
world. Anthropological models of
production and exchange. The notion of
"rationality" as applied to non-Western
economic systems. The contribution of
anthropology to the understanding of
economic development. This course
satisfies the non-Euro-American
requirement.

202 Politics, Symbolism, and
Culture (3)
Prerequisite: One course in anthro, ology or
pOlitical science . A survey of politi( al organ
izations an d processes with empha 3is on
native and non-Western cultures . Ilcluded
are topics such as strategies for ot tain ing
and maintaining power , ethni city. tribalism,
and the relationship of ideology to politi cs.
203 The Mind of Man : Culture and
Cognition (3}
Prerequisite : One course in anthropology or
Sociology 10 or Psychology 3. An ntroduc
tion to psychological anthropology f ocusing
on cultural influences on cognition and
perception . Theories of "primitive ~ind"
will be reviewed in historical perspective,
and cross-cultural research in perc'ep tion .
learning, and cognition considered Recent
studies of sociocultural systems ar d cogni
tive styles will be examined and th 3ir impli
cations for educa tion explored.
204 Culture and Personality (3:
Prerequisite : One course in anthropology or
Sociology 10 or Psychology 3. An alysis of
behavior from the standpoint of in :eraction
between psychological, sociologicnl , and
cultural systems.
205 Introduction to Models in the
Social Sciences (3)
(Same as Sociology 205 . Political 3 cience
205. and InterdiSCiplinary 205.) PrErequisite:
Anthropology 11, or Sociology 10. or
Political Science 11. or consent of
instructor . The course will focus 0 '1
explaining social and cultural beha vior.
Elementary models of decision ma <ing.
exchange, and adaptation will be co vered.
Computer processing of data to tE st
empirical hypotheses will be introcu ced.
206 Applied Anthropology (3)
Prerequisite: One course in anthro Dology or
Sociology 10 or Psychology 3. A descrip
tion and analysis of the methods, orinciples,
and use of anthropology in solutic n of pro
blems associated with the changir g condi
tions of our times . The co urse wil examine
a wide variety of cross-cultural ca'3e studies.
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207 Culture Change (3)
Prerequisite: One course in anthropology or
sociology or history. An intensive investiga
tion into the elements and processes of cul
ture change with regard to specific theories
of culture change. The course examines the
relationship between microchange in primi
tive and modern complex societies.
240 Play: Psychological and
Anthropological Perspectives (3)
(Same as Psychology 240.) Prerequisite:
Psychology 3, or Anthropology 11, or
consent of instructor. This course will
examine play from psychological and
anthropological perspectives in an effort to
provide an understanding of the importance
of play for humans. The questions which
will be the focus of the course include : why
people play, the adaptive benefits derived
from play, the cultural functions :)f play,
and how play is expressed in different
cultures.
286 The Arts in Society (3)
(Same as Sociology 286.) Prerequisite: Soc
iology 10 or Anthropology 11. The relation
ship of artists, writers, and musicians, their
traditions and modes of artistic expression
to variant social structures and institutions,
and socia l pressures and rewards.
301 Ideas and Explanations in
Anthropology, Intensive (3)
Prerequisite : One course In anthropology.
Major developments in anthropological
explanations of social and cultural behavior
through intensive reading and discussion of
source materials. Non-majors may register
for Anthropology 101.

302 Strategies in Social Organization,
Intensive (3)
Prerequisite: One course in anthropology.
An intensive examination of the ways in
which societies adapt to different natural
and social environments . Explores examples
from industrial and tribal societies to arrive
at general principles concerning the ways
societies organize to accomplish their goals.
Non-majors may register for Anthropology
102.
308 Practicum in Research Methods,
Inten'sive (3)
Prerequisite: One course in cultural
anthropology, or Sociology 10, or
Economics 40, or Economics 51, or Political
Science 11. Methods in field archaeology
and laboratory analysis . Emphasis is on
techniques including participant observa
tion, formal interviewing, survey interview
ing, and other techniques used by social
scien tists . Non-majors may regi ster for
Anthropology 108.
309 Field Study in Archaeology (3-6)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. This
course is for advanced students . It is
designed to introduce students to advanced
methods in field archaeology and laboratory
analysis. Emphasis is placed on sa mpling,
the use of theory in guiding field and
laboratory work, advanced field techniques,
and specialty analysis. Opportunities are
provided for the development of field and
laboratory leadership skills. Independent
research is encouraged .

310 Laboratory Methods in
Archaeology (3)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 109, or
Anthropology 309, or consent of instructor.
This is a course in basic laboratory analysis
and curation methods. The emphases are:
1) mastery of general lab methods and
procedures, and 2) development of
independent analysis skills in one or more
specialty areas such as lithics, ceramics,
graphics, paleobotany, experimental
analysis, and soils. Purchase of individual
supplies not to exceed $10.
350 Special Study (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Indepen
dent study through readings, reports, or
field research .
391 Current Issues in Anthropology (1-4)
Prerequisite: Anthropo logy 11 or consent of
instructor . Selected topics in social,
cultural, and physical anthropology, with
emphasis on current issues and trends in
the field of anthropology. May be repeated.
(Non-majors may register in Anthropology
191 )
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Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Art History and Art Studio.
Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
instructor . For the nonmajor, any number
of studio cou rses will be accepted as
electives.
The following courses fulfill the Humanities
[H] breadth of study requirements: ART
HISTORY : 5, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,65,79,90,
105, 176,215, 216, 225, 235, 245, 255, 258,
259, 265, 275, 290, 315, 316, 325, 326, 335,
345,356, 357, 363, 390, 395.

Art History
5 Introduction to Art (3)
An introduction to major historical
movements in Western art.
15 Art of Africa , Oceania, and the
Americas (3)
A survey of the art of tribal people of
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas from
prehistoric times through the present. The
relationship of art to religion, myth, festival,
and social life will be considered, as well as
the effects of acculturation on the arts. This
course fulfills the non-Euro-American study
requirement.
16 North American Indian Art (3)
A detailed survey of the arts of North
America from prehistoric times to the
present. Cultures to be covered include:
Moundbuilders, Northeast, Navajo, Pueblo
peoples, Northwest Coast, and Eskimo. The
relationship of art to religion, dan ce,
philosophy, and social life will be explored.
This course fulfills the non-Euro-American
study requirement.
17 African Art (3)
A survey of the tribal and traditional arts of
Black Africa. The function and context of
art among specific peoples such as the
Yoruba, Dan, Dogon, Kuba, and Kongo will
be discussed. Emphasis will be placed on
dance , festival, and religion as the primary
contexts of African art. Fulfills the non
Euro-American study requirement.
18 Survey of Asian Art (3)
The study of architecture, sculpture, and
painting of India, China, Japan, and
Southeast Asia, emphasizing art as a
universal language that furthers our
understanding of radically different cultures.
This course fulfills the non-Euro-American
study requirement.

19 Pre-Columbian Art of Mexico and
Central America (3)
A survey of the arts of native peoples of
Middle America before the coming of the
Spaniards in 1519. The cultural contex t and
meaning of sculpture, painting,
architecture, and ritual among the Olmec,
Maya, Aztec, and other tribes. Thi s course
fulfills the non-Euro-American study
requirement.
65 Photography and Society (3)
(Same as Interdisciplinary 65.1 A study of
photography as a means of information and
expression, as an influence on culture, and
as a reflection of concepts in politics,
science, morality, and art. This course
counts toward the major.

late antiquity (the 5th century A .D .I. The
course will focus on the regional l ariants of
Roman art in such places as GaUl , Spain,
Great Britain , North Africa, and the Greco
Roman East .
225 Medieval Art (3)
Prerequisite : Art 5. The art and al chitecture
of the Middle Ages from the ea rl ~ Christian
era through the late Gothic perioe .
235 Renaissance Art (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. Artists and arGhitects :n
fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteent h-century
Europe. Special attention will be fJ iven to
innovations in Italy and their influ ~ nce
throughout Europe .

79 Special Topics in Art History (1-3)
Selected topics in art history. This course
may be repeated for credit.

245 Baroque Art (3)
Prerequisite : Art 5. Art and archit ~cture in
both northern and southern Euror e from
1600 to 1750 with emphasis on th =
contributions of individual artists.

90 Freshman Seminar (3)
Prerequisite: Freshman standing and
consent of instructor. Topics to be
announced. Weekly seminars supplemented
by individual conferences.

255 Modern Art (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. European art of the
nineteenth and twentieth centurie s.

105 Art Masterpieces (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. Intensive studies of
selected major monuments and works of
major artists from throughout the history of
art with special attention to the particular
social and cultural factors surrounding their
creation .
176 Women and the Visual Arts (3)
No prerequisite. Art 5 or enrollment in the
Women's Studies Certificate Program
recommended. Selected topics concerning
women as creators, users, and subject
matter of art. Great women artists in the
Western world will be studied, as well as
women weavers, potters, and sculptors in
tribal society.
215 Greek Art and Archaeology (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. General survey of
material culture in the Aegean basin ,
beginning with the Bronze Age (third
milennium B .C.) and terminating in the late
Hellenistic period (second century B.C.I.
For the Hellenistic period the course will
trace Greek developments and influences
outside of the Aegean, for example, in Italy
and in Egypt.
216 Roman Art and Archaeology (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. General survey of
material culture in Italy and its dependencies
beginning with prehistoric Italy (ninth and
eighth centuries B.C .I and terminating in

258 American Art (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. A survey of tr e art of
the United States, both as an extension of
the European tradition and for its original
contributions.
259 Modern Architecture (3)
Prerequisite : Art 5. A brief histor~ and
analysis of modern architecture,
investigations of technological pre cess,
urban plimning, and the dominating social
attitudes which govern architectu al
development.
265 History of Photography (~)
Prerequisite: Art 5 or consent of
department. A study of photography: its
historical development, an examir ation of it
as an art medium, and its influen< e on the
development of modern art.
275 The Art of Print (3)
Prerequisite: Art 5. Dealing with t, e history
of print forms : woodcuts, etching 3,
engravings, lithographs, silkscreer s,
monotypes, and mixed media. Sp =cial
emphasis will be given to the imp Jrtance of
prints to the art and artists of our t ime.
290 Speci'Jl Study (1-10)
Prerequisites Junior or senio r sta l ding and
consent of department and instru : tor.
Independent study through readir gs,
reports , or field resea rch .
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29J Art Gallery Management (3)
Prerequisites: Art 5 and six credit hours in
other art history courses. This course will
consider the practical application of
professional training in art history as it
applies to gallery managemen t. Topics
cove red will include: grant writing in the
arts, the development of art exhibits, the
role of the art cura tor , and the operation of
a gallery. All students will get hands-on
experience in Gallery 210.
295 Sophomore / Junior Seminar (3)
Prerequisites: Art 5 and consen t of
instructor . Reading, discussion , and writing
on topics to be announced. Course may be
repeated with consent of instructo r.
303 Media and Technique in Art
History (2)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
Tech nical demonstration of and research
into various materials and media used by
the art ist.
315 Studies : Tribal Arts (3)
Prerequisite: One of the fo llowing : Art 15,
Art 16, Art 17, or Art 19; or permission of
instructor. Intensive stu dy of the art s of
several tribal groups. Inquiry into
relationships between art and cu lt ure by
means of an examina tion of myth,
literature , festival, and social life. Seminar
format. May be repeated for credit with
permission of adviser .
316 Studies in Ancient Art (3)
Prerequ isites : Art 5 or Interd iscipl inary 10
and one of the followi ng : Art 215 or Art 216
or permission of the instructor . Intensive
study of some aspect of classica l art an d
archaeology . Semina r format. Conte nt will
vary. May be repeated fo r cred it with
perm ission of adviser.
325 Early Christian Art and
Archaeology (3)
Prerequisite : Art 215 or consent of adviser.
The origins and development of Christian
imagery prior to the fourth century , the
Constantinian epoch, and Byzantine
developments to the death of Justinian .
Attent io n will be pa id to wo rks of art and to
the entire material culture of early
Christianity.
326 Monasteries. Cathedrals. and
Preaching Churches (3)
Prerequisite: Art 215 or consent of adviser .
A study of chief monuments and
characte ri stics of later medieval art,
empha sizing their Christian institutional
contexts.

335 Artists and Theories of the
Renaissance (3)
Prerequisite: Art 235 or consent of adviser.
Studies of selected fourteenth, fifteenth,
and six teenth-century artists (e.g. GiOIlO,
Don atello, Jan Van Eyck, Leonardo, Durer,
M ichelangelo, Bru eghel, etc.1 an d the ideas
which are especially important in their work .
345 Age of Grandeur: Perspectives In
Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century
Art (3)
Prerequisite: Art 245 or consent of
instructor. A study of selected topics in
Baroque and Rococo art. The co ntent of
the course will vary , focusing on sing le
areas , such as the Baroque in Rome; or on
major artists, such as Bernini, Rubens, and
Rembrandt. May be repeated for credit with
permission of instruc tor and adviser.
356 Nineteenth-Century Art (3)
Prereq uisi te: Art 255 or consent of adviser.
Studies of selected formal and theoretical
aspects of nineteenth-century European art.
Typical topics : Neoclassicism , Realism,
Impressionism . M ay be repeated fo r credit
with consent of instructor .
357 Twentieth-Century Art (3)
Prerequisi te: Art 255 or consent of adviser.
A study of major stylistic and co nceptual
trends in European and American art of the
twentieth centu ry . May be repeated for
credit with consent of instructor .
363 Photography Since 1945 (3)
Prerequisites : Art 5 and one of the
fo!lowing : Art 65 or Art 265 or permission
of the instructor. Seminar on crea tive
photography from the posl -war period to
the present. Top ics w ill include the relation
of this medium to other arts, including
sculptu ral and performance art , as well as
current modes of ph otographic depiction in
landscape and stu dio work.
365 Seminar in Photographic
Studies (3)
(Same as InterdiSCiplinary 365.1 Advanced
special topics in photographic studies .
390 Special Study (1-10)
Prerequisites : Junior/senior standing and
consent of department chairperson and
instructor. Independent study through
readings, reports, or field research.
395 Senior Art History Seminar (3)
PrerequiSite : Senior standing in art history
or consent of instructor. Intensive reading ,
discussion , and writ ing on topics to be
announced .

Art Studio
2 Introduction to Studio Art (3)
An int rod ucti on to drawing, painting, and
design in a beginning studio environment.
This course is designed to provid e basic
skills and understanding of studio
experience for the non-Art major .
30 Ceramics I (3)
An introduction to basic met hods and
theory of ce ramics including work with
hand-built construction, wheel techniques,
and glazing. Lab fee required.
40 Basic Drawing I (3)
An introduct ion to drawing through the
study of figure, object. and environment.
42 Figure Drawing I (3)
Basic stud ies of the human form and
ana tomy from the model in a variety of
drawing media. Lab fee required.
50 Basic Design I (3)
Studio problems in the creat ive use and
integration of the elements of two
dimensional design : line, form, space,
texture, and color.
60 Photography I (3)
An in troduction to the techniques and
aesthetics of black and white photography :
the camera and the darkroom. One hour
lecture and two and one-half hours
laboratory meetings weekly . Studen ts mu st
provide a camera with adjustable speeds
and apertu re and pay for their darkroom
materials. Lab fee required .
74 Special Topics in Studio (1-3)
Selected topics in stud io studies . This
course may be repeated for credit.
134 Art Activities for Elementary
Schools (3)
(Same as ELE ED 179.1 A study of art
principles and laboratory experiences with
various media and materials . Stresses
curriculum planning and development of the
elementary school program in art.
140 Basic Drawing II (3)
Prerequisite: Art 40. The development of
drawing skills through continued
observation and problems of invention . A
further exploration of varied drawing
materials an d techniques incl uding grap hite,
charcoal, conte crayon, and inks .
142 Figure Drawing II (3)
Prerequisite: Art 42 . Continuation of Figure
Drawing I. Lab fee required .
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150 Basic Design II (3)
An introduction to three-dimensional
design. The study of structure-space
relationships through basic composition
problems. Studio experiments with paper,
plexig las, lightweight wood, metal, linear
media, and other materials.
160 Photography II (3)
Prerequisite : Art 60 . Continuation of
Photography I at the intermediate level. Lab
fee required .
210 Graphic Design I (3)
Prerequisite: Art 50, Art 140 or consent of
instructor Introductory studio problems in
layout, lettering, and design with
typographic elements .
211 Graphic Design II (3)
Prerequisite : Art 210 or consent of
instructor . Continuation of Graphic Design I.
250 Composition (3)
Prerequisites : Art 50 and Art 150. An
investigation of the use of formal design
elements as used in historic and
contemporary art. Weekly studio problems
and discussions will concentrate on skills,
application, and unifying effects of
compositional elements on a variety of
visual art forms .
260 Photo: Color Printing (3)
Prerequisite: Art 60 or equivalent. The
course will introduce students to
Cibachrome and Type C color printing
techniques . A portfolio of fifteen prints will
be produced by the end of the course .
Students are required to furnish their own
papers . Registration limited to fifteen
students.
270 Printmaking: Relief I (3)
Prerequi site: Art 50, Art 140 or consent of
instructor. An introduction to relief
printmaking technique, materials, and
theory . The course wi ll include work in
linoleum, wood, and other relief materials.
Lab fee required.
271 Printmaking: Relief II (3)
Prerequisite: Art 270 or consent of
instructor. A continuation of Art 270. Lab
fee required.
272 Printmaking: Lithography I (3)
Prerequisite: Art 50, Art 140 or consent of
instructor . An introduction to printmaking
skills and theory in stone and plate
lithography . Studio problems in the use of
materials and equipment. Allention will be
given to individual development. Lab fee
required .

273 Printmaking: Lithography II (3)
Prerequisite: Art 272. Continuation of Art
272. Lab fee required .
274 Printmaking: Photo Lithography I (3)
Prerequisite: Art 60 or departmental
consent. An introduction to printmaking
skills and theory in stone and plate
lithography with particular emphasis on the
photographic applications of the process.
Some attention will also be given to
commercial application of the medium.
Studio problems in the use of materials and
equipment. Lab fee required .
280 Painting I (3)
Prerequisite : Art 50, Art 140 or consent of
instructor. An introduction to the use of oil
and / or acrylic painting media . Studio
problems to develop technica l and
expressive skills on various surfaces.
281 Painting II (3)
Prerequisite: Art 280 or consent of
instructor. Continuation of basic studio
problems in painting media.
283 Watercolor Painting (3)
Prerequisites : Art 50 and Art 140. Beginning
problems in watercolor painting. Includes
the study of traditional and contemporary
approaches to color, color techniques, and
treatment of papers .
310 Advanced Graphic Design (3)
Prerequisites: Art 210 and Art 211.
Advanced studio problems to further the
understanding of design and its relationship
to typographic elements, illustration, and
communication. The course will encourage
both conceptual and technical development
of the designer. May be repeated for credit.
334 Contemporary Art Education:
Craft and Theory (1-2)
Prerequisite : Upper-division standing or
consent of instructor. Intensive study for
advanced students and art teachers,
emphasizing specialized techniques and
innovative concepts. Topics to be
announced. May be repeated for credit.
340 Advanced Drawing (3)
Prerequisites: Art 40 and Art 140. This
course offers studio problems designed to
further the development of drawing skills in
various media. Emphasis will be given to
the study of drawing as an independent art
form . Limited color will also be introduced.
May be repeated for credit.

342 Advanced Figure Drawin!J (3)
Prerequisites: Art 42 and Art 142 . Advanced
study of the human form and an, tomy from
the model in a variety of drawing media.
May be repeated for credit. Lab f ~e
required.
350 Advanced Design (3)
Prerequisites: Art 50 and Art 150. Advanced
studio problems in design materi, Is. Use of
two-dimensional and three-dimen ,ional
mixed media. Experimental use 0 materials
and media will be introduced . Mey be
repeated for credit. Lab fee requi -ed .
360 Advanced Photography 131
Prerequisite : Art 160. Advanced ~ tudio
problems in photography . Concentration on
techniques and esthetics . May bE repeated
for credit. Lab fee required .
370 Advanced Relief Printma k ing (3)
Prerequisites : Art 270 and Art 27" .
Advanced problems in relief print -n aking.
Work in wood and mi xed materiels.
Development of skills and estheti :
judgments in the media . May be -epeated
for credit with consent of instruc' or.
372 Advanced Lithography (3
Prerequisites Art 272 and Art 273.
Continuing problems in lithograpllY with
problems in black and white,
photolithography, and/or color . ~ J1 ay be
repeated for credit. Lab fee requi ·ed .
380 Advanced Painting (3)
Prerequisite : Art 281 or consent ()f
instructor . Advanced studio prob ems in
painting media . Allention paid to individual
development of theory, expressio n, and
technique . May be repeated for credit.
390 Special Study {1-101
Prerequisites : Junior / senior standing and
consent of department chairpers( nand
instructor. Independent study lh D ugh
readings, reports , or field researC l.
393 Senior Studio Seminar (1 )
Prerequisite : Senior standing. W eekly
critiques and discussions of tech nical and
professional issues. Includes pre~ aration for
senior exhibition.
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department or instructor , Some courses
as indicated in the course description may
be taken concurrently with the listed
offering, Consult your adviser for further
information,
The following courses fulfill the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics [SM] breadth of
study requirements : 1, 3, 10, 90, 110, 113,
114,115,116,118,120,140,150,210,212,
213, 215, 216, 218, 220, 222, 224, 226, 235,
W,2~,2~~2,~,2~,2W , W2 , 2M,

266, 270, 276, 278, 280, 282, 285, 286, 305,
306,307 , 308,310,311,313,314,315,317,
319, 320, 322, 326, 330, 332, 334, 336, 338,
~2,~,~,~,300,~2,3~,~6,3~,

3W, 3M, 366, 368, 370, 372, 376, 378, 380,
381,382, 383, 384, 387, 389, 390, 392, 395,
396, 398, 399,
General Biology (3)
Emphasis on fundamental principles of
biology, Biology 1 can be applied toward
fulfillment of the general education
requirement in science, Biology 1 does not
satisfy the prerequisite requirements of
other courses in biology at the 200 level or
above , Students who plan to pursue a
career in medicine or one of the medical
oriented professions should enroll in Biology
10 rather thall Biology 1, Three hours of
lecture per week,
3 General Biology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 1 (may be taken
concurrently), Laboratory course to
accompany Biology 1, Biology 3 can be
used to fulfill the general education
requirements in a laboratory science,
Biology 3 does not meet the prerequisite
requirements for other courses in biology ,
Three and one-half hours of laboratory per
week ,
10 Introductory Biology (5)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 02 and English
09 or equivalent. A one-semester
prerequisite for students intending to major
in biology or take biology courses at the
200 level or above, This course offers an
introduction to some of the biological
properties and relationships of organisms,
both plant and animal. The laboratory work
emphasizes an experimental approach to
biological processes , Three hours of lecture,
three and one-half hours of laboratory, and
one hour of discussion per week ,
90 Freshman Seminar (3)
Prerequisites: Freshman standing and high
school biology, Topic to be announced for
each session, Weekly seminars and
individual conferences, Section limited to
twelve to fifteen students,

110 Human Biology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 1 or Biology 10,
Lectures and readings concerned with the
reproduction, development, genetics,
functional anatomy, behavior, ecology, and
evolution of the human species, Three
hours of lecture per week,

120 Environmental Biology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 1 or Biology 10, An
examination of the biological basis of
current environmental problems, with
emphasis upon resources, energy, pollution,
and conservation. Three hours of lecture
per week,

111 Issues in Geriatric Health Care (2)
(Same as Nursing 111 ,) A course designed
to acquaint the student with aspects of
chronic disease frequent in later life, as well
as a synopsis of biological aging processes ,
Disease symptomology, aspects of health
maintenance, and medical intervention with
an older adult population will be discussed,
In addition, issues in health-care delivery
will also be explored,

140 Female Sexuality (3)
(Same as Psychology 140.) Prerequisites
Psychology 3 and Biology 1 or Biology 10.
This course will present a biological
psychological orientation toward the study
of female sexuality. Topics include : sexual
anatomy, hormonal influences on sexual
behavior, psychosexual development,
sexual attraction and relationships, sexual
response and dysfunction, menstruation,
pregnancy, menopause, reproductive health
issues, and social issues in sexuality.

113 Human Physiology and
Anatomy I (4)
Prerequisite: Biology 1 or its equivalent,
The basic aspects of the structure of the
healthy human body and how it functions,
Special emphasis is on how the human
body adapts itself to its environment and
how changes affect physiological activities ,
Three hours of lecture and two hours of
laboratory per week ,
114 Human Physiology and
Anatomy II (4)
Prerequisite: Biology 113. A continuation of
Biology 113. A study of the basic aspects
of human physiology and anatomy, Three
hours of lecture and two hours of
laboratory per week .
115 Human Heredity and Evolution (3)
Prerequisite : Biology 1 or Biology 10. The
study of heredity and evolution with special
reference to human populations . Three
hours of lecture per week ,
116 General Microbiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 1 or its equivalent, A
survey of microbial structure, genetics, and
physiology. Special emphasis will be placed
on the transmission and control of such
organisms as they relate to the maintenance
of human health. Three hours of lecture per
week.
118 General Microbiology
Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 116 (may be taken
concurrently). Standard techniques for
identification, growth, and control of
microorganisms. Three and one-half hours
of laboratory per week .

150 Plants and Civilization (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 1 or Biology 10. A
study of man's use and dependency on
plants . Primary topics of discussion will
center on the origin of agriculture and its
influence on the development of nations,
the origin and evolution of food crops, drug
and medicinal plants, and problems in
feeding the world's population. Three hours
of lecture per week.
210 Cell Structure and Function (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 10 and Chemistry 11
(or Chemistry 1 plus Chemistry 9). General
cell biology, snessing cell structure and
ultrastructure, as related to cell function .
Three hours of lecture per week ,
212 Histology and Microtechniques (4)
Prhequisites: Biology 10 and Biology 210
(may be taken concurrently). The basic
prinCiples and techniques of histology . Two
hours of lecture per week and four hours of
laboratory , (Additional lab hours arranged .)
213 Vertebrate Physiology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 10 and Chemistry 11
(or Chemistry 1 plus Chemistry 9), Basic
functional aspects of organ systems in
relation to the physiochemical properties of
protoplasm . Three hours of lecture per
week.
215 Vertebrate Physiology Lab (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 213 (may be taken
concurrently), Instrumental and
experimental studies in physiology. Three
and one-half hours of laboratory per week,
216 Microbiology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 10 and Chemistry 11
(or Chemistry 1 plus Chemistry 9), Study of
microorganisms, their metabolism, genetics,
and their interaction with other forms of
life. Three hours of lecture per week .
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218 Microbiology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 216 (may be taken
concurrently). Experimental studies and
procedures of microbiological techniques.
Three and one-half hours of laboratory per
week .
220 General Ecology (3)
Prerequisite : Biology 10. An examination of
the relationships between living organisms
and their environment. Three hours of
lecture per week .
222 General Ecology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisites: Biology 220 required (may be
taken concurrently); a general statistics
course strongly recommended . An analysis
of fa ctors influencing the abundance and
distribution of living organisms. Three and
one-half hours of laboratory per week.
224 Genetics (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 10 and Chemistry 11
(or Chemistry 1 plus Chemistry 9) .
Fundamental principl es of inheritance,
includ ing classical genetic theory as well as
recent advances in the molecular basis of
heredity . Three hours of lecture per week .
226 Ge-netics Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 224 (may be taken
concurrently) . Laboratory to acc ompany
Biology 224 . Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week .
235 Development (3)
Prerequisite : Biology 10. Basic principles of
development from the point of view of
growth , morphogenesis, and differentiation.
Three hours of lecture per week.
237 Development Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 235 (may be taken
concurrently). Laboratory to accompany
Biology 235. Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week .
246 Introduction to Evolution (31
Prerequisite: Biology 10. Introduction to the
theory, events, and processes of organic
evolution.
250 Biology of Plants (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 10. General survey of
the plant groups from algae through
angiosperms. Morphology, reproduction,
and central physiological concepts unique
to the plant kingdom will be discussed.
Three hours of lecture per week .
252 Biology of Plants Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 250 (may be taken
concurrently). Examination of representatives
of the plant kingdom and experimentation
in plant physiology. Three and one-half
hou rs of laboratory per week .

254 General Plant Physiology and
Development (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 10, Chemistry 11 (or
Chemistry 1 and 9), An examination of
photosynthesis, water relations,
development, and response to
environmental stress in plants. Three
hours of lecture per week .
256 Plant Physiology and Development
Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 254 (may be taken
concurrently) . Laboratory to accompany
Biology 254. Exercises will demonstrate
basic plant biochemical and biophysical
mechani sms and responses to
environmental stress. Three and one-half
hours of lab per week.
260 Vertebrate Biology (3)
Prerequisite : Biology 10. Development,
structure, function, interrelationships, and
zoogeography of vertebrate animals with
particular attention to phylogenetic aspects.
Three hours of lecture per week.
262 Vertebrate Biology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 260 (may be taken
concurrently) . Laboratory to accompany
Biology 260. Morphological analysis and
systematic survey of major vertebrate
groups . Overview of the vertebrate life
forms and their adaptations to habitats and
resources. Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week.
264 Invertebrate Biology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 10. Structure and
function of invertebrate animals with
coemphasis on evolution and phylogenetic
interrelationships. A field trip to the Florida
Gulf Coast will be offered but not required.
Three hours of lecture per week.
266 Invertebrate Biology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 264 (may be taken
concurrently). Laboratory to accompany
Biology 264 . Dissection and analysis of
invertebrates with an emphasis on structure
and function ; includes field trips to area
stations . A field trip to the Florida Gulf
Coast will be offered but not required.
Three and one-half hours of laboratory per
week .
270 Introduction to Parasitology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 10 and Chemistry 11
(or Chemistry 1 plus Chemistry 9), A
general cou rse stressing identification , life
cycles, ecology, and general physiology of
para sites of medical and veterinary
importance. Modern aspects of
experimental parasitology and
immu noparasitology will be addressed .

276 Biological Chemistry (3)
Prerequisites : Chemistry 261 and Biology 10.
The chemi stry and function of thE living cell
and its constituents, and the intef3ctions
and conversions of intracellular SU Dstances.
Three hours of lecture and one he ur of
discussion per week .
278 Biological Chemistry
Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 276 (may be taken
concurrently) . Experiments design 3d to
illustrate biochemical principles an d modern
biochemical procedures . Three an j one-half
hours of laboratory per week.
280 Animal Behavior (3)
Prerequisite : Biology 10. The stud y of
invertebrate and vertebrate behav or,
including developmental, genetic, and
ecological aspects of behavior; bE havior
interactions within and between
populations. Three hours of lectule per
week.
282 Animal Behavior Laborato ry (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 280 (may be tak en
concurrently) . Observational and
experimental studies of animal be lavior in
the field and laboratory . Three an j one-half
hours of laboratory per week.
285 Methods of Teaching Biology in
Secondary Schools (3)
(Same as SEC ED 245 .) Prerequi~ l t es : SEC
ED 213 and a near-major in biolo( ,y. A
study of the scope and sequence of the life
science courses in the school cur iculum ,
with emphasis on the selection ar d
organ ization of materials and met '1 ods of
instruction and evaluation . To be taken
concurrently with student teachin g.
286 Laboratory in Teaching t he Life
Sciences (2)
(Same as SEC ED 244 .) Prerequi!.ite : SEC
ED 213. Discussion, development ,
utilization , and evaluation of equi Jment,
materials, and techniques applica Jle to
instruction in the life sciences . Tc be taken
concurrently with Biology 285 or SEC ED
245.

300 Radiation Safety in Biolo ~ ical
Research (2)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructe r. A
description of the basi c principle! of
radiation safety and the more important
numerical data upon which the p'actice of
radiation safety is based . Topics nclude
interaction of radiation with matt3 r,
biological effects of radiation, op3ration of
field and laboratory instruments, 3nd
control of exposure. Both ionizin J and non
ionizing radiation will be diSCUSSE d. Two
hours of lecture/ demonstration ~.e r week .
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302 Photographic Techniques in
Biology (4)
Prerequisite: Photography 1 (Art 601 or ED
TEC 353 or equivalent experience. The
principles of photography will be applied to
the study of living systems. Special
techniques will include: photography,
macrophotography, time lapse photography
and photographic reproduction. A portfolio
of independent projects will be required.
One hour of lecture and five hours of lab
per week. This course will not count toward
the minimum credits required for a degree
in Biology.
305 Morphology of Nonvascular
Plants (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 250 or consent of
instructor. An intensive study of algae
through the mosses ano liverworts,
stressing relationships between the groups.
Field studies and phytoecology stressed.
Three hours of lecture per week.
306 Morphology of Vascular Plants (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 250 or consent of
instructor. An intensive study of ferns
through angiosperms, stressing
relationships between the groups. Field
studies and phytoecology stressed. Three
hours of lecture per week.
307 Nonvascular Plant Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 305 (may be taken
concurrentlyl Laboratory to acccmpany
Biology 305. Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week.
308 Vascular Plant Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 306 (may be taken
concurrentlyl. Laboratory to accompany
Biology 306. Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week.
310 Cell Physiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 276 (Biology 210
recommendedl. A study of cellular
functions and their relationship to the
structural and chemical properties of cellular
components. Areas discussed: the cell and
its environment, energy flow, exchange of
materials across membranes, information
transfer within and between cells, and
cellular aspects of movement. Three hours
of lecture per week. Students may not
receive credit for both Biology 310 and
Biology 410.
311 Physiology of Aging (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 10, Biology 213 or
equivalent, or consent of instructor. An
overview of the aging process in animal
populations with special emphasis on
physiological changes that occur with

human aging. Current theories as to the
mechanism of aging are considered and
critically evaluated in view of recent
research findings. Premature aging diseases
and age-related diseases are discussed.
Three hours of lecture per week.
313 Comparative Ar.imal
Physiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 213. The unity and
diversity of physiological mechanisms found
throughout the animal kingdom. Three
hours of lecture per week. Students may
not receive credit for both Biology 313 and
Biology 413.
314 Environmental Physiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 213. Physiological
responses of animals to environmental
changes. Adaptation of organisms to
various environments. Three hours of
lecture per week. Students may not receive
credit for both Biology 314 and Biology 414.
315 Comparative and Environmental
Physiology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 313 or Biology 314. An
open-ended laboratory course to
accompany either Biology 313 or Biology
314.
317 Immunobiology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 276 and Chemistry
261. The fundamental principles and
concepts of immunology and
immunochemistry. Emphasis on the relation
of immunological phenomena to biological
phenomena and biological problems. Three
hours of lecture per week.
319 Immunobiology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 317 (may be taken
concurrentlyl. Basic experimental
procedures in immunology. Introduction to
experimental evidence underlying concepts
of immunology. Three and one-half hours
of laboratory per week.
320 Neurophysiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 213 or consent of
instructor. A study of cellular
neurophysiology including initiation,
propagation, and transmission of nervous
signals. Three hours of lecture per week.
322 Neurophysiology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisites: Biology 320 (may be taken
concurrentlyl and consent of instructor.
Experiments designed to accompany
Biology 320. Techniques and special
research problems emphasized.

326 Molecular Biology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and Biology 276.
A discussion of the current concepts of
molecular biology as they apply to
understanding genetic regulation of DNA,
RNA, and protein synthesis and function in
the cell. Three hours of lecture per week.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 326 and Biology 4:>6.
328 Methods in Biotechnology (5)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and Biology 326
or consent of instructor. An in-depth look
at theory and practice of current
technologies in molecular biology. Topics
covered will include nucleic acid isolation,
construction of gene clones and libraries,
maintenance of cloned genes, vector
analysis, restriction endonuclease mapping,
Northern and Southern blotting, nucleic
acid hybridization and electrophoresis.
Laboratory will present hands-on experience
with these techniques. Three hours of
lecture and three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week. Students may not
receive credit for both Biology 328 and
Biology 428.
330 Advanced Development (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 235. A discussion of
experimental approaches as applied to the
analysis of development. Three hours of
lecture per week.
332 Advanced Development
Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 330 (may be taken
concurrentlyl. Instruction and practice in
the application of experimental techniques
to the study of development. Three and
one-half hours of laboratory per week to be
arranged.
334 Virology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 216 and Biology 224.
A comparative study of the structure,
reproduction, and genetics of viruses. Three
hours of lecture per week. Students may
not receive credit for both Biology 334 and
Biology 434.
336 Virology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisites: Biology 218 or equivalent and
Biology 334 (may be taken concurrentlyl.
Laboratory to accompany Biology 334.
Three and one-half hours of laboratory per
week.
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338 Microbial Genetics 13)
Prerequisites: Biology 216 and Biology 224.
The principles and mechanisms of
inheritance and transfer of genetic material
i,l microorganisms. Includes the study of
mutation, gene transfer, and genetic
manipulation of microorganisms. Three
hours of lecture per week. Students may
not receive credit for both Biology 338 and
Biology 438.
342 Population Biology 13)
Prerequisite: Biology 224 (Biology 220
recommended). The structure, operation,
and evolution of populations . Three hours
of lecture per week.
344 Population Biology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 342 (may be taken
concurrently) . Laboratory to accompan y
Biology 342. Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week and/ or field studies to
be arranged.
346 Evolution (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and Chemistry
261 . The course and mechanisms of organic
evolution, cove ring topics ranging from
biochemical evolution to com parative
anatomy and population genetics. Three
hours of lecture per week.
348 Animal Societies and
Aggregations (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 220, Biology 280, or
Biology 242 and junior standing. Studies of
natural selection and evolution with specific
reference to animal groups. Critical
examination of group selection, altruism,
and kin selection. Survey of social insects
and vertebrate societies. Two hours of
lecture, one hour of discussion per week .
350 Plant Environmental Physiology (3)
Prerequisi tes : Biology 254 and Biology 276
or consent of instructor. An examination of
plant physiological acclimation and
Darwinian adaptation in variable
environments. Three hours of lecture per
week. Students may not receive credit for
both Biology 350 and Biolog y 450.
352 Plant Environmental Physiology
Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biolog y 350 (may be taken
concurrently!. Lab oratory to accompany
Biology 350. Exerc ises will include
measurement and analysis of energy
budgets, gas exchange, and acclimation to
drought. Two field trips will be taken late in
the spring to study physiological parameters
in the field. Three and one-half hours of
laborato ry per week. Students may not
receive credit for both Biology 352 and
Biology 452.

354 Entomology (3)
Prerequisites: Biolog y 10, ten hours of
biology, and upper-division standing.
Development, structure, function, behavior
and ecology of insects, including a
systematic survey of the orders of Insecta.
Three hours of lecture per week.
356 Entomology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 354 (may be taken
concurrently!. Laboratory to accompany
Biology 354. Studies of the morphology,
physiology, and behavior of insects to give
a sampling of biologica l studies of the class
Insecta. Formation of a collection of
insects, comprising a systematic survey of
orders and principal families, will be an
integral part of the course and will require
additional time beyond the official lab
hours. Three and one-half hours of lab per
week.
358 Evolutionary Ecology of Plants (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and 220, or 342,
or 246. This course will explore topics
concerning evolution in natural plant
populations emphasizing current empirical
research on the genetics and ecolog y of
plant population s. Specific topics will
include natural selections and local
adaptations, gene flow through pollination
and seed dispersal, role of genetic drift,
coevolution between plants and animals,
molecular evolution, speciation,
conservation of natural populations, and
artificial selection. Students may not receive
credit for both Biology 358 and Biology 458.
Three hours of lecture per week.
360 Techniques in Electron
Microscopy (5)
Prerequisites : Bi ology 210 and consent of
instructor . Discussion of electron
microscopy and associated techniques.
Students will learn techniques associated
with the preparation of materials for
electron mir.roscopy and learn to operate
and perform minor servicing of the electron
microscope. Two hours of lectu re per week
and seven hours of laboratory per week to
be arranged .
364 Adaptive Radiation of the
Vertebrates (3)
Pre requ isites : Ten hours of biology and
upper-division standing. An examination of
the adaptive radiation and consequent
physiology, behavior, and ecology of the
vertebrates. Three hours of lecture per
week.

366 Adaptive Radiation of the
Vertebrates Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 364 (may be taken
concurrently!. Study of the biolog cal
characteristics of vertebrate anima s
conducted in the laboratory and tt e field.
Th ree and one-half hours of labor, t ory or
field studies per week.
368 Quantitative Plant Ecolog1( (4)
Prerequisite: Biology 220 or con selt of
instructor. Lectures and assigned readings
will cover sampling and analytic tE chniques
for soils and plant material. Labor,Jt ories will
include practice in the technique cf plant
demography, water relations, phOi O
synthetic measurement, and habitJt
description and analysis of comml nities.
Attention will be given to experimental
design and statistical treatment an d
interpretation of ecological data. ~ tudents
will design and execu te an independent
laboratory or field study. One-hou ' lecture
and four and one-half hours of lat oratory
per week .
370 General and Comparative
Endocrinology (3)
Prerequi site: Biology 213 (Biology 276
recom mended). A survey of chem cal
coordinating mechanisms with spE cial
emphasis on the evolution of horn onal
control systems. Three hours of le cture per
week. Students may not receive c 'edit for
both Biology 370 and Biology 470.
372 General and Comparative
Endocrinology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite : Biology 370 (may be taken
concurrently). An introduction to
techniques and procedures used ir
endocrine research. Thrse and onE -ha lf
hours of laboratory per week.
376 Topics in Biological Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 276. Topics ilclude
cont rol of cellular metabolism, meTlbrane
transport mechanisms of action of enzymes
and hormones, and enzyme kinetics. Three
hours of lecture per week.
378 Topics in Biological Chemistry
Laboratory 12)
Prerequisite: Biology 278 or conselt of
instructor. Independent projects re lated to
analytical and metabolic control, using
advanced analytical and synthetic
procedures. Three and one-half he urs of
laboratory per week .
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380 Ecological and Evolutionary
Aspects of Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 280 IBiology 220
recommended). Topics in animal behavior
with an emphasis on ecological and
evolutionary aspects of behavior. Topics
will include the role of beha vior in
population regulation, habitat selection and
spacing, feeding and predator-prey
interactions, the ecology of social systems,
competition, and the evolution of behavioral
isolating mechanisms. Three hours of
lecture per week. Students may not receive
credit for both Biology 380 and BiologV 480.
381 Theoretical Systematics and
Evolution (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 342 or equivalent.
Mechanisms of speciation, the role of such
phenomena as isolation, hybridization,
polyploidy, gene flow , and breeding
systems in the evolution and maintenance
of species and modern theoretical
systematics in phylogenetic reconstructions .
Three hours of lecture per week. Students
may not receive credit for both Biology 381
and Biology 481.
382 Ecological and Evolutionary
Behavior Laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 380 Imay be taken
concurrently). Observational and
experimental studies of animal behavior in
the field and laboratory. Three and one-half
hours of laboratory per week.
383 Experimental Bio-Systematics (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 381 (may be taken
concurrently) or equivalent. Techniques in
the analysis of systematic and evolutionary
questions and the appl ica tion of theoretical
systematics to phylogenetic reconstruction.
Three and one-half hours of laboratory per
week . Students may not receive credit for
both Biology 383 and Biology 483.
384 Behavioral Genetics (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and Biology 280
or equivalent. The genetic analysis of
behavioral characteristics. Three hours of
lecture per week .
387 Tropical Ecology and
Conservation (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 220, 342, 442, or
equivalent . This course will cover research
areas in tropical population, community and
ecosystem ecology, with emphasis on inter
species and environment-organism
interactions, population control factors, and
genetic structure of populations. Topics
include the current status and causes of
tropical habitat destruction, ongoing
attempts to manage those habitats, and
development of strategies leading to

sustained use of non-renewable resources.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 387 and Biology 487. Three hours
of lecture per week .
388 Biometry (3)
Prerequisites: Mathema\ics 30 or
Mathematics 40 and a minimum of 15 hours
in biology. This course reviews descriptive,
analytical, and experimental methods useful
for the statistical study of biological
phenomena. Students will develop the skills
needed to better appreciate and evaluate
the published literature as well as the ability
to design their own research programs.
Topics include: the collection and
summarization of biological observations;
development, design, and testing of
hypotheses; analysiS and presentation of
data. Three-hour lecture . This course fulfills
the statistics requirement for the B.A. or
B.S. degree in biology . Students may not
receive credit for both Biolog y 388 and
Biology 488.
389 Senior Seminar (2)
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Required of
biology majors. Presentation of selected
papers by students.
390 Research (1-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the Biology 390
course coordinator. Generally restricted to
junior or senior standing . Research
lIaboratory and/or library) in an area
selected by the student in consultation with
and under the supervision of a faculty
research adviser . Credit arranged. Course
may be repeated for a total of up to five
credit hours. No more than two credit
hours may be applied toward the minimum
number of biology course credits for the
major in biology.
392 Selected Topics (1-10)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and consent
of instructor. Selected topics in biology.
The topics will vary each semester. Topics
offered for the following semester will be
available in the departmental office. Credit
arranged . Ma y be taken more than once for
credit.
395 Field Biology (2-5)
Prerequisites: Three biology courses and
consent of instructor. Intensive study of the
flora and fauna of selected areas of the
North American continent including a ten
day field trip during spring recess and
associated laboratory work . The area
studied will be announced in the schedule
of courses. Note: There is a specific fee
charged for this course.

396 Marine Biology (3)
Prerequisite : Biology 264 (Biology 266
recommended). A survey of the major
groups of marine plants and animals and
their interactions in the various North
American marine communities. Three hours
of lecture per week.
398 Marine Biology Laboratory (2)
Prerequisites: Biology 396 Imay be taken
concurrently) and consent of instructor.
Intensive laboratory and field study of
selected North American marine
communities. Consult the instructor for area
to be visited. Students must pay their own
travel and living expenses.
399 Science Teaching Intern
Seminar (3)
Prerequisites : Biology 285 and Biology 286.
Addresses the application of educational
philosophy, science curriculum, teaching
strategies, and instructional technology in
the classroom setting. Offered concurrently
with Secondary School Student Teaching,
SEC ED 290.
401 Current Topics in Biology (1)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. An
introduction to advanced topics in biology
as seen through the eyes of the faculty.
Faculty members will discuss current
research in their area of interest and will
review research being conducted in the
department . One and one-half hours of
lecture and discussion per week. Required
of all graduate students.
402 Principles of Biological
Research (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. The course
will include lectures, student presentations,
and some laboratory demonstrations.
Students will compile bibliographies,
evaluate technical methods, plan a research
project, author a grant proposal, prepare
data for computer analysis, write an
abstract, wr ite an outline for a journal
paper, and learn to present information
under conditions similar to those at a
meeting of a professional society. Three
hours of lecture per week .
403 Biology Colloquium (1)
Prerequisite: Biology 401. Presentation of
papers by students, faculty, and invited
speakers. One hour per week. May be
repeated for a maximum of 3 credit hours.
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405 Topics in Ecology, Evolution, and
Systematics (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Presentation and discussion of current
faculty and student research projects in
behavior, ecology, evolution, and
systematics. May be repeated with
permission of the director of graduate
studies. One hour per week.
407 Topics in Floristic Taxonomy (1)
Prerequisites: Biology 250 or equivalent,
and consent of instructor. Seminar course
in systematics of higher plants, arranged in
the Cronquist sequence of families,
covering morphology, anatomy, palynology,
biogeography, chemosystematics, cytology,
and other aspects of plant classification and
phylogenetics. Given at the Missouri
Botanical Garden. One hour per week.
410 Advanced Cell Physiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 276 (Biology 210
recommended). An advanced study of
cellular functions and their relationships to
the structural and chemical properties of
cellular components. Areas discussed: the
cell and its environment, energy flow,
exchange of materials across membranes,
information transfer within and between
cells, and cellular aspects of movement.
Three hours of lecture, one hour of
discussion or seminar per week. Students
may not receive credit for both Biology 310
and Biology 410.
413 Advanced Comparative Animal
Physiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 213. Advanced
aspects of the unity and diversity of
physiological mechanisms found throughout
the animal kingdom. Three hours of lecture,
one hour of discussion or seminar per
week. Students may not receive credit for
both Biology 313 and Biology 413.
414 Advanced Environmental
Physiology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 213. Advanced
aspects of physiological responses of
animals to environmental changes.
Adaptation of organisms to various
environments. Three hours of lecture, one
hour of discussion or seminar per week.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 314 and Biology 414.
417 Advanced Immunology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 317. Advanced
consideration of techniques of measuring
antigen-antibody interaction;
immunogenetics as applied to cellular
immunity and transplantation; evolution of
the immune response. Three hours of
lecture per week.

426 Advanced Molecular Biology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and Biology 276.
An advanced discussion of the current
concepts of molecular biology as they apply
to understanding genetic regulation of
DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis and
function in the cell. Three hours of lecture,
one hour of discussion or seminar per
week. Students may not receive credit for
both Biology 326 and Biology 426.
428 Advanced Methods in
Biotechnology (5)
Prerequisites: Biology 224 and Biology 326
or consent of instructor. An in-depth look
at theory and practice of current
technologies in molecular biology. Topics
covered will include nucleic acid isolation,
construction of gene clones and libraries,
maintenance of cloned genes, vector
analysis, restriction endonuclease mapping,
Northern and Southern blotting, nucleic
acid hybridization and electrophoresis.
Laboratory will present hands-on experience
with these techniques. Three hours of
lecture, three and one-half hours of
laboratory, and one hour of seminar per
week. Students will participate in a weekly
seminar where techniques used to address
research projects will be discussed.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 328 and Biology 428.
434 Advanced Virology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 216 and Biology 224.
An advanced comparative study of the
structure, reproductioll, and genetics of
viruses. Three hours of lecture, one hour of
discussion or seminar per week. Students
may not receive credit for both Biology 334
and Biology 434.
438 Advanced Microbial Genetics (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 216 and Biology 224.
Advanced aspects of the principles and
mechanisms of inheritance and transfer of
genetic material in microorganisms.
Includes the study of mutation, gene
transfer, and genetic manipulation of
microorganisms. Three hours of lecture,
one hour discussion or seminar per week.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 338 and Biology 438.
442 Population and Community
Ecology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 220 or Biology 342 or
their equivalents. Studies of structure and
organization of natural communities
stressing the abundance and distribution of
species, the regulation of species diversity,
and the evolution of demographic
parameters in populations. Three hours of
lecture per week.

450 Advanced Plant Environmental
Physiology (3)
Prerequisites: Biology 254 and Bio ogy 276
or consent of instructor. An exam nation of
advanced aspects of plant physiol ogical
acclimation and Darwinian ada pta ' ion in
variable environments. A formal rE. search
paper on a topic concerning the
environmental physiology of plant:, will be
required. Students may not receiv 3 credit
for both Biology 350 and Biology ,150.
452 Advanced Plant Environmental
Physiology Lab (2)
Prerequisite: Biology 450 (may be taken
concurrently). Laboratory to accor'lpany
Biology 450. Exercises will include detailed
measurement and analysis of ener JY
budgets, gas exchange, and acclination to
drought. Two field trips will be ta~ en late in
the spring to study physiological ~ a rameters
in the field. A research project inv Jiving the
greenhouse; laboratory or comput'3r
facilities will be required. Meets th iee and
one-half hours per week. Student~ may not
receive credit for both Biology 35L and
Biology 452.
458 Advanced Evolutionary Ecology of
Plants (3)
Prerequisites' Biology 224 and 220 or 342,
or 246 or their equivalent. This co urse will
explore topics concerning evolutio l in
natural plant popUlations, emphasizing
current empirical research on the genetics
and ecology of plant populations. Specific
topics will include natural selectior and
local adaptation, gene flow throug h
pollination and seed dispersal, rolE of
genetic drift, coevolution between plants
and animals, molecular evolution,
speciation, conservation of natural
populations, and artifical selection A formal
research paper on a topic concern ng the
evolutionary ecology of plants will be
required. Students may not receive credit
for both Biology 358 and Biology ' -58.
Three hours of lecture per week.
470 Advanced General and
Comparative Endocrinology (3)
Prerequisite: Biology 213 (Biology 276
recommended). An advanced surv ay of
chemical coordinating mechanism:, with
special emphasis on the evolution of
hormonal control systems. Three hours of
lecture, one hour discussion or se minar per
week. Students may not receive cedit for
both Biology 370 and Biology 470.
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474 Hormonas, Pheromones, and
Behavior (31
Prerequi sites: 8iology 213 and Biology 280
required, Biology 370 recommended . This
course will survey the hormonal and
pheromonal control of behavior in both
invertebrates (annelids, arthropods, and
molluscsl and vertebrates (from fish to
primates), Particular attention will be given
to organizational and activational effects of
hormones on sexual , parental, and
aggressive behaviors . Interactions between
hormonal, pheromonal, and neural control
of behavior will be discussed. Three hours
of lecture per week.
480 Advanced Topics in Animal
Behavior (31
Prerequisite: Biology 280 (Biology 220
recomm ended). Advanced topics in animal
behavior w ith an emphasis on ecological
and evolutionary aspects of behavior .
Topics will include the role of behavior in
population regulation, habitat selection and
spacing , feeding and predator-prey
interactions, the ecology of social systems,
competition , and the evolution of behavioral
isolating mechanisms. Three hours of
lecture , one hour discussion or seminar per
week . Students may not receive credit for
both Biology 380 and Biology 480.
481 Advanced Theoretical Systematics
and Evolution (31
Prerequisite: Biology 342 or equivalent
Advanced aspects of mechanisms of
speciation, the role of such phenomena as
isolation, hybridization, polyploidy. gene
flow and breeding systems in the evolution
and maintenance of species, and modern
theoretica l systematics in phylogenetic
reconstruct ion. Three hours of lecture, one
hour of discussion or seminar per week.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 381 and Biology 481.
483 Advanced Experimental
Systamatics (21
Prerequisite: Biology 481 or equivalent (may
be taken concurrentlyl. Advanced
techniques in the analysis of systematic and
evolutionary questions, and the application
of theoretical systematics to phylogenetic
reconstruction. Three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week. Students may not
receive credit for both Biology 383 and
Biology 483.

485 Problems in Teaching College
Biology (31
(Same as ADU ED 435.) Prerequisites:
Teaching experience, thirty semester hours
in biology, and consent of instructor . Basic
philosophies underlying undergraduate
biology education at the college level will be
presented and examined with concern for
establishment of an individual philosophy in
the prospective college teacher . Teaching
techniques suitable for college-level
instruction will be considered, practiced,
and evaluated . Advantages and limitations
of various methods of instruction will be
considered with respect to current research
findings .
486 Techniques in Teaching Biology
for Graduate Students (21
(Same as SEC ED 486.) Prerequisites:
Graduate standing and teaching
assignment. Discussion and practice of
techniques specific to instruction in the life
sciences. Consideration will be given to
teaching strategies, curriculum design,
evaluation, instrumentation, and student
teacher interactions. Recommended for all
graduate students with teaching
assistantships .
487 Advanced Tropical Ecology and
Conservation (31
Prerequisite : Biology 220, or 342, or 442 , or
their equivalent. This course will cover
research areas in tropical population,
community and ecosystem ecology, with
emphasis on inter-species and environment
organism interactions, population control
factors, and genetic structure of
populations. Topics include the current
status and causes of tropical habitat
destruction, ongoing attempts to manage
those habitats, and development of
strategies leading to sustained use of non
renewable resources. A research proposal
designed to investigate a current topic in
tropical ecology will be required . Students
may not receive credit for both Biology 358
and Biology 458. Three hours of lectlJre per
week.

488 Advanced Biometry (31
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40 and a minimum of 15 hours
in biology . This course reviews descriptive,
analytic, and experimental methods useful
for the statistical study of biological
phenomena. Students will develop the skills
needed to better appreciate and evaluate
the published literature, as well as the
ability to design their own research
programs. Topics include : the collection
and summarization of biological
observations; development, design, and
testing of hypotheses; analysis and
presentation of data. In addition to the
take-home assignments and exams,
students will be required to analyze a
problem of their choice . This can be an
analysis of published material or
unpublished, original research. Three-hour
lecture, one-hour discussion per week.
Students may not receive credit for both
Biology 388 and Biology 488 .
489 Graduate Seminar (21
Presentation and discussion of various
research problems in biology. Graduate
student exposure to the seminar process .
490 Graduate Research in
Biology (1-101
Research in area selected by student in
consultation with faculty members. May be
taken for a maximum of ten hours.
492 Topics in Biology (2-51
In-depth studies of selected topics in
contemporary biology . May be repeated .
Three hours of lecture per week.
497 Microcomputer Techniques for
Biologists (31
An introduction to the range of
microcomputer techniques used by
biologists in teaching, research, and
analysis . One hour of lecture, and three and
one-half hours of laboratory per week.
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department or instructor . Some courses
as indicated in the cou rse description may
be taken concurrently with tne listed
offering. Consult your adviser for further
information.
The following courses fulfill the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics [SM j breadth of
study requirements : 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, iQ , 11,
12, 13, 122,202,230, 231 , 232,233, 234 ,
261, 262 , 263, 264, 289, 290, 310, 324, 325,
331, 333, 336, 341, 342, 343, 352, 361 , 362,
363, 366, 371 , 372, 373, 374 , 380, 381
General Chemistry 1 (31
Prerequisite : Mathematics 02 or equivalent
(may be taken concurrently) . A broad
introductory sur'Jey of ch emical principles .
Chemistry 1 plus Chemistry 9 are equivalent
to Chemistry 11. This alternative may be
attractive to students who are not
mathematically prepared for Chemistry 11.
Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 2 will ordina ril y
satisfy chemistry requirements in nursing,
forestry , physical therapy , and related
professions . No student may take both
Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 10 for credit .
Chemistry majors may not include both
Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 11 in the 120
hours required for graduation. Three hours
of lecture per week .
2 General Organic Chemistry (31
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1. A short course in
organic chemistry with biochemical
applications Recommended for students in
nursing, forestry, physical th erapy, and
related professions . This course should not
be taken by majors in the physical or
biological sciences. Chemi stry majors may
not include Ch emistry 2 in the 120 hours
required for graduation. Three hours of
lecture per w eek.
3 General Chemistry laboratory (21
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 or Chemistry 10
(may be taken concurrently) Exp eriments
to acquaint students with ch emistry in the
laboratory. No student may take both
Chemistry 3 and Chemistry 9 for credit .
4 laboratory in General Organic
Chemistry (21
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2 (may be taken
concurrently!. Experiments to introduce the
student to organic and biochemistry . These
will include studies of the properties of
organic compounds and introduce students
to methods of synthesis and analysis .

9 General Chemistry II (31
Prerequisites: Chemistry 1 (or equivalent
and consent of inst ructor) and Mathematics
40 (may be taken concurrently) . Additional
work on the topics of Chemistry 1, with
emphasis on quantitative material. Intro
duction to the chemical laboratory . CherT'
istry 1 plus Chemistry 9 is equivalent to
Ch emistry 11 for science majors . Chemistry
majors who receive credit for Chemistry 1
and Chemistry 9 may not also include
Chemistry 10 or Chemistry 11 in the 120
hours required for graduation . No student
may take both Chemistry 3 and Chemistry 9
for credit. Two hours of lecture per week,
three and one-half hours of lob or one hour
of discussion on alternate weeks.

13 Special Topics in Introductory
Chemistry (1-51
Prerequisite: Consent of instruct( r. A
lecture or laboratory course to a~ 5 ist
transfer students in meeting the
requirements of Chemistry 11 an d
Chemistry 12.

10 Chemistry in Society (31
A survey of chemistry and its relevance to
contemporary problems, including an
introduction to important chemical
principles. Laboratory experiments are
designed to complement the lectures.
Chemistry 10 does not satisfy the
prerequisite of any course. No student may
take both Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 10 for
credit. Chemistry majors may not include
Chemistry 10 in the 120 hours required for
graduation. Two hours of lecture per week;
two hours of lab and one hour of
discussion on alternate weeks.

202 Introduction to Chemical
literature (11
Prerequisite: Chemistry 262 (may be taken
concurrently). The course will far'1iliarize the
student with the literature of chellistry and
its use. One hour of lecture per v/eek.

11 Introductory Chemistry I (51
Prerequisites: Mathematics through college
algebra and trigonometry (may be taken
concum'l'1tly) Presents an introduction to
the fundamental laws and theories of
chemistry. Laboratory experiments are
designed to demonstrate some aspects of
qualitative and quantitative analysis and to
develop skills in laboratory procedures.
Chemistry majors may not include both
Chemistry 1 and Chemistry 11, nor both
Chemistry 10 and Chemistry 11 in the 120
hours required for graduation. Three hours
of lecture and one hour of discussion per
week; one hour of laboratory-lecture and
three hours of laboratory per week .

12 Introductory Chemistry II (51
Prerequisite : Chemistry 11 or advanced
placement. Lecture and laboratory are a
continuation of Chemistry 11 . Three hours
of lecture and one hour of discussion per
week; one hour laboratory-lecture and three
hours of laboratory weekl y .

122 Quantitative Analysis (31
Prerequisite : Chemistry 12. Princi oles and
practice of elementary quantitati\ e
anal ytical chemistry . Laboratory 1V0rk will
emphasize instrumental techniques,
electrochemistry, and some spec' ro
photometry. One and one-half h( urs of
lecture and four and one-half hOl rs of
laboratory weekly.

230 Physical Chemistry for t~ e life
Sciences (41
Prerequisites: Chemistry 122, Ma ,hematics
80, Mathematics 101, or equivale'1 t, and
Physics 11 and Physics 12. Princi ::Jles and
application of physical chemistry
appropriate to students pursuing degree
programs in the life sciences. To pi cs
discussed include thermodynamic s,
equilibria, kinetics, and spectrosc Jpy.
Chemistry majors may not includ ~
Chemistry 230 in the 120 hours f! 'quired for
graduation. Three hours of lectur , and one
hour of discussion per week.
231 Physical Chemistry I (31
Prerequisites: Chemistry 122 and
Mathematics 180 (may be taken
concurrently), and Physics 111 (c r
equivalent!. Principles of physical chemistry
including thermodynamics , theor',! of gases,
phase equilibria , kinetics, crystal 3tructure ,
spectroscopy , and quantum mechanics.
Three hours of lecture per week.
232 Physical Chemistry II (31
Prerequisite : Chemistry 231 Con ' invation of
Chemistry 231 . Three hours of lecture per
week .
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233 Laboratory in Physical
Chemistry I (2)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 231 (may be taken
concurrently!. Experiments designed to
illustrate principles introduced in Chemistry
231. One hour of lecture and four and one
half hours of laboratory per week .
234 Laboratory in Physical
Chemistry II (2)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 232 (may be taken
concurrently! and Chemistry 233.
Experiments designed to illustrate principles
introduced in Chemistry 232 . One hour of
lecture and four and one-hall hours of
laboratory per week.
261 Structural Organic Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12. An introduction
to the structure, properties, synthesis, and
reactions of aliphatic and aromatic carbon
compounds. Three hours of lecture per
week.
262 Organic Reactions (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 261. A systematic
studY of organic reactions and their
mechanisms; organic synthetic methods .
Three hours of lecture per week .
263 Techniques of Organic
Chemistry (2)
Prerequisite : Chemistry 261 or consent of
instructor . An introduction to laboratory
techniques and procedures of synthetic
organic chemistry. One hour of lecture and
four and one-half hours of laboratory per
week.
264 Synthetic and Analytical Methods
of Organic Chemistry (2)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 262 (may be taken
concurrently! and Chemistry 263. Advanced
techniques : synthesis, separation, and
identification of organic compounds by
classical and instrumental techniques. One
hour of lecture and four and one-half hours
of laboratory per week .
280 Methods of Teaching Physical
Sciences (3)
(Same as SEC ED 240.) Prerequisites: SEC
ED 213 and a near-major in the subject
matter. A study of the scope and sequence
of the physical science courses in the
school curriculum, with emphasis on the
selection and organization of materials and
methods of instruction and evaluation .
Attention is also directed toward learning
the techniques and research tools of the
scholar in the field of science . To be taken
concurrently with student teaching .

289 Seminar (1)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 202 and senior
standing. Presentation of papers by
students, faculty, and invited speakers. All
majors must enroll for credit during two
semesters of their senior year . Completion
of a comprehensive examination during one
of the semesters is a course requirement.
290 Chemical Research (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
Independent laboratory and library study, in
conjunction with faculty member, of
fundamental problems in chemistry .

336 Introduction to Quantum
Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232 or consent of
instructor. A brief but quantitative
introduction to the application of quantum
mechanics to problems in chemistry,
covering the uncertainty principle,
operators, solution of Schroedinger's
equation for simple systems, perturbation
theory, variation methods, interaction of
radiation with matter, atomic and molecular
structure, and theory of collisions. Three
hours of lecture per week .

310 History of Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12 or consent of
instructor. The development of chemistry,
including early theories of matter, alchemy,
iatrochemistry, the period of Lavoisier, and
selected topics from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Three hours of lecture
per week.

341 Inorganic Chemistry I (3)
Prerequisites : Chemistry 232 and Chemistry
262 (may be taken concurrently) . A
systematic study of the structure and
properties of the elements and their
compounds, with emphasis on the
correlation of chemical properties with
theoretical concepts . Three hours of lecture
per week.

324 Instrumental Analysis (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 233. Modern
instrumental methods, including nuclear
magnetic resonance, electron spin
resonance, mass spectrometry,
spectrophotometry, x-ray diffraction and
others. Two hours of lecture and three and
one-half hours of laboratory per week .

342 Inorganic Chemistry II (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 341 . Continuation of
Chemistry 341 with emphasis on such
topics as metals, non-aqueous solvents,
chemical dynamics, organometallic
chemistry, chemistry of the less common
elements, and certain frontier areas. Three
hours of lecture per week .

325 Qualitative Organic Analysis (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 264. Laboratory and
instrumental methods for the systematic
identification of organic compounds. One
hour of lecture and seven hours of
laboratory per week.

343 Inorganic Reactions (2)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 341 (may be taken
concurrently!. The more sophisticated
techniques of physical and analytical
chemistry will be used to study inorganic
compounds and their reactions. One hour
of lecture and four and one-half hours of
laboratory per week .

331 Advanced Physical Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232. Study of
advanced theoretical and experimental
problems in modern physical chemistry .
Selected topics such as statistical
mechanics, properties of solids, reaction
dynamics, molecular orbital theory, and
spectroscopic methods may be included.
Three hours of lecture per week.
333 Thermodynamics (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232. Selected
advanced topics including solid-state, non
equilibrium, and statistical thermodynamics.
Three hours of lecture per week.

352 Nuclear Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232 . Properties of
radioactive nuclei, nature of radioactivity ,
nuclear reactions, and applications of
nucleonics to chemistry . Three hours of
lecture per week.
361 Advanced OrganiC Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 262. Contemporary
developments in the study of the structure
of carbon compounds and the mechanism
of their reactions. Selected topics such as
natural products, heterocyclic compounds,
stereochemistry, aromaticity, reaction
intermediates, and photochemistry will be
included. Three hours of lecture per week.
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362 Spectroscopic Identification of
Organic Compounds (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 264. An applied
approach to the use of spectroscopic
techniques in organic chemistry. Topics to
include integrated applications of infrared
and Raman spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic
resonance (I3C and 'H , cw and pulsed) and
mass spectroscopy for the purpose of
elucidating the structure of organic
compounds . Three hours of lecture per
week.
363 Advanced Organic Synthesis (2)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 264. Advanced
synthetic methods of organic chemistry .
One hour of lecture and seven hours of
laboratory per week.
366 Physical Organic Chemistry (3)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 262 and Chemistry
232 (may be taken concurren tly). Advanced
topics in the theory of organic chemistry,
including conformational analysis, reaction
kinetics and mechanisms, and transition
state theory. Three hours of lecture per
week.
371 Biochemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 263. The isolation,
chemical characterization, and function of
the structural and catalytic components of
li ving cells and subcellular particles. Three
hours of lecture per week.
372 Advanced Biochemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 371. Selected
advanced topics in the chemistry of life
processes. Three hours of lecture per week.
373 Biochemical Techniques (2)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 371 (may be taken
concurrently). Laboratory study of
biochemical processes in cellular and
subcellular systems with emphasis on the
isolation and purification of proteins
(enzymes) and the characterization of
ca talytic properties . One hour of lecture and
three and one-ha lf hours of laboratory per
week .
374 Advanced Biochemistry
Laboratory (2)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 372 and Chemistry
373 (latter may be taken concurrently) .
Continuation of Chemistry 373. Labora tory
to accompany Chemistry 372. One hour of
lecture and three and one-half hours of
laboratory per week.

380 The Teaching of Chemistry in
Colleges and Universities (1)
Prerequisite: . CO,nsent of in structor. A study
of the history of the teaching of chemistry
and the methods of instruction and
evaluation used in the discipline.
381 Special Topics (1-101
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . A
reading and seminar course in selec ted
advanced topics.
414 Molecular Spectroscopy (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232. A broad
treatment of the interaction of
electromagnetic radiation with matter,
emphasizing the unity of such interactions.
Interpretation of molecular structure in
terms of molecular, electronic, and
geometric structure and dynamics.
Description and interpretation of physical
techniques applied to chemistry . Three
hours of lecture per week .
415 Organometallic Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A
systematic study of the compounds
containing a carbon-metal or a carbon
metalloid bond. Emphasis will be placed
upon the structural types and chemical
reactivity of this class of compounds.
Topics will also include the role of
organometallic compounds in synthesis and
their catalytic behavior. Three hours of
lecture per week .
416 Chemical Applications of Group
Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 232. A brief
introduction to the fundamental
relationships of group theory. Application of
group theory to molecular orbital theory,
molecular vibrations, and molecular spectra.
Three hours of lecture per week.
417 E'lvironmental Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Selected topics in the chemis try of the
environment including air and water
pollution . Subjects to be discussed include
photochemical smog, gaseous and
particulate contamination, biodegradability
of chemicals, and chemical effects of
contaminants on living speCies. Three hours
of lecture per week .

419 Advanced Reading in
Chemistry (1)
Prerequisite: Admission to the f' h .D. degree
program. Reading and examina-ions in the
sub-disciplines of chemistry. En 'ollment
must begin after completion of 3ny course
deficiencies.
431 Advanced Chemical
Calculations (3)
Prerequisites : Mathematics 180 and
Chemistry 232. Advanced appli( ation of
analytical techniques to chemicJI problems;
complex variables, linear algebra, and series
techniques. Three hours of lectJre per
week.
433 Statistical Mechanics (n
Prerequisites: Chemistry 333 an j Chemistry
431. Consideration of topics of : hemical
physical interest including thermophysical
properties of fluids and solids, Ferm i-Dirac
and Bose-Einstein fluids , theorv of
fluctuations, and irreversible pr(,cesses.
Three hours of lecture per wee~ ,.
434 Interaction of Electromagnetic
Radiation and Matter (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 436. Trt atment of
the theoretical description of in' eraction
between atoms and molecules and
electromagnetic fields. Includes such topics
as electromagnetic field theory, spin
systems in electromagnetic fielc s, time
dependent perturbation theory, emission
and absorption of radiation , an d selected
applications to chemical and p~ysical
systems . Three hours of lecturE per week .
436 Quantum Chemistry" (3)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 336 an ] Chemistry
431, Advanced theoretical conc epts;
angular momentum, atomic an d molecular
structure. Three hours of lectur 3 per week.
439 Special Topics in Physical
Chemistry (1-3)
PrerequiSite: Consent oi instruc to r .
Selected topics in physical chemistry . May
be taken more than once for c r ~dit.
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441 Typical Element Chemistry 13)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 342 . Chemistry of
the main group elements and their
compounds including such topics as
electron deficient compounds, acids, bases
and non-aqueous so lvents, catenation and
inorganic polymers, the soli d state, organo
typical element chemistry and energetics .
Three hours of lecture per week.
442 Coordination Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 342 . The chemistry
o f the coordination compounds of the
transition metals including such topics as
kinetics and mechanisms of reaction,
stereochemistry, ligand field theory, stability
and organotransition element chemistry.
Three hours of lecture per week.
443 Physical Inorganic Chemistry (3)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 342, Chemistry
414, and Chemistry 416 . Study of physical
concepts with emphasis on physical
methods applied to inorganic systems,
spect ral and magnetic properties of
coordination compounds, and application of
bonding theories to inorganic chemistry.
Three hours af lecture per week.
448 Problem Seminar in Inorganic
Chemistry (1)
Prerequisite : Consent 01 the inorganic
chemistry staff. Problems from the current
literature , presentations, and discussions by
faculty and students.
449 Special Topics in Inorganic
Chemistry 11-3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor .
Selected topics in inorganic chemistry. May
be taken more than once for credit.

463 Stereochemistry (3)
Prerequisite : Chemistry 361 or Chemistry
366. A study of molecular geometry and
relationships in space between atoms and
groups in a molecule. Topics to be covered
include optical isomerism, conformational
analysis, asymmetric synthesis, and
topology. Three hours of lecture per week .
464 Organic Photochemistry (3)
Prerequisites: Chemistry 361 and Chemistry
366. A study of the synthetic and
theoretical aspects and applications of light 
induced reactions. Topic s to be covered
include primary photo-physical processes,
reaction types, and photosensitization.
Three hours of lecture per week .
465 Chemistry of Natural Products (3)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 361. The che mistry
and physiological action of natural
products; methods of isolation,
determination of structures, synthesis, and
biosynthesis. Three hours of lecture per
week .
468 Problem Seminar in Organic
Chemistry (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of the organic
chemistry staff. Problems from the current
literature, presentations, and discussions by
faculty, students, and visiti ng scientists .
Ph.D. students may take more than once
for credit. Up to three credits may be
applied to the M .S. degree program .

469 Special Topics in Organic
Chemistry (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Advanced topics of special current interest .
May be taken more than once lor credit.
489 Chemistry Colloquium (1)
Presentation of papers by students, faculty,
and invited speakers. One hour per week.
490 Graduate Research in
Chemistry (1-10)
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.
The following courses fulfill the Humanities
[H) breadth of study requirements: 23, 70,
80,160,223,260,261,271,272,281,282,
322,340,341,342,343.
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SS) breadth of study require
ments: 135, 230, 231, 243, 331, 332, 335,
350 .

21 Fundamentals of Acting (3)
Oral and physical communication of a role
through improvisations, exercises, and
scene work. Emphasis on modern
representational method with some
attention given to other styles.
23 Production Aesthetics (3)
An analysis of the visual components of
dramatic presentation, including an
int roduction to theatrical styles and forms,
technical design elements, and
presentational techniques. A broad survey
of theatre production .
30 Interpersonal Communication I (3)
Development of basic one-to-one
communication skills. Includes self
awareness, listening , nonverbal
communication, feedback, roleplaying, and
receiver awareness.
40 Introduction to Public Speaking (3)
Theories and techniques of organization,
evidence, argumentation, persuasion, and
delivery in public speaking.

80 Introduction to the Theatre (3)
A study of theatre as an art form,
emphasizing the audience's appreCiation of
the art of the playwright, actor, director,
and designer. Study of major periods,
genres, and plays from classical to modern
times .
96 Seminar in Communication (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . In-depth
treatment of topics pertaining to current
research in the department or otherwise of
timely interest to students or faculty .
110 Introduction to Radio and
Television Broadcasting (3)
An introduction to broadcasting, including
the areas of history, government
regulations, station operation, and program
development.
114 Radio Production I (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 110. Theory
and practice in the creation of radio
programs. Laboratory experience included.
118 Radio and Television
Announcing (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 110;
Communication 60, Communication 114,
and Communication 210 recommended.
Training in radio and television studio
procedures. Production and criticism of lab
programs, including news, continuity,
interviews, and oral improvisation.
Classroom meetings at the radio lab and the
television lab, plus lab hours to be
arranged .
Stage Movement (3)
Training in movement techniques for the
stage, including mime, stage combat, and
dramatic dance forms.

124

50 Introduction to Mass Media (3)
Introduction to oral, print , and electronic
media of communication. Emphasis on
history, theory, and criticism of the mass
media as cultural institutions.
60 Voice and Diction (3)
A course designed to aid the student in
developing clear and distinct enunciation
and in using correct pronunciation as
requisite in mass media communication,
public address, theatre, and oral
interpretation.
70 Introduction to Cinema (3)
An introduction to the history, rhetoric, and
aesthetics of film. Film theory and criticism
will be studied as well as major genres,
authors, and artists.

Stagecraft (4)
A survey of the theory and practice of
stage scenery methods. Practical
experiences in construction, rigging, and
stage lighting and painting techniques, as
well as supervised work in all other phases
of theatrical production will be emphasized .
Two hours of lecture and four hours of
laboratory.
125

126 Costuming for the Theatre (3)
This course covers the theory and practice
of costume design and construction. It
includes an overview of the history of
clothing and fashion and its effect on the
actor playing period drama. Lab required.

128 Stage Lighting (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 23 or consent
of instructor. An introduction to :he theory
and practice of stage lighting . H e course
will include a variety of establish! d theories
of stage lighting as well as practi:al training
in lighting instrumentation and control
systems.
130 Interpersonal Communic3tion II (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 30.
Interpersonal communication in
relationships within group conte~ ts, such as
family, classroom, and business. Various
theories and diagnostic approach es to
interpersonal communication . Ex :ensive
laboratory sessions utilizing indiv dual and
group exercises .
Communication Theory (3)
Survey of elements and process! s critical to
human communication behavior .
Comparison of influential comml nication
theories.

135

140 Advanced Public Speaki 19 (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40 .
Application of advanced public ~ oeaking
skills, with emphasis on special occasio n
speaking situations.
141 Business and Profession al
Speaking (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40.
Application of communication sl ills in the
business and professional enviro , ment with
emphasis on presentational spea ~ ing ,
organizational constructs germane to
professional careers, and uses 0 various
media.
143 Parliamentary Proceduro (2)
Prerequisite : Communication 40 Study and
practice in rules of procedure by which self
governing groups transact busin 3ss
160 Fundamentals of Oral
Interpretation (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40 or consent
of instructor. An introduction to the
analysis of literature and to the Jrinciples of
its oral presentation by the inter;)reter
194 Practicum in Debate/
Forensics (1-2)
Practical work in the University jebate and
forensics program, supervised b l a faculty
member. Repeatable, but no more than
four credit hours may be earnec in
departmental practicum courses .
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195 Seminar in Communication (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. In-depth
study of topics pertaining to current
research in the department or otherwise of
timely interest to students or faculty.
196 Practicum in Radio (1-2)
Prerequisites : Communication 110 and
consent of instructor; open to
communication majors only; not open to
students who have any Y or delayed grades
outstanding. Practical work at the campus
radio station, supervised by a faculty
member. Repeatable, but no more than
four credit hours may be earned in
departmental practicum courses.
197 Practicum in Television/Film (1-2)
Prerequisites: Communication 110 and
consent of in st ru cto r; open to
communication majors only; not open to
students who have any Y or delayed grades
outstanding. Practi ca l work at one of the
campus television studios or for the
UM-St . Louis Television / Film Club,
supervised by a faculty member.
Repeatable, but no more than four credit
hours may be earned in departmental
practi cu m courses .
198 Practicum in Theatre (1-2)
Prerequisites : Communication 21,
Communication 23, or Communication 80 .
Laboratory experience in campus theatre
production from one of the following areas:
acting, directing, stage management,
lighting, sound design, scene construction,
house management. Repeatable , but no
more than four credit hours may be earned
in departmental practicum courses .
210 Television Production I (3)
Prerequisites : Communication 110 and
consent of instructor. A study of the basic
theories and practices of television
production. The areas of producing and
directing will be studied . The class will
provide the student with practical
experience in camera operation, switching,
lighting, and mi xing. Lab arranged.
212 Broadcast Writing and
Reporting (3)
Prerequisites : Communication 110 and
Communication 214, or English 214, or
permission of instructor. Elementary
principles and practice of writing for radio
and television in varied program formats,
emphasis on preparation of written
materials for news and public affairs
presentation . Lecture and lab .

214 News Writing (3)
(Same as English 214.) Prerequisite : English
10 or equivalent. An introduction to news
writing and reporting . Course covers basic
components of news reporting principles,
and news writing style and structure . Daily
writing assignments include coverage of
speeches, meetings and interviews,
accidents, deaths , courts, sports, consumer
affairs, and government. Emphasis on
clarity, accuracy , and speed.
215 Radio Production II (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 114. Study of
advanced theories and techniques of audio
production, building on principles and skill s
learned in Radio Production I. Exploration
of complex program formats such as radio
drama and special problems such as those
enco untered in recording live music .
216 Radio News (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 114. Theory
and laboratory practice in the gathering,
writing, and delivery of news through radio.
Lab hours to be arranged.
217 Script Writing for Business and
Industry (3)
Prerequisites: Communication 210 and
Communication 212 . Scrip t writing for
training , motivation, education, and other
applications. Students will identify and
discuss communication problems and
solutions in live, slideitape, video, and film
script formats.
219 Promotion, Publicity, and
Advertising in Broadcasting (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 110.
Introduction to theory and practice in the
planning , execution, and evaluation of
persuasive campaigns invol ving radio and
television. Emphasis on concept
developments and production elements.
Discussion of broadcast ethics.
221 Ensemble Acting 13)
Prerequisite: Communication 21.
Laborato ry-discussion course emphasizing
role analysis, scene study, characterization,
and ensemble acting.
223 Aesthetics of Theatrical Styles (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 23. Analysis of
the development ot dramatic and artistic
styles as they affect the visual presentation
of ideas in theatre .
224 Movement for Musical Theatre 13)
Prerequisite: Communication 124 or consent
of instructor. Specialized training in
movement and dance techniques for
musical theatre.

225 Designing for the Theatre (3)
An introduction to the theories and
practices of scenic and costume design for
the theatre . The course will survey the
evolution of theatrical designs through
different cultures, dramatic genres, and
theatre architecture.
230 Small Group Communication (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40 .
Development of communication skills
needed in small group decision making.
Application of these skills to contemporary
problems .
231 Communication in the
Organization (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent
of instructor. Course integrates
communication theories applicable to the
structure and function of organizations. The
effect of communication variables on
departmental interface, member satisfaction
and motivation, leadership and subordinate
styles, and perception of the organization
by the external environment.
237 Male/Female Communication (3)
This course explores the influence of
gender upon contemporary American
communication behavior. Topics include
semantic and syntactic variation in male
and female speech , sex-role development as
process and product of communication,
analysis of communication patterns and
barriers within gender groups. Mass, public ,
interpersonal, and dyadic communication
contexts are considered .
240 Persuasive Communication (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40 . A study of
persuasive communication, including
theories , techniques, forms, function s,
applications, potential, and limitations for
the individual and organizations. Insights
from both classical rhetoric and
contemporary communication theory.
241 Argumentation and Debate 13)
Prerequisite: Communication 40 or consent
of instructor. Principles of argumentation
and debate with practice in preparing briefs
and in delivering spoken argum ents in
formal debate . Emphasis on analysis of
issues, logical reasoning, and audience
analysis .
242 Theory and Practice of
Interviewing (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40 . The
application of modern com munication
theory to interview situations. This theory
and practicum course is designed to aid the
student in mastering specific skill s
appropriate to specialized settings .
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243 Communication in American
Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 40. Ana lysis of
audience response and media preferences in
pol itica l campa igns, ca mpaign speeches,
candidates' uses of television and other
mass media, and measuring effectiveness of
campaign communications.
260 Advanced Oral Interpretation (3)
Prerequisite : Communica tion 160.
Advanced practice in analyzing and
performing oral interpretation of literary
forms.
261 Readers Theatre (3)
Prerequisite : Communi cation 160. Study of
the oral interpretation of literature as a
theatrical experi ence. Study of theory,
techniques , and performance.
271 History of Film to World War II (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 70 or consent
of instructor. History of world cinema from
the late nineteenth century to the 1940s.

2n History of Film Since World
War II (3)
Prerequisite: Communica ti on 70 or consent
of in structor. Hi sto ry of w orld cinema from
the 1940s to the present day.
273 Basic Film Production (3)
Prerequisite : Communi cati on 70.
Introduction to filmmaking equipment and
practices. Production of short films.
281 Theatre from the Ancient Greeks
to the Restoration (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 80 or consent
of instructor. History of theatre and drama
from Classical Greek to the Restoration
period.
282 Theatre from the 18th Century to
the 1980s (3)
Prerequisite : Com municati on 80 or consent
of instructor. History of theatre and drama
from th e eig hteent h centur y to the present .
310 Television Production II (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 210. Study o f
ad vanced th eori es of tel evisio n production.
Refi nement of stud io television principles
learn ed in Communication 210. Exploration
of complex program formats. Lab arranged .
311 Broadcast Managament (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 110.
Introduction to theories of management,
with application to radio and television
st ati on opera ti ons. Discussion of economic,
legal , and ethical problems and issues.

316 Television News (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 210. Theory
and laboratory practice in the gathering,
w ri ting, and delivery of news through
television . Lab Arranged.
317 Radio and the Recording
Industry (3)
Prerequisite: Junior sta nding. Hi stori ca l
development and current status of the
recording industry, particularly as it
interacts with the broadcast industry .
Impact of radio and recordi ng techn ol ogy
on the development of rock and other
popul ar music.
321 Acting Styles (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 221. Studies
in period acting styles, emphaSizing cultural
distinctions in manners, movement, and
vocal practice .
322 Directing for the Theatre (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 21 or co nsent
o f instructor. A survey of the theories and
practi ce s of theatrical di recting . The course
wi ll explore the direc tor's role in the theatre
from scri pt an alysi s and production
planning to the performance of laborato ry
scenes.
323 Theatre Management (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 23.
Comprehensive study of theatre
management techniques , including season
selection, budget control, bo x office, facility
management. and promotional techniques
for theatre.
331 Research Methods in
Communication (3)
Prerequisite: Communication 135.
Introd uctory stu dy of resea rch designs and
methodologies employed in communica tion ,
in cluding historical, cr itica l, and empiric al
methods . Review o f research reports which
exemplify th ese meth od s.
332 Interculturc:1 Communication (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
th e instructor. Study of culture as a variable
in both interpersor.al and collective
communicative situations. Emphasis upon
opportunities and problems arising from
similarities or differences in communication
patterns, processes, and codes among
various cu ltu ra l groups.
334 Communication in Advertising (3)
Prerequisites: Communication 240 and
junior standing , or consen t of instructor .
Overvi ew of co mp onents in persuasive
messages and how advertising messages
and ca mp aign s use various media to reach
target audiences.

335 Seminar in Applied
Communication Resea rch (3)
Prerequisites : Communication 13E and
consent of instructor. Th is cou rSE explores
the use of communication concer I s,
theories, methods, and designs ir applied
field settings with an emphasis or original
research.
340 Rhetoricai Criticism (3)
Prerequisite: Communicati on 40. rhe
application of rhetorical theories 10 the
analytical and critical expl anation of
persuasive messages .
341 Classical Rhetoric and Pl blic
Address (3)
Prerequisite : Commun ication 40 (·r consent
of instructor. A survey of the hi s' ory and
theories of persua sion an d public address
from ancient times to the Renais~ ance.
342 Modern Rhetoric and Public
Address (3)
Prerequisi te: Communica tion 40 or consent
of instructor. A su rvey of the his .ory and
theories of persuasion and public address
from the post- Renaissance era tc th e
present.
343 The Rhetoric of Protest (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 40. An
examination of the persuasive mo ~s sages
and tactics usee: in social moverr ents and
their campaigns.
350 Mass Communication H ilstory and
Criticism (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 50 )[
Communication 110. Exa minati o'l o f the
social, econ omic , and political fEc tors
con tributing to the development of
American mass media. Emphasi ~ on
significant personali 'lies who helJ ed shape
the ir cou rse. Reading, viewing , and analysi s
of selected critica l work .
355 Media Law and Regulatio n (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 50 or
Communication 110. Discussion o f laws
affecting the mass media. Explo ' ation of
problems and issues in legal reg Jlatio n of
media content, ownerShip, acce 3S, and
accountability. Di sc ussion of in cus try self
regulation and the influence of ( itizens'
org an izations.
362 Storytelling (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
instructor. This co urse gives an ove rview of
the history o f story telling, types of tales ,
and appropriate uses for story te ling. The
primary emphasiS of the course is in
developing story telling skills through
preparation, performances, and evaluation.
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370 Documentary Film (3)
Prerequisite : Communication 70 .
Consideration of the history, theory , and
criticism of nonfiction film. Screening of
representative documentary films.
390 Directed Readings (3)
Prerequisites: Consent of instructor; not
open to students who have any Y or
delayed grades outstanding. Supervised
independent study involving readings,
conferences, papers , etc., in one of the
department's disciplines: communication
theory and rhetoric, mass communication,
or theatre.
392 Administration of Cocurricular
Activities (3)
Prerequisites : Junior standing and consent
of instructor. A survey of the skills required
to administer the various cocurricular
activities associated with teachers in the
secondary schools, such as: operation of
debate tournaments, public speaking
competitions, theatre productions , mass
media centers, etc.
393 Internship in Journalism (3)
Prerequisites: Senior standing, with at least
12 hours of course work in journalism, mass
communication, etc.; an overall GPA of at
least 3.0; consent of instructor ; open to
communication majors only; not open to
students who have any Y or delayed grades
outstanding. Practical work with an off
campus newspaper, magazine, or other
news organization, supervised by a
journalism professional in consultation with
a faculty member . Repeatable , but no more
than six hours total credit may be earned in
internship courses. Only three hours in the
internship courses may be counted toward
the 36-hour minimum required for the
degree.

394 Internship in Applied
Communication (3)
Prerequisites : Senior standing , with a least
12 hours of course work in communication
theory and rhetoric; an overall GPA of at
least 3.0; consent of instructor; open to
communication majors only; not open to
students who have any Y or delayed grades
outstanding . Advanced practical work in
business communication , political campaign
communication, advertising, public
relations, or other forms of organizational or
public communication. Work must be done
off campus, under supervision of a working
professional in the field, in consultation
with a faculty member. Repeatable, but no
more than six hours total credit may be
earned in internship courses. Only three
hours in internship courses may be counted
toward the 36-hour minimum required for
the degree.
395 Seminar in Communication (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. In-depth
treatment of topics pertaining to current
research in the department or otherwise of
timely interest to students or faculty.
396 Internship in Radio (3)
Prerequisites: Senior standing, with at least
12 hours of course work in radio,
broadcasting, etc.; an overall GPA of at
least 3.0; consent of instructor; open to
communication majors only; not open to
students who have any Y or delayed grades
outstanding. Practical work at an off
campus radio station, supervised by a radio
professional in consultation with a faculty
member . Repeatable, but no more than six
hours total credit may be earned in
internship courses. Only three hours in
internship courses may be counted toward
the 36-hour minimum required for the
degree .

397 Internship in Television/Film (3)
Prerequisites : Senior sta:lding, with at least
12 hours of course work in television, film,
video, etc.; an overall GPA of at least 3.0;
consent of instructor; open to
communication majors only; not open to
students who have any Y or delayed grades
outstanding. Practical work at an 011
campus television, film, or video
organization , supervised by a television,
film, or video professional in consultation
with a faculty member . Repeatable, but no
more than six hours total credit may be
earned in internship courses. Only three
hours in internship courses may be counted
toward the 36-hour minimum required for
the degree.
398 Internship in Theatre (3)
Prerequisites : Senior standing, with at least
12 hours of course work in theatre; an
overall GPA of at leas! 3.0; consent of
instructor; open to communication majors
only; not open to students who have any Y
or delayed grades outstanding . Supervised
practical work at a theatre off campus in
one of the following areas: acting,
directing, design, stage management.
Repeatable, but no more than six hours
total credit may be earned in internship
courses. Only three hours in internship
courses may be counted toward the
36-hour minimum required for the degree.
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Courses in this section are grouped as
follows : Econo mics ; Geography; and Home
Economics.
Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SS] breadth of study require
ments 40,51,52,210,216,217,219,220,
230,231,238 , 240,250,251,253,256,260,
261,263,266,270,302,304,305,30(3,317,
320,331 , 350, 351 ,355,357 ,364,365,366,
380.
GEOGRAPHY 101,102, 211 .

Economics
40 Introduction to the American
Economy (3)
Introduction to economic analysis and
problems through an examination of the
development ;:Jnd operations of the
American economy; study of its evolution,
institutions, and principal problems.
Economics 40 does not substitute for
Economics 51 or Economics 52. Students
who ha ve already completed Economics 51
or Economics 52 may not take Economics
40 for credit.
51 Principles of Microeconomics (3)
Prerequ isi te: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40. Introduction to the
determinants of household demand,
production and cost, and market prices.
Applies the principles of indi vidual decision
making behavior to understanding goods,
services, and resource markets .
52 Principles of Macroeconomics (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 51. Introduction to
the determination of levels of and changes
in aggregate income, output, employment,
and prices. Applies economic principles of
choice to the formulation and achievement
of public policies that affect national
employment, income distribution, and
ec("omic growth.
210 Selected Topics in Economics (3)
Prerequisite : Economi cs 51 and Economics
52. Analysis of a selected economic topic.
The topic selected will vary from semester
to semester. This course may be taken for
credit more than once so long as the topic
discussed in each semester is different.
216 Public Expenditures (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 51. Analysis of
public goods and externalities, the impact
of property rights on allocation, models of
collective choice, elements of benefit cost
analysis, and the theory of bureaucracy .

217 Public Finance: Revenues (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 51. Analysis of the
eco nomic role of government, subsidies and
taxes in the federal system, criteria for tax
eva luation , the nature of tax legislation,
private decision making under differing tax
institutions, and gove rnment borrowing .
219 Law and Economics (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 51 . Analysis of the
economic role of property rights and
contracts in the private for-profit and not
for-profit sectors of the economy .
Considers economic incentives to form
organizations as one alternative and to form
contracts as another. Considers the
economic efficiency of the common law
and judicial systems in use in the United
States.
220 Money, Banking. and Monetary
Theory (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51 and Economics
52. Factors influencing bank reserves and
the money supply. Ability of the Federal
Reserve System and the Treasury to control
these factors . Introduction to monetary
theory; integration of monetary phenomena
with national inco me theory . Analysis of
current policy issues.
230 International Economic
Analysis (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 40, or Economics
51, or Economics 52. Elementary trade and
payments analysis; balancp. of payments,
international economic problems;
concentration on fundamentals of analysis
and problems.
231 International Finance (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 40, or Economics
51, or Economics 52. Introduction to
international monetary systems; foreign
exc hange markets; financing of
international transactions; the international
position of the dollar .
238 Comparative Economic
Systems (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 40, or Economics
51, or Economics 52. Comparative study of
economic organization, growth, and welfare
in different national economies, such as the
United States, the Soviet Union, and
France.
240 Economic Development (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 and Economics
52. Survey of economic growth as applied
to developed and underdeveloped
countries. AnalYSis of development policies
with emphasis on case studies. Case
studies may include the United States,
Western Europe, or Latin America.

250 Intermediate Economic Tlleory:
Macroeconomics (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51 , Economics 52,
and Economics 220. Study of nat onal
income, expenditure, and the fore es
determining the level of economic activity.
Special emphasis on the theory 0 ' income
determination and its application :0 public
policy.
251 Intermediate Economic Th eory:
Microeconomics (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 and :economics
52 . Analysis of prices in terms of
equilibrium of the business firm a ~ d
consumer demand in markets of /arying
degrees of competition.
253 Managerial Economics (3)
ISame as Business Administrati on 253.)
Prerequisites : Economics 51, Ma1 hematics
80 or Mathema1ics 101 recomme nded.
Application of microeconomic th eo ry to the
decision-making process in the bJsiness
firm . Discussion of cost behavior price and
output determination under vario Js
competitive conditions , as well a, factors
affecting wages, interest, and profits.
256 The Consumer and the
Economy (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 40 or EC Jnomics
51. Examination of issues in con~, umer
choice and personal financial ma l agement
in today's economy. Analysis of methods of
increasing consumer efficiency a')d the role
of government in consumer prot~ction .
260 Labor Economics (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 40, or E: onomics
51, or Economics 52 . Forms of labor
organization, state and federal Ic b or
legislation, and policies of labor Jnions.
Emphasis on an application of economic
theory to the relations of labor ald
business.
261 The Economics of Poverty and
Income Maintenance (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 51 or p{>rmission of
instructor. Considers the probler'ls of
defining and measuring poverty as well as
competing views of its causes. Ex amines
the incentive effects of governrr ent transfer
programs for the family's econo~ic
deciSions, with emphasis on lab Jr market
behavior. Topics will include un \~ mployment
insurance, AFDC , food stamps, and
negative income tax schemes.
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263 Adjustments of Labor Disputes (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 51 . The principles
of conflict resolution, including government
techniques such as mediation, fact finding,
arbitration , injunction, and seizure.
Application of these techniques under the
Taft-Hartley Act and Railway Labor Act.
Case studies of industries including coal,
oil, railroads, steel, and aerospace . A
detailed examination of the operations of
the labor market under non-competitive
conditions .
266 Industrial Organization (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 51 . A theoretical
and empirical analysis of the actions of
firms under alternative forms of market
organization. The role of economics of
scale, product differentiation, mergers, and
advertising in affecting industry struc ture,
and the impact of the resulting industry
structure on pricing, output, promotion,
and technology decisions of firms .
270 Urban and Regional Economics (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51 and Economics
52 . A survey of factors affecting the
location of economic activity, industrial
diversity, determinants of urban growth, the
role of urban public economy, and the
management of the urban environment.
302 Planning Processes in the Urban
Economy (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 and junior
standing. Economic techniques and criteria
used in planning and evaluating programs
and projects for the urban economy,
including costing , cost-benefit and cost
effectiveness, and information control
systems. Special attention will be given to
St. Louis area studies for schools ,
transportation, public facilities, economic
development, and social services delivery .
304 Survey Research Practicum (3)
(Same as Political Science 304 and
Sociology 304.) Prerequisites : Junior
standing and consent of instructor . The
execution of a sample survey, including
establishing study objectives, sampling,
questionnaire construction, interviewing ,
coding, data analysis, and presentation of
results .
305 Macroeconomics for the School
Curriculum (1-3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Analysis of
forces affecting the national economy, with
emphasis on income determination ,
employment, money and banking, and
international trade and finance . Special
reference to topics included in elementary
and seconda ry school social science
curricula. Economics 305 may not be used
by economics majors to meet degree
requirements.

306 Microeconomics for the School
Curriculum (1-3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing. Analysis of
market forces, with emphasis on business
firms, households, and productive-factor
markets, price determination, and resource
allocation. Special reference to topics
included in elementary and secondary
school social science curricula . Economics
306 may not be used by economics majors
to meet degree requirements .
310 Economic Issues for the School
Curriculum (1-3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and consent
of instructor. An analysis of selected
economic issues appropriate to instruction
in secondary and elementary schools . May
be taken more than once for credit,
provided the topic of the course is different
each time. May not normally be used by
economics majors to meet degree
requirements .
317 Public Finance: State and Local (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51 and Economics
52 and junior standing. A study of
expenditure, taxation , and financial
administration of state and local
governments, with emphasis on problems
of current interest . Special attention given
to research methods, as well as financial
relations between various levels of
government.
320 Financial Markets and
Institutions (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 220. Demand,
supply, and flow of funds in the
macrofinancial system, including money,
capi tal , futures, and foreign exchange
markets . Examines types and historical
development of domestic and international
financial intermediaries operating within
these markets, decision-making within
individual intermediaries, their regulatory
environment, and how their portfolio
decisions affect flows in the financial
system
331 International Economic Analysis:
Finance (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 231 or Economics
250. Provides advanced study of the foreign
sector in the theory and methods of
international macroeconomics; income
determination and trade balance;
devaluation; international linkages; global
monetary theory .
350 Special Readings (1-6)
Prerequisites : Consent of in structor; grade
point of 3.0 or higher in economics.
Unscheduled, independent directed
readings on topics mutually acceptable to
student and instructor . Maximum credit
limited to six hours .

351 Quantitative Methods for
Economics and Business Analysis (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30, Economics
51, Economics 52, or Business 410 .
(Concurrent enrollment in Business 410
is acceptable.) Economics 251 is
recommended . An introduction to
fundamental mathematical touls and their
application to economic models and
business analysis.
355 Business and Government (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 51 . Relations
between business firms and government at
all levels . Questions of regulation, public
ownership, guidelines, and competition
considered .
357 Government Regulation and
Antitrust Policy (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 51 . Evaluation of
the use of antitrust policy and government
regulatory agencies to improve the
performance of industrial markets . Course
w ill include discussion of antitrust cases
and analysis of the economic impact of
deregulatory initiatives in the airline,
trucking, railroad, and telecommunications
industries.
364 Manpower Policies (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 251, or Economics
260, or Business Administration 410.
Analysis of the allocation of human
resources with emphasis on the economic
theory of labor markets in both th e short
and the long run. Discussion of the
operation of the labor market in specific
occupations .
365 Economic Statistics and
Econometrics (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 365.)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 and Economics
52 or Bu siness Administration 410; and
Mathematics 31, or Mathematics 132, or
Business Administration 131, or Business
Administration 481, or Publ ic Policy
Administration 401; and Mathematics 80 or
Mathematics 101; or equivalents . An
introduction to statistical methods used in
economic a;]d public policy research . The
course covers the use of the general linear
regression model with emphasis given to
statistical problems that arise in the context
of data co llected under non-experimenta l
conditions . Material is limited to single
equation models.
366 Econometrics (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 365 . This co urse
presents useful extensions to the general
linear regression model, such as
simultaneous equation, distributed lag, and
simulation models. It also provides practical
experience in the development of an
econometric research project .
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368 Analysis of Business
Conditions (3)
(Same as Business Administration 368 .)
Prerequisite: Economics 220. Discussion of
factors affecting economic conditions,
short-term fluctuations in business activity,
and plans and policies for economic
stabilization. Emphasis on problems and
techniques of forecas iing aggregate and
industry demand.
380 History of Economic Thought (3)
Prerequisites : economics 51 and Economics
52. The evolution of economic thought
from the ancients through post-~eynesian
theory.
401 Macroeconomic Analysis (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 351, Economics
251 or Business Administration 410, and
Economics 250 or Business Administration
411 Aggregate economic theory, including
analysis of the determinants of income,
output, employment, and prices.
Employment and price-level effects of
co nsumer and investment demand, the
money supply and inte~est rates, and
government policies
402 Microeconomic Ana lysis (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 351, Economics
251 or Business Administration 410, and
Economics 250 or Business Administration
411. Survey of microeconomic comparative
statics. Detailed examination of demand
and supply, product, and factor markets .
Partial equilibrium in competitive,
imperfect ly competitive, and monopolistic
markets
403 Seminar in Economic Research (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 220, Economics
251 or Business Administration 410, and
Economics 250 or Business Administration
411 Research methods applied to
economics. Develops efficiency and skill in
conducting research and communicating
the results with written reports and oral
presentations. This course must be taken
within the first year of study after
completion of the prerequisites.

420 Monetary Theory and Policy (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 101 , Economics
220, Economics 251 or Business
Administration 410, and Economics 250 or
Business Administration 411. An
examinaiion of how monetary policy has
affected the economy in the past and how
it can improve economic performance in the
future . Topics include: the origins of
money, money supply, money demand, the
determinants of real and nominal interest
rates, the term structure of interest rates,
the impact of discretionary monetary policy
on the domestic economy and foreign
exchange markets, and the domestic
economy and foreign exchange markets,
and the relationship between monetary
policy and federal government deficits.
421 Public Sector Microeconomics (3)
(Same as Public Poli cy Administration 421.)
Prerequisite : Economics 251 or Busin ess
Admini stra tion 410. Survey of economics of
bureaucracy, fiscal federalism ,
entrepreneurship in nonprofit organizations,
benefit cost analysis, tax welfare, p'operty
rights, and externalities.
422 Financial Markets (3)
Prerequisites: Econom ics 220, Economics
251 or Business Administration 410, and
Economics 250 or Business Administration
411. Demand , supply, and flow of funds in
allocating credit and distributing risk in the
macrofinancial system. The saving 
investment process, the rationale for
financial markets , and the rol e of finan cia l
intermediaries are studied within the
framework of the flow of funds accounts.
Special attention is given to the ope.ation
of money, capital, futures, and foreign
financial markets and the impact of public
policy on the structure Gnd performance of
financial markets .
430 International Trade (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 251 or Business
Administration 410. This course will survey
recent literature and problems in
internatio nal trade . It will consist of a brief
but intensive study of the modern theories
of international trade and the discussion of
related selected topics. These topics will
include tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade,
the European Economic Community, trade
and development , multinational enterprises,
and internalional factor movements.

431 International Monetary
Analysis (3)
Prerequi site: Economics 250 or BL siness
Administration 411. Appli ca tion of
macroeconomic theory to the inte-national
monetary system. Topics include ' he
balan ce of payments, exchange retes,
international linkages, world inflat on,
capital flows, and the gold standa "d.
440 Business and Economic
Forecasting (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 251 or Business
Administration 410, Economics 25 ) or
Business Admini st ration 411, and Business
Administration 481. Techniques and
procedures used in economic, bu: iness,
and financial forecasting for polic'!
purp oses . Evaluation of models al the
national, regional, industry, and fi rm levels.
450 Topics in Managerial Ecol1omic
Analysis (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 101, E:::onomics
251 or Business Administration 41 0.
Application of economic theory and
meth odo logy to decision-making problems
faced by both public and private
institutions . Of primary concern i ~ the use
of basic microeconomic models al d
methods of analysis in demand, cost,
profitability, priCing , and investm£ nt
problems.
460 Structure and Performan ce of
United States Industry (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 101, Economics
251 or Business Administration 4"0. An
analYSis of the functioning of bus ness firm s
under alternative market arrangerlents .
Topics include: the theory and
measurement of monopoly powel and the
role of economi es of scale, produ ct
differentiation , and entry cond itio ns in
affecting this power; the impact o f market
power on the price"setting behav or,
adverti sing and promotional stratl)gies, and
technological innovation of firms; the role
of government policy in promotin g or
preventing competition among fir ms.
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465 Advanced Topics in
Econometrics (3)
Prerequisite : Economics 365. Concepts,
techniques, and advanced applications of
econometrics. !:mphasis will be placed on
the construction, estimation, and testing of
econometric models .
470 Advanced Topics in Urban
Economics (3)
Prerequisites: Regular graduate student
status and consent of graduate student
coordinator . Concepts and problems in
urban economics. Offered in alternate
years .
480 Public Policy Issues in Human
Resources (3)
Prerequisite: Economics 251 or Business
Administration 410 . Problems of human
resources and development of human
capital, including measurement of economic
growth and the contribution of education
and training to that growth; the nature of
poverty and methods to alleviate it; health
economics as a form of investment and of
consumption.
490 Advanced Topics in Economic
Analysis (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of the instructor .
Study of a specific economics topic, which
may vary from semester to semester. May
be taken more than once if the topic is
different.

Geography

Home Economics

101 Introduction to Geography (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 02 or equivalent.
An introduction to geography as a social
science. The identification and explanation
of o~der in the human landscape . A survey
of the social, political, economic, and
psychological factors which influence
geographic patterns.

83 Clothing Selection (3)
Study of line, form, space, color, and
texture in selection of clothing as related to
the individual. There will be wardrobe
planning of men's, women 's, and children's
wear, as well as appropriate projects, field
trips, and guest speakers .

102 World Regions (3)
Prerequisite : Geography 101 recommended.
Survey of the major regions of the world .
Designed to give the student an awareness
of the character of each of these major
regions through the interrelationships of the
various attributes of place.
210 Urban Geography (3)
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. An in
depth examination of urban growth, the
location and basis of cities, and the internal
spatial structure of cities provide the main
topics of consideration. In addition,
contemporary urban problems including
zoning, urban renewal, blight, the journey
to work and shop, pollution , etc ., are
discussed with a spatial emphasis .
211 location Theory (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 80 or
Mathematics 101 , and Economics 51 . A
survey of industrial location theory ,
agriculture location theory, and central
place theory; programming formulations of
location models; spatial competition;
location-allocation problems; and non
economic approaches to locational analysis.
220 Social Geography (3)
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Topics
presented in a spatial (geographic)
framework include the diffusion of
innovations, population (distribution,
problems, and solutions), settlement
patterns, migration, poverty , and urban
social problems (e. g., race and residential
choice!.

130 Nutrition in Health (3)
A study of dietary nutrients essential for
health, proper selection of foods to provi de
them, and current issues affecting them.

1n

Community Nutrition (3)
Current issues and resources in nutrition .
National nutrition policy, economic aspects
of the food supply, nutrition-related roles of
public agencies, selected nutrition
programs, and community resources are
emphasized

181 History of Fashion and
Costume (3)
An illustrated lecture presentation to gain
insight into fashion as a kaleidoscopic
portrayal of society and idiomatic style
changes from ancient Egypt to the present.
The course will cover the history of fashion
as a definitive subject and will describe how
costume reflects social, cultural, and
political events of each period
186 Fashion Merchandising (3)
A survey course of fashion merchandiSing
with emphasis on retail principles,
operations, and practices in the many
sectors of fashion marketing . Specific
8pplication through case studies, problems,
and field projects may be included .
330 Child Nutrition (3)
Prerequisite: Home Economics 130 or
instructor's permission. A study of nutrition
related to the major periods of develop
ment: fetal, infant, childhood, and
adolescent.
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Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Composition; language; literature;
Special Offerings; and Library Science .
English 10, Composi tion, or its equivalent,
is a general prerequ isite for all En glish
courses numbered 131 and above . This,
and other specific prerequisites , may be
waived by consent of the department.
The following cou rses fulfill the Humanities
[H] breadth of study requirements :
COMPOSI TION : 103, 104. 105, 302, 303,
304. lANGUAGE : 220, 322 . LITERATURE :
12,13,17,20,70,71, 120,123,124,125,
126, 127,128,131,132,133,134,135,171,
172,225,280, 321,323,324,325,332,337,
3~,339,342,345,346,~2,~3,3~,3~,

368, 369, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, ~3,
384, ~5, ~6 . SPE CIA L OFFE RINGS: 250,
390.

Composition
09 Basic Writ ing 131
A review of elementary pri nciples of wri ting
expository prose . Special attention is given
to sentence clarity, organization, the clear
and orderly development of ideas, and good
diction . The course does not fulfi ll tho
university requi rement in communicative
skill s. No credit toward any degree. The
course meets th ree hou rs a week .

10

Freshman Composition 131
Prerequisite : Satisfactory performance on
essay proficiency test or grade of C or
better in English 09 . Theory and practice of
writing exposition . Course does not count
toward the major in Engl ish .

11 Freshman Composition for
International Students 131
Prerequisite: Essay proficiency test or a
TOFEl score of 500 or above . Theory and
practice of writ ing expository American
prose. Special attention is given to verb
tenses, idioms, articles, and syntax . Does
not count toward the major in English. This
course substitutes for English 10 in all
University requirements.
103 Poetry Writing (31
Prerequisite : English 10 or equivalent. Theory
and practice of poetry writing .
104 Short Story W rit ing (31
Prerequisite : English 10 or equivalent. Theory
and prac tice of w riting the sho rt story .
105 Play Writ ing (31
Prerequisite: English 10 or equivalent. Theory
and practice of writing plays .

112 Topics in Writing (3)
Prerequisite: English 10 or English 11. This
course will introduce the student to writing
in speci fic areas. The depar tment w ill
announce topics and course content in the
schedul e. Possible top ics are
Argumentation, Reading and Writing About
Publ ic Affairs, Sports Reporting and
Writing, and W riting About Science. A
student may repeat the course once when
topics are different . The course counts
toward the Certificate in W riting .
209 Practical Criticism : Writing About
Literature (31
Prerequisites: English 10 or equivalent and
junior standing or consent of the
department. The course acquaints students
w ith the techniques and terminology of
literary criticism and trains them in the
rudiments of w riting about literature.
Students compose eight to ten practical,
critical essays on drama , poetry, fiction,
and non-fictional prose . Explication of
particular texts is emphasized . A longer
critical paper incorporating secondary
sources and introducing students to basic
methods and resources for research is
assigned. The course is required of English
majors but is open to all quali fied students.

210

Advanced Expository Writing (31
Prerequisites: English 10 or equivalent and
junior standing or consent of department.
Development of the writer's style and criti 
cal and analytical capabilities. Course offers
an introduction to research methods and ful
fills the University requirement for a junior
level course in communicative skills. May
not be taken on the satisfactory/unsatisfac
tory option.

211

Advanced Expository Writing for
International Students (3)
Prerequ isite: English 11 or equivalent. This
cou rse will develop the student's style and
critical-analytical abilities in contemporary
Ame ri can English writing. The cou rse will
also offer a'l introduction to formal resea rch
and documentation methods for preparing
papers in a variety of fields. Additional em
phasis wi ll be placed on improving the stu
dent' s reading abi lities, both in comp rehen
sion and vocabulary , through subject matter
taken from arts and sciences, technical , and
business fields. Course sa tisfies the junior
level communicative skills requirement. May
not be taken on the satisfactory/unsatisfac
tory option.

212

Business Writing (3)
Prerequ isites: Engl ish 10 or equi, alent and
junior standing or consent of de, artment.
The major elements of business ' vriting .
Writing assignments include bus ness corre
spondence (in qui ry, com plaint, employment
letters, etc .l, repo rts (info rmal, tavel, peri
odic, etc .I, proposals (sales, etc .), analysis
(marketing research, etc .I, and vHiting for
house organizations (company newsletters,
etc .). Emphasis is placed on clar ty, con
ciseness, organization , format, s' yle, and
tone . The course includes an intl oduction
to resea rch methods and docum1ntation .
All readings are selected from bLsiness
material. Ful fills the University requirement
for a junior-level course in Comrr unicative
Skills, subject to the approval of the stu 
dent's major department. May not be taken
on the sa tisfactory/u nsa tisfactor f op tion .

213 Technical Writing (31
Prerequisites: English 10 or equi\ alent and
junior standing or consent of de, artment.
The major elements of industrial technical
writing . Writing assignments incl ude tech 
nical definitions, abstracts and summaries,
mechanism descriptions, instruct ons, pro
cess analyses, technical repo rts iJnd pro 
posals. Emphasis is placed on cl arity, con
ciseness, organization, format, s yle, and
tone. The cou rse includes an intlOduction
to researc h methods and docum<3ntation.
All readings are selected from industrial
material . Fulfills the University re quirement
for a junior-level course in Comrr,unicative
Skills, subject to the approval of the stu
dent's major department . May not be taken
on the satis factory/unsatisfactor f option .

214

News Writing (31
(Same as Communicat ion 214 .1
Prerequ isi te: English 10 or equiv, lent. An
introduction to news writing and reporting .
Course covers basic component~ of news,
reporting principles, and news w 'iting style
and structure. Daily w riti ng assi~ nments
include coverage of speeches, meetings and
interviews, accidents, deaths , cc urts,
sports, consume r affai rs, and go femment .
Emphasis on clarity, accuracy, al d speed.

215

Feature Writing (31
Prerequisite: English 10 or equiviJlent. Study
of freelance and sta ff-written mcgazine or
newspaper feature articles . Emphasis on
relationship between types of pu olication
and article content, research me"hods, and
w riting style. Frequent short assi gnments
journa l entries, in terviews, libra r\ projects,
article critiques, and market repcrts -lead
to production of full-length featue articles.
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218 Reporting (3)
Prerequisite: English 214 or equivalent.
Theory and practice of reporting news for
publication in the print media. Includes one
classroom session and one field assignment
weekly . Stories mu st be filed within dead 
line limits. Writing empha sis is on clarity,
conciseness, and accuracy
300 Writing in the Professions (3)
Prerequisite: Completion of the University's
junior-level requirement in Communication
Skills . A reading and writing course III to
analyze and imitate the ways that writers in
the arts and humanities, sciences, and
bu siness adapt their on-paper personalities,
topics, organizations, and styles to achieve
different aims or address different
audiences and (21 to speculate what
finished texts imply about how different
writers and disciplines see the world .
302 Writing Literary Criticism (3)
Prerequisite: English 210 or equivalent as
judged by instructor . Intensive training in
the writing of literary criticism , with some
attention to the bibliography and to
methods of research in literat ure .
Recom mended for all English majors.
303 Advanced Poetry Writing (3)
Prerequisite: English 210 or its equivalent as
judged by instructor . Wor kshop in poetry
writing .
304 Advanced Fiction Writing (3)
Prerequisite: English 210 or its equivalent as
judged by instructor . Wor kshop in fiction
wri tin g.
305 Writing for Teachers (3)
(Same as SEC ED 305.1 Prerequisite : English
210 or a comparable course in advanced
composition . Desi gned for prospective as
well as in-service teachers, the course in
cludes : (1) writing-Short papers to 'be shared
in workshop groups; (2) reading - current
theory and research on writing and the impli
cation s for teachers; (3) teaching - classroom
activities that foster growth in writing .
313 Advanced Business and Technical
Writing (3)
Prerequisite: English 210 or its equivalent as
judged by instructor. An advanced, project
oriented course to produce substantial, mul
tifaceted business and technical writing pro
jects (e .g. reports, manuals, proposal s) that
demonstrate the ability to handle complex
assignments requiring initiative, indepen
dent judgment, and good writing skill s.

316 Gateway Writing Project (1 -6)
(Same as SEC ED 316.) An intensive cou rse
in the writing process and the writing cur
riculum, designed for experienced teachers .
Readings of current theory and research will
be related to participants' experi ence as
writers and as teachers. Topics may vary.
May be repeated for credit. No more than
six hours may be applied toward the M .Ed .
319 Editing (3)
Prerequisites: English 210 or its equivalent
as judged by instructor; English 22 or
English 322 . Introduction to the language
and processes of editing. Includes copy
editing , the study of style manu als, and an
overview of the production process. Counts
toward requirement for the Writing
Certifi cate.
320 Independent Writing Project (3)
Prerequisite : English 210 or its equivalent as
judged by instru cto r. Course limited to stu
dents who are co mpleting their certificates
in writing . May be tak en concurrently with
the final course in the certificate sequence .
Students work individually with the instruc
tor to complete an extensive wr iting project.
491 Theories of Writing (3)
An analysis of major modern theories in
composition .

Language
22 Traditional Grammar (3)
An introductio n to the basic terms and con
cepts of traditional grammar , beginning with
the parts of speech and moving to more
complex structures such as part iciples, ger
unds, and clauses . Includes introduction to
co nventions of formal usage. May not count
toward the six hours in linguistics and gram
mar required for secondary cert ifi ca tion .
220 Development of the English
Language (3)
An historical survey of the English language
with primary emphasis on the development
of modern English from earlier periods of
the language .
221 American Dialects (3)
A study of dialects in the United States, in
cluding regional and social variation, formal
and informal styles, the concept of a stand
ard dialect, and the use of dialect in
literature.

322 Modern English Grammar (3)
A detailed study of modern Engli sh sen
tence structure in terms of current theories
of linguistic description, with special em
phasis on transforma tional grammar.
410 Modern Linguistics (3)
A study of selected to pics in the structure
of the English language, combining readings
in current linguistics publications with
origina l research .

Literature
12 Literary Types (3)
The student is introduced to the variou s lit
erary types, including poetry, drama , fi c
tion, and the essay .
13 Topics in Literature (3)
Thi s course will introduce the student to
selected li te rary topics and / or genres. Each
semester the department will announce
topics and course content. Topics such as
alienation, justice, and the absu rd, and
genres such as science fiction and contem
porary drama are typical possibilities .
14 Short Subjects (1)
A course on special limited subjects in liter
ature, language, or writing. Content will vary
from semester to semester . Subject matter
may include, for example, Shakespeare's
sonnets, the novels of Tolkien, Wertmuller's
films, or any other topics suitable for treat
ment in a one-hour course. Since the topics
of English 14 may change each semester,
the course may be repeated for credit if the
topics are substantially different.
17 American Literary Masterpieces (3)
An introduction to major themes and works
in American literature from the nineteenth
cen tury to the present. Selected w orks
from Hawthorne, Poe, Melville , Wh itman,
Twain, James, Frost, Hemin gway,
Faulkner, O'Connor, Plath, and Bellow .
20 Myth (3)
The nature of myth , with some
consideration of the various theories used
to account for its orgins. An examination of
central mythic motifs, images, and
characters. While some attention will be
given to co mparing the mythologies of
different cultures, the emphasis will be on
reading Classical Greek and Rom an
mythology.
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70 Afro-American Literature (3)
A survey of prose, poetry, and drama by
black Americans from the period of enslave
ment through the Negro Renaissance to the
present.
71 Native American Literature (3)
(Same as Anthropology 71.) The course
surveys the literature of American Indians
from its oral tradition of myth, legend,
song, and oratory through its modern
forms . The course satisfies the ethnic
literature requirement for Missouri state
certification in Secondary Education and
the College of Arts and Sciences non-Euro
American study requirement.
120 Classical Literature in
Translation (3)
The civilization of ancient Greece and Rome
as reflected by their major creative writers
in some of their principal works : the epics of
Homer and Vergil; the plays of Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plautus,
Terence, and Seneca; the lyrics of Sappho
and Catullus; the satire of Petroni us; and
Ovid's rendering of the classical myths.
123 Jewish Literature (3)
This course will examine the traditional Jew
ish literature of the Bible and later legends
found in the Talmud and Midrash and will
also consider later phases of Jewish litera
ture, both sacred and secular. These will in
clude medieval folklore and Hasidic tales .
124 Literature of the New Testament (3)
A comprehensive understanding of the New
Testament, its literary background, and
significance for Western civilization.
125 Literature of the Old Testament (3)
Prerequisite : Sophomore standing or con
sent of instructor. A comprehensive under
standing of the Old Testament. its literary
background, and significance for Western
civilization.
126 Continental Medieval
Masterpieces in Translation (3)
A survey of the masterworks of the early
and later Middle Ages, to include the Divine
Comedv, Nibelungenlied, Song of Roland,
E! Mia Cid, selections from Chretien de
Troyes, Boccaccio's Decameron, and
Machiavelli's The Prince.
127 Survey of European Literature
From 1650 to the Second World War (31
Works of continental writers such as
Moliere, Goethe, Dostoevsky, Ibsen, and
Kafka , read in translation .

128 The Contemporary World in
Literature (3)
Selected American, British, and Continental
literature since the secon d World War .

131 English Literature I (31
The development of English literature from
the Middle Ages through the eighteenth
century. Reading and analysis of represen
tative works of selected major writers.
132 English Literature 1/ (3)
The development of English literature dur
ing the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Reading and analysis of representative
works of selected major writers .
133 Introduction to Poetry (31
A close study of poems, with special em
phasis on the varieties of poetic form, and
the means of interpretation and evaluation.
The works studied will be primarily English
and American, and from at least three dif
ferent centuries.
134 Introduction to Drama (31
A close study of major dramatic works in
various modes, to introduce the student to
the forms and techn iques of dramatic litera
ture. The works studied will be primarily
English and American, and from at least
three different centuries.
135 Introduction to Fiction (3)
A close study of major prose fiction , with
particular attention to the varieties of fiction
al forms and techniques. The works studied
will be primarily English and American, and
from at least three different centuries .
171 American Literature I (3)
Representative selections from American au
thors from the middle of the seventeenth cen
tury to the middle of the nineteenth century.
172 American Literature II (31
Representative selections from American
authors from the middle of the nineteenth
century to the present.
225 Themes and Forms in Literature (31
The study of particular literary ideas, modes,
and genres, and their significance. Topics an
nounced in advance by the department. Since
the topics of English 225 may change each
semester , the course may be repeated for
credit if the topics are substantially different.

280 Topics in Women and Literature (3)
An examination of the role of we men in
literature, either as figures in literary works
or as writers . Specific topics to \ ary from
semester to semester. Since the to pics of
English 280 may change each sel1ester, the
course may be repeated for cred t if the
topics are substantially different.
321 Literary Criticism (31
Hi sto rical surve y of the principleJ of literary
criticism from Plato to the present.
323 Continental Fiction (3)
Prerequisites: Two college CourS 3S in
literature . The development of It e European
novel in the nineteenth and twer tieth cen
turies. Representative works of IJriters such
as Balzac, Flaubert, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy,
Kafka, and Proust, read in transl 3tion.
324 Chaucer (31
The course concentrates on the poetry of
Geoffrey Chaucer, including the Canterbury
Tales, early poetic works, and tr e Troilus
and Cressida . All readings are in the original
Middle English.
325 Medieval English Literat dre (31
A survey of old and middle Engl sh
literature from Beowulf to Malor y' s Mane
d 'A nhur, exclusive of Chaucer . il,1I works
are read in modern English tram lation s.
332 Elizabethan Poetry and Prose (3)
Spenser , Sidney, Wyatt , and otler poets of
the latter sixteenth century. The origin and
development of prose fiction.
337 Shakespeare : Tragedies and
Romances (3)
The development of Shakespea' e's concept
of tragedy and tragi comedy froTi Titus An
dronicus to The Tempest. The r lays will be
rela ted to the social and literary milieu of
the period .
338 Shakespeare : Comedies and
Histories (31
Shakespeare's early work for th 3 theatre
with some attention to the sonr ets and
longer poems. An historical bac <ground for
a study of all the plays, includir g discus
sions of Elizabethan society, thE' world of
the stage, and Shakespeare's b og raphy.
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339 Tudor and Stuart Drama (3)
A survey 0' the dramatic writings of the
period from the interludes of John Heywood
to the closing of the theatres in 1642, with
particular attention to the plays of Marlowe,
Jonson , Webster, and Ford . Though Shake
speare will not be studied in this course,
connections between his works and those
of his contemporaries will be discussed .
342 Early Seventeenth-Century Poetry
and Prose (3)
Donne, Jonson, Marvell, Bacon, and other
poets and essayists of the Metaphysical,
Cavalier, and Baroque schools , exclusive of
Milton .
345 Milton (3)
All the minor poems and the three longer
poems with some attention to the major
prose; Milton and his relation to the
politics, theology, and literature of the
seventeenth century.
346 Restoration and Eighteenth
Century Drama (3)
The principal tragedies and comedies trom
Dryden to Sheridan, including the plays of
Congreve , Farquhar, Rowe , Gay , Fielding,
and Goldsmith , among others.
352 Age of Dryden and Pope 13)
The beginnings of English neo-classic litera
ture in the Restoration and its development
through the first half of the eighteenth cen
tury, focusing on Dryden, Swift, and Pope.
353 Age of Johnson (3)
The breakdown of the neoclassic spirit and
the inlroduction of the "new" poetry and
novel. Consideration of Fielding, Johnson ,
Thompson , Young , Goldsmith , Sheridan ,
and others.
364 The E,yhteenth-Century English
Novel (3)
The origins and early development of the
English novel, from Defoe to Jane Austen.
365 The Nineteenth-Century English
Novel (3)
The later development of the English novel,
from Scott to Conrad.
368 Early Romantic Poetry and Prose (3)
The English romantic movement with special
emphasis on the early writers- Blake, Words
worth, and Coleridge. Additional readings in
selected prose writers and minor poets .

369 Later Romantic Poetry and Prose (3)
The English romantic movemen t with special
emphasis on the later writers- Byron,
Shelley, and Keats. Additional readings in
selected prose writers and minor poets .
371 Prose and Poetry of the Victorian
Period (3)
Critical readings of selections from Tenny
son, Browning, Arnold, and others, in addi
tion to selections from the major prose
writing .
372 The Later Nineteenth Century (3)
Poetry, drama, and fiction of the period
between 1870 and the first World War :
Hardy, Hopkins, Conrad, Shaw, Wilde,
Yeats , and others.
373 Selected Major American
Writers I (3)
American literature of the nineteemh
century : Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne,
Melville, Whitman, and others .
374 Selected Major American
Writers" (3)
American literature of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries : James,
Twain, Stephen Crane, Dreiser, and others.
375 American Fiction to World War I (3)
Development of the novel and short story in
America.
376 Modern American Fiction (3)
The novel and short story in America since
World War I There may be some attention
to British and continental influences .
383 Modern British Fiction (3)
Critical reading and analysis of British
fiction of the twentieth century . There may
be some attention to American and
continental influences .
384 Modern Poetry 13)
Critical reading and analysis of poetry of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries:
Yeats, Eliot, Frost, Williams, and others.
385 Modern Drama (3)
British, American, and European drama of
the last one hundred years: the well-made
play, the problem play, verse drama, new
definitions of tragedy, the angry theater,
theater of the absurd.

386 Poetry Since World War" (3)
Reading and analysis of contemporary poetry .
400 Introduction to Graduate Study in
English (3)
A course especially designed to prepare stu
dents to perform effectively in graduate
classes in English. The course is concerned
with basic bibliographical tools; terminology,
both technical and historical; various ap
proaches to the study of literature, such as
intrinsic analysis of a literary work, the rela
tionships of biography to literary study, and
the relevance of other disciplines (psychology
or philosophy, for example) to literature; the
writing of interpretive and research essays.
Throughout the semester a balance between
criticism and research is maintained.
415 Literary Criticism (3)
An examination of selected theories of
literature.
420 Old English (3)
Elements of old English grammar and
exercises from Anglo-Saxon literature.
421 Studies in Middle English
Literature (3)
Special topics in English literature before
1500.
430 Renaissance Literature (3)
SpeCial topics in English literature from
1500 to 1660.
450 Eighteenth-Century Literature (3)
SlUdies in Augustan poetry and prose,
including drama and fiction, with emphasis
on background and major figures.
460 Studies in Poetry (3)
Study of a few selected British and
American poets.
465 Studies in Fiction (3)
Study of a few selected British and
American novelists and short story writers .
467 Studies in Drama (3)
Study of a few selected British and
American dramatists.
470 Nineteenth-Century Literature (3)
Special topics in English romanticism, in
Victorian life and thought, and in the
development of the novel and of poetry
between 1797 and 1914 .
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475 American Literature Before 1900 (3)
Selected American writers or topics from
the Colonial period to 1900.
476 Twentieth-Century American
Literature (3)
Selected American writers or topics from
1900 to the present.
480 Twentieth-Century British
Literature !3)
Selected British and Commonwealth writers
of the twentieth century.
495 Seminar in Special Topics 11 -3)
Special topics which are not covered in
other graduate-level English courses ,
497 Independent Reading (1-3)
Directed study in areas of English for which
courSes are not available,
499 Master's Essay (3)
Preparation of a concise essay equivalent in
length to a substantial article in which the
students demonstrate their ability to do re
search , to offer perceptive criticism and eval 
uation , and to write clearly and effectively .

Special Offerings

Library Science

250 Special Studies (1-3)
Prerequi sites: A course in the area of
proposed work and consent of in structor.
Individual work, with conferences adjusted
to needs of the student. May not be used
to meet specific English department
distribution and language requirements.
May be repeated for a maximum total of
three hours credit.

220 Introduction to Catalogin g (3)
Cataloging books using Anglo-A merican
cataloging rules and the Dewey
cla ssification, Does not count to," ard the
major in English .

262 The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching English (3)
(Same as SEC ED 232) Prerequisites : SEC
ED 213 and a near-major in the subject
malter, A study of the scope and sequence
of the Eng(ish courses in the school
curriculum with emphasis on the selection
and organization of materials and methods
of instruction and evaluation. Attention is
alsel directed toward learning the techniques
and research tools of the scholar in the field
of English . To be taken prior to student
teaching.
390 Seminar (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor .
Intensive reading, critical discussion , and
writing on topics to be announ ced each
semester . Since the topics of English 390
may change each semester, the cou rse may
be repeated for credit if the topics are
substantia lly different. Enrollment limited to
twelve students .

221 Selection and Acquisition of
Library Materials (2)
Introduction to types of materials in library;
their source of supply, 'evaluation selection
sources, as well as acquisitions rc utines and
procedures. Does not count towa 'd the
English major,
222 Introduction to ReferencE (3)
Introduction to reference material , and
procedures, including automated -eference
sources. Does not count toward the English
major.
223 Administration of School
Libraries/Media Centers (3)
Operational objectives and functic ns of
school learn in g resource centers , nclud ing
physical facilities and personnel st andards .
Does not count toward the Englis 1 major .
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Students enrolled in variable credit reading
courses for five credit hours must complete
a seminar paper.
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SS] breadth of study require
ments: 3, 4, 6, 31, 32, 61, 62, 71, 72, 81,
82,100,101,103,105,107,112,120,130,
144, 155, 162, 192, 204, 252, 300,301, 302,
303,304,305,306,311,313,314,320,321,
327, 330a, 330b, 330c, 330d, 330e, 330f,
330g, 330h, 331a, 331b, 331c, 331e, 332a,
332b, 332c, 332d, 332e, 333a, 333b, 333c,
333d, 333e, 361, 362, 371, 372, 381, 382,
390, 393.
3 American Civilization (3)
Evolution of the cultural tradition of the
Americas from the earliest times to the mid
nineteenth century, with emphasis on the
relationship of ideas and institutions to the
historical background. Course fulfills the
state requirement .
4 American Civilization 13)
Continuation of History 3 to the present.
Course fulfills the state requirement. Either
History 3 or History 4 ma y be taken
separately.
6 Honors American Civilization (3)
A single-semester SUNey of American
history from the sellenteenth century to the
present. Tailored to students in the
Sophomore Honors Program . The course
satisfies the state requirement.
31 Topics in European Civilization:
Emergence of Western Europe to
1715 (3)
Lectures and discussions on the
development of Western European society
and tradition from approximately 1000 to
1715.
32 Topics in European Civilization:
1715 to the Present (3)
Lectures and discussions on the
development of Western European society
and tradition from 1715 to the present.
61 East Asian Civilization (3)
The development of Asian civilization from
earliest times to the Manchu conquest.
62 East Asian Civilization (3)
Continuation of History 61 with emphasis
on the Asian response to the Western
incursion. Either History 61 or History 62
may be taken separately.
71 Latin American Civilization (3)
A sUNey of selected topics important in the
development of Latin America from pre
Columbian times to the twentieth century.

n

Mexican Civilization (3)
This course will focus on the history and
culture of Mexico from the Aztecs to the
mid-twentieth century. Among the topics to
be covered are: the Aztecs, Cortez and the
Conquest of Mexico, colonial institutions
and culture, the obtaining of political
independence, disorder and dictatorship in
the nineteenth century, the Mexican
Revolution, contemporary Mexico. This
course meets the non-Euro-American
requirement.

81 African Civilization to 1800 (3)
Introduction to African cultural history from
the emergence of early man to the abolition
of the Atlantic slave trade.

107 History of Missouri (3)
Lecture and readings . Seventeenth-century
Spanish and Fren ch explorations and
interaction with the Indians; settlement and
organization of the Louisiana territory; lead
mining and the fur trade; the Louisiana
Purchase; the Missouri territory; the
struggle for sta tehood and slavery; ante
bellum politics; banking and internal
improvements; westward expansion; Civil
War and reconstruction; post-war agrarian
politics, industrialization; Irish , German, and
southern European immigration; the
Progressive reforms- political and economic
changes; and twentieth-century socia l
changes and political developments. Course
satisfies the state requirement.

82 African Civilization Since 1800 (3)
SUNey of African initiative and response in
the period spanning the loss and reassert ion
of independence. History 81 or History 82
may be taken separately.

109 War and Society in the Modern
World: 1415 to the Present (3)
A sUNey of Western military histor y and its
effect on the social, political, and economic
structures of society .

100 Topics in History (1-3)
A seminar on special topics in histor y to be
determined by the field and interests of the
instructor.

110 United States in Vietnam (3)
A study of American involvement in
Vietnam from the OSS-Ho Chi Minh
relationship during World War II to the
present. Particular emphasis on the
Kennedy-Johnson-Nixon yea rs . Use will be
made of the materials from the PBS series
Vietnam: A Television His1Ory.

101 History of Women in Comparative
Cultures (3)
An introduction to the historical
development of women's status in a variety
of cultures and periods within the areas of
Africa, Europe, the Far East, Latin America,
and the Middle East. The course analyzes
women's political, economic, familial, and
sexual roles and the economic,
demographic, ideological, and political
forces which promoted change and
continuity in those roles. This course meets
the non-Euro-American requirement.
103 Sport and Society (3)
The course looks at organized sport in
Western society as a form of social history.
Some attention is paid to the period from
early Olympic games through the end of the
eighteenth century. The major part of the
course deals with the role of organized
team sport in post-industrial (since 1870)
Great Britain and the United States. It also
attempts to compare the social structure
and values of the two societies.
105 History of the Family in the United
States (3)
This course explores changes in American
families during the past three centuries in
terms of their size and structure; the
economic and psychological needs they
filled; the values, skills, and roles they
imparted; and the ways in which
responsibilities and power were allocated
among members.

112 America in World Affairs (3)
An analysis of the development,
formulation, and implementation of the
United States foreign policy, including the
role of the president, Congress, Department
of State, and other agencies. Reference will
be made to the interdependence of
domestic and foreign problems and policies.
120 Black History in the United
States (3)
The experience of black people in America
from the period of the slave trade to the
twentieth century, beginning with the areas
and cultures of West Africa. The
development and importance of slave trade,
the institutionalization of slavery; black
resistance to bondage; the role of blacks
during the Civil War and reconstruction
period; the rise of segregation and
disfranchisement of blacks; the testing of
laws; and the protest and revolutionary
movements of today .
130 Ancient Civilization (3)
Selected topics in the history of the Ancient
Near East. Greece , and Rome.
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144 Christianity: Jesus to Mar~in
Luther (3)
. 
A review of the main trends of doctrinal
and institutional development in the
Christian church from the origins of the
religion until the Protestant Reformation,
stressing the Western Catholic tradition .
155 Slavic Civilization (3)
The historical development of the Western
Slavs (Poles, Czechs, and Slovaks), the
Southern Slavs (Croats, Se rbs and
Bulgarians), and the Ea stern Slavs
(Russians and Ukrainians) . The course
covers the history of the Slavic peoples
from the beginnings to the present day.
Emphasis is placed on the triumph of
national consciousness (nineteenth
century), independence 11918-45), and the
Comm unist era (1945 to th e present).
162 The Chinese Revolution: Readings
in Chinese Literature (3)
An introduction to the Chinese revolution in
modern times to cover its historical and
soc ial roots, the passions and the theories
used by revolutionaries. Since literature
both reflects and is used in the
revolutionary process, systematic readings
will be directed to biographies, short
stories, novel selections, poems,
travelogues, and essays. To be
supplemented with movie films and slide
st udies .
168 Photohistory (3)
American life from 1839 to the present as
recorded by the camera; the role of
photog~aphy in the development of mod ern
American culture; lechniques for the
interpretation of photographic documents .
The co urse format includes lectures,
discussions, and independent research.
192 Historiography and Historical
Method (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of department. An
introduction to historical sources, research
methods, and interpretations. Required for
all history majors . To be taken as soon as
possible after the major is declared .
204 The History of the American Labor
Movement (3)
A survey course on the history of the
American labor movement from Colonial
America until the present, this course will
focus both on the institutional history of the
American labor movement and on the social
history of working people in America .
Emphasis upon the development of labor
management relations, personnel work, and
ethnic, racial, and sexual differences in the
work force.

252 The World of Islam (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The development of Islam as a
religion and a civi lization will be traced from
Arabian origins to its present position as the
major religion of Africa and Asia . Special
emphasis on the Islamic state, Sufi
mysticism, the Shariah and the Muslim
confrontation wi th modernization. Thi s
course fulfills the non-Euro-American
requirement.
254 History and Social Studies in the
Secondary Schools (3)
Prerequisite: Junior Standing. Survey of
basic content in various history and socia l
studies areas included in secondary school
socia l studies curricula . Intended to
familiarize prospective teachers with that
content and appropriate bibliography.
Required for secondary school certification.
Must be comp leted prior to student
teaching. Does not count toward hOlJrs
required o f history majors.
255 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching History and Social Studies (3)
(Same as SEC ED 255.) Prerequi sites: SEC
ED 213 and a near-major in the subject
matter. A study of the scope and sequence
of the history and social studies courses in
the school curriculum, with emphasis on
the selection and organ ization o f materials
and methods of instruction and evaluation .
Attention is also d;rected toward learning
the techniques and research tools of the
scholar i'1 the field of history and social
studies. May not be counted toward a
major in history. To be taken concurrently
with student teaching.
256 Social Studies Teaching Intern
Seminar (1)
(Same as SEC ED 256.) Prerequisite: Must
be enrolled concurrently in student
teaching. Addresses the application of
educational philosophy, social studies
curriculum, teaching strategies, and
instructional technology in the classroom
setting . Off ered concurrently with
Secondary School Student Teaching ,
SEC ED 290.
300 Selected Topics in History (3)
Prerequi site: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. A co urse on special topics in
history to be determined by the field,
availability of instructors, and interest of
students. The course may be repeated for
credit with the consent of the instructor.
301 United States History: Colonial
America to 1763 (3)
Prerequi site: Junior standing or consent of
instructor . English background of

co lonization; rise of distinctive Ne' v England
and Southern societies; Engl ish cc lonial
policy to the Peace of Paris.
302 United States History: Rel/olution
and the New Nation, 1763 to 181 5 (3)
Prereq uisite: Junior standing or cc nsent of
the instructo r. The American Revc lut ion
and the crea~ion of the new nation. The
young republic and the developm( nt of the
first American party system . Cou me fulfills
the state requiremGnt.
303 United States History : Na~ i onalism
and Sectionalism 1815 to 1860 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or cc nsent of
the instructor . The Era of Good FI 'eling s,
the Age of Jackson , manifest des iny , the
political and socia l development s o f the
antebellum period relating to the ( rowth of
sectionalism and the developing a ltislavery
crusade.
304 United States History : 1BE O-1 900 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or cc nsent of
the instructor . The Civil War ,
Reconstruction, industrial and urb3n
expansion and their impact on Arr erican
life.
305 United States History: 19(i(J-1940 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or cons ent of
the instructor. The economic , poli tical, and
socia l developments and crises of the
mature industrial United States. T 1e
growing importance of foreign relations.
306 United States History: 194-0 to the
Present (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The economic , politica , a'ld
social developments and crises of post
industrial United Sta tes . The role ) f foreign
affairs in American life .
311 Topics in American Constitutional
History (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. Origins and developme'l t of the
principal institutions and ideas of :he
American const itutional system; t 1e role of
the Consti tution and the SupremE Court in
the growth of the nation; imporW 1t
Supreme Court decisions; great /> merican
jurists and their impact upon the law;
historical background to current
constitutional issues. Course satisfies the
state requirement.
313 American Military Histor, (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or c,) nsent of
instructor . A study of American milita ry
institutions from colonial times to t he
present. The impact of the militar I upon
American social, political, and economic
life, as well as civilian attitudes to Nard the
services.
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314 American Foreign Relations Since
1941 (3)
Prerequisite Junior standing or consent of
instructor. A study of the change in
American foreign relations since Pearl
Harbor. Parti cular attention to the Truman
Doctrine, the Cold War, the Vietnam War ,
and normali zation with China.

330d History of the Church: Early
Christianity (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. Brief intrOduction to Jewish ,
Greek, and Roman antecedents, Christian
beginnings, and the emergence of Christian
traditions. to the council of Nicea 1325
A .D.I.

320 History of Feminism in Western
Society (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
the instru ctor. History of feminist
movement and feminist thought on status
of women, family, work, and sexuality in
the United States, Great Britain, Western
Europe, and Russia, as well as the
relationship between feminist theory and
the feminist movement.

330e History of the Church: The
Middle Ages (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor . A topical study of the
Christian church in Europe as an
autonomous and central institution from the
sixth century through the reformation crisis.
Special attention will be given to the
relations between the church and the
secular wcrld, and the contributions of
medieval Christianity to the development of
European institutions and ideas .

321 History of Women in the United
States (3)
Prerequisite: JuniOi standing or consent of
the instructor . Development of women's
economic, political, and social role in the
United States with special emphasis on the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries; women
and work; women and the family; women
and reform movements; women and
education; leminist theorists and activists;
images of women.
321 History of the American South (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. Southern society and culture
and the South's relationship with the
nation .

330a

The Ancient World: Israel (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and consent
of instructor. Survey of Israel's history from
the format ion of the people to the final
revolt under Simon Bar Kochba 1132-135

330f Medieval England (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
the instructor . A brief summary of the
Anglo-Saxon heritage and the impact of the
Norman Conquest, followed by an
investigation of the institutional, social, and
legal evolution of the realm of England.
English development will be viewed in its
European context.
330g Europe in Early Middle Ages (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor . The end of the Roman
Empire as a universal entity; the successor
states of the Mediterranean and Northern
Europe; the emergence of a Western
Christendom under the Franks; the
development of feudal states; the Gregorian
reforms; the Crusades; the revival of
educat;on and learning in the twelfth
century .

C.E .)
330b The Ancient World: History of
Greece to the End of the Hellenistic
Period (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
instructor. A survey lecture course,
beginning with the Aegean in the Bronze
Age ; Hellenic Civilization from the eighth
through the fifth centllries B.C.; the
Hellenistic World down to the first century

331b The Age of Reformation (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
the instructor . Religious, intellectual,
political. and socio-economic developments
of the Sixteenth century .
331c YOI'kist and Tudor England (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The turmoil over the monarchy
and consolidation of the Tudor dynasty. A
study of the English Reformation and the
political and economic changes of the
sixteenth century.
331e Stuart England (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. A study of the English
revolutions, religious controversy, and the
rise of parliamentary power; the social and
economic changes of the century; and the
role played by England in the European
struggles of the period
332a History of Spain (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. A survey of Spanish history
from the fifteenth century to the present,
emphasizing its period of imperial greatness
and examining the effects of empire on
national development.

332b Russian History to 1917 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. This course will emphasize the
history of Russia from the Napoleonic Wars
to the Revolution of 1917, including social
and economic modernization and the
development of the bureaucratic state,
foreign policy and maintenance of the
empire, rise and development of liberal
reform and revolutionary movements, and
the revolution of 1917 .

330h Europe in the High and late
Middle Agas (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. Medieval society at its
oolitical, economic, and intellectual zenith;
the crisis of the later Middle Ages; the
papal schism and the development of
national particular churches within
Catholicism; and the rise of estate
institutions.

332c Modern France: to 1870 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor . French history during the period
in which she was the greatest power in
Europe . Topics discussed include the
monarchy during the "Old Regime", the
Enlightenment, the French Revolution, the
Napoleonic wars, nineteenth century
instability and revolution, daily life and
popular culture, and the economic
development of France.

331a The Age of the Renaissance (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. The Italian and Northern
Renaissance as a distinct age; political,
socio-economic, intellectual, religious, and
artistic movements attending the decline of
medieval society, and the transition to the
early modern period.

332d The Rise of the Modern British
State (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. A political, social, and economic
study of Great Britain from 1714 to the
present day. Particular attention will be
given to the topics of revolution, reform,
and the welfare state

B.C.
330c The Ancient World: Rome (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. Survey of Roman history from
its beginnings to 565 A. D.
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332e Europe From the French
Revolution to World War I. 1789-1914 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The major political, social,
economic, and diplomatic developments in
Europe from the origins of the French
Revolution to World War I. Topics include
the French Revolution, Napoleon, the
Concert of Europe, the Industrial
Revolution, the unification of Germany and
Italy, the Bismarckian system, the growth
of socialism, and the origins of World
War I.

362 Modern China: 1800 to Present (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The economic, social, and
political development of modern China.

333a Contemporary France: Since
1870 (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The history of Republican
France. Topics discussed include the
crection of a liberal-democratic government;
the scandals and crises of the Third
Republic; the Dreyfus affair; the rise of
imperialism, socialism, and feminism; the
impact of World War I, the popular front,
defeat, collaboration, and resistance during
World War II; and the re-establishment of
France as an important power.

372 History of Latin America: Since
1808 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. Emphasis on the attainment of
political independence and social, political,
and economic developments of the nine
teenth and twentieth centuries in Latin
America.

333b Germany in the Modern Age (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The course deals with whether
or not the Third Reich should be considered
the culmination of German history.
Problems of national unification, economic
development , representative government,
and cultural modernism will be considered.
333c History of Russia From
1917 - Present (3)
Prerequisite : Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. The nature and results of the
Bolshevik revolution (October 19171. Topics
include Lenin as a ruler, War Communism,
and NEP; the struggle for power and the
triumph of Stalin, 1924-1930; collectivization
of agriculture and industrialization; Stalinist
foreign policy, the Second World War, and
the Cold War; and continuity and change in
post-Stalinist Russia .
333d Europe in the Twentieth
Century (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
the instructor. The impact of World Wars I
and II and the search for equilibrium .
333e Contemporary Europe.
1939-Present (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. A survey of the main social,
economic, political, military, and cultural
trends since the onset of World War II.
361 Modern Japan: 1850 to Present (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. The economic, social, and
political development of modern Japan.

371 History of Latin America: To
1808 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. Latin America from the
American civilizations to 1808, stressing
social, political, and economic institutions in
the Spanish colonies.

381 West Africa Since 1800 (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. Analysis of change in the
savanna/forest societies occasioned by
Islamic reform and the end of the slave
trade, the imposition of colonial rule
and African response, growth of nationalist
protest, and post-independence
development .

382

Crisis in Southern Africa (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of
instructor. Historical roots of apartheid and
black nationalism in South Africa and
Rhodesia / Zimbabwe . Foundation of white
African societies, Khoisan resistance, the
Mfecane and African state formation, the
mineral revolution, colonialism versus
autonomy, and the current confrontation of
rival ideologies.

390 Special Readings (1-10)
Prerequisite : Consent of the instructor.
Independent study through readings,
reports, and conferences.
393 Senior Seminar (3)
Prerequisites : History 192 and consent of
department. Directed readings , research ,
and writing leading to the production of an
original piece of historical scholarship .
Required for all history majors.
405 Introduction to Historical
Agencies (3)
A survey of the varieties, purposes, and
functions of historical agencies in American
culture. To be team-taught by members of
the department and adjunct faculty from
area historical agencies.

410 Studies in Historical Agencies (3)
Specialized studies in various aspE cts of
historical agency activity, such as
museology, archives and manuscrip ts, site
interpretation, and historic preserv 3tion.
Specific topics will be announced 2ach
semester; the course may be repeated for
credit if the topic is not a duplication of a
course taken previously.
415 Practicum in Historical
Agencies (1-6)
Participation as a staff worker in the
practical operation of an historical agency in
the St. Louis metropolitan area. S-udents
will design their programs in consultation
with the department and the staff of the
participating historical agency.
419 Readings in East Asian
History (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~ e lected
topics and areas in East Asian histJry

430

Readings in European Hist ory to
1715 (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~e lected
topics and areas in European histcry to

1715.
431 Readings in European Hist ory
Since 1715 (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~ e lected
topics and areas in European histc ry since

1715.
450

Readings in American Hist ory to
1865 (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~ e lected
topics and areas in American histc ry to
1865.

451 Readings in American Hist ory
Since 1865 (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~ e lected
topics and areas in American histc ry since
1865.
460 Readings in Latin Americf.n
History (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~ elected
topics and areas in Latin Americar history.
470 Readings in African
History (3 or 5)
Directed readings and writing on ~ e lected
topics and areas in African history
490 Thesis Seminar (2-6)
Thesis research and writing on a s=lected
topic in history.
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Mathematics and
Computer Science
Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Mathematics; Computer Science;
and Probability and Statistics.
All introductory courses in the mathematical
sciences, other than Mathematics 02a,
require as a prerequisite a satisfactory score
on the Mathematics Placement Test. The
dates on which this test is administered are
given in the Schedule of Courses.
Placement into the introductory courses
(other than Mathematics 02a, Mathematics
02b, and Mathematics 02cl assumes a
mastery of approximately one and one-half
years of high school algebra .
A minimum grade of C shall be required to
meet the prerequisite requirement for any
course except with permission of the
department.
Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
department.
The following courses fulfill the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics [SM] breadth of
study requirements: MATHEMATICS: 15,
30,35,40,50,80,101,102,151,175,180,
202,203, 245,250,301,303,304,306,310,
311,320,321,323,324,327,335,340,341,
345,350,355,358,362,364, 366, 367, 380.
COMPUTER SCIENCE: 22, 122, 125, 225,
240, 241, 258, 272, 273, 328, 332, 334, 368,
370,371,373,376,377, 379. PROBABILITY
AND STATISTICS: 31,132, 232,320,321,
326, 330, 331, 333 .

Mathematics
02a Fundamentals of Algebra I (2)
Concepts and algorithms of arithmetic and
an introduction to elementary algebra. No
credit toward any degree.
02b Fundamentals of Algebra II (2)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 02a or a
satisfactory score on the mathematics
placement examination. Development of the
basic concepts and techniques of
elementary algebra . Topics covered include
linear equations, system of linear equations,
inequalities, operations on polynomials, and
factoring . No credit toward any degree.
02c Fundamentals of Algebra III (2)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 02b or a
satisfactory score on the mathematics
placement examination . A continuation of
Mathematics 02b . Topics covered include
operations on fractions, exponents,
radicals, and quadratic equations. No credit
toward any degree .

15 Mathematics: Ideas and
Stru ctu res (3)
Prerequisite: A satisfactory score on the
mathematics placement examination. An
introduction to the spirit of mathematics
and to modern mathematical thought.
Course is designed for the student who
does not intend to major in mathematics or
science.
30 College Algebra (4)
Prerequisites: A satisfactory score on the
mathematics placement examination and
either three units of high school mathemat
ics or the equivalent. Topics in algebra and
probability, polynomial functions , the
binomial theorem, logarithms, exponentials,
and solutions to systems of equations .
Credit not granted for both Mathematics 30
and Mathematics 40. Mathematics 40 is
recommended for mathematics and science
majors.
35 Trigonometry (2)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 30 . A study of
the trigonometric and inverse trigonometric
functions with emphasis on trigonometric
identities and equations. Credit not granted
for both rv1athematics 35 and Mathematics
40.
40 Pre-Calculus Mathematics (5)
Prerequisites: Three units of high school
mathematics including one and one-half
units of algebra and a satisfactory score on
the mathematics placement examination.
Topics from algebra and trigonometry for
the student who plans to take further work
in mathematics. Polynomial functions , the
binomial theorem , mathematical induction ,
and the logarithmic , exponential ,
trigonometric, and inverse trigonometric
functions.
50 Structure of Mathematical
Systems I (3)
Prerequisites: 45 hours of college credit and
a satisfactory score on the mathematics
placement examination . A study of
mathematical systems, elementary logic,
natural numbers, and sets and construction
of the integers. Credit will be granted only
toward the B. S. in Education degree in
Early Childhood Education, Elementary
Education, and Special Education
80 Analytic Geometry and
Calculus I (5)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 40 or four units
of high school mathematics covering the
equivalent material and a satisfactory score
on the algebra-trigonometry placement
examination . Introduction to analytic
geometry, differential calculus, and integral
calculus . Mathematics SO, Mathematics
175, and Mathematics 180 form the calculus
sequence ..

101 Survey Calculus (4)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40 or a satisfactory score on
the mathematics placement examination.
Introduction to plane analytic geometry and
study of the basic techniques of differential
and integrill calculus with application to
various areas. No credit for mathematics
majors. Credit not granted for both
Mathematics 80 and Mathematics 101.
102 Finite Mathematics I (4)
Prerequisite: Same as for Mathematics 101.
Introductory logic and set theory, partitions
and counting problems, elementary
probability theory, stochastic processes,
Markov chains, vectors and matrices, linear
programming, and game theory.
132 Applied Statistics I
See Statistics 132 in Probability and
Statistics section that follows.
151 Structure of Mathematical
Systems II (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 50. A
continuation of Mathematics 50 to include a
study of the rational and real number
s'(stems. An intuitive study of elementary
geometry. Introduction to the deductive
theory of geometry. Credit will be granted
only toward the B.S. in Education degree in
Early Childhood Edueation, Elementary
Education, and Special Education.
175 Analytic Geometry and
Calculus II (5)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 80. Selected
topics from plane analytic geometry and
calculus.
180 Analytic Geometry and
Calculus iii (5)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 175. Solid
analytic geometry and selected topics in
calculus.
202 Introduction to Differential
Equations (3)
Topics will be chosen from: linear
differential equations, equations with
constant coefficients, Laplace transforms,
power series solutions, systems of ordinary
differential equations.
203 Finite Mathematics II (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 102. A
continuation of Mathematics 102. Linear
programming and game theory, application
of combinatorial mathematics . A student
cannot receive credit for both Mathematics
203 and Business Administration 375.
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245 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 101 or
Mathematics 175. An introduction to linear
algebra. Topics will include complex
numbers, geometric vectors in two and
three dimensions and their linear
transformations, the algebra of matrices,
determinants, so lutions of systems of
equations, eigenva lues and eigenvectors.

316 Functions of a Complex
Variable (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 202 or
Mathematics 250. Complex numbers and
their geometrical representation , point sets,
analytic fun ctio ns o f a complex variable,
comp lex integration, Taylor and Laurent
series, residue theorem, con forma l
mapping .

250 Introduction to Modern
Mathematics (3)
Prerequisite Mathematics 180. A careful
introduction to important ideas in modern
math em atics. Topics will include set
algebra, equivalence relations, partitions,
functiors, mathematical induction,
ca rdinality, fundamen tal theorem of
arithmetic, Cauchy sequences, and
development of elementary algebraic and
completeness properties of the real
numbers .

320 Mathematical Statistics I (3)
See Statistics 320 in Probability and
Statisti cs section that follows.

301 Differential Equations (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250. A theoretical
approach to ordinary differential equations
inten ded for the student majoring in
mathematics. Existence of so lutions of
linear differential equations and systems of
differential equation s.
303 Applied Mathematics I (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 202 and
Mathematics 245. Topics chosen from
Fourier series, special functions , partial
di fferential equations, and boundary va lue
problems.
304 Applied Mathematics II (3)
Prerequisite Mathematics 303. A
continuati on of Mathematics 303. Topics
wi ll include systems of differential equations
and applications.
306 Applied Differential Equations (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 202. Series
so lut ions to ordinary differential eq uations,
numerical methods, La place tran sforms,
differential sys tems, stabilit y, applications to
physics, engineerin g, and biolog y.
310 Advanced Calculus I (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250 or consent of
the department. Limits, continuity, and
differentiability of functio ns of one and
severa l variables, sequences and series, and
the Riemann Stieltjes integral .
311 Advanced Calculus II (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 310. Continuation
of Mathematics 310.

321 Mathematical Statistics II (3)
See Statistics 32 1 in Probability and
Statistics section that follows.
323 Numerical Analysis I (3)
Prerequisites : Mathematics 202,
Mathematics 245, and abilit y to program in
an upper- level language such as FORTR AN.
Solutions o f equations, interpolation and
approximation, numerical differentiation and
integration , and numerical solution of initial
value problems in ordinary differential
equati ons. Selected algorithms will be
programm ed for solution on computers.
324 Numerical Analysis II (3)
Prerequi site: Mathematics 323 or consent of
instructor. Topics chosen from: the
numerical solution of sys tems of linear
equations; the eigenvaluel eigenvector
prob lem ; numerical solu tion of Partial
Differential Equations (PDE); numerical
solution of stiff Ordinary Differential
Equ ations (OD E) ; boundary value problems;
sparse matrix methods; approxima tion
theory; optimization theory; digital filters;
integral equations.
327 The Calculus of Variations (3)
Prerequi sites: Mathematics 202 and
Mathematics 310. Methods for optimizing
functionals and their application. The Euler
Lagrange condition. Hamilton's principle,
two dimensional variational problems, and
isoperimetric problems. Approximate
methods for the so lution o f variational
problems .
335 Theory of Numbers (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250 or consent of
department. Properties o f integers,
multiplicative functions, congruences,
primitive roots, and quadrat ic reSidues.
340 Introduction to Abstract
Algebra I (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250 or consent of
the department. Introduction to groups,
rings, and fi el ds, with emphasis on groups
and rings.

341 Introduction to Abstract
Algebra II (3)
Continuation of Mathematics 340 .vith
emphasis on fields.
345 Linear Algebra (3)
Prerequisites : Mathematics 245 ar d
Mathematics 250. Topics selected from
vector spaces, bases, linear
transformations, matrices, canoni : al forms ,
eigenva lues, hermitian and unitapr mat ri ces,
inner product spaces, and quadratic forms.
350 Special Readings (1-10)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 250 ar d co nsent
of instructor.
355 Discrete flilathematics (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250. Gnneral
counting methods including the U.5e of
binomial coefficien ts, and generat ing
functions , differen ce equations, graph
theory, and properties o f trees . P')ssible
additional topics selec ted from pr,) of of
computer p rog ram properties , fini te-state
machines, grammars, and first-or der logic .
358 Mathematical logic (3)
Prerequisit e: Mathematics 250 or
Philosophy 260 or consent of the
department. A study of the logic ) f
mathematics by the axiomati c mE tho d, with
a development of the proposition:)1 calculus
and restricted predicate calculus
emphaSizing its application to the
foundations of mathematics .
362 Projective Geometry (3)
Prerequisites : Mathematics 245 and
Mathematics 250. Ana lytic apprOiJch to the
study of projective spaces. Theor ~ m s of
DesarguAs, Pascal, and Brianchol .
Projective properties of conics.
364 Introduction to Differenti al
Geometry (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250. G Jometry of
curves and surfaces in Euclidean :hree
space. Calculus on a surface . Intr nsic
geometry of surfaces.
366 Foundations of Geometr\ (3)
Prereq uisite : Ma thema tics 250 or consent o f
department. A development of portions of
Euclidean geometry from a select =d set of
axioms, including a discussion of
consistency, independence, cate~ orici ty ,
and completeness of the axioms.
367 Introduction to Non-Euclt dean
Geometry (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250 or c onsent of
the department. A summary of It e history
of the non -E uclidean geometries Jnd a
study o f hype rbolic plane geomet ry.
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380 Introduction to Topology (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 250 or consent of
the department. A study of topological
spaces. including the concepts of limit,
continuity, connectedness, compactness,
etc. Special emphasis placed on, and
examples taken from . the space of real
numbers .

418 Topics in Analysis (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Topics
selected from the areas of Fourier analysis,
harmonic analysis, Hilbert spaces. Banach
algebras, special functions, generalized
functions, partial differential equations. May
be taken more than once for credit with
consent of department.

402 Applied Mathematics I (3)
Fourier series and integrals, Laplace
transforms. boundary value problems,
matrices, integral equations. Sturm- Liouville
systems.

420 Probability Theory I (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 410 (may be
taken concurrently) . Combinatorial analysi s,
random walks, stochastic independence.
random variables, laws of large numbers,
generating functions, and branching
processes .

403 Topics in Applied Mathematics (3)
Prerequ isite : Consent of instructor. The
course will cover various advanced topics in
applied mathematics, and can be taken
more than once for credit. Examples of
such topics are: Fast transforms, digital
filters. et c.

421 Probability Theory II (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 420. A
continuation of Mathematics 420:
characteristic functions, limit theorems,
Brownian motion. and diffusion processes.

404 Topics in Computation (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor . The
course will cover various advanced topics in
computation and can be taken more than
once for credit. Examples of such topics
are: computer graphics. computer
architecture, theories of language , analysis
of operating systems, numerical geometry
and computer aided design. etc.

423 Topics in Numerical Analysis (3)
Prereq uisi te : Consent of instructor . The
course will cover various advanced topics in
numerical analysis and can be taken more
than once for credit. Examples of such
topics are: A.D.!. Techniques for solving
p.d.e ., finite element techniques, the
algebraic eigenvalue problem, the software.
etc .

410 Theory of Functions of a Real
Variable I (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 310; Mathematics
311 is strongly recommended. The real
number system, properties of functions of
one or more real variables, mapping
theorems. Introduction to measure and
integration theory.

430 Partial Differential Equations I (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 310.
Classi fication of partial differential
equations; Cauchy, Dirichlet , and Neumann
problems; the fundamental solution;
existence theorems of potential theory;
eigenvalue problems; and Tricomi's
problem.

411 Theory of Functions of a Real
Variable II (3)
A continuation of Mathematics 410.

431 Partial Differential Equations II (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 430. A
continuation of Mathematics 430:
differential operators and partial differential
equations on manifolds.

416 Functions of a Complex
Variable I (3)
Prerequisites : Mathematics 310 and
Mathematics 316. Complex numbers.
topology of th e complex plane. analytic
functions, co nformal mappings, Taylor
series. Lauren t series, complex integration,
residues. analytic continuation,
representation of analytic functions, elliptic
functions, normal families . Riemann
theorem, majorization.
417 Functions of a Complex
Variable II (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 416. A
continuation of Mathematics 416.
Meromorphic functions. Dirichlet series.
Riemann surfaces.

442 Algebra I (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 340. Basic
fundamentals of the theory of groups, rings
and fields.
443 Algebra II (3)
A continuation of Mathematics 442 .
448 Topics in Algebra (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 340,
Mathematics 341. and consent of
department. Topics selected from the
theory of groups, rings, fields, algebras.
and other algebraic systems. May be taken
more than once for credit with consent of
department.

450 Directed Readings 11-6)
Prerequisite: Consent of instru ctor .
Independent readings at an advanced level.
452 Topics in Advanced Mathematics
for the Teacher (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. This
course will look at various topics in algebra.
analysis, and geometry that will deepen a
teacher's understanding of the mathematics
of the precollegiate curriculum. It can be
taken more than once for credit.
456 Automata Theory and Formal
Languages (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 340 or
Mathematics 355 or consent of instructor.
Models of computation: Finite state
machines , deterministic and non
deterministic pushdown automata and
Turing machines. Undecidability. Finite
systems formal languages and the Chomsky
heirarchy of grammar types.
458 Introduction to Mathematical
Semantics (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 355 or
Mathematics 340 or consent of instructor .
An introduction to the theory of
denotational semantics and its algebraic
techniques for characterizing the denotation
of a program, and checking against
program specifications . Applications .
460 Optimization and Variation (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 310 and
Mathematics 345. Topics from classical
optimization, linea r programming. calculus
of variation s, and other techniques of
optimization.
470 Functional Analysis I (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 410 and
Mathematics 411 Algebraic and topological
tools applied to problems in analysis. The
topics chosen will usually include
topological vector spaces. metric spaces,
Banach spaces, Hilbert spaces, and Banach
algebras.
471 Functional Analysis II (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 470. A
continuation of Mathematics 470: spectral
theory, distribution and test functions.
unbounded operators.
480 Topology I (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 310. Topological
spaces. compactness, connectedness,
mapping th eorems. product spaces.
function spaces, metric spaces.
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481 Topology" (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 480. A
continuation of Mathematics 480:
introduction to algebraic topology,
fundamental group, homolog y .
490 Master's Thesis (1-6)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Thesis
work under the supervision of a facult y
member. The course is designed for those
students intending to present a thesis as
part of their M.A. program Students who
do not write a thesis ca nnot apply
Mathematics 490 to a degree .

Computer Science
22 Introduction to Computing (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40. Fundamental co ncepts of
computer systems and introduction to the
applications of computers. The
programming language BASIC. Credit will
no t be granted for both Bu siness
Administration 103 and Computer Science
22.
122 Computers and Programming (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 80 or
Mathematics 101, or a grade of at least B in
Matherhatics 30 or Mathematics 40.
Introduction to machine hardware and
software , FORTRAN programming. Credit
not granted for both Business
Administration 104 and Mathematics 122.
125 Programming Methods I (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 80 or
Mathematics 101, or a grade of at lea st B in
Mathematics 30 or Mathematics 40.
Introduction to the haidware and software
compon ents of a co mputer system and to
programming in a modern high-level
language . Algorithms for numeric
programming, character manipulation, and
sorting. Basic data structures including
arrays, records, and files . language issues,
including data typing , scope, and parameter
passing. An introduction to the anal ysis of
algorithms.
225 Programming Methods" (3)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 125. A
continuation of Computer Science 125.
Advanced programming techniques
including recursion , divide-and-conquer,
and ba ckt racking . Dynamic data structures
including lists, binary trees, stacks, queues,
and symbol tables . An introduction to
modular programming and to methods for
program specification and verification .

240 Computer Hardware and Small
Computer Systems I (3)
Prerequisite : Computer Science 225.
Computer Science 240 and Computer
Science 241 present an introduction to the
design and operation of small co mputer
systems. The courses will center on the
architecture and assembly language
programming of a specific sys tem as an
example of the general principles presented
in class.
241 Computer Hardware and Small
Computer Systems" (3)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 240 . A
continuation of Computer Science 240 .
258 Data Structures and Analysis of
Algorithms (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 245 and
Computer Science 225. Advanced data
structures and the mathematical analysis of
algo(rthms which operate on them. Possible
topics include generalized lists, trees,
graphs, streams , memory management,
constraint programming, object-oriented
programming, parallel computation, and
data-directed design.
272 Programming Languages
Laboratory (1-3)
Prerequisites: Computer Science 122 or
Computer Science 125 and consent of
instructor. Computer programming in a
specified language . Credit will depend upon
the language, but will normall y be one or
two hours. languages taught include APl,
PASCAL, SNOBOL, GPSS, and BASIC.
New languages will be included as they
become available on our computers . This
course may be repeated for up to six hours
of credit, if a different language is studied
each time.
273 The C Programming Language (3)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 240 . An
introduction to the C Programming
language . Emphasis will be placed on its
use as a general development tool. In
particular, its language extension
capabilities and its relationship to assembly
language programming will be considered .
328 Programming Languages and
Compilers (3)
Prerequisites: Computer Science 240,
Computer Science 258, and Mathematics
250. A survey of certain features and
co ncepts common to many programming
languages, a guide to how they can be
implemented, and finally, an introduction to
compiling techniques. Examples will be
given in various programming languages
including Pll1, FORTRAN , BCPl, and
ALGOL. The course will include but not be

confined to recursive fu ncti on s, fermal
syntax, precedence grammars, an:l the
Tree-Meta compiler
332 Artificial Intelligence (3)
Prerequisi tes : Computer Science; 58 and
Mathematics 250. The programming
language LISP and its application to
problems such as heuristic search game
playing, problem solving, natural 13nguage
understanding , visual percep tion, 3utomatic
programming, and theorem provirg.
334 Topics in Artificial Intelligence (3)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 3:32 or
consent of th e instructor . The co urse will
focu s on one or more advanced tupics of
current interest in artificial inlelligunce.
Topics may include knowledge-b ased
system s, knowledge representatio l, natural
language processing , pattern recc gnition ,
learning systems, neural network~, logic
programming, or implementation Jf AI
programming language concepts.
368 Computer Graphics (3)
Prerequisites: Computer Science 241,
Computer Science 258 , and Math ematics
250 . An introcuctory course whic. will
require the production and manip.J lation of
graphical images on a microcomputer A
selection of the following topics ~ /ill be
covered : hardware and software
requirements; basic algorithms fa ' straight
lines, conics, and curves ; shadoVl ing;
matrix algebra and projective geolletry;
standard two- and three-dimensic nal
graphs; hidden line algorithms; at imation.
370 Software Design and
Development (3)
Prerequisites: Computer Science 258 and
Mathematics 250. Software desig n
techniques including stepwise ref nement,
segmentation, top-down design , 3nd
iterative enhan ce ment. Organization and
management of software develo~ m ent
teams . Documentation of integra ed
software projects . Organization,
management, and development ( f a large
scale software project by student 3 working
in teams .
371 Database Design and
Implementation (3)
Prerequisites : Computer Science 240,
Computer Scien ce 258, and Mati ematics
250. The course will provide an ill troduction
to the concepts and prinCiples of database
systems. These co ncepts will be discussed
from a logical and physical point of view.
While the course covers the hierurchical,
network , and relational models f( lr dala and
the implementation of such modl31s in
database systems, it will emphas 2e the
relational model
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373 Teleprocessing and
Telecommunication (3)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 376 .
Characteristics of communication lines;
modems; techniques for controlling line
errors; multiplexing ; synchronous and
asynchronous line protocols; packet
switching and circuit switching ; and
Networks .
376 Operating Systems (3)
Prerequisites: Computer Science 241,
Computer Science 258, and Mathematics
250 . The need for operating systems will be
examined . The technical problems involved
and some possible solutions will be
presented.
377 Operating Systems
Programming (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 250 and
Computer Science 241, 258 , and 273. A
particular operating system will be
introduced (e .g ., UNIX!. A number of
systems programming problems will be
presented, and the student will be given the
opportunity to solve them. The course will
be project-oriented.
379 Topics in Computer Science (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A
seminar on special topics in computer
science to be determined by recent
developments in the field and the interests
of the instructor. May be repeated for credit
provided different topics are studied.

Probability and
Statistics
31 Elementary Statistical Methods (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40. An introduction to the
basic tools and elementary methods of
statistics, such as testing of hypotheses,
analysis of variance, method of least
squares, and time series. Does not satisfy
the School of Business Administration
requirement ordinarily met by Business
Administration 131. A student may not
receive credit for both Statistics 31 and
Business Administration 131 .

132 Applied Statistics I (3)
Prerequisite: A grade of C or bett er in
Mathematics 80 or Mathematics 101 . An
introduction to the basic tools and
elementary methods of statistics, such as
least squares estimation, anal ysis of
variance, regression, and testing of
hypotheses. The use of the statistical
package, SAS, for operation on statistical
data. A student cannot receive credit for
more than one of Business Administration
131, Statistics 31, and Statistics 132.
232 Applied Statistics" (3)
Prerequisite: Statistics 31, or Statistics 132,
or equivalent. Topics to be chosen from:
fitting distributions to data, goodness of fit,
parametric and non-parametric correlations
and partial correlation, and non-parametric
statistics . Sampling , design of experiments ,
categorical data, and regression . Emphasis
on practical applications.
320 Mathematical Statistics I (3)
(Same as Mathematics 320.1 Prerequisites :
Statistics 132 and Mathematics 180.
Introduction to theory of probability and
statistics using concepts and methods of
calr::ulus.
321 Mathematical Statistics II (3)
(Same as Mathematics 321.1 Prerequisite :
Statistics 320. Continuation of Statistics
320 . Continuous sample spaces, stochastic
processes, statistical inference, and
statistical models.
326 Introduction to Stochastic
Processes (3)
Prerequisite: Statistics 320. Markov chains ,
martingales, stationary distributions of a
Markov chain, recurrent states, branching,
birth and death, queueing chains, jump
processes, second order processes,
continuity and differentiation of second
order processes, white noise, and
stochastic differential equations.

330 Multivariate Analysis (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 245 and
Statistics 320, or consent of instructor.
Multivariate normal distribution and related
distributions such as the Wishart
distribution . Statistical inference for the
multivariate normal distribution. Multiple
regression, canonical correlations,
multivariate analysis of variance,
classification problems, and discriminant
analysis.
331 Analysis of Variance and Design
of Experiments (3)
Prerequisites: A year of calculus, some
matrix theory, and an intermediate course
in statistics. Theory of general linear
hypotheses, important special cases of
analysis of variance, theory of least square
estimation, interval estimation. One-way,
two-way, and higher-way layouts,
completely randomized design, randomized
complete blocks. Latin square design,
factorial, incomplete block and fractional
replications, lattice design, optimum design.
333 Nonparametric Methods in
Statistics (3)
Prerequisite: Statistics 320 or consent of
instructor. Emphasis on statistical tests
which are distribution-free; one sample and
two sample location and detection of shifts,
point estimators, and confidence intervals;
relative dispersion, K-sample tests,
detection of independence, and regression.
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.
The following courses fulfill the Humanities
[ H] breadth of stuey requirements:
FRENCH : 110, 150, 180, 211 , 280,281,331 ,
341, 342, 353, 354, 362, 365, 371, 375, 390.
GERMAN 110,150,180,201,202,210,
315,320, 345, 397, 398, 399. SPANISH
110, 111,150,180,210, 211,280,281 , 310,
315, 320, 321, 325, 330, 331, 335, 340, 345,
351, 360, 399 .

Chinese
Courses in Chinese are aV8ilabie at
Washington University for UM-St. Loui s
students. Consult the modern foreign
languages department for detail s and obtain
the necessary forms from the registrar's
office .
101

First Level Modern Chinese I (5)

102

First Level Modern Chinese 11 (5)

Plus one more course above 102.
Note Course 101 at Washington University
is equivalent to Course 001 at UM-St. Louis.

French
French I (5)
Emphasis will be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of French and upon the
acqu isition of the fundamentals of grammar
and syntax . One hour language laboratory
per week required.
2 French II (5)
Prerequisite: Fren ch 1 or equivalent.
Emphasis wil l be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of French and upon the
acquisition of the fundamentals of grammar
and syn ta x. One hour language laboratory
per week required.
101 Intermediate French (3)
Prerequisile: French 2 or equivalent.
Grammar review and cultivation of language
skills through the study of moderately
difficult prose selections.
105 Commercial French (3)
Prerequisite: French 2 or equivalent.
Grammar review and c!Jitivation of langu age
skil!s with emphasis on technical vocabulary
and correct French usage in business
affairs. Designed for business and
economics majors, or anyone interested in
the commercial appl;cation of French. This
course is the equivalent of French 101.
French 101 and French 105 may not both
be taken lor credit.

110 Modern French Literature in
Translation (3)
Prerequi site: Sophomore standing . Reading
and discu ssio n of selected works in French
literature from the modern period, in
English translation. No credit toward major
in French.
111 Quebecois Language and
Culture (3)
Prerequisites: French 101 or equivalent and
permission of ;nstructor. A study and
discussion of the French-Canadian cultural
evolution, language, and contempo rary
identity, followed by a one-week stay in the
province of Ouebec. Special fees: travel to
Ouebec , food, and lodging.
115 Intensive French:
115a Grammar (5)
115b Conversation (5)
115c Readings (5)
Prerequisites: Aptitude test and permission
of department. French 115a, French 115b,
and Fren ch 115c must be taken
concurrently. An intensive study of French
in one semester which assumes no previous
knowledge of French. French 115a, French
115b, and French 115c are equivalent to
French 1, French 2, and French 101.
125 Introduction to French/English
Translation Techniques (3)
Prerequi site: French 101 or equivalent, or
permission of instructor. Practical training in
translating from English into French and
French into English using a variety of
technical, Scientific, literary, and
commercial texts.
150 European Literature in Translation:
Special Topics (3)
Major figures, works, or movements in the
literature of Europe and their relevance to
our own age. Topic is announced in
adva nce by the department. Does not
count towartj major in French.
160 French Phonetics (3)
Prerequisite: French 101 or consent of
instructor . An analytic and practical study
of Fren ch pronunciation. Emphasis is placed
upon the articulation and practice of
contemporary F,'ench sounds.
171 French Conversation and
Pronunciation (3)
Prerequisite: French 101 or equivalent.
Empha sis will be placed upon the
development of oral skills in French and
upon the problems of French pronunciation.
172 French Composition (3)
Prerequisite French 101 or equivalent.
Designed to develop writing skills in French.

180 Readings in French (3)
Prerequisite: French 101 or equival,~ nt.
Development of language skills th fJ ugh
reading and discussion of literary tex ts.
190 Special Readings in French (1-3)
Prerequisites: French 101 and conEent of
the department. Independent stud \ on
mutually acceptable topics througr
readings, reports , and conferences
200 Advanced Grammar (3)
Prerequi site: French 171, French 172 or
equivalent. Problems in grammatiC31
analysis.
211 Contemporary French
Civilization (3)
Prerequi site: French 171, French 172 or
equivalent. The culture and civiliza ;lon of
contempora ry France from World' Var I to
the present. All readings and class Nork in
French .
264 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Foreign Languages (3)
(Same as SEC ED 274.1 Prerequisi' es: SEC
ED 213 and passing the departmer tal
language skills test. A study of thE scope
and sequence of the foreign langu 3ge
courses in the school curriculum VI ith
emphasis on the selection and org3nization
of materials and methods of instru : tion and
evaluation. Attention is also directed toward
learning the techniques and resear : h tools
of the scholar in the field of foreig
languages . To be taken prior to sudent
teaching.
271 Intermediate French
Conversation (3)
Prerequisites: French 160 and Frer ch 171 or
consent of department. Emphasis Nill be
placed upon th e further developm"nt of oral
skills in French.
280 French Literature I : Middlo Ages
to Eighteenth Century (3)
Prerequisite: french 180 or equiva ent.
Designed to acqu aint the student Nith the
development of French literature f -om the
Middle Ages to the eighteenth cer tu ry .
Critical reading of representative t"xtS
281 French Literature II : Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries (3)
Prerequisite: French 180 or eq uiva ent.
Designed to acquaint the student Nith the
development of French literature f -om the
nineteenth century to the present. Critical
reading of represen tative texts
290 Special Readings (1 -3)
Prerequisite: Consent of departmEnt.
Independent study through readin ;J s,
reports, and conferences
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300 Syntax and Stylistics (3)
Prereq uisite: French 200 or equivalent.
Advanced theoretical and practical stu dy of
mod ern French syntax . Analysis of French
prose style.

371 Twentieth-Century French
Novel (3)
Prerequisite: French 280 or French 281. A
study of selected wor~s by the principal
novelists of the modern period .

101 Intermediate German (3)
Prerequisite: German 2 or equival ent .
Grammar review and cultivation of language
skills through the study of moderately
difficult prose selections

320 Advanced Oral Composition (3)
Prereq uisite: French 171 or equivalent.
Emph asis will be pla ced upon the
development and refin9ment of skills in
spoken French .

375 Modern French Theatre (3)
Prerequisite: French 280 or French 281. A
study of French drama in the nineteenth
and twe.ltieth ce nturies through critica l
study of selected we,ks by major
dramatists.

110 Masterpieces of German literature
in Translation (3)
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Representative readings in German literature
from the beginning to the present.
Emphasis to be placed upon German
literature in the general co ntext of European
cultU'e. No cred it toward major in German.

331 Medieval and Renaissance
literature (3)
Prerequisite: French 280 or French 281. A
study of the development of French
literature from the Middle Ages to the end
of the sixteenth century. Texts for reading
and discussion will include medieval
romances, ly ric poetry, and works of
humanist philosophy .
341 Seventeenth-Century French
Theatre and Poetry (3)
Prerequisite French 280 or French 281.
Critical reading and anal ysis of French
Classical Age theatre and poetry, including
works by Corn ei lle, Moliere, Racine, and La
Font aine.
342 Seventeenth-Century French
Prose (3)
Prerequisit e: Fren ch 280 or French 281 A
study of moralists and social commentators
in the age of LouIs XIV, with critical reading
and analysis of tex ts bV Pasca l, La
Roch efoucauld, and others.
353 Eighteenth-Century French
literatu re (3)
Prerequisite : French 280 or French 281 The
philosophic move ment. Selected readings
of the eighteenth century, including
Montesquieu, Voltair e, Diderot, and
Rou ssea u.
354 Eighteenth-Century French Theatre
and Novel (3)
Prerequi si te : French 280 or French 281
Criti cal reading and discussion of
representative novels and plays of the
eighteenth century.
362 Nineteenth-Century French
Novel (3)
Prerequisite : French 280 or French 281.
Critical read ing of selected works by the
major noveli sts of the period. Discussion of
realism and naturalism.
365 Modern French Poetry (3)
Prerequisite: French 280 or French 281 A
study of French poetry in the nineteenth
and twe ntieth centuries through critical
readings of selected works by major poets.

390 Special Raadings (1-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Independent study through readings,
reports , and conferences .
399 French Seminar (3)
Prerequisite : French 280 or French 281 .
Specialized topic in French literature.
Subject to be announced by in struc tor in
charge of seminar .
400 Contemporary French Thought (3)
Prerequisit e: B.A . or permission o f
instruc tor . Analyses and discussion of
co ntemporary cultural French issues
through a representative sample of journals
and pamphlets. In French .

German
German I (5)
Emphasis will be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of German and upon the
acquisition of the fundamentals of grammar
and syntax. One hour language laboratory
per week required.
2 German II (5)
Prerequisite: German 1 or equivalent.
Empha sis will be pl aced upon the speaking
and understanding of German and upon the
acquisition of the fundamentals of gramm ar
and syntax. One hour language laboratory
per week required .
50 German for Reading Knowledge (3)
This course presumes no prior knowledge
of German and is designed to provide the
student with a basic recognition knowledge
of vocab ulary, structure, and syntax .
German for Reading Knowledge does not
fulfill the language requirement nor does it
ccunt towa rd a major or minor in German .
100 Scientific German (3)
Prerequisite: German 2 or equivalent.
Rea ding of selected German texts in the
natural and social sciences. Designed
primarily for majors in these areas . This
cou rse is the equ ivalent of German 101.
German 101 and German 100 may not both
be taken for credit.

115 Intensive German:
115a Conversation (5)
115b Grammar (5)
115c Readings (5)
Prerequisites: Aptitude test and permiSSion
of department . An intensive study of
German in one semester which assumes no
previous knowledge of German. German
115a , German 115b, and German 115c are
equival ent to German 1, German 2, and
German 101 .
150 European literature in Translation:
Special Topics (3)
Major figures, works, or movements in the
literature of Europe and their rel evance to
our own age . Topic announced in adva nce
by the department. Does not count toward
major in German.
171 German Conversation and
Pronunciation (3)
Pr erequisite: German 101 or equivalent.
Emphasis will be placed upon the
devel op ment of oral skills, German
pronunciation, and intonation

1n

German Composition (3)
Prereq uisite: German 101 or equivalent.
Designed to develop writing skills in
German.

180 Readings in German (3)
Prerequisite: German 101 or equivalent.
Further development of language skills
through reading s and di scussions of literary
texts. May be taken concurrently with
German 171 or German 172.
190 Special Readings (1-3)
Prerequisites : German 101 and co nsent of
department. Independent study on mutuall y
acceptable topics thr ough readings, reports,
and conferences.
201 Masterpieces of German
literature (3)
Prerequisite : Two years of college German
or equivalent. Introduction to German
literature. Readings and critical analysis of
selected works of German literature .

I
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202 The German Novelle and
Drama (3)
Prerequisite: German 201 or equivalent.
Reading and critical analysis of selected
German Novel/en and dramas .

390 SpeCial Readings 11-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
Independent study through readings ,
reports, and conferences.
397

208 Intermediate Composition and
Conversation (3)
Prerequisite: German 171 , German 172, or
equivalent. Emphasis on speaking and
writing German.
210 German Culture and Civilization (3)
Prerequisite: German 180 or equivalent. A
survey of the development of German
culture and civilization . All reading and
classwork in German.

264 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Foreign Languages (3)
(Same as SEC ED 274.) Prerequisites: SEC
ED 213 and passing the departmental
language skills test. A study of the scope
and sequence of the foreign language
courses in the school curriculum with
emphasis on the selection and organization
of materials and methods of instruction and
evaluation . Attention is also directed toward
learning the techniques and research tools
of the scholar in the field of foreign
languages . To be taken prior to student
teaching .
290 Special Readings: German (1-3)
Prerequisite : Consent of department.
Independent study through readings,
reports, and conferences.
308 Advanced Composition and
Conversation (3)
Prerequisite: German 208 or equivalent.
Continuation of German 208. Designed to
develop accuracy and fluency of expression
in German .
315 German Classicism and
Romanticism (3)
Prerequisites : German 201 and one other
200-level course in German . Representative
writers from the classical and romantic
periods of German literature, including
works by Lessing, Goethe, Kleist, an d
E.T.A. Hoffmann .

320 German Realism and
Naturalism (3)
Prerequisites: German 201 and one other
200-level course in German. Representative
writers of realism and naturalism in German
literature, including works of Grillparzer,
Hebbel, Stifter, Keller, and Hauptmann.
345 Modern German Literature (3)
Prerequisi tes : German 201 and one other
200-level course in German. Representative
works from modern German literature.

Survey of German Literature

Part I (3)
Prerequisite. German 201 or German 202.
Special emphasis on the summary and
synthesis of trends and characteristics of
major periods in German literature,
consi dered in the general context of
European culture.
398 Survey of German Uterature
Part II (3)
Prerequisite: German 201 or German 202.
Special emphasis on the summary and
synthesis of trends and characteristics of
major periods in German literature,
co nsidered in the general context of
European culture .

399

German Seminar (3)
Prerequisite: German 201 or German 202 .
Specialized topic in German literature.

Italian
Ita)ian I (5)
Fundamentals of Italian grammar,
pronunciation, and diction for students with
no previous acquaintance with thE
language . One hour laborator y pe week
required.
2 Italian II (5)
Prerequisite: Italian 1 or equivalen : .
Continuation of grammar and con.,rersation
with introductory readings centeri,g on
Italian co ntributions to art, literatL re, and
music. One hour laboratory per w ~ek
required .
101 Intermediate Italian (3)
Prerequisite: Italian 2 or equivalen t.
Grammar review and cultivation o f language
skills through the study of moderntely
difficult prose selections.
190 Special Readings (1-3)
Prerequisite: Italian 101 or equival 9nt.
Readings on li terary topics mutua Iy
acceptable to student an d instruc :or.

Greek
Ancient Greek 1 (5)
Study of grammar, syntax, and vocab ulary,
accompanied by readings of simple prose
selections.
2 Ancient Greek 2 (5)
Prerequisite: Ancient Greek 1 or equivalent.
The study of vocabulary, grammar, and
syntax is continued from Greek 1. Readings
and discussion from selected classical authors.

Japanese
Courses in Japanese are available at
Washington University for UM -St. Louis
students. Consult the modern for 9ign
languages department for details 3nd obtain
the necessary forms from the reg strar's
office.
103
104

101 Ancient Greek 101 (3)
Prerequisite: Ancient Greek 2 or equivalent.
Review and continued study of Greek
grammar 2nd syntax. Readings and
discussions of selected classical authors
such as Homer and Plato .

Hebrew
Courses in Hebrew are available at
Washington University for UM-St. Louis
students. Consult the modern foreign
languages department for details and obtain
the necessary forms from the registrar's
office
101

Elementary Hebrew (3)

102

Elementary Hebrew (3)

Plus two courses above 102.
Note Course 101 at Washington University
is equivalent to Course 001 at UM-St. Louis .

First Level Modern Japanese I (5)
First Level Modern Japanese II (5)

Plus one course above 104 level.
Note Course 103 at Washington University
is equivalent to Course 001 at U~ I - St. Louis.

Latin
Latin 1 (5)
A study of Latin grammar, synta (, and
vocabulary, accompanied by rea ding
selections from literary texts.
2 Latin 2 (5)
Prerequisite: Latin 1 or equivalen :. The
study of vocabulary, grammar, a l d syntax
is continued from Latin 1. Readir gs and
discu ssion from selected classica authors.
101 Latin 101 (3)
Prerequisite: Latin 2 or equivalen t. Review
and continued study of Latin gra'Tlmar and
synta x. Readings and discussion:, from
selected authors such as Caesar and Vergil.
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Portuguese

Spanish

Courses in Portuguese are available at Saint
Louis University for UM-St. Louis students.
Consult the modern foreign languages
department for detai ls and obtain the
necessary forms from the registrar's office.

Spanish I (5)
Emphasis will be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of Spanish and upon the
acquisition of the fundamentals of grammar
and syntax. One hour language laboratory
per week required .

5
6

Elementary Portuguese (4)
Intermediate Portuguese (4)

Plus one more course above 6.

r

Note Course 5 at Saint Louis University is
equivalent to Course 001 at UM-St. Louis .

Russian
Russian I (5)
Emphasis wi ll be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of Russian and upon the
acquisition of th8 fundamentals of grammar
and syntax . Five hours of class and one
hour language laboratory per week
required
2 Russian \I (5)
Prerequisite: Russian 1 or equivalent.
Emphasis will be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of Russ ian and upon the
acquisition of the fundamentals of grammar
and syntax. Five hours of class and one
hour language laboratory per week
required
100 Scientific Russian (3)
Prerequisite Russian 2 or equivalent
Introduction to reading of selected Russian
texts in the natural and social sciences .
Designed primaril y for majors in these
areas . This course is the equivalent of
Russian 101 Russian 101 and Russian 100
may not both be taken for credit.
101 Intermediate Russian (3)
Prerequisite Russian 2 or equivalent.
Further presentation of the structure of
Russian; development of oral and aural
skills; elementary composition; readings of
simplified texts.
190 Special Readings (1-3)
Prerequisite Russian 101 or equivalent.
Readings on literary topics mutually
acceptable to student and instructor .

2 Spanish II (5)
Prerequisite: Spanish 1 or equivalent.
Emphasis will be placed upon the speaking
and understanding of Spanish and upon the
acquisition of the fundam entals of grammar
and syntax. One hour language laboratory
per week required .
101 Intermediate Spanish (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 2 or equivalent .
Grammar review and cultivation of language
skills through the study of selected modern
works .
105 Commercial Spanish (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 2 or equivalent.
Grammar review and cultivation of language
skills with emphasis on technical vocabulary
and correct Spanish usage in business
affairs . Designed for business majors ,
economics majors, or anyone interested in
the commercial application of Spani sh. This
course is the equivalent of Spanish 101 :
both may not be taken for credit.
110 Spanish Literature in
Translation (3)
Prerequisite : Sophomore standing. Lectures
on the literature and culture of Spain from
the Middle Ages to the contemporary
period. Reading and discussion of works of
representative Spanish writers: Cervantes,
Calderon, Galdos , Unam;Jno , Garcia Lorca ,
Buero Vallejo, and others. No credit toward
major in Spanish.
111 Spanish-American Literature in
Translation (3)
Prerequisite : Sophomore standing. Lectures
on the literature and culture of Spanish
America. Reading and discussion of works
of representative poets, novelists , and
essayists of the contemporary period No
credit toward major in Spanish
115 Intensive Spanish:
115a Grammar (5)
115b Conversation (5)
115c Readings (5)
Prerequisites : Aptitude test and permission
of department. Spanish 115a , Spanish
115b, and Spanish 115c must be taken
concurrently. An intensive study of Spanish
in one semester which assumes no previous
kn owledge of Spanish Spanish 115a,
Spanish 115b, and Spanish 115c are
equivalent to Spanish 1, Spanish 2, and
Spanish 101

150 European Literature in Translation:
Special Topics (3)
Major figures, works, or movements in the
literature of Europe and their relevance to
our own age. Topic is announced in
advance by the department. Does not
count toward major in Spanish.
171 Spanish Conversation and
Pronunciation (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 101 or equivalent.
Emphasis will be placed upon the
development of oral skills in Spanish and
upon the problems of Spanish
pronunciation and intonation .
172 Spanish Composition (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 101 or equivalent.
Emphasis in developing 1he ca pacit y and
the ability to write in Spanish.
180 Readings in Spanish (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 101 or "quivalent.
Development of language skill:: through
reading and discussion of a variety of texts .
190 Special Readings (1·3)
Prerequisites: Spanisr. 101 and consent of
department. Independent study through
readings, reports, and conferences .
200 Syntax of the Spanish
Language (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 171, Spanish 172, or
equivalent . Study of the syntactical and
morphological characteristics of the Spanish
language. Designed primarily for students
majoring in Spanish May be taken
concurrently with any 200-level course.
210 Hispanic Culture and Civilization:
Spain (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 171, Spanish 172, or
equivalent. The development of Spanish
peninsular civilization from its Roman
beginnings to the present.
211 Hispanic Culture and Civilization:
Spanish America (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 171, Spanish 1'12, or
equivalent. The development of the cultures
and civilization of the Spanish-speaking
nat ions of the Western hemisphere.
264 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Foreign Languages (3)
(Same as SEC ED 2741 Prerequisites : SEC
ED 213 and passing the departmental
language skills test. A study of the scope
and sequence of the foreign language
courses in the school curriculum, with
emphasis on the selection and organization
of materials and methods of instruction and
8valuation. Attention is also directed toward
learn in g the techniques and research tools
of the scholar in the field of foreign
lang uages . To be taken prior to student
teaching
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271 Advanced Spanish
Convemation (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 171 or consent of
department . Emphasis will be placed upon
the further development of oral skills in
Spanish.
280 Introduction to Hispanic
Literature: Spain (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 171, Spanish 172, or
equivalent. Study cf selected texts of
Spanish writers from the Middle Ages to
the present and the historical, cultural, and
political factors which influence their
writing. Required of Spanish majors .
281 Introduction to Hispanic
Literature: Spanish America (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 171, Spanish 172, or
eq uivalent. Study of selected texts of
Spanish -American writers from the colonial
period to the present and the historical,
cultural, and political factors which
influenced their writings. Required of all
Spanish majors .
290 Special Readings: Spanish (1-3)
Prerequi site : Consent of department.
Independent study through readings,
reports, and conferences.

310

Spanish Literature From 1898 to
1939 (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 280. A study of
cultural and literary characteristics of the
period. Emphasis on le ading novelists,
poets , essayists, and dramatists .

315 Spanish Literature From 1939 to
the Present (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 280. A study of
cultural and literary development since the
Spanish Civil War. Emphasi s on leading
novelists and dramatists.

320

Realism and Naturalism in the
Nineteenth-Century Spanish Novel (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 280. A study of the
culture and literature of Spain in the
nineteenth century with emphasis on the
leading novelist s of the epoch IGaldos,
Clarin, Pardo-Bazan, Blasco-Ibanez).

321 Poetry and Drama of the
Nineteenth Century (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 280. A study of the
culture and literature of Spain in the
nineteenth century with emphasis on the
leading poets IEspronceda, Becquerl and
playwrights IZorrilla, Duque de Rivas!.

325 Poetry and Drama of the Golden
Age (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 280. Selected
readings from the drama of Lope de Vega,
Tirso de Molina, Ruiz de Alarcon, and
Calderon de la Barca, and from the poetry
of Garcilaso, Fray Luis de Leon, San Juan
de la Cruz, Gongora, Lope de Vega, and
Quevedo.
330 Cervantes (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 280 . A study of Don
Quixote in relation with the author's life and
with the cultural background of the Spanish
Gold en Age. Independent readings on other
works of Cervantes .
331 Picaresque and Satirical Prose
(1550-1650) (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 280 . A study 01
Renaissance and Baroque prose in its social
context. All readings and discussions in
Spanish.
335 Masterpieces of Spanish Medieval
and Renaissance Literature (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 280, Designed to
acquaint students with the cultural
background of medieval and Renaissance
Spanish traditions . Critical reading and
discussion of representative works of these
periods : Poema del Cid, EI Conde Lucanor,
Libra de Buen Amor, EI Romancera, La
Celestina, the Picaresque novel, and Don
Quixote.
340 Spanish-American Literature of
the Nineteenth Century (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 281 . A study of the
culture and literature of Spanish America in
the nineteenth century with emphasis on
the leading novelists and essayists of the
epoch.
341 Modernismo (3)
Prerequisite : Spanish 281. The genesis,
development , and influence of this literary
movement in Spanish-American letters with
emphasis on Modernista poetry and prose.

345 Spanish-American Literature of
the Twentieth Century (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 281 . A stud,] of the
leading Spanish American poets, ';ssayists,
and novelists of this period as intprpret ers
of contemporary man's dilemma end the
"pathoS" and "ethos" of their cu ture.
351 Spanish-American Fiction in the
Twentieth Century (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 281. The rore of prose
fiction in Spanish American literal y and
cultural history from World War I to the
present.
360 Spanish American Poetry From
Modernlsmo to the Present (3)
Prerequisite: Spanish 281. A stud j of
poetry and its role in the literary i nd
cultural history of Spanish -Ameri Gan society
from Modernismo t o the present.
390 Special Readings (1-3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructc r.
Independent study through readir gs,
reports, and conferences.
399 Seminar on Hispanic Lite rature (3)
Required of major students in thE senior
year. Subject to be announced e" ery year
by the instructor in charge of the seminar .
400 Spanish as Spoken Toda1{ (3)
Prerequisite: B.A. or permiSSion of
instructor . Comtemporary Spanisl ,
including emphasis on standard end
colloquial speech: slang, proverb:>, and the
mass media. Some attention will be given
to the influence of English on tw'~ ntieth
century spoken Spanish. Study c.f samples;
oral practice.
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.
For the non major , no more tha n 8 hours in
applied music courses will be accepted
toward graduation.
The following courses ful fill the Humanities
[H] breadth of study requirements: 1, 2, 6,
7, 9, 10, 19, 30A, 31 A, 32, 101, 102, 103,
105,108, 130A, 131A, 177, 192, 290,321,
322, 323, 324 , 325, 326.

Applied Music
43A-T Secondary Applied Music (1)
Prerequisites : By audition and consent of
department. Individual instruction in
performance and literature of the
designated instrument. May be repeated for
credit. Not applicable to the applied music
requirement for music major or music minor
degrees.
44. 45. 144. 145. 244. 245. 344. 345, 346,
347 Applied Music (1-2)
Registration by audition and consent of
department. Each Applied Music course is a
prerequisite for the subsequent course in
the sequence . Courses are offered in the
following areas: a, bassoon; b, clarinet;
c , classical guitar; d, euphonium; e, flute;
f. French horn; g, harp; h, oboe; i, organ;
j. percussion; k, piano; I, saxophone;
m, trombone; n, trumpet; 0, tuba; p, violin;
q, viola; r, violoncello; s, string bass;
t, voice .
431 Advanced Chamber Ensemble (0)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing in music .
Study and performance of traditional and
non-traditional chamber literature .
444 Applied Music I (1-2)
Prerequisite : 300-level applied music or
consent of the department. Private
instruction in orchestral instruments, organ,
guitar , piano, and vo ice .
445 Applied Music II (1-2)
Prerequisite : Music 444 . Private instruction
in orchestral instruments, organ, guitar,
piano, and voice .
446 Applied Music III (1-2)
Prerequisite : Music 445 . Private ins truct ion
in orchestral instruments , organ, guitar,
piano, and voice .
447 Applied Music IV (1-2)
Prerequisite : Music 446 . Private instruction
in orchestral instruments, organ, guitar,
piano, and voice .

Ensemble
Performance
14. 15 Piano Proficiency (2)
Prerequisite: Permission of depal1ment.
Group instruction for music majors who do
not meet beginning keyboard requirements .
20 Jazz Improvisation Laboratory (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor . The
study and application of the theoretical,
technical. and performance aspects of jazz
improvisation . May be repeated for credit.
40 University Chorus (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor .
Preparation and performance of choral
literature.
41 The University Singers (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor . The
study and performance of music for vocal
chamber ensemble.
50 University Orchestra (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . Study,
preparation, and performance of orc hestral
repertory .
52 University Band (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor . Study,
preparation , and performance of music for
the wind ensemble and band.
53 University Wind Ensemble (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. The
study, preparation, and performance of
music for wind ensemble and chamber
band .
54 Chamber Ensemble (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. Study,
preparation , and performance of music for
small ensembles: a, brass; b, jazz combo;
c, percu ssion; d, strings; e, voice;
f, woodwinds; g, accompanying.
55 Jazz Ensemble (1)
Prerequisite : Consent o f instructor. Study,
preparation, and performance of jazz music
for big band .
56 Opera Workshop (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
Instruction in movement, basic stage
techniques , technica l theater, repertory and
performance techniques and preparation .
May be repeated for credit.
60 Collegium Musicum (1)
Prerequisite: Consent o f instructor .
Performance of music for chamber
ensemble with particular emphasis on the
Renaissance and Baroque periods.

116. 118, 119. 120 Intermediate Piano
Proficiency (1)
Prerequisite: Music 15 or permission of
department . Continuation of piano
proficiency study .
117 Jazz Keyboard Harmony (1)
Prerequisite: Applied Music 116 or consent
of department. Group keyboard instruction
in the application of chordal structures and
harmonic functions commonly used in
mainstream jazz performance .
125 Singer's Diction: French and
Italian (1)
Prerequisite : Music 44 or Music 124 . A
study of French and Italian pronunciati on.
126 Singer's Diction: English and
German (1)
Prerequisite: Music 44 or Music 125. A
study of English and German pronunciation .
153 Accompanying I (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of department.
Accompanying and ensemble practices,
including rehearsa l te chniques , for keyboard
majors. Public performance of works
studied is required.
154 Accompanying II (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of department. A
continuation of Music 153.
155 Accompanying III (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of depal1ment. A
con ti nuation of Music 154.
356 Advanced Opera Workshop (1)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
Instruction in movement, stage technique,
technical theater, repertory, and
per formance based on advanced vocal
skills . May be repeated for credit .

Music Education
25 Brass Instrument Techniques (2)
Prerequisite : Consent of department. The
objective of th is course is to familiarize
students with materials and techniques for
teaching brass classes in the school setting.
26 Woodwind Instrument
Techniques (2)
Prerequisite : Consent of department. The
objective of this cou rse is to familiarize
students with materials and techniques for
teaching woodwind classes in the school
setting .
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27 String Instrument Techniques (2)
Prerequisite: Consent of department. The
objective of this course is to fam iliarize
students with materials and tech niques for
teaching string cla sses in the school setting.
28 Percussion Instrument
Techniques (2)
Prerequisite : Consen t of department. The
objective of this co urse is to familiarize
sLJdents with materials and techniques for
teaching percussion cl asses in the school
set ting .

1n

An Introduction to Music for the
Elementary School Teacher (3)
An introduction to the elements of music
and the expressive nature of music .
Includes applic atio n of fundam entals to
appropriate literature and activities for use
with chi ldren in a classroom setting. Th is
course will not apply toward requirements
for a music major.
257 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Elementary School Music (3)
(Same as ELE ED 277) Prerequisites: Music
131 and ED FND 111 . For the music
education major . A study of the elementary
school music curricu lum emph asi zing the
objectives, methods of teaching and
staffing music classes, and analysis of
instructiona l materials and resources.
267 Philosophic and Practical
Foundations of the Secondary Music
Education Curriculum (1)
(Same as SEC ED 275 .) Prerequisites:
Music 131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED
FND 111 . Concurrent registration in Music
268/ SEC ED 276 and Music 270/SEC ED
278 or Music 271/ S EC ED 279. For th e
music education major. b, study of I.he
secondary school music program : curricular
objectives, philosophy, and general
administrative procedures common to all
secondary music classes .
268 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Elementary/Middle School/
Junior High Instrumental Music (2)
(Same as SEC ED 276.) Prerequisites:
Music 131, Music 257 / ELE ED 277 , and ED
FND 111 Concurrent registration in Music
267/SEC ED 275 and Music 270/ SEC ED
278. A study of the teaching techniques,
materials, curriculum , and organization of
the beginning instrumental music program
in the elemen tary and middle school/ junior
high school.

269 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Middle School / Junior High
School General Music (2)
(Same as SEC ED 277) Prerequisites:
Music 131 , Music 257 / ELE ED 277 , and ED
FND 111 . Concurrent registration in Music
267/SEC ED 275 and Music 271 /S EC ED
279. For the music education major. A
study of the middle school/junior high
school general music program emphasizing
a conceptually based curriculum : objectives,
methodologies, materials, innovations,
cla ssroom organization, and management.
270 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching High School Instrumental
Music (2)
(Same as SEC ED 278 .) Prerequisites:
Music 131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED
FND 111. Concurrent registration in Music
267/S EC ED 275 and Music 268/ SEC ED
276 . For the music educa tion major . A
study of the high school instrumental music
program: curriculum, me thods , tea ching
techniques, organization, and administrative
procedures for instrumental performance
classes .
271 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Secondary Choral Music (2)
(Same as SECED 279 .) Prerequisites:
Music 131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED
FND 111. Concurrent registration in Music
267/SEC ED 275 and Music 269/ SEC ED
277 . For the music education major . A
study of the secondarv choral music
program : curriculum , methods, teaching
techniques , organization, and administrative
procedures for choral performance cla sses
300 Advanced Techniques in Music
Education (1-2)
Prerequisite: A 200-level music education
course or permission of the department.
Intensive study for advanced music
education students and music teachers,
emphasizing specialized techniques and
innovative concepts . Topics to be
announced May be repeated for credit .
301 Marching Band Techniques (2)
Techniques for organi zin g and training
school marching bands . Content will
include planning and charting shows,
rehearsal problems, corps and traditional
st yles, and auxiliary unit s.
375 Microcomputer Applications in
Music Education (2)
(Same as EDUC 375) Prerequisites: Music
257 or Musi c 267, and EDUC 301 or
consent of instructor. An examination of
the potential o f microcomputers in the
musi c education field. Experiences with
available hardware and software suitable for
applica tions that include inventory, budget ,

music library cataloging, digital mJsic
synthesis, and computer-a ssisted nstruction
at all levels.
376 Microcomputer-Assisted
Instruction Curriculum Development in
Music (2)
(Same as EDUC 376.) PrerequisitEs: Music
375/EDUC 375 and a working km wledge of
BASIC or PILOT, or consent of ir structor.
Design and development of Com pu ter
Assisted Instruction (CAl) lessom in music.
Commercial courseware and varic us CAl
models w ill serve as the basis for creating
original programs that can be uSEd
effectively to implement objectivEs of the
music curriculum lor a specific sc hool or
school district . The design, refinEment, and
production of a major CAl progrc m for use
in an elementary, secondary or p Jst
secondary setting is required .
407 Techniques and Literature for the
Jazz Ensemble (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing i1 music .
An examination of jazz music edJcation.
Includes methods, materials, im,: rovisational
techniques, and administration.
413 Teaching Music Theory in the
High School (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music . A
study of the course content and
pedagogical techniques for high school
music theory co urses.
451 Advanced Instrumental
Methods (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing n music.
Development of objectives for ir strumental
programs and methods of achie l ing those
objectives. Comprehensive musi : ianship
through instrumental performan :e, analysis
of instrumental literature, instrumental
philosophies and methodologies , rehearsal
organization, and recent researc h in
instrumental music education w II be
discussed.
452 Instrumental Music
Administration (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music
Study of the organ izational problems of the
instrumental program; library m3nagem ent;
budgeting; awards and incentiv= systems;
selection, care, and handling of uniforms
and equipment; instrumental b, la nce;
seating plans; and operation of festivals and
contests .
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461 Advancad Choral Methods (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music.
Development of objectives for choral
programs and methods of achieving those
objectives . Comprehensive musicianship
through choral perfo rmance, analysis of
chora l literature, the changing voice, choral
philosophies and methodologies, rehearsal
organiza tion, and recent research in choral
music education will be discussed .
465 Music Theater in the School (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music .
Techniques appropriate for school musical
productions. Aspects of production and
planning including make-up, staging,
lighting, and cost uming.
471 General Music: A Model for Multi
faceted Musical Learning (2)
Prerequisite: Gradua te standing in music.
An exploration of the general music class as
a learning laboratory model designed to
actively engage the learner in a series of
comprehensive music learning experiences.
Emphasizes techniques and materials that
will motivate the "nonperf ormance-oriented"
student.

484 ?roblems of Urban Music
Education (21
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music.
An analysis of current practices, problems,
trends, and resea rc h involved in developing
strategies for the improvement of music
programs in inner-ci ty schools.
491 Music Education Research (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music .
Applica tions of various app roaches in
defining and analyzing research problems in
music education. Historical, experimental,
descriptive, and philosophica l research will
be included.
492 Psychology of Music (2)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing in music. A
stu dy of the effect s of music on behavior.
Tuning and temperament, psychoacoustics,
measurement of musical behavior, aesthetic
response to music, and functional music.

Music History and
Literature

4n

Electronic Music Techniques for
Teachers (2)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing in music.
Basic electronic music instruments, their
opera tion and use as teaching tool s.
Materials and techniques suitable for use
with stu dents in both elementary and
secondary school settings will be presented .
473 Individualizing Music
Instruction (2)
Prereq uisite: Graduate standing in music .
The development of learning strategies,
materials, and evaluation techiq ues suitable
for better accommodating the varying
interests , abilities, and learning styles of
individual stud ents in music classes

Introduction to Music (3)
An historically-o ri ented stud y of art music,
its styles, and form s from the Barcque
period to the present day. This course will
not apply toward requirements for a music
major .
2 Introduction to Symphonic Music (3)
Orchestral music from the Baroque period
to the present time; concerto grosso and
suite; prog ram music; the symphony . This
course will not apply toward requirements
for a music major . This course is also
offered for independent study through the
UM-St. Lou is Video Program.

481 Foundations of Music
Education (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music . A
study of the historica l, philosophical, and
psychological foundations of music
education . Includes principles necessary for
developmen t , implementation , and
evaluation of the total school music
program.

6 America's Black Musical Heritage (3)
This course will survey Black American
musical heritage , including : Black music
and its roots; Black music of th e
nineteenth-century American society; Black
musical forms after 1900; and American
Black composers of the twentieth cen tury
who wrote in the European tradition . This
course will not apply toward requirements
for a music major or minor .

482 School Music Administration and
Supervision (2)
Prerequi site : Graduate standing in music .
Th eory and pra ctice of administration and
supervision of school music programs .

7 Introduction to Jazz (3)
A survey cou rse which examines the
musical, hi storical, and socia l aspects of the
subject. This course will not count toward
requirements for a music major .

483 Contemporary Music Education (2)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing in music . A
study of recent trends and issues in music
educat ion .

9 Non-Western Music I (3)
The music of Oceania; folk and classical
music and dance of East Asia, Tibet and
Southeast Asia ; the influence of Buddhism,
Islam, and Western acculturation on the
functions of music in these societies .
10 Non-Western Music II (3)
Music of the Af rican continent, West Asia,
and South Asia; a survey of th e tribal , folk,
and classical music and performing arts of
these c ultures .
101 History of Western Music I (3)
Prerequ isite: Music 30 or consent of
department. A general survey of the history
of Western music. Includes the evolution
and development of styles, forms, and their
social setting .
102 History of Western Music II (3)
Prerequisite: Music 30 or consent of
department. A co ntinuation of Music 101 .
103 Music in Religion (3)
Pre requisite: Sophomore standing or
departmental consent. A survey of the role
of music in the religious traditions of the
East and West from earliest times to the
present. The types of music in the various
religious traditions and the effects of this
music in society are examined.
105 Music as Propaganda (3)
A study of music as a tool of individuals or
government and other authorities to teach ,
to persuade, to beguile a society in various
period s and places of world history . Topics
incl ude Beethoven and the rise of
democracy, nationalism in nineteenth
century Europe, music in Eastern and
Western religion s, official art in Marxist
socialist sta tes , and protes t songs of the
sixties.
108 Women in Music (3)
Thi s course surveys the role of women in
the development of music from an tiquity to
the present day . The course will explore the
lives and contributions of women
composers, performers, and conductors .
202 Music History Review (3)
Prerequi site : Con5'3nt of department . A
review of the hi story of Western music .
Includes a survey of styles in major periods
of Western music. The credit may not be
used to satisfy requirements for a mu sic
degree .
321 Music of the Middle Ages (3)
Prerequisite : Music 101 or consent of
department. A study of music and musical
th ought from the beginning of Christianity
to 1450. Gregorian chant polyphonic music ,
the Ars Antiqua , and the A rs Nova.
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322 Music of the Renaissance (3)
Prerequisite: Music 101 or consent of
department. A study of the theoretical and
practical impact of humanism on music,
musicians, and musical thought from 1450
to 1600. Sacred and secular music; the rise
of an instrumental idiom.

19 Fundamentals of Music (3)
Thi s course orovides ba sic music
vocab'Jlary: scales, intervals , and chords,
and systematic in struction in the melodic,
rh yt hmic, and harmonic aspects of music .
Thi s course will not apply toward
r8quirements for a music major.

130A Theory of Music III (3)
Prerequi sites Music 31 A and Mu ~ic 31 B or
consent of department. Study of
chromati cism in eighteenth and n neteenth
centuries; composition in simple r art forms .
Concurrent registration in Mu sic' 30B is
required for Music majors and minors.

323 Music of the Baroque (3)
Prerequisite: Mu sic 101 or consent of
depa rtment. A detailed study of music from
1600 to 1750. The rise of the new style,
national styles in the seventeenth century,
and the culmination of the Baroque period.

30A Theory of Music I (3)
Prerequi site: Consent of the department.
The basic materials of music and their use
in analyzing and writing mu sic . Concurrent
registratio n in Music 30B is required for
Music majors and minors.

324 Music of the Classic Period (3)
Prerequisite: Music 102 or consent of
department. A study of the growth of
classical style; galant and expressive styles;
Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven.

30B Aural Training I (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of the department.
Systematic instruction in ear training and
sight singing . Includes diatoniC melodic and
rhythmic dictation, chord quality
recognition , sight singing of diatonic
melodies, and the reading of units and
divisions of units in simple and compound
meters.

130B Aural Training til (1)
Prerequi sites: Music 31A and MU 3i c 31 B or
consent of department. Systematic
instruction if' ear training and sight singing
of Music 31B is continued. Chrorlatic
melodic dictation, rhythmic dicta' ion
continues , secondary and altered chords in
progres sio ns are introduced. Sig~t si nging
of chromatic, modulating , and m ) dal
melodies, and the reading of syncopa ted
rhythmic patterns are included .

325 Music of the Romantic Period (3)
Prerequisite : Music 102 or consent of
department. Composers, forms, and styles
in nineteenth-centurl' music . Th e literary
and social background of musical
romanticism .
326 Music of the Twentieth
Century (3)
Prerequisite: Music 102 or consent of
department. A detailed study of trends in
modern music and of influential composers;
impressio:1ism, seri al composition,
electronic music, and other recent
techniques.
401 Studies in Style and Performance
Practices (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate swnding in music.
Selected styles, forms, and composers from
the various periods in the history of
Western art music. Three or more periods
or sub -periods will be explored to reveal the
continuity end co ntra st in music from the
Middle Ages to the twentieth cef'tury.

Music Theory and
Composition
3 Basic Musicianship (2)
Prerequisite : Music theory placement
examination. An introduction to concepts
and notational conventions essential to
musical performance. Topics include pitch
and time organization, and their appearance
on the musical staff. No credit toward any
degree .

31A Thllory of Music II (3)
Prerequisites : Music 30A and Music 30B or
consent of department. The study of
seventh chords, secondary dominants , and
modulation; composition in small forms.
Concurrent registration in Music 31 B is
required for Music majors and minors.
31B Aural Training II (3)
Prerequisites : Music 30A and Mu sic 30B or
consent of department . The systematic
instruction in ear training and sight singing
begun in Music 30B is continued. Includes
further diatonic melodic and rhythmic
dictation, primary cho rd progressions, sight
singing of diatonic melodies , and the
reading of unit subdivisions in simple and
compound meters.
32 Theory of Jazz (3)
Prprequisite: Music 31 or consent of
department. This is a survey analysis of the
tonal organizatior, of mainstream jazz music
as documented by standard performance
practice. Scale formation cho rdal structure
and harmonic function will be examined.
71 Sight Singing I (1)
Rhythmic and tonal sight si nging , based on
Koday methodology. Recommended for
music education majors . Will not substitute
for music theory sequence.

n

Sight Singing II (1)
Prerequisite : Music 71 . A continuation of
Music 71

131A Theory of lViusic IV (3)
Prerequisites: Music 130A and M Jsic 130B
or co nsent of department. Study o f late
nineteenth and early twentieth Cf ntury tonal
harmony; analysis of large forms
composition in large forms. Concurrent
enrollment in 131B is required fo all Mu sic
majors and minors.
131B Aural Training IV (1)
Prerequi sites: Music 130A and rv usic 130B
or consent of department. Syste'Tlatic
instructi on in sight singing and advanced
aura l perceptions. Includes drill i 1
recognition of formal events and key
relationships, sight singing of tw antieth
century melodies, and rhythmic j rills in
borro'Ned divisions and changinr meters.
141 Orchestration (2)
Prerequisite: Music 131 or conCl rrent
enrollment. S1Udy of the instrun ents of the
orchestra; scoring for various in~.l t rumental
ensembles and orchestra .
201 Music Theory Review (3 )
Prerequisite: Music 131 or cons( nt of
department. A review of techni c ues
employed in the analysis and cO'T1position
of tonal music. The credit may not be used
to satisfy requirements for a mu sic degree.
203 Ear Training and Sight Singing
Review (1)
Rhythmic and tonal sight sing in ~ based on
Kodaly methodolog y: melodic a, d harmonic
ear training. Does not substitu te for music
theory sequence . The credit me \, not be
llsed to sa ti sfy the requirement~ for a music
degree
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311 Analysis of 20th Century'
Technique (2)
Prerequisite: Music 131 or consent of
department. Study of compositi onal devices
in tonal and atonal music of twentieth
century.
312 Tonal Counterpoint (2)
Prerequisite: Music 131 or consent of
department. Study of tonal counterpoint
with emphasis on the eighteenth-century
style. Composition in two and three parts.
330 Seminar in Composition (2)
Prerequisite: Music 311 or consent of
instructor. The study of composition in
theory and practice .
411 Scoring and Arranging (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music.
Experience in scoring and arranging music
for a variety of ensembles .
412 Advanced Composition
Techniques (2)
Prerequisite: Gradua18 standing in music.
Analysis and evaluation of student works
with an emphasis on the further
development of style and compositional
technique .

Pedagogy
123 Intermediate Vocal Techniques 111
Prerequisite: Permission of department.
Instru ction for non-voice majors in t he
choral option of the musi c education
curri culum .
124 Intermediate Vocal Techniques (1)
Prerequisite: Permission of department.
Instruction for non-voice majors in the
choral option of the music education
curr iculum.
156 Piano Pedagogy (2)
Prerequisite: Equivalen t of Music 45k or
permissi on of inst ructor . A stud y of
methods, repertoire, and technical problems
pertaining to private studio teaching for all
levels of performance abil ity .
221 Pedagogy of Jazz
Improvisation (1)
Prerequisites : Music 131 and permission of
instructor . Study of the techniques,
systems, and instructional materials used in
teaching jazz improvisation.
474 Techniques of Group Keyboard
Instruction (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate stan ding in music.
A study of techniques, materials , and
equipment appropriate for group keyboard
instruction.

Practicum
151 Conducting I (2)
Prerequisite: Music 130. Concurrent
registration in Music 161 required .
Techniques and problems in conducting.
152a Conducting II - Instrumental (2)
Prerequisite: Music 151 Concur,ent
regist ration in Music 162 required.
Advanced study of instrumental conducting
and rehearsal techniques, score reading,
and interpretation.
152b Conducting 11 - Choral (2)
Prerequisite: Music 151. Concurrent
registrat ion in Music 162 required .
Advanced study of choral conducting and
rehearsal techniques, score reading, and
interpretation.
161 Elementary School Materials:
Conducting Laburatory (1)
Prerequisite : Music 130 . Active conducting
experience while analyzing and evaluating
selected instructional and concert materials
for elementary grades.
162 Junior-Senior High School
Materials Laboratory (1)
Prerequisite: Music 131. Analysis and
evaluation of selected instructional and
co ncert materials for junior and senior high
sch ool perfo rmance groups.

192 Senior Research (2)
Prerequisite: Consent of department .
Required of all senior music majors.
Directed readings and research in an area
mutually acceptable to the student and
instructor .
292 Internship (1-3)
Prerequ isites : Senior standing in bachelor of
music business emphasis program and
permission of the instructor. Supervised
experience in the area of the student'S
career objective, such as music or
instrument merchandising, arts
management, mass communication,
publishing . manufact uring or other, as
available . May be repeated once for credit
in different area.

402 Choral Literature (2)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing in music .
Study of choral literature appropriate for
ensembles fro m elementary to senior high
school. Criteria for evaluating choral
literature will be devel oped, and
pedagogical implicat ions of choral music as
a means of developing co mprehenSi ve
musicianship will be discussed.
403 Brass Literature (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standin g in music .
Stu dy of brass literature appropriate fo r
soloists and ensembles from elementary to
senior hig h school. Criteria for evaluating
the literature will be developed, and related
technical problems wil l be studied.
404 Woodwind Literature (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music .
Study of w o odw ind literature appropriate
for soloists and ensembles fro m elementary
to senior high school. Criteria for evaluating
the litera tu re will be developed, and related
technical problems will be studied.
405 Percussion Literature (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music .
Study of percussion literature appropriate
for solOists an d ensembles fro m elementary
to senior high school C~ i teria for evaluating
the litera ture will be developed. and related
technical prob lems will be studied .
406 String Literature (2)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in music.
Study o f stri ng li terature app ro priate for
soloists an d ensembles from elementary to
senior high sc hool. Criteria for evaluating
the literature wil l be developed, an d related
technica l problems will be stu died .
421 Advanced Conducting (2)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing In music.
Conducting techniques , score reading , and
interpre tation of choral , orc hestral, an d
band literature.
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department .
The fo llowing courses fulfill the Humanities
[H] bread th of study req uiremen ts: 10, 11,
30, 50, 60, 74, 85 . 90 , 101. 102, 103, 104,
105, 107, 120, 124,1 50 , 151,1 53 ,1 54,156,
160,165.201, 202. 205.206, 207,208,210,
215, 230, 235, 238, 240, 245, 250, 260, 265,
269~ 270, 272. 274, 276, 278, 280, 282. 285,
287 , 290 , 291 , 350.
·Course may fulfill the [ H] or Social
Sciences [SS] bread th of study
requirement.

10 Western Philosophy I: Antiquity to
the Renaissance (3)
Lectures and discussions tracing th e
development of Wes tern philosophy from
its beginnings among the pre-So cra ti cs
through the Middle Ages and Renaissance.
Philosophical ideas wil l be examined in the
cultural and historical context: the Greek
city-state, the rise of Christianity, etc .
11 Western Philosophy II: Descartes to
the Present (3)
Lectures and discussions on the
development of Western ph ilosophy fro m
Descartes (1596-1650) to the presen t.
Philosoph ical ideas will be examined w ith
an eye to their historical and cu ltural
setting: the rise of modern science , the
industrial revoluti on. th e rise of capitalism,
etc .
30 Approaches to Ethics (3)
A study and discussion of representat ive
topics in moral philosoph y such as moral
skepticism, moral objectivity, theories of
obligation' and va lue , eva luatio n of social
institutions, and the relation between
morality and science . Traditio nal and
contemporary writers w ill be considered.
50 Major Questions in Philosophy (3)
A study and discussion of rep resenta tive
topics in philosophy such as free wi ll an d
determinism, concepts Cf min d and body,
the basis of value judgments , kn ow ledge
and belief , and the possibility of
constructing a world view .

85 Philosophy of Religion (3)
A philosophical investigation of such
problems as th e nature of religious faith and
experience , th e relati on of faith and reason,
altern ative concepts of deity, and the
problem of evil.
90 Freshman Seminar (3)
Prerequisites: Freshman standing and
consent of instructor. Topics to be
announced. Wee kly seminars supplemented
by individual conferences. Li mi ted to twelve
students .
101 Ancient Philosophy (3)
Fresh men admitted by consent of
depa rtment. The pri ncipal ph ilosophical
doctri nes of the anci ent world , w ith special
emphasis on the philosophies of Plato an d
Ari stotle . Although the re is no formal
prerequisite, it is recomme nded that
students have taken at leas t one other
phil osophy course.
102 Medieval Philosophy (3)
A critical study of the important
philosophies of the perio d fro m Augustine
to the Rena issance. Althou gh th ere is no
form al prerequisite, it is recommen ded that
studen ts have ta ken at least one oth er
philosoph y course.
103 Early Modern Philosophy (3)
Principal figures in the development of
rationa lism , empiri cism and skepti cism in
earl y modern Europe, from Descartes
throu gh Hume. Although there is no formal
prerequisite, it is recommended tha t
students have tak en at least one other
phi losophy course .
104 Kant and Nineteenth-Century
Philosophy (3)
A stu dy of Kant an d such major nineteenth
century fi gures as Hegel and Nietzsche , Mill
and Peirce. Although there is no formal
prerequi sit e. it is recommen ded that
studen ts have taken at least one oth er
philosoph y course .

60 Logic and Language (3)
An introduc tion to the language and logical
stru cture of arguments, the principles of
sound reason ing. an d app lication of th ese
principles in a variety of contexts

105 Twentieth-Century Philosophy (3)
Representative topics in contempo rary
philosophy, w ith readin gs selected from
pragmatism, log ical positivism, linguistic
analysis, and existen tialism. Although th ere
is no formal prerequisite, it is recommended
that students have taken at least on e other
philosophy course

74 Philosophy and Literature (3)
Critical reading and discussio n of selected
literary works in terms of the philosophical
problems they present.

107 American Philosophy (3)
Prerequisite: Si x hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A study of selected
American philosophers.

120 Asian Philosophy (3)
Critica l stud y of selected philosoph ica l
cla ssics of India and China. Fulfills the non
Eu ro-American study requirement.
124 Philosophy of Judaism (3)
No background in Judaism or Jewish
studies is necessary. An examination of
disti nctive featu res of Judaism, such as
conception s of religious law IHafachah) ,
teachin gs abo ut human nature and .
interaction with God, responses to the
Holocaust, and anal ysis of specific
institu tio ns su ch as the Sabbath . Medieval
and contemporary Jewish philosophers will
be read and discussed , as we ll as selected
Tal mud ic and other primary sou rces.
150 Philosophy and Current Issues (3)
A careful exami nation of such current social
con troversies as women' s liberation, the
ethics of ab ortion, publ ic accountability of
holders of high offices , and the subtler
forms of racism and other prejudices.
Altho ug h there is no formal prerequisite, it
is recom mended tha t students have taken,
or be con currently enro lled in , at least one
oth er philosophy co urse.
151 Sexual Ethics (3)
A criti cal review of what philosophers, both
classi ca l an d contemporary, have said about
sexual experience and its place in our lives .
Inclu ded w ill be su ch top ics as sexual
desire, sexua l perversion, love and
co mmi tment, marriage and adultery . Larger
ques tions might include the role of sexual
experience in the good life, issues of sexual
privacy, and the morality of laws which
regulate sexual activity .
153 Philosophy and Feminism (3)
A critica l survey of w hat various
ph ilosophers have said about issues of
co ncern to the women's movement.
Included will be accounts, both traditional
and modern , of such topics as differences
between th e sexes , sexism in language,
oppression, preferen ti al treatment and
affirmative action , abortion and rape, and
th e di ffe rences between sexism and racism.
154 Business Ethics (3)
A criti cal survey from the perspective of
moral theory of businesses and business
practi ces. Topics vary but usually include
some of the fo llowing : whether the sole
moral ob li gation of businesses is to make
money; whether certain standard business
pra ctices, e.g ., the creation of wants
through advertisi ng, are moral; whether
businesses ought to be compelled, e.g. , to
pro tect the environment or participate in
affirmative ac tion programs.
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156 Medical Ethics (3)
An examination of ethical issues in medical
practice and research and in public policies
affecting health care. Topics include :
abortion, euthana sia , medical
experimentation, ·informed consent, and the
right to health care.
160 Formal Logic (3)
An introductory study of logical truth and
deductive inference, with emphasis on the
development and mastery of a formal
system.
165 Inductive Logic (3)
An examination of the techniques for
evaluating inferences which do not fit
deductive frameworks. Examples will be
drawn from at least the physical scien ces,
medicine, ethics, law, and everyday life .
201 Plato (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A study of selected
Platonic dialogues.
202 Aristotle (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A selective study of
Aristotle's major works.
206 The Rationalists (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor . An examination of
the philosophies of such major figures as
Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz.
206 The British Empiricists (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. An examination of
the philosophies of such major figures as
Locke, Berkeley, and Hume.
207 Kant (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A systematic stud y of
the Critique of Pure Reason .
208 Hegel (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A critical study of the
writing s and influence of Hegel.
210 Significant Figures in
Philosophy (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A critica l study of the
work of an important philosopher. The
philosopher to be considered will be
announced prior to registration. This course
may be repeated for credit on approval by
the department.

215 Existentialism and
Phenomenology (3)
A study of some major representatives of
these scho ols from Kierkegaard to the
present.
230 Social and Political Philosophy 13)
An analysis of some fundamental concep ts
and assumptions involved in the theory and
practice of social and political organization.
235 Classical Ethical Theories (3)
Significant contributions to moral
philosophy fro~ Plato and Aristotle to
Bentham and Mill.
238 Recent Ethical Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. A study of major
contribut iorls to twentieth-century ethics ,
including works by such writers as Moore,
Dewey, Ross, Stevenson, Hare, and Rawls.
240 Theories of Knowledge (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instru ctor. An examination of
concep ts and problems involved in the
characterizat.ion of knowledge. Specific
topics will var,/, but will usually include
knowledge, belief, skepticism, evidence,
certainty, perception, truth, and necessity.
245 Metaphysics (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. An examination of
selected metaphysical topics such as
substance, universals, causality, necessi ty,
space and time, free will, being, and
identity.
250 Special Topics in Philosophy (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor . A critical study of
classical and/or contemporary contributions
to a selected topic in philosophy. The topic
to be considered will be announced prior to
registration . This co urse may be repeated
for credit on approval by the department.
260 Advanced Formal Logic (3)
Prerequisite: Philosophy 160 or consent of
in structor. Rigorous study of major
developments in contemporary logic.
EmphaSis is given to theoretical problems
and some attention is devoted to
philosophical issues arising from logic.
265 Logical Explorations (3)
Prerequisite: Philosophy 160. A variable
content course in which techniques of
modern logic are used to explore one or
more of the following topics: modal logic,
the logic of decision and action, value
theory and decision analysis, induction and

inductive logic, the logic of knowledge and
belief , system construction , and
contemporary logical theory. The topic will
be announced prior to registration. This
course may be repeated for credit on
approval by the department.
269 The Marxist Heritage (3)
(Same as Political Science 269 and
Interdisciplin ary 269.1 Study of Marx and
leading Marxists. Designed to evaluate their
influence on recent political, economic, and
social thought and institutions.
270 Philosophy of Language (3)
A study of the nature and structure of
language and its relation ship to selected
philosophical problems . Included will be
such topics as ordinary language
philosophy, significant developments in
twentieth-century linguistics, prospects for
semantic theory, and a discussion of
traditional problems of meaning, reference,
and synonymy
272 Phifosophical Issues in
Education (3)
A critica l study and discussion of selected
topics in education, including the distinctive
features of education as an activity and
achievement, concepts of teaching and
learning , relations between education and
values , and tne functions of a university.
274 Philosophy of Art (3)
A study of issues concerning the definition
of art, meaning and truth in the arts,
aesthetic experience, and criticism.
276 Philosophy of History (3)
Discussion and analySis of some
philosophical problems raised by historical
inquiry, such as subjectivity, relativism, the
role of value judgments, and the nature of
historica l explanation
278 Philosophy and Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Three hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. An examination of
the philosophical foundations of psychology
as well as traditional problems in the
philosophy of mind . Topics might include
behaviorism; Freudian theory; pleasure and
pain; desire, emotion and action; and
memory and consciousness.
280 Philosophy of Science (31
An examination of logical and
methodological problems related to the
sciences, including the structure of
scientific explanations, laws and theories;
methods of concept formation; and
confirmation and the problem of induction.
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282 Philosophy of Social Science (3)
A detailed analysis of issues raised by the
social sciences, including the logical
characterization of explanations,
predictions, laws, and theories; types of
reductionism; objectivity and values; and
the empirical basis of the social sciences.
285 Problems in Philosophical
Theology (3)
Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of instructor. An intensive study of
problems arising out of traditional and
contemporary philosophical theology.

2B7 Philosophy of Law (3)
An examination of typical problems raised
by law, including the basis of legal
obligations and rights, relations between
law and morality, the logic of legal
reasoning, and the justification for
punishment.

290 Philosophical Issues in Other
Disciplines (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. An
examination of selected philosophical issues
in a discipline other than philosophy. One
or more such disciplines as history, political
science, psychology, sociology, biology,
physics, or mathematics will be chosen,
and philosophical issues selected and
announced prior to registration, usually in
consultation with the other department
concerned. This course is normally taught
as a seminar and attempts to serve
advanced students in other departments
with or without previous background in
philosophy.

291 Senior Thesis (3-9)
Prerequisite: Consent of departm ~nt.
Directed individual research. Mav be
repeated, but no more than nine hours may
be credited toward a degree. Rec uired of
students earning departmental he nors.
350 Special Readings (1-3)
Prerequisite: Written consent of ilstructor.
Independent study through readings,
reports, and conferences.
485 Seminar in the HumanitioB (3)
A study of selected topics using Norks of
more than one discipline in the hJmanities .
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.
Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Astronomy; Atmospheric Science;
Engineering; Geology; and Physics.
The following courses fulfill the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics [SMlbreadth of
stu dy requirements: ASTRONOMY: 1, 11 ,
12, 22,50,51,121,322,301 .
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE: 1.
ENGINEERING : 10, 30, 124, 125, 126, 144,
145, 146, 147, 201, 202.
GEOLOGY: 1,2,53,201,290. PHYSICS : 1,
10,11,12,50,111,112,113,170,171,172.
173, 200, 201, 202, 221, 223, 281, 282, 289,
301,311,312,323,325,331,335,341,343,
344, 351, 353, 354, 356, 365, 370, 381, 390.

Astronomy
Cosmic Evolution/Introductory
Astronomy (41
Planets: A brief survey of their motions and
properties. Stars: Observations, including
stellar spectra and colors; stellar evolution,
and star clusters. Galaxies: Structure and
content of the Milky Way Galaxy, its
relationship to other galaxies . Cosmology:
The origin and evolution of the universe.
Three lectures and two multi-media
laboratories.

11 Planets and Life in the Universe (31
Man's concept of the sol ar system from
Stonehenge to Einstein; geology and
meteorology of the planets of our solar
system, with particular attention to results
from the spa ce program; exobiology-study
of the possibilities of life on other worlds
and the best method of communicating
with it. Three lecture hours per week.
12 The Violent Universe and the New
Astronomy (31
Prerequisite: Astronomy 1 or cop-sent of
instructor. A non-technical course focusing
on recent results whi ch larger telescopes
and the space program have made
available. Pulsars, x-ray stars, and black
holes; radio astronomy, our galaxy, and
interstellar molecules; exploding galaxies
and quasars; origin of the expanding
universe. Three lecture hours and one
observing session per week.
22 Practical Astronomy (21
Prerequisite: Astronomy 1, or Astronomy
11, or consent of instructor . Designed to
acquaint students with observational
astronomy: constellations, planets, stars,
nebulae, and galaxies. Students will
become familiar with operation of a

telescope and its use in visual observaticn
and photography. The basics of
astronomical nomenclature and coordinates
will also be emphasized. Thi s course is
primarily for non -scientists.
50 Introduction to Astronomy I (31
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40 and trigonometry. A survey
of the hi story of astronomy from the
ancient times to the present . The motions
of the planets and stars, real and apparent.
Tools of the astronomer . A study of our
solar system, concentrating on results of
the space program.
51 Introduction to Astronomy" (31
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40 and trigonometry. A survey
of astronomy and cosmology focusing on
discoveries and phenomena outside of the
solar system: stars, galaxies, quasars, etc.
121 The Search for Extraterrestrial
Life (31
Prerequisite: Astronomy 1, Astronomy 11,
or consent of instructor. Are we alone? The
possibility of life in the universe in addition
to our own will be explored. Our discussion
of the chances for extraterrestria l life will be
built around the current theories of
chemical, biological, and cultural evolution
which have led to our own technological
civilization on Earth. Strategies for
communication with extraterrestrial
intelligence will be discussed .
301 Astrophysics (31
Prerequisite: Physics 231 or consent of
in structor . A moderately technical
introduction to astrophysics. Topics will
include: physics of stellar interiors and
atmospheres; interpretation of stellar
spectra; stellar evolution; radio astronomy;
and cosmology.
322 Observational Astronomy (41
Prerequisites: Astronomy 50, Astronomy
51, and Mathematics 180 or consent of
instructor. Tool s of the astronomer :
telescopes, spectroscopy, photoelectric
photometry. Students will work on a
number of projects which will enable them
to develop expertise in obtaining, reducing,
and analyzing astronomical observations.
Student night observing will be an
important part of the course. This course is
primarily for persons who are astronomy or
physics majors or who have some
equivalent astronomical background.

Atmospheric Science
Elementary Meteorology (41
Prerequisite: High school physics or
chemistry. An elementary survey of
atmospheric phenomena intended to fulfill
the science requirement. Topics included
are temperature , pressure, and moisture
distributions in the atmosphere and
dynamical effects such as radiation,
stability, storms, and general circulation .
Applications to weather forecasting. Three
hours of lecture and two hours of
laboratory per week.

Engineering
10 Introduction to Engineering (11
Course consi sts of a series of lectures on
engineering, fields of study within
engineering, the engineering profession,
types of work activities, and professional
registration . Guest lectu rers will participate.
30 Engineering Graphics (31
Prerequisite : Corequisite Mathematics 40 or
equivalent. Lettering, drafting equipment,
technique, and standards . Technical
sketchin g, engineering curves, charts, and
graphs. Multivi€ w and pictorial drawing ,
space analysis of lines, planes, and solids.
Basic dimensioning, sections, shop
processes, and shop drawings and
sketches. Engineering organization charts
and flow diagrams. Design analysis and use
of standard parts. Graphical mathematics ,
microfilming, computer drafting and
reproduction processes. Creative design ,
124 Circuits I (31
Prerequisites: Corequisite Physics 112 and
Mathematics 180. Circuit elements, signals,
Kirchhoff's laws, network theorems, and
mesh and nodal analysis. Transient and
complete response of RL, RC, LRC circuits
will also be studied
125 Circuits" (31
Prerequisites : Engineering 124, Physi cs 112;
corequisite Mathematics 202. Analysis of
steady state AC circuits, phasor notation,
polyphase circuits, complex frequency and
frequency response, magnetically coupled
circuits, and two-part networks .
126 Digital Circuits (3)
Prerequisites: Engineering 124; corequisite
Mathematics 202. Course consists of a
study of circuits having application in digital
equipment such as electronic calculators
and computers. The engineering concepts
of circuits for logica l design, digital
arithmetic, and digital system s are
introd uced.
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144 Statics (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 175 and Physics
111. Fundamentals of statics; static
equilibrium and introduction to elements of
mechanics of elastic materials.
145 Dynamics (3)
Prerequisite: Engineering 144. Basic
fundamentals of particle and rigid-body
dynamics; energy and momentum methods .
146 Strength of Materials (31
Prerequisite: Engineering 144. Course
consists of a study of force systems applied
to elastic members. The concepts of stress,
strain, and deflection of bodies in tension,
shear, torsion, and bending are introduced.
147 Thermodynamics (3)
Prerequisite: Engineering 144. Course
consists of a study of heat and energy,
effects of heat energy on matter, and heat
transfer including the laws of
thermodynamics. The concepts of
conduction, convection, and radiation for
engineering systems are introduced.
201 Elementary Electronics (3)
(Same as Physics 201.) Prerequisite:
Physics 112. Primarily a laboratory study of
characteristics of standard circuit elements,
amplifier circuits, power supplies,
operational amplifiers, digital and switching
circuits, servo systems, shielding and noise
problems, transducers and oscilloscopes.
Six hours of laboratory per week .
202 Elementary Electronics II (3)
(Same as Physics 202.) Prerequisite:
Engineering 201. Continuation of
Engineering 201. Six hours of laboratory per
week.

Geology
General Geology (41
Earth materials and processes, including
geological aspects of the resource / energy
problem. Laboratory involves identification
of common rocks and minerals .
2 Historical Geology (4)
Prerequisite: Geology 1. Study of changes
in geography, climate and life through
geological time; origin of continents, ocean
basins, and mountains in light of
continental drift. Laboratory primarily
involves description and identification of
fossils.
53 Oceanography (3)
The atmospheric and ocean circulations;
the chemistry and geology of the deep sea;
and their effects on the distribution of
marine organisms.

201 Stratigraphy and Sedimentation (3)
Prerequisites : Geology 1 and Geology 2.
Principles of stratigraphy, with an
introduction to sedimentary processes. The
major sedimentary sequences of North
America will be examined, with origins
interpreted from a plate tectonics
perspective.

111 Physics: Mechanics and Heat (5)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 80 or
Mathematics 101 . PhYSics 1, or C1emistry
12, or equivalent is recommendec . An
introduction to the phenomena, concepts,
and laws of mechanics and heat ' or physics
majors and students in other depm tments.
Three hours of lecture, one hour ) f
discussion, and two hours of labc ratory per
week.

290 Research (1-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Independent geology research projects
arranged between student and instructor.
Hours arranged.

112 Physics: Electricity. Magl~etism,
and Optics (5)
Prerequisites: Physics 111, and
Mathematics 101 or Mathematics 175. A
phenomenological introduction te the
concepts and laws of electricity end
magnetism, electromagnetic wav , s, optics
and electrical circuits for physics majors and
students in other departments T l ree hours
of lecture, one hour of discussioll , and two
hours of laboratory per week.

Physics
1 Foundations of Modern Physical
Theory I (4)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 02·or equivalent.
An introduction to some of the major ideas,
principles, and basic laws directing the
development of contemporary physics. The
course work consists of two general
lectures each week in which the material is
introuuced, one discussion session, and one
two-hour multimedia laboratory.

113 Physics: The Structure 0
Matter (3)
Prerequisite : Physics 112. A
phenomenological introduction to selected
concepts and laws of physics as they are
applied to the structure of matte -. Elements
of atomic, nuclear, and molecul er physics
will be discussed . Three hours o' lecture
plus one hour of discussion per w eek.

10 Experimentation in Physics (2)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 40 (may be taken
concurrently) or equivalent. A laboratory
course designed to introduce the students
'to electrical circuits and elementary
electronics. No prior knowledge of circuits
or electronics will be assumed. Four hours
of laboratory per week.

170 Physics of Music (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 02 or ~ quivalent.
Musical sound is the subject maoter of this
course: how it originates (musicill
instruments), how it is reproducnd (stereo
sound systems), how it is transmitted, and
how it is perceived .

11 Basic Physics (41
Prerequisite : Mathematics 30 or
Mathematics 40. A survey course
specifically designed for students in health
and life sciences covering such topics as
classical mechanics, heat, sound,
electricity, magnetism, light , and radiation.
Will not fulfill the Physics 111 requirement
for physics , chemistry, and engineering
majors. Three hours of lecture and two
hours of laboratory .
12 Basic Physics (4)
Prerequisite: Physics 11. Continuation of
Physics 11.
50 Introduction to Physics (4)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 30 A laboratory
survey course which introduces students to
the fields of mechanics , heat and
thermodynamics, optics, electricity and
magnetism, and modern physics at the pre
calculus level. A problem-solving course,
recommended for science and engineering
students who have no physics background
or who desire additional preparation for
Physics 111. Three hours of lecture and two
hours of laboratory per week.

171 Applications of the Phy! ics of
Music (2)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 02 or 3quivalent.
Demonstrations and experiment~·
concerning the origination, the
reproduction, the synthesis, the
transmission, and the detection ) f musical
sounds.
(

1n

light and Color (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 02. A study of
the physical concepts as they rE late to light ,
color, and visual phenomena. Wodels of
light applied to reflection, refraction,
diffraction, and interference. Opical devices
such as the eye and the camera will be
studied. Visual and color perce, tion.
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173 Applications of light and Color (2)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 02.
Demonstrations and experiments leading to
a physical understanding of the behavior of
light from source to detector. whether that
of the eye or a camera. Phenomena such as
reflection. refraction. diffraction. and
interference will be demon strated. Color
analysis and synthesis.
200 Survey of Theoretical Physics (3)
Prerequisites : Physics 111 and Mathematics
180. Mathematical techniques specifically
used in the study of mechanics. electricity.
magnetism. and atomic physics are
developed in the co ntext of various physical
problems . In particular. statics problems in
electricity and magnetism are emphasized
as applications of vector analysis. solutions
of Laplace's equation. coordinate systems.
and numerical techniques .
201 Elementary Electronics I (3)
(Same as Engineering 201.) Prerequisite:
Physics 112. Primarily a laboratory study of
characteristics of standard circuit elements.
amplifier circuits. power supplies.
operational amplifiers. digital and switching
circuits. servo systems. shielding and noise
problems. transducers. and oscilloscopes .
Six hours of laboratory per week.
202 Elementary Electronics II (3)
(Same as Engineering 202.) Prerequisite:
Physics 201 . Continuation of Physics 201 .
Six hours of laboratory per week.
221 Mechanics (3)
Corequisites : Physics 200 and Mathematics
202. Advanced course covering rigid-body
dynamics. damped and undamped
oscillatory motion. with an Introduction of
Lagrange's equations and variational
principles. Three hours of lecture and one
hour of discussion per week .
223 Electricity and Magnetism (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 200 and Mathematics
202 (Mathematics 202 may be taken
concurrently). Electromagnetic fields.
including electrostatics. dielectric materials.
solution to Laplace's equation. currents and
magnetic fields. motion to charged
particles. and introduction to
electromagnetic waves. Three hours of
lecture and one hour of discussion per
week.

231 Introduction to Modern
Physics I (3)
Prerequisite : Mathematics 202 (may be
taken concurrently). Physics 111. Physics
112. and Physics 200 strongly
recommended. Photons and the wave
nature of particles; wave mechanics.
Schroedinger equation . and applications to
single systems; atomic physi cs and
spectroscopy; molecular physics; nuclear
models and reactions; the physics of solids;
elementary particles; relativity. Three hours
of lecture and one discussion section per
week .
232 Introduction to Modern
Physics II (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 231. Continuation of
Physics 231.
280 The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Physical Sciences (3)
(Same as SEC ED 240.) Prerequisites : SEC
ED 213 and a near-major in the subject
matter. A study of the scope and sequence
of the physical science courses in the
school curriculum. with emphasis on the
selection and organization of materials and
methods of instruction and evaluation.
Attention is also directed toward learning
the techniques and research tools of the
scholar in the field of science. To be taken
concurrently with student teaching .
281 Directed Readings in Physics (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A study
of the literature of physics. A paper is
required on an approved topic. Hours
arranged .
282 History of Physics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 1 or Astronomy 1. A.
study of the historical evolution of physics.
Three hours of lecture per week .
289 Seminar (1)
Presentation of selected papers by students
and faculty members at weekly meetings.
May be taken twice for credit.
301 Introduction to Mathematical
Physics (3)
Prerequisites: Sixteen hours of physics. A
course covering mathematical techniques as
applied to the equations of theoretical
physics. calculus of variations. Green's
functions; linear vector spaces. and integral
equations. Three hours of lecture and one
hour of discussi on per week .

311 Advanced Physics Laboratory I (2)
Prerequisites: Physics 201. Physics 221.
Physics 231 . and Mathematics 122. Physics
majors are introduced to the experimental
techniques used in research A student will
choose and do several special problems
during the semester. Six hours of laboratory
per week.
312 Advanced Physics Laboratory II (2)
Prerequisites: Physics 201. Physics 221.
Physics 231. and Mathematics 122.
Continuation of Physics 311. Six hours of
laboratory per week.
323 Modern Optics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 223 . A study of
modern optics including diffraction theory.
polarization. light propagation in solids.
quantum optics. and coherence. Three
hours of lecture and one discussion per
week.
325 linear Analysis of Physical
Systems (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 201 and Mathematics
202 . Signals and systems. Fourier and
Laplace analysis. transform methods.
amplitude phase and delay. transfer
functions and filters. Three hours of lecture
and one hour of discussion per week .
331 Introduction to Quantum
Mechanics (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 200 and Physics 231 .
Photons and the wave nature of particles;
wave mechanics. Schroedinger equation.
and applications to single systems. atomic
physics and spectroscopy; molecular
physics. nuclear models and reactions. the
physics of solids; elementary particles.
relativity . Three hours of lecture and one
discussion section per week.
333 Reflection Seismology (3)
Prerequisites: Physi cs 200 and Mathematics
202 . An introduction to the theory and
application of seismic reflection methods.
The course will emphasize mathematical
methods in elastic wave analysis .
335 Atomic and Nuclear Physics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 331. Application of
Schroedinger's equation to hydrogen-like
atoms; atomic structure and spectra;
nuclear masses. energy levels; alpha . beta.
and gamma radiation. nuclear reactions.
and models of the nucleus. Three hours of
lecture and one hour of discussion per
week.
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341 Thermal and Statistical Physics (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 180 and Physi cs
231 . Introduct ion to statistical mechanics,
laws of thermodynamics, kinetic theory.
Three hours of lecture and one hour of
discussion per week.
343 Selected Topics in Physics I (3)
Prereq uisites : Physics 221 , 223, 225, 231,
341, and Mathematics 316 (Mathematics
316 may be taken concurrently). Topics
include special phenomena such as
scattering of waves, thermal motion in
gases , atmospheric disturbances treated by
methods of advanced mechanics,
electromagnetism, and quantum mechanics.
Three hours of lecture and one hour of
discussion per week .
344 Selected Topics in Physics II (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 343 . Continuation of
Physics 343. Three hours of lecture and one
hour of discussion per week .
350 Computational Physics (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 122, plus
Physics 221, Physics 223, and Physics 231.
Computer analysis in physics; solutions of
eigenvalue problems; coupled differential
equations; and writing of FORTRAN
programs .
351 Elementary Solid State Physics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 331. Theoretical and
experimental aspects of solid state physics,
including one-d imensional band theory of
solids; elertron emission from metals and
semiconductors; electrical and thermal
conductivity of solids . Three hours of
lecture and one hour of discussion per
week.
353 Physics of Fluids (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 221, Physics 223, and
Physics 341, or consent of instructor.
Topics from the theory of gases, liquids , or
plasmas . Dynamical properties of one of
these forms of matter will be developed
with contemporary applications stressed.
354 Atmospheric Physics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 341 . Topics from
dynamic and physical meteorology including
the ionosphere. Application of
thermodynamics, oPtics, radiation, and
mechanics to atmospheric phenomena.
356 Quantum Optics (3)
Prerequisites : Physics 200 and Physics 231,
and Mathematics 202 . Review of atomic
theory and spectroscopy. Selected
applications to modern optical phenomena
such as optical pumping, lasers, masers,
Mossbauer effect, and holography.

365 Introduction to Plasma Physics (3)
Prerequisites : Physics 223 and Physics 341 .
A study of the non-linear collective
interactions of ions, electrons, and neutral
molecules with each other and with electric
and magnetic fields . Topics include plasma
co nfinement and stability, electri ca l
discharges and ionization , kinetic theory of
plasma transport, plasma waves and
radiation, and controlled fusion . Solutions
of the Boltzmann, Fokker-Planck, and
Vlasov equations are discussed and
methods of advanced electromagnetism and
statistical physics are utilized. Three hours
of lecture and one hour of discussion per
week.
370 Relativity (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 221, Physics 223, and
Physics 231. An introduction to Eiilstein's
general theory of relativity. Topics will
include special relativity in the formalism of
Minkowski's four dimensional space-time,
Principle of Equivalence, Riemannian
geometry and tensor analysis, Einstein Field
Equation and cosmology. Three hours of
lecture and one hour of discussion per
week .
381 Directed Readings in Physics (1-10)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. A study
of special topics in physics for senior
undergraduates or graduate students.
390 Research (1-10)
Prerequisite : Consent of department.
Independent research projects arranged
between student and instructor . Hours
arranged.
395 Principles of Mathematical
Physics (4)
Boundary value problems; Green's function
techniques; and introduction to group
theory with emphasis on representations of
Lie Algebras.
400 Special Problems (1-5)
Prerequisites: Must have a faculty mentor
and approval of the department chair. A
study of special topics in physics for
graduate students.
401 Special Topics (1-4)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. This
course is designed to give the department
an opportunity to test a new course.
404 Experimental Research
Techniques (3)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing .
Exp eriments in various fields of physics
designed to stress techniques and
experimental approach .

405 Theoretical Physics I (3)
Prerequisites : Physics 221 and P~ ysics 223
or equivalent. Newton's laws apr lied to
simple systems, central force pro blem,
variational principles. Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian formulations, electre statics .
Ma xwell field operations, wave popagation.
406 Theoretical Physics II (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 231, Physi ~s 341, or
equivalent, and Physics 405. Sd roedinger
equation and wave mechanical t eatment of
simple systems: perturbation the Jry;
identical particles and spin. Law!, of
thermodynamics , canonical systl'ms;
thermodynamic potentials and tv axwell
equations, open systems, and chemical
potential. Clausius-Clapeyron eq Jation.
407 Modern Physics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 331. A stu dy of some
of the more important concepts of modern
physics .
409 Theoretical Mechanics I (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 221. Classi ~al
mechanics, methods of Newton . Lagrange,
and Hamilton , applied to motior of particles
and rigid bodies, elasticity, and
hydrodynamics .
410 Seminar (variable hours
Prerequisite : Appro'Jal of deparlment chair.
Discussion of current topics.
411 Electrodynamics I (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 223. A rig orous
development of the fundament< Is of
electromagnetic fields and wavl's .
Electro statics, magnetostatics, V1axwell's
equations, Green's functions, bJundary
value problems, multipoles, anc
conservation laws .
413 Statistical Mechanics (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 331 and " hysics 341.
A study of statistical ensemble ~; Maxwell
Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac, and E nstein-Bose
distribution laws, application te some
simple physical systems.
415 Theoretical Mechanics II (3)
Prerequisite : Physics 409. Tran sformation
theory of mechanics, LagrangE and Poisson
brackets, Hamilton -Jacobi thee ry,
introduction to the classical th eory of fields .
417 Advanced Statistical
Mechanics (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 413. A ce ntinuation of
Physics L!13. Further applicatio ns as to such
topics as the imperfect gas, ce ndensation
and the critical region, magnetism, liquid
state, and transport phenomer a.
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423 Electrodynamics II (3)
Prerequisite : Physics 411 . A continuation of
Physics 411. Applications of time
dependent Maxwell's equations to such
topics as plasmas, wave guides, cavities ,
radiation: fields of simple systems and
multipoles. Relativity : covariant formulation
of Maxwell' s equations and conservation
laws, fields of uniformly moving and
accelerated charges.
425 Plasm a Physics (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 341 and Physics 411.
Fundamentals of kinetic theory, fluid
equations , MHD equations, and
applications; wave prop.'lgation, shielding
effect , diffusion stability, and charged
particle trajectories
435 Cloud Physics (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 223 and Physics 341.
A study of cloud microphysics and
dynamics, atmospheric condensation and
freezing nuclei. phase, precipitation
mechanisms , aerosol scavenging, role of
electrification. current dynamical models,
and review of diagnostic techniques.
455 Theoretical Nuclear Physics (3)
Prerequisite : Physics 461. A study of the
basic properties of nuclei, nuclear scattering
and forces , nuclear reactions , and models .
461 Quantum Mechanics I (3)
Prerequisite : Physics 331 A study of the
Schroedinger wave equation, operators and
matrices, perturbation theory , collision, and
scattering problems.
463 Quantum Mechanics II (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 461 Continuation of
Physics 461 to include such topics as Pauli
spin -operator t heory, classification of
atomic states, introduction to field
quantization . Dirac electron theory.
466 Quantum Mechanics III (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 461 and Physics 463 .
Topics chosen from such fields as:
relauvistic quantum mechanics, potential
scattering, formal collision theory, group
theoretical methods in quantum mechanics,
electrodynamics .
467 Quantum Statistical Mechanics (3)
Prerequisites: Physics 413 and Physics 463 .
Techniques for calculation of the partition
fun ction with examples drawn from
interacting Fermi gas, interacting Bose gas,
superconductors, and similar sources.

471 Atomic and Molecular
Structure (3)
Prerequisite: PhYSics 461. Applications of
quantum mechanics to the structure of
atoms and molecules; perturbation and
variational calculations, self-consistent
fields, multiplets, angular momenta,
Thomas-Fermi model, diatomic molecules.
spectral intensities .
473 Atomic Collision Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 471 or Ph ysics 463 .
Basic quantum mechanical concepts
involved in atomic scattering theory . Topics
include elastic and inelastic collisions of
electrons and ions with neutral atoms and
molecules; collisions between heavy
particles; curve crossing; photo-processes;
and Coulomb wave functions .
475 Molecular Spectroscopy (3)
Prerequisite : Physics 461. Introduction to
classical and quantum treatment of the
vibrational and rotational structure and
spectra of diatomic, linear triatomic, and
simple polyatomic molecules: vibrational
rotational interactions. point group
symmetry in simple infrared spectra
analysis, calculations of vibrational
frequencies, and normal coordinates of
polyatomi c atoms
481 Physics of the Solid State (3)
Prerequisite: Physics 461 . Crystal symmetry ,
point and space groups, lattice vibrations,
phonons, one-electron model, Hartree-Fock
appro ximation , elementary energy band
theory, transport properties, the Boltzmann
equation. introduction to superconductivity.
semiconductors. and magnetism.
483 Selected Topics of the Solid
State (3)
Prerequisite : PhYSics 481 . Introduction to
many-body perturbation theo ry, the use of
Feynman diagrams. Green's functions,
treatment of the electron-electron, phonon
phonon, and electron-phonon interactions.
theory of magnetism, and theory of
superconductivity .

485 Advanced Quantum Mechanics (3)
Prerequisite: PhySics 465. Selected topics
such as many-body problems field theory, S
matrix theory and symmetries .
490 Research (variable hours)
Prerequisites : Must have a facult y mentor
and approval of the department chair .
Invest igations of an advanced nature
leading to the preparation of a thesis or
dissertation
493 Oral Examination
After completion of all other program
requirements, oral examination s for on
campus students may be processed during
the first two weeks of an academic session
or at any appropriate time for off-campus
students upon enrollment in Physics 493
and payment of an oral examination fee. All
other students must enroll for credit
commensurate with uses made of facilities
and/or faculties. In no case shall this be for
less than three semester hours for resident
students.
495 Continuous Registration
Doctoral candidates who have completed all
requirements for the degree except the
dissertation, and are away from the
campus, must continue to enroll for at least
one hour of credit each registration period
until the degree is completed. Failure to do
so may invalidate the cand idacy . Billing will
be automatic as will registration upon
payment.
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Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Ungrouped Courses; Public Law;
American Politics; Public Policy and
Administration; Comparative Politics;
Theory and Methodology; International
Relations; and Graduate Courses.
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences (S S) breadth of study require
ments: UNGROUPED COURSES; 11, 12,
60, 90, 99, 190, 295, 296, 390, 395. PUBLIC
LAW: 20,129,225, 227 , 228,320,321,327,
329. AMERICAN POLITICS: 130, 135, 230,
231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 318, 331,332,333.
PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION:
140, 240, 241, 242, 245, 246, 247, 340, 342,
343,344,346,348,349 . COMPARATIVE
POLITICS: 155,251,252,253,254,256,
351,359. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY :
101 , 102, 160, 165, 205, 261, 262, 265, 269~
304,368. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
80, 180, 280, 282, 284,285, 288, 289, 381,
385, 386, 388 .
·Course may fulfill the Humanities (H) or
Social Sciences (SS) breadth of study
requirement.

Ungrouped Courses
11 Introduction to American
Politics (3)
Introduction to basic concepts of
government and politics with special
reference to the United States, but
including comparative material from other
systems. Course fulfills the state
requirement.
12 Introduction to Comparative
Politics (3)
An introduction to basic political structures
and processes with an emphasis on foreign
political systems and comparative political
analysis. The course will deal with
democratic and nondemocratic political
systems in developed and underdeveloped
nations.
60 Civilization and Politics (3)
An examination of the role of politics in
human life, of the ways in which individuals
have organized themselves, and the goals
they have pursued in a variety of historical
circumstances.
90 Freshman Seminar (3)
Prerequisites : Freshman standing and
consent of instructor . Topics to be
announced . Weekly seminars supplemented
by individual conferences. Limited to twelve
students .

99 The City (3)
I Same as Administration of Justice 99,
Sociology 99, and Interdisciplinary 99) An
interdisciplinary course. Consideration of
economic factors, urban institutions,
historical developments in urbanization,
problems of the inner city, suburbia and the
metropolitan area, ethnic groups,
stratification , and psychological implications
of urban living. This course is primarily for
freshmen and sophomores. It is open to
juniors and seniors with the instructor's
permission .
190 Studies in Political Science (3)
Selected topics in political science.
295 Public Affairs Internship (1-6)
Prerequisites : Junior standing and consent
of instructor . Independent study involving
work with an appropriate public or private
agency. A maximum of six credit hours
may be earned. No more than nine credits
may be earned from the combination of
Political Science 295 and Political Science
296.
296 State legislative Internship (1-61
Prerequisites: Junior standing and consent
of instructor. Intensive internship with the
Missouri State Legislature. Each student
will receive an assignment working directly
with a member of the legislature. A regular
seminar will also be conducted for students
enrolled in this course . No more than nine
credits can be earned from the combination
of Political Science 295 and Political
Science 296.
390 Special Readings (1-101
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Independent study through readings,
reports, and conferences. May be repeated.
395 Senior Seminar in Political
Science (3)
Prerequisites: Senior standing and consent
of instructor. This course will deal with
basic questions and themes central to the
discipline of political science. Students will
consider such concerns as: the nature of
power in society, the relationship between
authority and legitimacy, the meaning of
citizenship, and the definition of justice. A
course project will consist of a critique of
selected literature. Required for all political
science majors in their last year of course
work.

Group I: Public Law
20 Foundations of law: Ar
Introduction to legal StudiE s (3)
As a broad liberal arts approac h to the
study of law, this course is desi gned to
familiarize students with legal ideas, legal
reasoning, and legal processes It also
provides comparative and historical
perspectives on law that will h ~ lp explain
legal diversity and legal chang tJ . Finally, it
offers opportunities to explore some of the
persistent issues in law and lenal theory : for
example, issues about the sou -ces of law,
the responsibilities of the legal profession,
or the relative merits of the ad versary
system .
129 Women and the law (3)
Legal position of women in th 3 United
States, emphasizing constituti ) nal law,
criminal law, domestic relatior s, and fair
employment practice laws.
225 Jurisprudence (3)
Prerequisite : Political Science 11 or Political
Science 12, or consent of inst ·uctor.
Development of law anci legal systems;
comparison of methods and p -ocedure in
making and enforcing law in F oman and
commor. law systems; consid nration of
fundamental legal concepts ; c ::l ntributions
and influence of schools of leIJal thought in
relation to law and governmer ,t .
227 Urban law: Poverty and the
Justice System (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or
Administration of Justice 70, ) r equivalent,
or consent of instructor. Examination of
administrative regulations and the civil law
process as it affects the life 0 urban
residents.
228 The Federal Judicial System:
Politics, Process and Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 20, or conse, t of
instructor. The study of the federal courts
as a political system. Analysi~ of
organization, procedures, anc norms of the
Supreme Court and lower feaeral courts .
Consideration of judiCial recn.:ll ment,
attitudes, and decision makin J as well as
the impacts and limitations of judicial policy
making .
320 Constitutional law (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 20, or conse , t of
instructor . Study of leading t merican
constitutional principles as they have
evolved through important dE ci sions of the
United States Supreme Cou r· . Course
fulfills the state requirement.
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321 Civil Liberties (3)
Prerequisite : Political Science 11 or Political
Science 20 or Political Science 320, or
consent of instructor. Civil rights in the
American constitutional context,
emphasizing freedom of religion, freedom
of expression, minority discrimination,
loyalty, and rights of defendants. Course
fulfills the state requirement.
327 Urban Judicial Systems (3)
(Same as Administration of Justice 327 .)
Prerequisite : Political Science 11 ,
Administration of Justice 101, or consent of
instructor. The study of the nature and
function of local judicial systems.
Consideration of key participants
!legislators, prosecutors, defense counsel,
judges) and processes Ibail procedures,
prosecutorlal decision-making, adjudication,
and sentencing behavior) .
329 Studies in Public Law (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 , or
Political Science 20, or consent of
instructor . Selected topics in public law .
May be repeated.

Group II: American
Politics
130 State Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. An examination of contemp
orary state politics in the United States;
social, economic, and political determinants
of policies; federal-state-Iocal relations;
elections, interest groups, and participation;
executive, legislative, and judicial
institutions and policies , and their impact.
Course fulfills the state requirement.
135 Introduction to Urban Politics (3)
Prerequisi te : Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor . Examination of structure and
process of politics in the urban community,
with emphasis on their relationships to
community power structures . Course fulfills
the state requirement.
230 The American Presidency (3)
Prerequisi te : Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor . Study of the constitutional,
political, legislative, and administrative roles
played by the American chief executive in
the development of public policy . Course
fulfills the state requirement.

231 Congressional Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. An examination of the
Congress of the United States, its history
and evolution, its contemporary politics ,
and its role in the national policy-making
process . Topics include candidate
recruitment, campaigns and elections,
representation, committees, legislative
leadership, roles and norms, voting
alignments, lobbyists and interest groups,
oversight of administration, and House
Senate comparisons. The role of Congress
in foreign policy, economic policy, and
social-welfare policy will be examined.
Course satisfies the state requirement.
232 Black Americans and the Political
System (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor . Examination of the status of
blacks in the context of the American
political system. The course will focus on a
number of issues, including: attitudes of
various publics toward racial concerns;
nature of problems in specific policy areas
le.g. unemployment, school desegregation,
housing, poverty); representation of blacks
in governmental institutions and the private
sector; and the role of black political
leadership and civil rights groups in the
political process . Course fulfills the state
requirement.
233 Introduction to Political
Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or co nsent
of instructor. An introduction to political
behavior employing perspectives from both
political psychology and political sociology.
Subjects include political socialization, the
character of public opinion, citizen
participation, group dynamics, the social
determination of reality, and the underlying
bases 01 leadersh ip and authority. Course
fulfills the state requirement.
234 Politics and the Media (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. An analysis of the role the
media play in shaping American political
life. The first part of the course examines
the organizational structures, the economic
and psychic incentives, and the social and
professional norms that define how
television and newspapers report news
about public affairs . The second part then
considers the nature of a mass
communications society by looking at how
reality is defined , the susceptibility of mass
publics to persuasion and propaganda, the
peculiar form of media election campaigns,
and the manner in which the media-link
changes the basic ch'aracter of a citizenry

235 Political Parties and Elections (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. An examination of the part
played by parties and elections in American
politics. Topics include the historical
development of the party system, the
organization and management of political
parties and campaigns, contemporary
changes in the nature of electoral politics,
and the effects of elections on public
policy . Course fulfills the state requirement.
318 Social Choice in Political
Economic Systems (3)
Prerequisites: Two courses in Economics,
Political Science, or Sociology. A study of
the mechanisms of social choice from the
standpoint of individuals' and institutions'
maximizing their objectives. This area draws
on work done by sociologists, political
scientists, and economists .
331 Legislative Processes (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor; Political Science 102 is
strongly recommended. Congressional
elections, constituent relations, policy
making and leadership; relations between
Congress and administrative and executive
agencies, the committee system, seniority,
and procedure. Congress as an element in
the party system . Course fulfills the state
requirement.
332 Studies in American Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. Selected topics in American
politics . May be repeated.
333 Mock Constitutional
Convention (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science II or consent
of instructor. An active exercise in political
imagination . Students make proposals and
bargain with each other to write a
constitution for the United States in the
21st century. Students are encouraged to
develop new views of what is a desirable
society and to gain a richer appreciation of
how practical politics are conducted. The
course is designed for majors and non
majors who enjoy political discussion and
have a genuine interest in political life .
Course fulfills the state requirement.
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Group III: Public
Policy and
Administration
140 Public Administration (3)
Prerequisite: Politica. Scie nce 11 or consent
o f instructor . Survey o f public admini stra
tion, with reference to organization, finan
cial administration, personnel management,
and judicial con trol o f the administrative
process. Course fulfills the state require
ment.
240 Bureaucratic Politics (3)
Prerequ isit e: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. Exam ination of the policy
making proces s within public org ani zatio ns
and the forces influencing the making of
bureaucratic policy. Study o f the role o f the
bureaucracy as one of several "actors" in
the larger policy process . Course fulfi lls the
sta te requirement .
241 Politics of BL.siness Regulation (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of inst ructor. This course Will examine the
ro le of governmental decision -making
processes in regulatory policy, including
co ngre ssional politics, presidential
initiatives, administrati ve rulemaking, and
society-wide constraints . Th e impact o f
government regulation and alternati ve
means for accomplishing regulatory goals
(e,g., mandatory standards or incentive
sy stem s) will also be co nsidered.
Bureaucratic incentives and the role of the
courts will be emphasized. Selected areas
of regu lation wh ich may be covered
include : equal employment policies,
occupational health and safety policies,
environmental policies, employment
policies , and urban policies,
242 Introduction to Public Policy (3)
Prerequ isite: Politica l Science 11 or consen t
of in structor . Study of differing approaches
to understanding th e public pol icy process.
Course su rveys the application o f social
sc ience to public issues an d pro bl ems.
245 Urban Administration (3)
PrerequiSite Po litical Sc ience 11 or con sent
of instructor. Study of administrative
machinery and practices of metropolitan
government, how metropolitan areas
organize themselves to provide services,
how urban policies are made and
implemented, how budgeting and personnel
recruitment processes operate, and how
these relate to urban policies . Cou rse fulfills
the state requirement .

246 The Pol:tics of Poverty and
Welfare (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or co nsen t
of instructor. An examination of the
structure of in come inequality in the U,S.
and public policies designed to redistribute
wealth and to treat poverty . The history of
welfa re progra ms, the growth of the
wel fare state, and attempts to cut socia l
spending are closely examined .
247 Women, Power, and Public
Policy (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 , or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor, Thi s co urse explores differences
in the po litical roles assigned to women in
both advanced industrial and
underdeveloped states as a fun ction of
economic deveiopment and cultural facto rs,
It focuses on the differences between
po licies made for wom en and policies made
by women, assesses the importance of
"empowerment" in redefining women ' s
soc ial -political rights, and compares the
nature of " gender gaps" that ex ist in
Europe and the U.S.
340 Organizational Politics (3)
Prereq ui site: Political Science 11, or
Poli ti cal Sci ence 140, or con sent of
instructor . Examination o f public sector
org ani za tions and the range of factors
affecting their ope rati on. Sp ecific areas of
attention will include theories of
org ani zatio n struct ure and management,
decision theory, organizational/environment
interactions, interorganizat ional relation s,
and theories of organizational ch ang e an d
development.
342 Public Personnel Management (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Po li tic al Science 140, or consent of
instructor. A stud y of personnel pra ctices in
the public sector , including re c::ruitment , job
development , labor rela tio ns, and
administration of equ al
employmentl affirmative action progra ms.
343 Studies in Policy Formation (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor .
Selected tOPICS in policy formation. May be
repeated.
344 Pub.lic Budgeting (3)
Prereq ui site : Political Science II or consent
of instructor . Exa mination of the techniqu es
used in the public sector for preparing and
administering financi al co ntrols.

346 Urban Planning alld Poli :ics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or
Political Science 140, or consent of
instructor. Ex amin ati on of th e pc litical
processes of urban areas as the, relate to
the planning o f services and faci ities ,
Course fulfills the state requirem =nt.
348 Program Evaluation (3)
Prerequi site: Politi ca l Science 11 , or
Political Science 140, or conse nl of
instructo r. Stu dy o f techniques and
applications for evaluating the irlPact of
publi c programs ,
349 Studies in Public
Administration (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 , or
Po litical Science 140, or consen' of
instructor . Selected topics in pU Jlic
administration, May be repeatec .

Group IV: Comparative
Politics
155 Asian Comparative Poli, ics (3)
Stu dy of the politi cal systems 0 ' Asia
including China, Japan , India , and
Southeast Asia, Course fu lfills t l e non 
Euro-Am eric an reqUIrement.
251 Comparative Politics of Europe (3)
Prerequisite: Political Sc ience 1 ~ or consent
of in st ru ctor. Introd uction to tht3 major
politi cal systems of Europe. ThE course will
emphasize political cult ure, pol i' ica l parl ies,
interes t groups, and political bel avior. It
will also focus on political institJtions and
policy making. While Individual countries
w ill be examined sepa rately, th! ' co urse w ill
also emphasize com pari son between
systems ,
252 The Politics of Modernization (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 12 or consent
of instructo r, A nal ysis of the di Tlensions
and probl ems of modernization and the role
of political systems, with prima '{ emphasis
on African nations. Cou rse fulfi Is the non
Euro-Am erican req uirement,
253 Political Systems of South
America (3)
Prereq ui site: Political Science 12 or co nsent
of instructor. The politica l syStE ms,
internation al problems, and sO Clo-e con omic
cu ltural environments of the gc vernmenta l
processes of South America. Course fu lfills
the non-Euro-American requirement.
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254 Political Systems of Mexico,
Central America, and the Caribbean (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 12 or consen t
of instructor. The political systems,
international problems, and soc io-econo mic
cultu ral environments of the governmental
processes in Mexico, Central America, and
the Caribbean. Course fulfills the non-Euro
American requirem ent.
256 The Soviet Political System (3)
Prerequisite: Politi cal Science 12 or conse nt
of instructor. Examination of government
and politics in the Soviet Union dealing
with such themes as the role of the party;
recruitment and socialization of elites; the
role of ideology and interest groups; the
formulation 01 policy; and bureaucratization
of social, economic, and cultural life .
351 Comparative Public Policy and
Administration (3)
Prerequisite: Political Sci ence 12 or co nsent
of instructor. A comparative study of the
characteristics o f public administrators, their
institutions and environments in Western
democratic, developing nations, and
communist political systems.
359 Studies in Comparative Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 12 or consent
01 instructor. Selected topics in
comparative politics. May be repeated.

Group V: Theory and
Methodology
101 Theory and Policy (3)
A critical examination o f the use of socia l
science theory in public policy-making. A
current issue (such as housing, national
defense, environmental protection, or
income security) will be used to
demon stra te the requirements for adequate
theory
102 Research Methods in Political
Science (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or Political
Science 12. Methods of testing causa l
statements about politics, including
researcil design and data measurement,
co llection, and analysis.
160 Contemporary Political
Ideologies (3)
An introduction to the major political
ideologies 01 the world today Emphasis on
communism, democracy, and nationa lism.

165 American Political Thought (3)
History of political thought in the United
States from colonial times to the present.
205 Introduction to Models in the
Social Sciences (3)
(Same as Anthropology 205, Sociology 205,
and Interdisciplinary 205.) Prerequisite:
So ciolog y 10, or Anthropology 11, or
Political Science 11, or consent of
instructor. The course will fo cus on
explaining social and cultural behavior.
Elementary models of decision making,
exchange, and adaptation will be covered.
Computer processing of data to test
empirical hypotheses will be introduced .
261 Ancient and Medieval Political
Thought (3)
Study of political thought from Plato to
Machiavelli .
262 Modern Political Thought (3)
Study of political thought from Machiavelli
to the present.
265 Recent Political Thought (3)
Study of current questions in political
thought.
269 The Marxist Heritage (3)
(Same as Philosophy 269 and
In terdiscip lin ary 269) Study of Marx and
leadi ng Marxis ts. Designed to evaluate their
influence on recent political, economic, and
social thought and institutions .
304 Survey Research Practicum (3)
(Same as Economics 304 and Sociology
304. I Prerequisites: Junior standing and
conse nt of the instructor. The execution of
a sample survey, including establishing
study objectives, sampling, questionnaire
construction, interviewing, coding, data
analysis, and presentation of results.
368 Studies in Political Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Political Scien ce 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor . Selected topics in political
theory. May be repeated.

Group VI: International
Relations
80 Global Issues (3)
A freshman- and sopho more-level course
designed to introduce students to a range
of global concerns, including population,
hunger, trade, energy, and the
environment. The worldwide implications of
these and other problems will be
considered, as well as their effects on local
communities such as St. Loui s.

180 World Politics (3)
Analysis of politi cs among nations,
including such topics as : nationali sm,
power, imperialism and colonialism,
revolution and war, arms cont rol and
disarmament, and peace and the regulation
of conflict.
280 Model United Nations (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Students in this co urse will be members o f
the UM-St. Louis delegation to the Midwest
Mode! United Nations, a "mock UN" role
playing experience involving various
universities representing UN member
countries. Students are expected to develop
knowledge about the UN and do research
on a selec ted count ry and issue area (for
example, terrorism or economic
development)
282 United States Foreign Policy (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor. Examination of the factors
influencing the format ion and the execution
of United States foreign policy and of
specific contemporary foreign policies and
problems.
284 European International
Relations (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor. European international relation s
since World War II. Emphasis upon
developments from the Cold War to
Detente, emphasizing such concepts as
containment, Truman Doctrine, Marshall
Plan, NATO, WTO, co mmunit y building ,
force structures, and security.
285 International Institutions and
Global Problem -Solving (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor . Introduct ion to the study of
international organi zati on. The course
focu ses on relationships between nation
states and" non-state" actors (global
intergovernmental organizations such as the
United Nations, regional organizations such
as the European Economic Community, and
nongovernmental organizations suc h as
multinational corporations) in world politics
and on the role of international institutions
in such problem areas as economic
development and stability, management of
resources , and control of violence across
national boundaries.
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African Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 or consent
of instructor. An introduction to the nature
of societies, governments, and international
relations in Africa. The course deals with
forms of governance on the continent,
regional groupings of sta tes , and persistent
conflicts within and among states
Problems of economic underdevelopment,
food supplies, health and population trends,
and cultural change are analyzed, along
with the role of outside major power
intervention. Fulfills the non-Euro-American
requirement.

288

289 Middle Eastern Politics (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11 , or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor. Survey of political movements ,
governments, and international conflicts in
the Middle East. Islam , nationalism,
ideologi es, and eco nomic systems will be
studied . The effects of oil and the military
will also be considered. Course fulfills the
non -Euro-American requirement.
381 Comparative Foreign Policy (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
in structor . Comparisons among the foreign
policies and decision-making processes of
governments in various parts of the world ,
including the Western and Eastern blocs,
and the Third World . Major issues of
concern to these countries and the
perspectives from which their leaders view
these issues will be reviewed.
385 International Law (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor. Study of the international legal
system, including the content and operation
of the laws of war and peace, how law is
created and enforced with regard to the
oceans and other parts of the globe, and
the relationship between international law
and international politics.
386 Studies in War and Peace (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and Political
Science 11, or Political Science 12, or
consent of instructor. Exploration,
development, and testing of theories about
the causes and consequences of war,
peace, and conflict among nations. A broad
range of literature on war and peace will be
reviewed and applied to crisis situations in
the international system.
388 Studies in International
Relations (3)
Prerequisite: Political Science 11, or
Political Science 12, or consent of
instructor. Selected topics in international
relations. May be repeated .

Graduate Courses
400 Analytic Perspectives in Political
Science (3)
An introduction to the graduate study of
political science. The course presents a
number of analytic approaches to the
scientific examination of a wide variety of
political phenomena.

401 Introduction to Policy Research (3)
ISame as Public Policy Administration 401.1
Procedures for testing explanations,
including research design, principles of
measurement, probability sampling,
methods of data collection, and techniques
for analyzing data.
402 Advanced Techniques in Policy
Research (3)
Prerequi sites: Graduate standing and
Political Science 401 . This course examines
quantitative ana lytic techniques with an
emphaSis on the marriage of theory and
method. The focus is on applications of the
gen eral linear model, and includes topics
such as the man ipu lation of the basic
model, special data problems in social
science, dynamic analysis, and multiple
equation estimation methodS.

405

Directed Readings in Research
Methods (1-10)
Independent study through readings ,
reports, research projects, and conferences .

410 Introduction to Policy Analysis (3)
ISame as Public Policy Administration 410.)
Systematic development of a critical I
analytic base for dealing with public policy .
411 Seminar in Policy Analysis (3)
Prerequisite : Political Science 410.
Evaluation and criticism of contemporary
public policies in selected areas .
414 Topics in Public Policy Analysis (3)
Intensive analysis of a specific public policy
area such as housing, budgeting,
integration, planning, metropolitan
reorganization . Course may be repeated .
419 Cases in Public Policy Analysis (3)
ISame as Public Policy Administration 419.)
Intensive analysis of several public policy
cases. Cases will be problem-solving
exercises in areas such as personnel
management, program financing, budget
preparation, and planning.

420 Proseminar in Public lnw (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standin g. Study of
judicial systems and processes (j udges,
courts, litigants, and juriesl an< evaluation
of legal policies Icompliance, irl pact, and
deterrence) .
421 Seminar in Public Law 3)
Research problems and desigm, models
and approaches to the study of public law.

Law. Courts, and Public Policy (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing . Anal ysis of
public policies, as represented by laws,
court decisions, and agency ad,udication,
judicial review, discrimination, d firmative
action , urban planning, social v 'elta re,
int ergovernmental relations, em ironmental
law , freedom of information, ard privacy
concerns will be surveyed. The re lationship
between courts and the Consti tJtio n, courts
and legislatures, and courts an c the
administrative process will be slressed.

422

425

Directed Readings and Research in
Public Law (1-10)
Independent study through rea c ings,
reports, research projects, and ,:onferences .

430 Proseminar in Americar
Politics (3)
Study of individual and group PJlitical
behavior, including socialization
participation, consensus formati)n,
representation , and legislative and judicial
behavior .
431 Seminar in American Pt'li tics (3:
Research problems and design i1 American
political process and behavio r.
Intergovernmental Rela1ions (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing . In the
United States, nearly all domest c policy is
implemented through an extrem 'lly complex
intergovernmental system in wh ch the
federal government administe rs ~ rants-in
aid or sets standardS for states End
localities that administer progra f'ls. This
course will analyze this policy sy stem by:
11) tracing the origins and evolu' ion of
American federalism; 121 analyzillg the
grantS-in -aid system, especially Ih e New
Deal; (31 comparing the United Sta tes
system with federal and unitary Jolicy
systems in other industrialized nntions.

432

435 Directed Readings and Research in
American Politics (1-10)
Independent study through read ings,
reports, research projects, and c ) nferences .
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440 Proseminar in Public
Administration (3)
(Same as Public Administration 440.)
Examination of major approaches to
analyzing public policies and their
adm inistration . Emphasis is on the effects
of adm inistrative organization and
procedu res on policy decisions and their
impacts . Specific topics may include
administrative accountability, inter
governmental relations, public-private
interaction, implementation processes ,
bureaucratic expertise , the legal
environment of public policy administration,
and public service and merit issues .
441 Seminar in Public
Administration (3)
Research problems and design in public
administration.
442 The Policy Process (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. The course
will require a major research project uSing
federal documents and other primary
sources of information about the United
States policy process. Topics will include
the sources of public policy; the policy
agenda ; policy design, legitimation, and

448 Political Economy and Public
Policy (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. This
course examines political economy in its
contemporary manifestations as public
choice and as the study of the ways in
which institutional power shapes economic
policies and performance. The course
explores the origins and major concepts of
political economy, the institutions of
economic policymaking and economic
policies in the U. S. It emphasizes the
consequences of budget constraints,
infla1ion, unemployment, and sectoral
decline on the design and administration of
public programs at all levels of government.
450 Proseminar in Comparative
Politics 13)
Classification and typology of political
systems; structural-functional analysis;
political culture, ideology, affiliation and
participation; decision-making processes;
political roles; organization of authority.
451 Seminar in Comparative
Politics (3)
Research problems and design in
comparative politics.

impleme~tation.

443 Health Care Policy (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 443 .)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Survey
course examining current issues in health
policy that face the nation. Policies are
placed in a historical context to show how
issues have been influenced by different
political and economic conditions
Secondary consequences and limitations of
current trends in health policy are explored .
444 Public Policy and Aging (2-3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 444)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Examination of federal, state, and local
policies that affect the elderly The
interrelationships between age-specific and
more general social policies are explored
within a historical context. Pluralist,
organizational, and structural approaches to
aging policies are analyzed.
445 Directed Readings and Research in
Public Administration (1-10)
Independent study through readings,
reports, research projects, and conferences .
446 Selected Topics in Health Care
Policy (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 446
and SOCiology 446.) Prerequisite : Consent
of instructor . The study of specialized
issues and methods relating to health care
policy. May be repeated for credit, provided
the subject matter is different.

455 Directed Readings and Research in
Comparative Politics (1-10)
Independent study through readings,
reports, research projects, and conferences.
460 Proseminar in Political Theory 13)
Study of concepts and problems in
normative political theory.
461 Seminar in Political Theory (3)
Research problems and design in political
theory.
462 Political Theory and Public
Policy (3)
This course covers the ideological and
ethical context of public policy and public
policy analysis. Special attention is given to
the way in which different contexts produce
both different public policy and different
ways of understanding public policy .
Questions addressed include accountability,
professionalism, freedom, justice, equality ,
and, in general, ethical issues faced by both
the policy maker and the policy analyst.
465 Directed Readings and Research in
Political Theory (1-10)
Independent study through readings,
reports, research projects, and conferences.

470 Proseminar in Urban Politics 13)
Examination of the relationships among the
social, economic, and political systems of
urban areas. Urban political structure,
patterns of influence, political participation,
and communication and political change .
Special attention to problems of access to
and control of urban political systems.
471 Seminar in Urban Politics 13)
Research problems and design in urban and
regional politics.
475 Directed Readings and Research in
Urban Politics (1-10)
Independent study through readings,
reports, and conferences.
480 Proseminar in International
Relations (3)
Examination of various approaches to the
study of international politics and foreign
policy, focusing on studies of conflict,
decision making, international political
economy, and related topics. Included are
realist, idealist, and Marxist perspectives .
481 Seminar in International
Relations 13)
Research problems and design in
international politics .
485 Directed Readings and Research in
International Relations (1-10)
Independent study through readings,
reports, research projects, and conferences.
494 Thesis Research 11-10)
Arranged .
495 Internship 11-6)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 495.)
Independent study involving work with an
appropriate public or private agency.
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The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SS] breadth of study require
ments: 3, 150, 160, 161, 162,200,201,211,
212, 213, 215, 216, 219, 220, 222, :'>25, 230,
232, 235, 240, 245, 256, 268, 269, 270, 271,
272, 280, 295, 301, 305, 306, 310, 311, 314,
~0,~0,~6,~9,3~,~5,~6,3~,~0,

361, 365, 370, 373, 390.
The following course fulfills the Natural
Science and Mathematics [S M] breadth of
study requirements: 140.
09 Seminar in Career Choice and Life
Planning (1)
This course covers the major theories
regarding career selection and provides
information and skill training necessary for
making career decisions. NO CREDIT
TOWARD ANY DEGREE.
3 General Psychology (3)
A broad introductory survey of the general
principles of human behavior .
140 Female Sexul!lity (3)
(Same as Biology 140.) Prerequisites:
Psychology 3, and Biology 1 or Biology 10.
Thi s course wi ll present a biological
psychological orientation toward the study
of female sexuality. Topics include : sexual
anatomy, hormonal influences on sexual
behavior, psychosexual development,
sexual attraction and relationships, sexual
response and dysfunction, menstruation,
pregnancy, menopause, reproductive health
issues, and social issues in sexuality .
150 The Psychology of Individual
Differences (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. Analysis of
major dimensions of individual differences
in behavior and the roles of gen etic,
constitutional, and experiential factors in
the development of psychological
differences . While emphasis is placed on
human behavior, relevant information from
infrahuman species will be considered.
160 Social Psychology (3)
(Same as Sociology 160.) Prerequisite:
Psychology 3 or Soci olog y 10. Study of
interaction between individuals and their
social environment. Examination of basic
principles, concepts, and methods.
161 Helping Relationships (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 3 and consent of
instructor . Exploration of the basic elements
contributing to effective helping skills.
Course assignments include keeping a
journal, writi ng papers, and a final exam .
Readings, discu ssion, and guided
experiences will be used to instill active
li stening and communication skills. Ethics of
helping relationships will be emphasized

162 Applied Skills (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 161 and consent
of instructor. Builds upon Psychology 161
Provides advanced readings and supervised
experiences in helping relationships. Course
assignments include readings, discu ss ion,
preparation of tapes for supervision, and a
term paper . Designed for students
interested in learning more about the
psychological functioning of them se lves and
others. The course is also focused on
increasing awareness of the dynamics of
helping relationships

216 Personality Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Nine hours o f PS / chology .
Structural and dynamic aspec:s of the
human persona lit y considered in the
context of selected theoretica systems.

200 Drugs and Behavior (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 3 and three other
hours in psychology or biology. The course
is designed to provide an introduction to
the relationship between drugs and
behavior. The emphasis will be on
psychoactive drugs, alcohol, nicotine, as
well as drug-like substances produced
naturally in the body.

220 Psychology of Male-Fomale
Relationships (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and
Psychology 3. The course is a1 introduction
to the biological and social inf uence s on
the interactions of males and emales. The
findings of biopsychologists and social
psychologi sts from both labor,ltory and field
setting s will be reviewed . Top cs will
include the emotions of love end jealousy ,
separation, physical attraction sex roles,
and hormonal animal social gr Jups.

201 Psychological Statistics (4)
Prerequisites: Psychology 3 and
Mathematics 30, or equivalents. (With
laboratory. I Statistical methods in
psychological measurement and analysis of
psychological data. Frequency distribution
analysis, sampling, test of significance, and
correlation methods.
211 Physiological Psychology (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 3 or equivalent
and Biology 1. A survey of the major areas
of physiological psychology with an
emphasis on their historical development.
212 Principles of learning (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. A consideration
of critical findings in learning .
213 Principles of Perception (3)
Prerequisite : Psycho logy 3. Sensory and
perceptual p rocesses in human experience
and behavior.
215 The Social Behavior of Animals (3)
Prerequisites : Two semesters of psychology
and/or biology. An introduction to the
social organization of a variety of different
animal forms. The emphasis will be on
nonhuman primates and other mammals
through the social behavior of species of
insects, fish, and birds. Aggression, sex ual
behavior, affiliation, maternal reactions, and
the ontogeny of behavior are the primary
areas to be studied. The orientation will be
from both an ethologist's and animal
psychologist's perspective.

219 Research Methods (3)
(With labora tory.) PrerequisitE: Psychology
201. Research methods and a lalysis
techniques used in psycholog cal inquiry.
Special emphasis placed on It e logic of
research design . Includes labc ratory study
of, and analysis of, selected methods .

222 Group Processes in
Organizations (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3 or 3usiness
Administration 210. Topic s inc lude theory,
research , and practice in coordination,
conflict, and decision-making n groups and
organizations, as well as the role of
influence, power , and leaders~ ip
effectiveness in understanding interpersonal
and group relations.
225 Behavior Modification (3)
Prereq uisite: Nine hours of PSI chology or
consent of instructor. Method'>,
applications, and ethics of the use of
behavior theory (primarily Skirner's operant
conditioning) to th e con trol of huma n
behavior in a variety of setting 3 including
mental institutions, grade schc ols,
universities, individual treat me l t, and
communal living .
230 Psychology of Women (3)
Prerequisite Psychology 3. EV ll uation of
psycho logical theories and resparch
reg arding physiological, cog nit ve, and
personality sex differences , ferl ale problems
in adjustment, and clinical inte -ventions for
women.
232 Psychology of Victims (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. A review of the
effects oj crime , violence, nalL ral disasters,
and other traumas on psycholc gical
functioning . Prevention and th 3rapy
techniques w ill also be discus s ~ d.
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235 Community Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. The analysis of
psychological problems in terms of the
social and situational forces that produce
them. Community psychology analyzes the
situational problems in living. Epidemiology
of mental illness; group, family, and crisis
intervention; mental health-care delivery;
program evaluation and demonstration
project research; role of psychologist as
consultant and change agent; and
utilization of non-professional manpower.
240 Play: Psychological and
Anthropological Perspectives (3)
I Same as Anthropology 240) Prerequisite
Psychology 3 or Anthropology 11, or
consent of instructor. This course will
examine play from psychological and
anthropological perspectives in an effort to
provide an understanding of the importance
of play for humans. The questions which
Will be the focus of the course include: why
people play; the adaptive benefits derived
from play; the cultural functions of play;
and how play is expressed in different
cultures.
245 Abnormal Psychology (3)
Prerequisite : Psychology 3. Introduction to
major symptom complexes, theories of
etiology, and treatment of behavior
disorders.
256 Environmental Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 160 or Sociology
160. Analysis of environmental influences
on behavior and man's influence, in turn,
on the environment. Topics will include a
consideration of both individual processes
relating to the environment Isuch as the
perception, evaluation, and adaption to the
environmentl and social processes relating
to the environment Isuch as privacy,
territoriality, and crowdingl
268 Human Growth and Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. A survey of
development over the life span, with an
emphasis on the developmental tasks and
hazards of each period.
269 Infancy (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. Principles of
infant development. Discussion of bonding;
infant capacities and state; perceptual and
motor development; environmental and
child-rearing factors influencing the rate of
development in infants.
270 Child Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. Principles of
biological, behavioral, and personality
development from conception to puberty.

271 Adolescent Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. Principles of
biological, behavioral, and personality
development from puberty to maturity.
272 Adult Development and Aging (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. Personality,
social, and physiological development from
the onset of early adulthood through
maturity and old age.
280 The Psychology of Death and
Dying (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 3. This course will
address the psychological aspects of death
and dying for both adults and children. The
psychological reactions of terminally ill
patients and their families will also be
examined, and therapeutic interventions will
be discussed.
295 Selected Projects in Field
Placement (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing, fifteen hours
of psychology, and departmental approval.
Selected options in field work placement
experiences in various local agencies with
training and supervision by faculty. May be
repeated once for credit.
301 Advanced Statistics and
Experimental Design (3)
Prerequisites: Twelve hours of psychology,
including Psychology 201. Statistical
methods which are particularly useful in
psychological research and the design of
experiments appropriate to these methods.
305 Cognitive Development (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and
Psychology 270, or consent of instructor.
Data and theory concerned with
development of perceptual, language, and
symbolic abilities In infants and young
children, including discussion of deprivation
and enrichment of cognitive development.
306 Social Development (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and
Psychology 270, or consent of instructor.
Data and theory concerned with
development of social behavior in infants
and young children. Discussion will include
the formation and interruption of
attachment, the effects of social isolation,
sex-role development, identification, and
development of moral judgments in
children.
310 Motivation Theory (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and twelve
hours of psychology, or consent of
instructor. Survey of current theoretical
material in the area of motivation.

311 Psychology of Nonverbal
Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 160 or Sociology
160. Psychological perspective on the role
of nonverbal behavior in social settings.
Primary concerns of the course will include
an analysis of lal functions of nonverbal
behavior le.g., communication, intimacy
exchange, control), Ibl factors influencing
nonverbal expression le.g., culture,
personality, relationshipsl and Icl various
theoretical views on nonverbal behavior and
communication. Applications to various
problems and settings in everyday life will
aIso be pu rsued.
314 Physiological Psychology (3)
IWith laboratory.) Prerequisites: Psychology
219, Biology 1, and Biology 3, or consent
of instructor. The biological and
physiological correlates of behavior. Special
emphasis placed on the neural and
endocrine systems.
318 Industrial and Organizational
Psychology (3)
ISame as Business Administration 318.)
Prerequisites: Psychology 201 or Business
Administration 131 and Business
Administration 210. This course introduces
the student to psychological research and
theories pertaining to human behavior in
the work setting. Topics covered include:
selection, performance appraisal, training,
leadership, motivation, job satisfaction, and
organizational design.
320 Personnel Assessment (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 318 or Business
Administration 309. This course will provide
an in-depth study of several topics in the
area of personnel psychology. Considera
tion will be given to issues such as
assessment centers, employment interview
ing, personnel appraisal, employment test
validity, and legal issues relevant to
personnel assessment.
340 Clinical Problems of Childhood (3)
Prerequisites: A total of twelve hours of
psychology including Psychology 3 and
Psychology 270. This course will address
the clinical disorders and difficulties of
children and the treatment of these
disorders. Topics that will be addressed
include autism, childhood schizophrenia,
behavior disorders, drug abuse, euresis,
encopresis, and childhood compulsive and
phobic reactions. Treatments designed for
specific use with children, including
behavioral, drug, and community mental
health approaches will be addressed.
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346 Introduction to Clinical
Psychology (3)
Prerequisites: Nine hours of psychology,
including Psychology 216 or Psychology
245. A conceptual framework for research,
description, and understanding of clinical
phenomena. Assessment, interviewing, the
clinical use of tests , and psychological
approaches to treatment.

365 Psychological Tests and
Measurements (3)
(With laboratory. 1 Prerequisites: Psychology
201 and Psychology 219, or consent of
instructor. Survey of psychological testing
and principles of test construction and
evaluation. Laboratory experience in
construction, administration, and
interpretation of selected tests.

349 Human Learning and Memory (3)
Prerequisites: Nine hours of psychology or
consent of instructor. A survey of
contemporary research, theory, and facts
pertaining to the acquisition, retention, and
forgetting of information .

370 Human Factors in Industry (3)
Prerequisites: Nine hours of psychology.
This course illustrates how experimental
psychology can be applied to the work
place. Topics include display-control
designs, human perceptual limitations,
human information processing,
environmental stress, and design of the
work place. The person-machine interface is
the focus of this course .

354 Experimental Personality and
Social Psychology (3)
(With laboratory.1 Prerequisite : Psychology
219. Social psychological processes, both
;nside and outside of the laboratory,
including an emphasis on experimental
methods in research .
355 Psychology of Perception (3)
(With laboratory .1 Prerequisite: Psychology
219. Analysis of major sensory and
perceptual processes.
356 Thinking and Cognition (3)
Prerequisites: Nine hours of psychology or
consent of instructor . An introduction to
modern analytical approaches to the
psychology of thinking: problem solving,
reasoning, categorizing, judgment,
attention, and consciousness. Particular
attention is paid to the mental structures
and operations involved in the encoding,
abstraction, representation, transformation ,
and retrieval of knowledge .
357 Psychology of Learning (3)
(With laboratory. 1 Prerequisite: Psychology
219. Major theoretical positions and
experimental conditions of learning.
Includes laboratory study of selected
problems.
360 Attitude Structure and Change (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 201 or equivalent,
and Psychology 160 or Sociology 160.
Theories of attitude structure and attitude
change, measurement, and current
research.
361 History and Systems of
Psychology (3)
Prerequisites: At least fifteen hours of
psychology. The course should be taken no
sooner than the winter term of the junior
year. Historical antecedents of
contemporary psychology, including a
survey of systems and schools of
psychology.

373 Psychology of Aging (3)
Prerequisite: Nine hours of psychology or
consent of instructor . This course focuses
on the developmental changes associated
with aging including sensation, memory,
emotions, and attitudes.

learning approaches are covered . with a
focus on personality structure and individual
differences, personality processe 3 and
dynamics, development, psychopathology ,
and change.
406 Introduction to Clinical
Assessment" (3)
Prerequisite : Psychology 404 . Th ~ory and
techniques of personality assessnent with
emphasis on projective personali'y tests .
407 Psychopharmacology (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. An
examination of the effects of dru;Js on the
brain and on behavior. Primary e11phasis is
on those drugs used in the treat n ent of
affective disorders, schizophrenic , and
anxiety.
408 Proseminar in Experime ntal
Psychology I (3)
An historical outline of experimental
psychology and a survey of cont'~ mporary
research on human learning, trarsfer, skill,
and memory .

390 Directed Studies (1-5)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . Directed
reading and research. May be repeated for
a maximum total of ten hours.

409 Proseminar in Experimental
Psychology" (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 408 . Su -vey of
contemporary research in cogniti)n ,
judgment, and information proce5sing.

392 Selected Topics in
Psychology (1-3)
Prerequisites: Twelve hours of psychology
and consent of instructor . A seminar of
selected issues and methods in psychology.
May be repeated once for credit.

410 Women and Mental Health (3)
This course will focus on contem p orary
research on the psychology of w ) men
pertaining to mental health issue~ i. Etiology
and treatment of disorders disprc portion
ately affecting women will be em phasized.

403 Psychopathology: Cognitive and
Affective Dimensions (3)
Prerequisite: Admission to clinical
psychology program or permission of
instructor. A critical examination of the
clinical -experimental literature on
psychopathology. Etiologies of
cognitive/ affective functions and
dysfunctions are explored, and implications
for therapeutic intervention are considered .

411 Seminar: Learning and C'>gnitive
Processes (3)
Evolution of contemporary appro 3ches to
learning, both animal and human , and the
higher cognitive processes.

404 Introduction to Clinical
Assessment I (3)
Prerequisite: Admission to clinical
psychology program . Fundamentals of
clinical assessment with emphasis on
interviewing and the measurement of
cognitive functioning .
405 Personality (3)
Prerequisite: Admission to clinical
psychology program or permission of
instructor . Current theories and research in
personality . Major psychodynamic, trait,
phenomenological, cognitive, and social

412 Social Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructc r. A
review of key areas in contempor ary theory
and research in social psycholog\ .
413 Seminar: Developmental
Psychology (3)
Analysis of theories and empirica findings
of human and infrahuman studie ~ , as related
to development.
414 Seminar: Perception (3)
Sensory processes, psychophysic s , and
theories of perception.
415 Seminar: Physiological and
Comparative Psychology (3)
Analysis and review of specific physiological
and behavioral processes commO l to a
wide variety of animals .
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416 Seminar: Animal Behavior and
Genetics (3)
Analysis of the major theoretical positions
and empirical findings concerning vertebrate
and invertebrate forms.
417 Proseminar in Human Factors (3)
Prerequisite: A research methods cou rse,
e.g ., Psychology 219 , or permission of
instructor. First portion of course reviews
human capabilities and limitations relevant
to human-machine systems. Balance of
course examines in depth severa l
applications of experimental psychology to
the work place; e.g ., environmental
stressors, control-display com patibility,
information overloading, and display codes.
418 Seminar in Human Sexuality (3)
Review of theory and research in human
sexuality from physiological, psychological,
and social perspectives. Implications for the
assessment and treatment of sexual
dysfunction are considered.
419 Existential Issues in Clinical
Psychology (3)
This course will review existential thought
in psychology and its application to under
standing clinica l prob lems and treatment .
Particular attention will be given to how
psychotherapy can be understood within an
existential framework that focuses on the
issues of death, freedom , responsibility , and
isolation.
420 Current Issues in Industrial
Psychology (3)
Prerequisites : Psychology 427, Psychology
428 , Psychology 408, or equiva lent. A
consideration of special issues and methods
in indu strial psychology. This course is
intended for students concen tr atin g in
Industrial/Organizational Psychology within
the Master's Program .
421 Quantitative Methods I (4)
(With laboratory.) A comprehensive study
of the use of analysis of variance
procedures in analyzing data. Topics
include completely randomized designs,
randomized blocks, factorial designs, and
the analysis of covariance .
422 Quantitative Methods II (4)
(With laboratory.) A comprehensive study
of the use of multivariate statistics in data
analysis. Topics include multiple regression,
ca nonical correlation, factor analysis,
discriminant analysis, and the multivariate
analysis of variance.

423 Psychological Scaling (3)
Theory of measurement and the principal
methods of psychological scaling.
424 Factor Analysis (3)
Principal factor analytic methods and
multivariate procedures.
425 Mathematical Models (3)
Decision theory and mathematical models
used in the behavioral sciences.
426 Computer Programming (3)
Fundamentals of digital computer
programming and computer applications in
the behavioral sciences.
427 Quantitative Measurement and
Evaluation of Psychology I (31
Use of quantitative methods in psychology.
428 Quantitative Measurement and
Evaluation of Psychology II (3)
A continuation of Psychology 427.
429 Psychometric Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A
consideration of test reliability, validity, and
construction from the standpoint of modern
psycho metric theory and a survey of
unidimensional and multidimensional scaling
procedures.
430 Practicum: Introduction to Clinical
Assessment I (2)
Prerequisite: Admission to clinical
psychology program . Supervised experience
in interviewing and the assessment of
cognitive functioning.

436 Practicum: Introduction to
Psychotherapy I (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 430 and
Psychology 431 or the equiva lent.
Supervised experience in clinical practice.
437 Practicum: Introduction to
Psychotherapy II (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 436. Continuation
of Psychology 436.
438 Third Year Clinical
Supervision (1-3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 437 . Advanced
training in psychological assessment and
intervention for third-year students in
clinical psychology program.
439 Summer Supervision (1)
Prerequisites: Psychology 430 and
Psychology 431 . Supervised experience in
clinical practice at all graduate year levels
during the summer months. Can be
repeated for credit .
440 Principles of Family Therapy (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 434 . Survey of
research and theory underlying models of
family interaction. Practical application of
specific techniques to the family system is
emphasized.
441 Seminar: Behavior Therapy I (3)
A course on the applications of learning
principles to clinical populations. Emphasis
is on a critical review of research on
behavioral assessment and therapy
procedures.

431 Practicum : Introduction to Clinical
Assessment II (2)
Prerequisite: Psychology 430. Supervised
experience in interviewing and the
assessment of cognitive and personality
functioning.

442 Seminar: Behavior Therapy II (3)
Prerequisites: Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology and
Psychology 441 . The practice o f behavior
therapy. Students will learn to implement
behavioral assessment and therapy
strategies in clinical settings.

432 Clinical Practice I (3)
Prerec;uisites Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology and consent
of instructor . Placement in an affiliated
institution, agency, or organization under
supervision of staff.

443 Advanced Cli'lical
Supervision (1-3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 438. Advanced
training in psychological assessment and
intervention for fourth-year students in
clinical psychology program.

433 Clinical Practice II (3)
Prerequisites: Psychology 432 and consent
of adviser . Placement in an affiliated
institution, agency, or organization under
supervision of staff.

445 Seminar: Community
Psychology (2)
Critical examination of principles and
application of preventive interve ntion in
social systems and community mental
health programming.

434 Seminar: Introduction to
Psychotherapy I (3)
Prerequisite: Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology. Study of
the theory, techniques, and research data
on various types of psy cho therapy.

446 Principles of Group
Psychotherapy (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 432 or Psychology
434 . Inves tigation of the models and
principles of group intervention techniques.
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447 Topics in Social Psychology (3)
Focused and in-depth analysis of
contemporary problem s in social
psychology. One or more specific topic
areas will be covered in a given semester.
May be taken twice for credit.
448 Minority Issues in Clinical
Psychology (3)
A survey of significant issues in the practice
of clinical psychology with minority popula
tion s. Ethical concerns in diagnosis, test
interpretation , and treatment are
considered.
449 Research Methods in Applied
Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: One graduate course in
statistics. This course focuses on the basics
of conducting research in applied
psychology. Topics include: philosophy of
science; reliability and validity; experi
mental , quasi-experimental , and non
experimental designs; power; and meta
analysis .
450 Clinical Internship I (1)
Prerequisite: Consent of adviser. Supervised
training in an affiliated agency or
organization following completion of two
years of course work.
451 Clinical Internship" (1)
Prerequisites : Psychology 450 and consent
of adviser. Supervised training in an
affiliated agency or organization following
completion of two yea rs of course work.

452 Survey of Industrial/Organizational
Psychology (3)
A review of theoretical, practical, and legal
issues fa ced by personnel specialists.
Topics covered include personnel selection
and testing, performan ce appraisal and
criteria development, leadership,
motivation , job design, and job satisfaction.
453 Compensation and Applied
Motivational Theory (3)
A review of compensation theory,
compensation programs, job evaluation, the
Equal Pay Act and comparable worth,
applied motivational theory, and the use of
incentive systems for relating pay to
individual and organizational performance.
454 Seminar: Personnel Psychology (3)
An analysis of theories and research in
personnel and industrial psychology. Topics
include testing, assessment centers,
performance appraisal, and interviewing.

455 Seminar: Organizational
Psychology (3)
An analysis of theories and research in
organizational psychology. Topics include
theories of motivation , leadership, job
deSign, group process decision making,
organizational effectiveness, and the
relation between organizations and their
environment .
456 Seminar: Employment
Interviewing (3)
A survey of the theory, research, and
technol ogy of employment interviewing.
Topics include selection interviewing and
job analysis interviewing .
457 Seminar: Special Topics in
Industrial Psychology (3)
A seminar of selected issues and methods
in personnel psychology.
458 Seminar: Special Topics in
Organizational Psychology (3)
A seminar of selected issues and methods
in organizational psychology.
459 Practicum in Industrial/
Organizational Psychology (1-4)
Supervised experience in personnel or
human resource management.

460

Current Issues in Organizational
Psychology (3)
Prerequisites : Psychology 427, Psychology
428, Ps ychology 408, or equivalent. A
consideration of special issues and methods
in organizational psychology. This course is
intended for students concentrating in
Industrial/Organizational Psychology within
the Master's Program.

461 Seminar: Learning (3)
A critical examination of contemporary
problems in learning .
462 Seminar: Motivation (3)
A critical examination of contemporary
problems in motivation.
Seminar : Perception (3)
A critical examination of contemporary
problems in perception.

464

465 Seminar: Physiological
Psychology (3)
A critical examination of contemporary
problems in phySiological psychology.

466

Seminar: Developmental
Psychology (3)
A critical examination of contemporary
problems in developmental psychology.

467 Seminer: Conceptual Systems (3)
A cr itical examination of the evolution of
contemporary theory in psychology.

468 Seminar: Cognitive Processes (3)
A critical examination of contem~ >orary
problems in cognitive processes .

469

Seminar: Animal Behavi<l r (3)
A critical examination of contemr orary
problems in animal behavior.

470 Seminar: Behavior Genetics (2)
A critical examination of contem,orary
problems in behavior genetics.
471 Seminar: Comparative
Psychology (3)
A critical examination of contemrorary
problems in comparative psychology.

472 Special Topics in Psychology (3)
A seminar of selected issues and me thods
in psychology.
474 Research Designs for Field
Settings (1)
The course provides information regcrding
the d'esign and execution of resec.rch in
applied settings le.g., industry and human
service agencies). Topics cover in ternal
external, statistical conclusion, ard external
validity.
475 Introduction to Evaluation
Research Methods (3)
I Same as Sociology 475 and Publ c Policy
Administration 475.) Prerequisite: At least
one course in research design anc statistics
le.g ., Sociology 230 or Psychology 2191. A
comparative study of research str Jtegies
with regard to data sources, data co llection,
and modes of analysis that are a~ o ropriate
for program evaluation research. A ttention
is given to observational, survey, 3nd quasi
experimental methodologies .
476 Seminar in Clinical Child
Psychology (3)
Introduction to principles, theory, and
methods of study in the field of c in ical
child psychology. Emotional and be havioral
dysfunctions are considered from
developmental and socialization
perspectives.

4n

Principles of Child
Psychotherapy (3)
Prerequisites : Psychology 434 and
Psychology 476. The course will focus on
treatments for children with clini ca l
problem s. Play therapy, family thErapy, and
behavioral therapy techniques will be
reviewed . Special attention will be given to
differentiating when to use each n odality,
as well as how they can be effecti vely
combined.
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478 Directed Research in Industrial!
Organizational Psychology (1-4)
Independent study of an issue in
industrial! organizational psyc holog y
through the application of research
techniques .
479 Directed Readings in Industrial/
Organizational Psychology (1-4)
Independent literature review of a topic in
industrial ! organizational psychology.
480 Research Methods in Clinical
Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 421 or equivalent.
An overview of re sea rch method s that are
appropriate for clinical and other non
laboratory settings.
481 Principles of Scientific Inquiry (3)
Problems in the logic of inquiry and
understanding in science.
482 Ethics for Psychologists (1)
Prerequisite : Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology. A study of
ethical standards as they relate to teaching,
research, and professional practice.
483

Directed Research (1-10)

484

Directed Readings (1-10)

485 Research Team (1)
Prerequisite: Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology . Group
supervision of advanced research leading to
the specialty examination and dissertation
proposal .
487 Clinical Practicum : Inmate
Psychological Services (1-3)
Prerequisite : Consent 01 instructor.
Supervised training in psychotherapy and
assessment of inmates in criminal justice
facilities. May be repeated fo r credit.
491

M .A . Thesis Research (1-10)

492

Ph .D . Thesis Research (1-10)

Topics in Gerontology (1-3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or approval
of instructor . Intensive analysis of a specific
problem in gerontology . Course may be
repeated if topic is different.

493

494 Integrative Research Seminar in
Gerontology (2)
Prerequisite: A graduate level Research
Methods course. This seminar requires
students to critically examine research in
gerontology in terms of both theory and
methodology.
495 Practicum in Gerontology (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. This
course provides supervised work experience
in an agency that serves the elderly.
496 Gerontology Colloquium (1)
(Same as Gerontology 496.1 Presentation of
current topics in gerontology by faculty and
invited speakers. May be repeated for a
total of three credits.
480 Research Methods in Clinical
Psychology (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 421 or equivalent.
An overview of research methods that are
appropriate for clinical and other non
laboratory settings.

487 Clinical Practicum: Inmate
Psychological Services (1-3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor.
Supervised training in psychotherapy and
assessment of inmates in criminal justice
fa cil ities May be repeated for credit.
491

M.A . Thesis Research 11-10)

492

Ph .D . Thesis Research 11-10)

493 Topics in Gerontology (1-3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing or approval
of instructor . Intensive analysis of a specific
problem in gerontology. Course may be
repeated if topic is different.
494 Integrative Research Seminar in
Gerontulogy (2)
Prerequisite: A graduate level Research
Methods course. Thi s semi nar requires
students to critically examine research in
gerontology in terms of both theory and
methodology.

481 Principles of Scientific Inquiry (3)
Problems in the logic of inquiry and
understanding in science.

Practicum in Gerontology (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. This
course provides supervised work experience
in an agency that serves the elderly.

482 Ethics for Psychologists (1)
Prerequisite: Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology . A study of
ethical standards as they relate to teaching,
research, and professional practice .

496 Gerontology Colloquium (1)
(Same as Gerontology 496.) Presentation of
current topics in gerontology by facult y and
invited speakers. Ma y be repeated for a
total of three credits.

495

483

Directed Research 11-10)

484

Directed Readings 11-10)

485 Research Team (1)
Prerequisite: Admittance to doctoral
program in clinical psychology. Group
supervision of advanced research leading to
the specialty examination and dissertation
proposal.
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The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SS] breadth of study require
ments: 100, 150, 210, 275, 280, 285, 290,
310,316, 350, 390.

100 Introduction to the Social
Services (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or Psychology 3.
Examination of the network of social
programs and services presently operating
in modern urban communities and the
various roles and functions performed by
the helping professions. Students will be
introduced to basic values, skills, and
training involved in a helping relationship,
as well as the charac1e-istics of both clients
seeking help and of professionals and
paraprofessionals engaged in the helping
process.
150 Social Welfare as a Social
Institution (4)
Prerequisite: Social Work 100 or consent of
instructor. A study of the: 1) development
of social welfare services and the
philosophy underlying the present practices
and systems, 2) present social welfare
programs with particular emphasis given to
public income-maintenance provisions,
3) special welfare needs of blacks, elderly,
women, Hispanic and Native Americans,
and 4) the development of social work as a
profession. This course may be taken by
non-social work majors.
151 Social Welfare as a Social
I nstitution Laboratory (1)
Prerequisites: Social Work major;
simultaneous with Social Work 150. The lab
session will be used for field trips to social
agencies. This course is required by all
Social Work majors and is taken
concurrently with Social Work 150.
210 Introduction to Interventive
Strategies for Social Work Practice (3)
Prerequisites: Social Work 150, Sociology
160 or Psychology 160, or permission of
instructor. A presentation of basic
knowledge, skills, and theory used for
entry-level professional practice, such as
problem assessment, interviewing skills,
crisis intervention, and referral procedures.
The course objectives will also be to teach
students how to help clients negotiate
systems effectively, and to use resources,
services, and opportunities.

265 Human Sexuality (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 280, Biology 110,
or consent of instructor. This course will
provide knowledge about physical, psycho
physiological, and legal aspects of human
sexuality. The range of human sexual
behavior and sexual dysfunctions will be
discussed. This course will also help
students learn how to help clients recognize
and express their concerns in sexual
matters, recognize limits of their own
intervention skills, and make iJppropriate
referrals.
275 Stress and Stress Management (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 280 or
Psychology 268. This course will explore
the causes of stress, with special emphasis
given to stressors on the job; linkage
between stress and mental and physical
disorders; and stress management
techniques such as cognitive restructuring,
environmental change, progressive
relaxation, and biofeedback.
280 Human Behavior in the Social
Environment (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 150 or permission
of instructor. This course will focus on the
normative stages in the life span,
specifically how human development is
affected by the physical environment and
social status characteristics. Empirical
information and theoretical views on human
development will be included Human
development will be viewed as a complex
interaction of individual developmental
stages with family, social, and community
systems.
285 Social Issues and Social Policy
Development (3)
Prerequisites: SOCial Work 150, Political
Science 11, and Economics 40. The
identification of issues concerning
governmental provisions to meet
contemporary social needs, with analysis of
the principles and values underlying
alternative solutions. A study of the
processes by which citizen opinions and
public policies evolve and are implemented
in areas such as income maintenance, crime
and delinquency, employment, family and
child welfare, and public mental health.
290 Selected Topics in Social Work
Practice (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 210 or Social
Work 285, or consent of instructor. A
variable-credit course examining special
topics in social work practice. Relative
theories, strategies, and skills will be
presented for topics selected. Course may
be taken more than once for credit as
different topics are offered.

300 Interventive Strategies for Social
Work with Individuals, Families and
Groups (3)
Prerequisites: Social Work 210, So : ial Work
280, and Social Work 285. This CO Jrse
continues the presentation of basic
::nowledge and practice skills for el try-Ievel
professional prac tice begun in Soc al Work
210. It builds on the generalized hElping
model, incorporating specialized sk li s for
working with specific groups of cli,m ts
le.g., children, aged, mentally ill, End
physically handicapped), with fami ies and
small groups.
305 Interventive Strategies for Social
Work with Organizations and
Communities (3)
Prerequisites: Social Work 210, So j al Work
280, and Social Work 285. ContinL ation of
basic practice ski lls with emphasis Jiven to
analysis and intervention at the
organizational and community leve s.
Includes assessment of available SE rvices,
organi7ation of client groups, effor :s to
modify resources for a client grou, unable
to intervene effectively on its own oehalf.
Also emphasis on helping the prac .itioner
evaluate the impact of inWIvention .
310 Abused and Neglected Children
and Thei r Families (3)
Prerequisite: Social W ork 280 or con sent of
instructor. This course will focus 0 1 the
major concepts necessary for undErstanding
abused and reglected children and their
families. Emphasis will be placed 0 1 :
1) defining the problem, including 30cietal
stresses which contribute to the at use and
neglect; 2) exploring existing pract ce
methods; and 3) becoming familiar with
treatment programs currently availJ ble.
312 Women's Social Issues (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 280. Thi!, course
will help students become more se'lsitive to
the social and welfare concerns of w omen.
The discussicns will include work ' nd
pension concerns, welfare benefits , family
responsibilities lin the new dual ca -eer
family), family violence, and speci el health
and mental health service needs. Em phasis
will be placed on integrating a kno Nledge
base of women's needs with profe 3sional
social work practice.
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316 Clinical Gerontology (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 280 or
Psychology 268. This course includes : 1) an
examination of the social, economic,
health, and psychological problems specific
to an older adult population;
2) consideration of special needs of the frail
elderly, to include problems in long-term
care; and 3) the special practice skills
!individual , group) needed for intervention
with older adults.
320 Supervised Field Experience in
Social Work I (4)
Prerequisites: Social Work 210; Social Work
300 must be taken prior to or concurrently,
Social Work 320a must be taken
concurrently, con sent of instructor . Th is
course provides students practice
experience in social service agencies.
Students work at the agencies
appro ximately 20 hours per week. The
purpose of this experience is to familiarize
students with agency operations . Selection
of the agency is based on student
education needs .
320a Integrative Field Experience
Seminar I (2)
Prerequisites : Consent of instructor and
concurrent registration in Social Work 320.
This seminar provides an opportunity for
students to integrate previous course work
w ith the ir experience in social work
agencies . Classroom discussion will
emphasize direct practice issues .

321 Supervised Field Experience in
Social Work II (4)
Prerequisites: Social Work 320, Social Work
320a, and consent of instructor. This is a
continuation of agency practice experience .
Students work at the agency approx imately
20 hours per week and may continue at the
same agency as Social Work 320 or change
agencies with the consent of the instructor .

321 a

Integrative Field Seminar II (2)
Prerequisites: Consent of instructor and
concurrent registration in Social Work 321 .
This seminar is a continuation of Social
Work 320a. Classroom discussion will
emphasize administration and community
organization issues .

350 Special Study (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
Independent study through advanced
readings in method and philosophy on a
topic of particular interest, or field research
in an agency.

390

Seminar in Social Work
Issues '1-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . A
variable-credit course examining current and
future considerations in designing and
implementing social work service and
delivery arrangements . Issues will be
selected according to interests of the class.
Course may be taken more than once for
credit as different topics are offered .

420 Medical Social Work (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructo r or
graduate standing (with Bachelor of Social
Work degree). This course is for new health
care professionals presently at work in
health care settings or for upper level
undergraduate students interested in
medical social work. The course will
include: major changes in health care
legislation, advances in medical technology
(those aspects important to the medical
social worker), an overview of the
organization of the health care system, and
social work roles and tasks in health care
settings.
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The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [S S1 breadth of study require
ments: 10, 30, 40, 75, 90, 99, 100, 102, 105,
106, 160, 175, 180,200,202, 205, 210, 214,
218,220,224,230,231,234,240,241,256,
260, 264, 268, 270, 278, 286, 290a, 290b,
290c, 298, 304, 310, 312, 314, 316, 326,
~8,3~,~6,~8,34 2 ,~,346,3~,~2,

354,360,361,370, 377, 378, 380, 394.
10 Introduction to Sociology (3)
An introduction to sociological approaches
to human behavior including types of social
organizations, patterns of social interaction,
and social influences on individual conduct.
30 Interpretation of Social Data (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 . An introduction
to the understanding of sociological
research. EmphaSis will be placed on how
research is conducted and on how to read
and interpret data analysis. This will be
done in a non-technical fashion. Sociology
majors cannot receive sociology credit for
this course .
40 Social Problems [3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 10 or consent of
instructor. Conditions defined by society as
social problems, as well as po tential
solutions, are examined from various
sociological perspectives . Emphasis is given
to problem issues prevalen t in me tropolitan
settings. Analyses focus on victims and
beneficiaries of both problem conditions
and alternative solutions.
75 Crime and Punishment (3)
(Same as Administration of Justice 75 and
InterdiSCiplinary 75 .1 An introduction to
sociological and psychological explanations
of crime and punishment. An examination
of private and governmental responses to
the threats of crime an d delinquent
behavior .
90 Freshman Sem inar (3)
Prerequisites : Freshman standing and
consent of instructor. Topics to be
announced. Weekly seminars supplemented
by individual conferer·ces. limited to twelve
students .
99 The City (3)
(Same as Administration of Justice 99,
Political Science 99, and Interdisciplinary
99 .1 Consideration of economic factors,
urban institutions, historical developments
in urbanization, problems of the inner city,
suburbia and the metropolitan area, ethnic
groups, stratification, and psychological
implications of urban living. This cou rse is
for freshmen and sophomores . It is open to
juniors and seniors with the consent of
instructor .

100 Women in Con temporary
Society (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or
Interdisciplinary 50. An introduction to the
sociological analysis o f the sta tus of women
in society, incl uding their work, fam ily, and
political roles . Socialization, education , and
the women's movement will also be
considered as these affect the position and
participation of w omen in a variety of social
arenas .
102 Sex Roles in Contemporary
Society (3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 10 or
Interdisciplinary ~. The study of social
processes through which sex roles are
developed and acquired; the impact of
gender and sex roles on personal iden tity
and social conduct ; the relationship
between sex roles and social inequality; and
individual and social consequences of
changing sex roles in con tempora ry soci et y.
105 Group Prejudice and Minority
Identity (3)
Prerequisite : Psychology 3 or Sociology 10.
The psychological and sociological study of
determinants of identity formation and
transformation among minority groups.
106 Development of Social Thought (3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 10. The antecedents
of sociological theory, as traced throug h
social thought traditions until the time of
Comte.
160 Social Psychology (3)
(Same as Psychology 160.1 Prerequisite:
Sociology 10 or Psychology 3. Study of the
interaction between the ind ividuals and their
social environment. Examination of basic
principles, concepts, and methods.
175 Women. Crime and Society (3)
(Same as Administration of Justice 175.1
Prereq uisite: Sociology 10 or consent of
instructor An examination of key issues in
criminology from a feminist perspective.
Topics include social origins of laws relating
to women, quantitative and qualitative
views of women's criminality; theories of
women's criminality; women as crime
victims; treatment of women in the
correctional process; and women personnel
within the criminal justice structure.

180 Alcohol . Drugs. and Soci ety (3)
(Same as Administration of Justi ; e 180.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or Psy : hology 3.
This course examines the medica , legal,
and social aspects of alcohol and drug use.
Medical aspects considered inclu je
treatment approaches and the ro e of
physicians in controlling such behavior . In
the lega l rea lm, past and present alcohol
and drug laws are explored. Cul tu ral and
social influences on alcohol and drug use
are discussed .
200 Sociology of Devian t Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Three hours of soci ology or
anthropology . Theories of the na ture,
causes, and control of deviance ,)S a
generic phenomenon. Application of
theories to specific types, such a3 mental
disorder, delinquency, drug abus ~, suicide,
and unconventional sexual beha\ ior .
202 Urban Sociology (3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 10 or cor sent of
instructor . Urbanization as a wor d
phenomenon ; urban social and e: ological
structures and changing life stylE S; the
decision-making processes in urt an
problem-solving .
205 Introduction to Models i, the
Social Sciences (3)
(Same as Anth ropology 205, Pol tica l
Science 205, and Interdisciplinar'l 205.1
Prerequisite: Sociology 10, or Ar thropology
11, or Political Science 11, or CO l sent of
instructor. The course will focus on
explaining social and cu ltura l bet avior.
Elementary models of decision-n aking,
exchange , and adaptation will bE covered.
Computer processing of data to lest
empirical hypotheses will be introduced.
210 Sociological Theory (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10. The nature of
sociological theory . An investiga :lon of
theory from Comte through con ' emporary
developments . Contributions ma :le by
theorists in related disciplines.
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214 Juvenile Delinquency and Youth
Crimes (3)
Prerequisite: Three hours of l00-level
sociology . A theoretical and research
oriented approach to delinquency and youth
crime, including types, trends, causation,
correction, and prevention.
218 Social Choice in Political
Economic Systems (3)
(Same as Political Science 218,)
Prerequisites: Two courses in economics,
political science , or sociology . A study of
the mechanisms of social choice from the
standpoint of individual and political party
maximization of personal objectives. This
area draws on work done by sociologists,
political scientists , and economists .
220 Sociological Statistics (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and satisfaction
of mathematics proficiency requirement.
For majors, concurrent enrollment in
Sociology 230 is strongly recommended.
Issues and techniques of statistical analyses
relevant to quantitative sociological
research, e.g ., elementary probability,
measurements of central tendency and
dispersion, measures of relationships
including linear regression and correlation,
inferential statistics .
224 Sociology of the Family (3)
(Same as Nursing 224 .) Prerequisite :
Sociology 10. Universal and variable
aspects of family organization, family role
systems , and changes in family social
structure .
230 Research Methods (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and satisfaction
of mathematics proficiency requirement.
For majors, concurrent enrollment in
Sociology 220 is strongly recommended.
Research planning and interpretation,
principles of research design, measurement,
and sampling. Techniques for the
collection , analysis, and presentation of
data .
231 Laboratory in Research
Methods (1)
Prerequisite : Sociology 230 (may be taken
concurrently). Laboratory course to
accompany Sociology 230. The course will
include practical experience in the conduct
of research. Required for the B.A , in
sociology.

234 Political Sociology (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or Political
Science 11 . The analysis of power as a
social phenomenon , The processes of
legitimatizing power and instituting
authoritative structures. Stabilizing of social
control and social integration at various
levels of social and political organization ,

268 The Sociology of Conflict (3)
Prerequisite: Six credit hours of sociology .
The conditions under which social conflicts
arise, develop, and are terminated (or in
some cases resolved) are examined. The
functions of different levels of conflict are
studied to determine the potential effects
and outcomes of planned intervention .

240 Selected Topics in Micro
sociology (1-3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or consent of
instructor . Examination of a specific
sociological topic that focuses on small
groups and interpersonal relations, May be
taken more than once for credit provided
the topic of the course is different each
time.

270 Socialization (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10. Analysis of the
structural and social psychological aspects
of roles and the self as a product of social
interaction.

241 Selected Topics in Macro
sociology (1-3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or consent of
instructor . Examination of a specific topic
that focuses on large-scale social systems
and the structural relationships among
social organizations and institutions. May
be taken more than once for credit provided
the topic of the course is different each
time ,
256 Sociology of Education (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10. Education as a
social institution, its role as an agent of
socialization, and its effect upon the
processes of social change and social
mobility, The relationship between the
school and its community.
260 Social Interaction in Small
Groups (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 160 or Psychology
160. Analysis of human interaction with
emphases on group problem-solving, group
structure, and group process.
264 The Sociology of Religion (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10. Religion as a
universal phenomenon . The effect of
religion upon the individual and socie ty .
The organization of religious enterprises.

278 Sociology of Law (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10. A study of law
and society with emphasis on the
sociological analysis of specific problems of
legal doctrines and legal institutions. The
law is examined as an instrument of social
control through study of the courts, the
legal profession, the police, and various
social institutions . Consideration is given to
law as an instrument of social change.
286 The Arts in Society (3)
(Same as Anthropology 286.) Prerequisite:
Sociology 10 or Anthropology 11. The
relationship of artists, writers, and
musicians , their traditions and modes of
artistic expression to variant social
structures and institutions , and social
pressures and rewards.
290a, 290b, 290c Undergraduate
Seminer in Sociological Issues (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and consent of
instructor , Consideration of an issue or area
of the instructor's choice, not already
covered by other undergraduate courses.
May be taken up to three times for nine
hours credit, provided the subject mailer is
different each time the seminar is taken .
298 Practicum in Field and Laboratory
Research (1-3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 230. Intensive field
or laboratory research to be taken
subsequent to or concurrent with a specific
substantive course. May be taken twice for
credit.
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Note: Any 300-level course taken for major
elective credit requires prior completion of
two of the following: Sociology 210,
Sociology 220, or Sociology 230.
304 Survey Research Practicum (3)
(Same as Economics 304 and Political
Science 304.1 Prerequisites: Junior standing
and consent of instructor. The execution of
a sample survey, including establishing
study objectives, sampling, questionnaire
construction, interviewing, co ding, data
analysis, and presentation of results.
310 Selected Topics in Sociological
Theory (1-3)
Prerequisi te: Sociology 210. Focused
examination of selected issues, the
contri butions of ind ividual theorists, and
methodological impications in the study of
sociological theory. May be taken twice for
credit.
312 Social Stratification and
Inequality (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and junior
standing or con sent of instructor. Theor ies
of socia l stratification and inequality
through an examination of current research
cha nges in the occupational and
hiera rchi cal structure emphasizing mobility
in contemporary society.
314 Social Change (3)
Prerequisites : Sociology 10 and junior
standing, or consent of instructor. Theories
of social change applied to the analysis of
small and large social systems, including
the planning of change and projecting of
. alternative futures .
316 Power, Ideology and Social
Movements (3)
Prerequisite: Social Work 285, or Sociology
234, or Sociology 31~. Effect of events and
social processes on thought and action in
the twentieth century. Social functions of
ideologies as expressed in movements and
formal and in formal organizations seeki ng
social change.
326 Criminology (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 200 and Sociology
214 or six hours of sociology or
anthropology. Crime as a social
phenomenon. Theory and research
concerning the causes of crime .

328 Institutions and the Control of
Crime and Delinquency (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 214 or Socio logy
326. Institutional respo nses to crime and
delinquency. Theories and programs of
rehabilitation and punishment.
Organizational conditions affecting behavior
of correctional personnel.
330 Field Research in Criminology (2-4)
Prerequisites : Sociology 214 and Sociology
230, or Sociology 326, or their equivalent.
Students will participate in individ ual or
group research projects involving systematic
data co llection and socio logical analysis
concerning the causation or societal
reaction to crime, delinquency, or related
forms of deviance. One option available to
students will be an opportunity to stud y
organizations dealing with juvenile or adult
offenders.
336 Organizations and
Environments (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and junior
standing, or consent of instruc tor. Internal
and external forces that influence the
structures, adaptive flexibility, and actio ns
of public and private organizations and
agencies are examined. Specific foci
incl ude: organizational re sponses to
environmental opportunities, constraints,
and conti ngen cies; sources of conflict and
impediments to organizational goal
attainment; and strategies for increasing
organizational effectiveness, effi ciency , and
chances for survival.
338 Sociology of Health (3)
(Sam e as Nursing 338.1 Prerequisites:
Sociology 10 and junior standing.
Expl ora tion of social dimensions and issues
related to heal th and illness such as access
to the health ca re delivery system; factors
influencing prevention, utilization and
compliance; changing relation sh ips among
health care providers and consumers; health
care costs, trends, and cro ss-cultural
variations.

342 Population Dynamics (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and junior
standing, or consent of instruc tor.
Sociological aspects of theorie s relating
man and ecological environme. t. Selected
topics including fertility and pcpulation
change , community planning end urbanism,
and demographic aspects of VVes tern and
non-Western cultures .
344 Problems of Urban Co m munity (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and ju nior
standing, or consent of instruc tor. The
urban community as an area 0 ' soci al
action and problem-solving wit h emphasis
on the sociological aspects of Jrban
problems .
346 Demographic TechniqLes (3)
Prerequisite: Sociol ogy 220 or 3quivalent.
This course is designed to fam liarize
students with the research techniques used
in population analYSis. Topics il c1uded are:
appraisal of census and vital data;
measurement of mortality , fer t.l ity, and
migration ; standardization; cor struction of
life tables; and population projectio n.
350 Special Study (1-10)
Prerequisite: Con sent of instructor.
Independent study through rea ding s,
reports, and field wor k.
352 Advanced Principles of
Sociology (3)
Prerequisites : Sociology 10 anc junior
standing , or consen t of instruc or. Analysis
of the main con cepts and princ iples of
socio logy and survey of sociolc gy as a
social science .
354 Occupations and Their Work
Settings (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 anc junior
standing, or consent of instruc' or . The
social nature of work; the work plant as a
social system; occupational rol e behaviors,
including deviant occupat ions; :he
socialization of the worker; determinants of
occupational behavior in Ameri ; a and other
societies ; social problems of wo k; and the
impact of community on work behavio r.
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360 Sociology of Minority Groups (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and junior
standing, or consent of instructor. The
study of dominant-subordinate group
relations. Religion, ethnicity, and race as
factors affecting conflict, competition,
accommodation, and assimilation.
361 Social Gerontology (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and junior
standing, or consent of instructor . Topics
include: sociological theories of aging,
technological and social change and its
effects on the environment of older people,
and prejudice and discrimination against the
elderly
370 Selacted Topics in Techniques of
Sociological Research (1-3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or consent of the
instructor . The study of a specific research
technique used in sociological analyses.
May be taken more than once for credit
provided the course topic is different each
time.
377 Personality and Culture (3)
Prerequisites : Sociology 10 and junior
standing, or consent of instructor. Analysis
of behavior from the standpoint of
interaction between psychological,
sociological, and cultural systems.
378 Selected Topics in Social
Psychology (1-3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 160 or Sociology
160, or consent of instructor. Focused
examination of selected issues, concepts,
and methods in the study of social
interaction. May be taken twice for credit.
380 Selected Topics in Social
Policy (1-3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or consent of
instructor. Examination of a specific
sociological topic of current relevance in the
community. May be taken more than once
for credit provided the course topic is
different each time.
394 Methods in Theory
Construction (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 210 or consent of
instructor. An in-depth comparison of
selected techniques of theory building and
testing. Verbal and/or mathematical
formalization of selected sociological
examples of theory will be the central
activity .

400 Proseminar in Sociology (3)
Required of all entering graduate students
in the fall semester of the first year of
residency . An overview of the field of
contemporary sociology, with emphasis on
the major theories, issues, research
approaches, and ethical problems in the
field today, and an introduction to theory
construction, measurement, and design
strategies.
402 Advanced Quantitative
Techniques (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 220 or consent of
instructor . A study of advanced quantitative
analysis of sociological data, focusing on
problems of multivariate analysis, sampling
theory and techniques, and the use of
electronic data processing in approaching
these problems.
404 Advanced Methodology (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 230 or consent of
instructor. A study of methodological
problems on an advanced level , focusing on
contemporary issues in the processes of
inquiry with particular emphasis on the
applicability of different modes of research
to various types of theoretical problems.
Consideration of ethical problems in social
research.
406 Research Practicum (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 400 and consent of
instructor. Involvement of students in an
individual or group project culminating in a
report, in order to provide firsthand
experience in integration of theoretical
concerns, methodological principles, and
appropriate research techniques in an
empirical study, the subject of which shall
be determined in collaboration with the
instructor.
410 Comparative Social Structures (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 400 or consent of
instructor. Social institutions in selected
societies are examined in terms of their
similarities and differences. Typically, non
American and American social structures
such as religion, education, politics, family
and economy are compared, along with
population dynamics and change, myths,
values, and norms. Societies are selected
depending on specialty of faculty and
interests of students. May be repeated for
credit if the topic is different.

420 Theories of Conflict (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 400 or consent of
instructor. The conflict perspective in
sociology is contrasted with consensus
models of society. Conflict theorizing is
traced from the Classical social thought
tradition in Western civilization to its
modern Marxist and non-Marxist
formulations in contemporary sociology.
Ethical implications for social conflict
intervention are considered.
422 Family and Interpersonal Conflict
Resolution (3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 420 or consent of
instructor. The sources and functions of
interpersonal conflict in family and
neighborhood settings are analyzed.
Mediation and conciliation strategies are
developed in relation to primary and
secondary structures, role systems, and
social change.
424 Conflict Management in
Organizations (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 420 or consent of
instructor. Intrinsic sources of inter- and
intra-organizational conflict, and related
methods of mediation are examined.
Conflict management strategies and
situational manifestations of conflict are
analyzed within the context of antecedent
conditions, such as domain dissensus,
differential interests and goals, previously
unresolved disputes, unbalanced power
relations, structural barriers to
communications, internal and external
competition for resources , and
environmental change .
426 Community and Regional Conflict
Intervention (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 420 or consent of
instructor . Community and regional
conflicts are examined, with emphasis on
paradigms for analyzing power, policy, and
social change, and on developing
intervention skills through simulation
exercises. Intervention roles and
approaches, such as mediation,
conciliation, arbitration, and advocacy are
discussed.
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430 Policy Mediation Processes (3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 426 or consent of
instructor. Sociological theories of conflict
are applied to public Issues and policy
making, with an emphasis on building
analysis and practice skills. Processes of
mediated problem-solving are studied and
applied to conflict between jurisdictions,
between citizens and governments, and
between public and private sectors.

447 Health Policy and the Elderly (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 447 .1
Prerequisites: Consent of instructor.
Examination of how public policy addresses
the acute medi ca l problems as well as the
long -term care needs of the elderly. The
influence of health policy on the structure
of the long-term care system is analyzed ,
along with the consequences of age-based
versus need-based policies .

440 Seminar in Urban Sociology (3)
Prerequisites : Nine hours of undergraduate
course work in sociology and consent of
instructor.

450 Seminar in Social Psychology (3)
Prerequisites: Nine hours of undergraduate
course work in sociology and consent of
instructor.

442 Minority Aging (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 361 or consent of
instructor. The experience of aging for
racial and ethnic minority elderly will be
examined in the context of their families,
communities , and socIety . Key questions
concerning minority elderly Irame the
course, such as the relative importance of
culture v ersus social structure, and the
applicabi li ty of g2rontological theory to the
minority aging experience .

460 Seminar in Deviant Behavior (3)
Prerequisites : Nine hours of undergraduate
course work in sociology and consent of
instructor.

444 Social Policy a"d Community
Planning (3)
Prerequi si te: Consent of instructor. Analysis
of the formulation of policy as a social
process with concentration on political as
well as technical-rational elements. Relation
of social policy formation to plaf'lning at the
community level, and analysis of the
elements and dynamics of community
planning . Analysis of and exposure to
planning agencies in the St. Louis
metropolitan area.

464 Seminar in Criminological
Theories (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 400 or consent of
instructor. Theories of criminality are
examined, with an emphasis on
explanations o f criminal behavior and
societal responses. Theories discussed
include: structural strain, differential
association, subcultural deviance,
differential opportunity, labeling , and social
control.

445 Sociological Dimensions of
Chronic Illness (3)
Prerequisite: Sociology 400 or consent of
instructor . The consequences of chronic
illness for social roles, family and
organizational dynamics, and the
functioning of society are examined .
Chronic illness is presented as both a
medical problem and a social phenomenon
that is shaped by the changing age
structure of society.
446 Selected Topics in Health Care
Policy (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 446,
and Politica l Science 446.) Prerequisite:
Consent of instructor . The study of
specialized issues and methods relating to
health care policy. May be repeated for
credit, provided the subject mailer is
different.

462 Sociology of Criminaf Law (3)
Prerequisites : Nine hours of undergraduate
course work in sociology and consent of
instructor. A survey of research on the
formulation, enforcement. and
administration of criminal law.

470 Seminar in Sociological
Issues (1-3)
Prerequisites : Nine hours of undergraduate
course work in sociology and consent of
instructor. Consideration of an issue or area
of the instructor's choice, not already
covered by one of the other 400-level
courses. May be taken up to three times for
up to nine hours credit, provided the
subject mailer is different each time the
seminar is taken.
475 Introduction to Evaluation
Research Methods (3)
(Same as Psychology 475 and Public Policy
Administration 475.) Prerequisite: At least
one course in research design and statistics
(e.g., Sociology 230 or Psychology 219). A
comparative study of research strategies
with regard to data sources, data collection,
and modes of analYSis that are appropria te
for program evaluation research. Attention
is given to observational, survey, and quasi
experimental methodologies .

476 Research Practicum in Ev,]luation
Research Methods (3)
Prereq uisites: Sociology 475 and (on sent of
instructor. Instruction in, and suporvision of
research design and data collectiol for
evaluation of social-deviance actio n
program research report. Concurron t with
on-site participant observation.
480 Individual Study 13)
Prerequisite: Consent of adviser and
instructor. Designed to give the sl udent the
opportunity to pursue particular ir terests
within the discipline and / or to stu j y areas
not currently covered by formal courses.
Guided by faculty with appropriatol
interests, May be taken only twiCE .
490 Supervised Research (1-10)
Prerequisites: Sociology 322, Sociology
332, Sociology 492, and consent of
instructor. Individual supervision (f research
leading to the preparation of a th Esis,
research paper, or publishable arti cle, in
which the student demonstrates Ekills in the
discipline of sociology.
492 Advanced Sociological Tt-eory (3)
Prerequisite : Sociology 210 or cor sent of
instructor. Recent and current
developrnents in sociological theo -y in light
of its tradition and methodologica issues .
The state of modern theory with legard to
specific conceptual, substantive, 3nd
methodological concerns.
495 Sociological Reporting (3)
Prerequisites : Sociology 400, Soc ology
402, and Sociology 404 . As part o f the
M .A. degree exit requirement, the seminar
offers directed practice in th e intE'rpretation
and reporting of sociological data in a wide
range of styles including those ap oropriate
for research reports , journal articl % , policy
papers, nontechnical magazines, Jooks,
and monographs, as well as oral reports to
diverse consumers, Ethical dimen 3ions of
interpretation and dissemination Gre
explored .
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Courses
In addition to regular departmental offer
ings, the College of Ails and Sciences also
offers severa l interdisciplinary courses,
listed below . These courses bring together
the resources of two or more disciplines to
focus on topics which benefit from being
studied from the point of view of more than
one discipline. In many cases faculty from
several departments teach an interdisci
plinary course together, giving students the
opportunity to experience faculty dialogue
on issues in a cross-disciplinary fashion.
Most interdi sciplinary courses have no
prerequisites. Freshman and sophomore
students are especially encouraged to take
these courses.
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences [SSI breadth of study require
ments: 1(r,' 20,40, 50, 75, 90~ 9 1~ 99, 150~
205, 269~ 287, 295
-These cou rses may fulfill the Humanities
[HI or Social Sciences ISS) breadth of
study requirements .
10 The Classical World (3)
A survey of the cu lture s of ancient Greece
and Rome - from the beginning of Hellenic
civilization during the second millenium
B.C. to the start of the breakup of the
Roman Empire in the West. Focuses on
various central issues and trends; illustrated
primarily by the history, literature ,
philosophy, and art of the period.
20 Foundations of Law: An
Introduction to Legal Studies (3)
As a broad liberal-arts approach to the
study of law , this course is designed to
familiarize students with legal ideas, legal
reasoning, and legal processes. It also
provides comparative and historical
perspectives on law that will help explain
legal diversity and legal change. Finally, it
offers oppo rtunities to exp lore some of the
persistent issues in law and legal theory: for
example, issues about the sources of law,
the responsibilities of the legal profession,
or the relative merits of the adversary
system .

40 The Black World (3)
A survey of the cu ltural life, historical
experience , and contemporary socio
political issues facing the black peoples of
Africa, the Caribbean, and United States.
50 Interdisciplinary Perspectives on
Women (3)
An interdisciplinary study of the role of
women in the family and in society. Areas
of coverage will include the biological,
psychological, anthropological, economic,
socia l, political-legal, and historical.
65 Photography and Society (3)
(Same as Art 65.1 A study of photography
as a means of information and expression,
as an influence on culture, and as a
reflection of co ncepts in politics, science,
morality , and art.
70 Introduction to the Study of
Religion (3)
The nature of religion and approaches to its
study. Examples will be drawn from
representative Western and non-Western
traditions.
75 Crime and Punishment (3)
(Same as Administration of Justice and
Socio logy 75.1 An introduction to
sociological and psychological explanations
of crime and punishment. An examination
of private and governmental responses to
the threats of crime and delinquent
behavior .
90 The Foundations of American
Culture (3)
An examination of the developme'1t of
Americem culture from its pre-Columbian
origins until the turn of the twentieth
century. Particular emphasis will be placed
on tile Native American, British , African,
and European origins of American cultu re,
the con flict and amalgamation of these
cult ures, and the impact of the physical
environment. Consideration will be given to
th e emergence of a national political and
economic system, national and regional
cultures, racial and sexual ideology, and
sectional conflict. These developments will
be examined through their impact on art,
literature , religion, music, architecture,
political philosophy , and economic thoug ht.
The development of natural sc ience in
America wi ll be given attention.

91 American Culture in the Twentieth
Century (3)
This course examines the central cultural
developments that have characte rized
American society from the Progressive
Period to the present. These developments
will be examined through th eir impact on
art , literature, religion, music, architecture,
philosophy, and economic thought. Themes
such as the following will be considered:
the rise of the middle class and generalized
affluence; the formation of large
corporations and a centralized economy;
the nature and impact of periods of criSis
such as the 1930s and 1960s; issues of
race, sex, and rapid technological change.
The special role of science in twentieth
century American culture will be discussed.
99 The City (3)
(Same as Administration o f Justice 99,
Political Science 99, and Sociology 99.) An
interdisciplinary course . Consideration of
economic factors, urban in stitutions,
historical developments in urbanization,
problems of the inner city, suburbia and the
metropolitan area, ethnic groups,
stratification, and psychological implications
of urban living. This course is primarily for
f~eshmen and sophomores . It is open to
juniors and seniors with the in structor's
permission.
101 AIDS: Myths. Threats. and
Realities (3)
Issues regarding the AIDS threat are
examined, along with th ei r ramifications.
Topics include biologic aspects of HIV
retroviruses, how they are co ntracted and
spread; methods of testing for them, and
issues of public health versus individual
rights; similarities and differences with past
plagues and epidemics; ethical and
theological positions; projected and actual
effects of AIDS on society including
workplace, education, the law, insurance
industry, and economy; problems of
labeling and deviance, psychological
stigma, interpersonal communication and
counselor burnout; political responses and
the rational promotion of political strategies
and policies to control the spread of AIDS .
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Courses
200 Special Topics in Classical
Studies (3)
Prerequisite : Interdisciplinary 10 or consent
of minor coordinator , Selected topics
dealing with various aspects (e,g, literature,
history, philosophy, politics, sociology, fine
arts) of ancient Greece and Rome , The
specific contents of this course will vary
from semester to semester. The course may
be repeated for credit with the consent of
the Coordinator for th e Minor in Classical
Studies . Readings will be in English,
205 Introduction to Models in the
Social Sciences (3)
(Same as Sociology 205, Anthropology 205,
and Political Science 205,) Prerequisite:
Sociology 10, Anthropology 11, Political
Science 11, or consent of instructor, The
course will focus on explaining social and
cullUral behavior, Elementary models of
decision making, exchange, 3nd adaptation
will be covered. Computer processing of
data to test empirical hypotheses will be
introduced,
269 The Marxist Heritage (3)
(Same as Philosophy 269, and Political
Science 269.) Study of Marx and leading
Marxists, Designed to evaluate their
influence on recent political, economic, and
social thought and institutions.
287 The World Food Problem (3)
(Same as Economics 287,) Prerequisite:
Economics 40 or Economics 51, or consent
of instructor, An introduction to the world's
food problem and an examination of the
economic and political problems in
distributing basic food-stuffs among the
earth's people,

295 Issues in American Culture (3)
Prerequisites: Interdisciplinary 90 and
Interdisciplinary 91 or consent of instructor .
An examination of specific topi cs in
American culture from the point of view of
a number of disciplines . This exit seminar
for the American Studies minor may be
repeated for credit.
350 Topics in Women's Studies (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and three
Women's Studies courses including Inter
disciplinary 50 or consent of instructor . This
course will focus on a particular aspect of
woman's condition (to be announced prior
to registration) and will draw upon recent
theoretical and methodological work in the
field of women ' s studies from a variety of
disciplines,
351 Theories of Feminism (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and three
Women's Studies courses including
Interdisciplinary 50 or consent of instructor,
An analysis of contemporary theories of
feminism, including liberal, radical, socialist,
and women-of-color perspectives, and an
exploration of the underpinnings of feminist
theory in major systems of thought.

365 Seminar in Photographic
Studies (3)
(Same as Art 365.) Prerequisite :
Interdisciplinary 65, Advanced special topics
in photographic studies,
390 Independent Studies in
Photographic Studies (1-10)
Prerequisites: Twelve hours comph lled in
photographic studies. Integrated ir dividual
projects conducted under photogri phic
studies committee and departmenu l faculty
super vision .
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In order to find the descriptions of the
courses listed within a specific certificate
program, refer to the individual departments.

Biology 338. Microbial Genetics
Chemistry 230. Physical Chemistry for the
Life Sciences

Studies in Religions
Certificate

Biochemistry Certificate

The remaining hours can be taken from the
following:

Courses must be chosen from two or more
departments (interdisciplinary offerings
excluded!, and the program must include
two or more courses which focus on
different, major religious traditions.
(Courses which fulfill this requirement are
marked with an asterisk [oJ in the list
below.!

The Biochemistry Certificate is an
interdisciplinary specialization which may be
earned by completing the core requirements
and either a chemistry track or a biology
track. All students complete the following
core requirements:
Biology 10, Introductory Biology
Biology 210. Cell Structure and Function
Biology 224. Genetics
Chemistry 11. Introductory Chemistry I
Chemistry 12. Introductory Chemistry II
Chemistry 122. Quantitative Analysis
Chemistry 261. Structural Organic
Chemistry
Chemistry 262. Organic Reactions
Chemistry 263. Techniques of Organic
Chemistry
and one of the following biology courses:
216. Microbiology
235. Development
310. Cell Physiology
326. Molecular Biology
Students choosing to complete the
certificate trrough the biology track must
take these additional courses :
Biology 376. Topics in Biological Chemistry
Biology 378. Topics in Biological Chemistry
Laboratory
Biology 389. Senior Seminar
Chemistry 230. Physical Chemistry for the
Life Sciences
Students choosing to complete the
certificate through the chemistry track
must take these additional chemistry
courses:

231. Physical Chemistry I
232, Physical Chemistry II
233. Laboratory in Physical Chemistry
289. Seminar
371. Biochemistry
372. Advanced Biochemistry
373. Biochemical Techniques

Certificate in Biotechnology
A student may receive the Certificate in
Biotechnology by completing a total of 18
hours taken from the following :
Requirements
Students must take:
Biology 326. Molecular Biology
Biology 328. Methods in Biotechnology

Biology 310.
Biology 334.
Biology 376.
Biology 378.
Laboratory
Biology 417.
Biology 492.
Genetics

Cell Physiology
Virology
Topics in Biological Chemistry
Topics in Biological Chemistry
Advanced Immunology
Topics in Molecular Biology/

Photographic Studies
Certificate
Requirements
The following courses are required :
Art 60. Photography I
Art 160. Photography II
Art 265. History of Photography, or
History 168. Photohistory
Interdisciplinary 65/Art 65. Photography
and Society
Interdisciplinary 390. Independent Studies
in Photographic Studies, or Art 360.
Advanced Photography
Students must also take at least one three
hour course selected from the following
depanmental offerings: (New courses will
be reviewed periodically for inclusion.!
Art 5. Introduction to Art
Art 260. Photography : Color Printing
Art 274. Printmaking: Photolithography
Art 360. Advanced Photography
Art 363. Photography Since 1945
Biology 360. Techniques in Electron
Microscopy
Communication SO. Introduction to Mass
Media
Communication 70. Introduction to
Cinema
Communication 210. Television
Production
English 214. News Writing
English 215. Feature Writing
History 168. Photohistory
Interdisciplinary 40. The Black World
Interdisciplinary 365. Seminar in
Photographic Studies
Philosophy 274. Philosophy of Art
Physics 172. Light and Color
Physics 173. Applications of Light and
Color
Psychology 213. Principles of Perception
Psychology 355. Psychology of Perception
Extension course. Professional
Photography Seminar

Requirements
Students must take:
Interdisciplinary 70. Introduction to the
Study of Religion
and 15 hours chosen from the following list
in accordance with the guidelines above :
Anthropology 144. Religion, Magic, and
Science
• Art 225. Medieval Art
·Art 325. Early Christian Art and
Archaeology
·Art 326. Monasteries, Cathedrals, and
Preaching Churches
·English 13. Topics in Literature: Jewish
Folklore
·English 123. Jewish Literature
·English 124. Literature of the New
Testament
·English 125. Literature of the Old
Testament
·History 144. Christianity : Jesus to Martin
Luther
·History 252. The World of Islam
·History 33Oa. The Ancient World : Israel
·History 33Od. History of the Church : Early
Christianity
·History 33Oe. History of the Church : The
Middle Ages
Music 103. Music in Religion
Philosophy 85. Philosophy of Religion
Philosophy 102. Medieval Philosophy
Philosophy 120. Asian Philosophy
·Philosophy 124. Philosophy of Judaism
Philosophy 285. Problems in Philosophical
Theology
Political Science 165. American Political
Thought
Political Science 261. Ancient and
Medieval Political Thought
Sociology 264. The Sociology of Religion
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Women's Studies Certificate

Writing Certificate

Requirements

A student may earn a Certificate in Writing
by completing a total of 18 hours in writing
courses, chosen from the following:

A student must complete 18 hours in
women's studies courses, including:

Interdisciplinary 50, Interdisciplinary
Perspectives on Women
and either a 300-level course in women's
studies or an independent study 13 hours)
to be taken in the junior or senior year.
Students choosing the independent study
option will write a research paper on some
aspect of women's studies.

Also required are four additional
courses chosen from the following list.
These shall be distributed among at least
two of the following areas: social science,
humanities, and natural science. They
should also be distributed among at least
three academic departments. No more than
three hours may be taken on a satisfactory!
unsatisfactory basis.
Interdisciplinary 350, Topics in Women's
Studies le.g., Women and Science;
Women and Religion; Survival Strategies
of Third World Women; Women, Race,
and Class)
Interdisciplinary 351. Theories of
Feminism
Art 176. Women and the Visual Arts
Biology!Psychology 140. Female
Sexuality
Communication 395. Women and Theater
English 13. Topics in Literature Iwhen
appropriate topic)
English 280. Topics in Women and
Literature le.g., Black Women Writers;
Women and Poetry)
History 101. History of Women in
Comparative Cultures
History 300. Topics in American History:
Women and Work
History 320. History of Feminism in
Western Society
History 321. History of Women in the
United States
Music HIS. Women in Music
Nursing 365. Women's Issues in Health
Care
Philosophy 153. Philosophy and Feminism
Political Science 129. Womffn and the
Law
Political Science 247. Women, Power,
and Public Policy
Psychology 230. Psychology of Women
Social Work 312. Women's Social Issues
Sociology 100. Women in Contemporary
Society
Sociology! Administration of Justice
175. Women, Crime, and Society

Communication 212. Broadcast Writing
and Reporting
Communication 217. Script Writing for
Business and Industry
English 103. Poetry Writing
English 104. Short Story Writing
English 105. Play Writing
English 112. Topics in Writing
English 209. Practical Criticism: Writing
About Literature
English 210. Advanced Expository Writing
English 211. Advanced Expository Writing
for International Students
English 212. Business Writing
English 213. Technical Writing
English 214. News Writing, or
Communication 214. News Writing
English 215. Feature Writing
English 218. Reporting
English 300. Writing in the Professions
English 302. Writing Literary Criticism
English 303. Advanced Poetry Writing
English 304. Advanced Fiction Writing
English 305. Writing for Teachers
English 313. Advanced Business and
Technical Writing
English 316. Gateway Writing Project
English 319. Editing
Required: English 320. Independent
Writing Project. Students serve a
supervised writing internship or work with
the instructor to complete an extensive
writing project. English 313. Advanced
Business and Technical Writing, may be
substituted for English 320 as the required
final course for students who wish to do
their final projects in business or technical
writing.

International Studies
Certificates
Undergraduate
Requirements for Each Program
In the junior or senior year, students
seeking certificates must take an
independent study course 13 hours) in
which a research paper will be written
focusing upon some aspect of the particular
field or on one of the fields offered in the
program.

East Asian Studies Certificate
1) First- and second-year Chinese
Japanese, or other appropriate A, ian
language 120 hours taken in four
semesters). Chinese and JapanesE ' courses
are available at Washington Unive rsity for
UM-St. Louis students.
2) History 61 and History 62. Ea , t Asian
Civilization.
3) One course in three of the fol lowing
four areas, a total of nine hours:
Area 1: Music
9. Non-Western Music
Area 2: Philosophy
120. Asian Philosophy
Area 3: Political Science
155. Asian Comparative Politics
*359. Studies in Comparative Poli' ics
*388. Studies in International Rel ations
*Note Students should take Politi cal
Science 359 or Political Science 388 only
when the specific topic is appropr ate.
Area 4: History
361. Modern Japan: 1850 to Presrnt
362. Modern China: 1800 to Prese"1 t
393. Senior Seminar
European Studies Certificate
1) Four semesters of college wor ~ or the

equivalent in a modern European ' oreign
language.
2) History 32. Topics in Europear
Civilization: 1715 to the Present.
3) One course each from at least four of
the following eight areas, a total (f 12
hours. Students should consult ac visers at
the Center to determine how thes-e courses
can best be arranged to meet thei 
interests.

Area 1: Art
235. Renaissance Art
245. Baroque Art
255. Modern Art
335. Artists and Theories of the
Renaissance
345. Age of Grandeur: Perspectivfs in
Seventeenth- and Eighteenth -Cl >ntury Art
356. Nineteenth-Century Art
357. Twentieth-Century Art
Area 2: Economics
238. Comparative Economic Syste 'ns
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Area 3: English
127. Survey of European Literature from
1650 to the Second World War
128. The Contemporary World in Literature
132. English Literature II
323. Continental Fiction
346. Restoration and Eighteenth-Century
Drama
364. The Eighteenth-Century English Novel
365. The Nineteenth-Century English Novel
The Later Nineteenth Century
383. Modern British Fiction

m.

Area 4: History
31. Topics in European Civilization
Emergence of Western Europa to 1715
331a. The Age of the Renaissance
331b. The Age of Reformation
332d. The Rise of the Modern British State
332e. Europe from the French Revolution to
World War I. 1789-1914
3338. Contemporary France Sirlce 1870
333b. Germany in the Modern Age
333c. History of Russia from 1917-Present
333d. Europe in the Twentieth Century
333e. Contemporary Europe. 1939-Present
Area 5: Modern Foreign Languages
FRENCH
110. Modern French Literature in
Translation
150. European Literature in Translation :
Special Topics
211. Contemporary French Civilization
281. French Literature II : Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries
341. Seventeenth-Century French Theatre
342. Sevent eenth-Century French Prose and
Poetry
353. Eighteenth-Century French Literature
354. Eighteenth-Century French Theatre
and Novel
362. Nineteenth-Century French Novel
371. Twentieth-Century French Novel
375. Modern French Theatre
GERMAN
110. Masterpieces of German Literature in
Translation
150. European Literature In Translation:
Special Topics
201. Masterpieces of German Literature
202. The German Novelle an d Drama
210. German Cu lture and Civilization
315. German Classicism and Romanticism
320. German Realism and Naturalism
345. Modern German Literature
397. Survey of German Literature Part I
398. Survey of German Literature Part II
SPANISH
110. Spanish Literature in Translation
150. European Literature in Translation:
Special Topics
310. Spanish Literature from 1898 to 1939

315. Spanish Literature from 1939 to the
Present
320. Realism and Naturalism in the
Nineteenth-Century Spanish Novel
321. Poetry and Drama of the Nineteenth
Century
325. Poetry and Drama of the Golden Age
Area 6: Music
322. Music of the
323. Music of the
324. Music of the
325. Music of the

Renaissance
Baroque
Classic Period
Romantic Period

Area 7: Philosophy
103. Early Modern Philosophy
104. Kant and Nineteenth-Century
Philosophy
105. Twentieth-Century Philosophy
205. The Rationalists
206. The British Empiricists
Area 8: Political Science
251. Comparative Politics of Western
Europe
256. The Soviet Political System
284. European International Relations
*351. Comparative Public Policy and
Administration
*359. Studies in Comparative Politics
*388. Studies in International Relations
*Note Students should take Political
Science 351. Political Science 359, or
Political Science 388 only when the topic is
appropriately European.
Latin American Studies Certificate
1) Thirteen credit hours or the equivalent in
Spanish.
2) Either History 71. Latin America
Civilization, or Spanish 211. Hispanic
Culture and Civilization: Spanish America .
3) A total of 12 hours from the three
following areas:
Area 1: Anthropology
121. Modern Aztec and Maya
134. The Inca, Aztec, and Maya
Area 2: History
371. History of Latin America: To 1808
372. History of Latin America : Since 1808
Area 3: Political Science
253. Political Systems of South America
254. Political Systems of Mexico, Central
America, and the Caribbean
·359. Studies in Comparative Politics
·Note Students should take Political
Science 359 only when the topic is
appropriate to Latin America.

Area 4: Spanish
111. Spanish -American Literature in
Translation
211. Hispanic Culture and Civilization :
Spanish America
281. Introduction to Hispanic Literature:
Spanish America
340. Spanish-American Literature of the
Nineteenth Century
341. Modernismo
345. Spanish-American Literature of the
Twentieth Century
351. Spani sh-American Fiction in the
Twentieth Century
360. Spanish-American Poetry from
Modernismo to the Present
International Studies Certificate
1) Satisfactory completion of the language
requirements for the degree program in
which the student is enrolled.
2) Political Science 180. World Politics.
3) A total of 12 hours from at least three
of the following areas :
Area 1: Anthropology
201. Comparative Economic Behavior
202. Politics, Symbolism, and Culture
Area 2: Biology
120. Environmental Biology
Area 3: Business Administration
380. International Business
Area 4: Economics
230. International Economic Analysis
238. The World Economies of Today
331. International Economic Analysis:
Finance
Area 5: Geography
102. World Regions
Area 6: History
112. America in World Affairs
332e. Europe from the French Revolution to
World War 1,1789-1914
333d, Europe in the Twentieth Century
Area 7: Political Science
80. Global Issues
282. United States Foreign Policy
285. International In stitutions and Global
Problem-Solving
289. Middle Eastern Politics
381. Comparative Foreign Policy
385. International Law
386. Studies in War and Peace
388. Studie s in International Relations
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International Studies
Certificate
Graduate
The Certificate is awarded after completion
of 18 hours. including a minimum of 12
hours drawn from a list of core courses. No
more than 12 hours may be from anyone
discipli ne. Student s may simultaneously
earn a graduate degree and count credits
earned in their degree program toward the
Certificate when appropriate.
Requirements
Students must complete at least 12 hours
chosen from the following list of core
courses :
Business Administration
416, International Finance . Investment. and
Commercial Relations
417, International Business Operations
443, International Accounting
Economics
430, International Trade
431, International Monetary Analysis
History
419, Readings
430, Readings
460. Readings
470, Readings

in
in
in
in

East Asian History
European History
Latin American History
African History

Political Science
450, Proseminar in Comparative Politics
451, Seminar in Comparative Politics
480, Proseminar in International Relations
481, Seminar in International Relations
Students may complete an additional six
hours chosen from the following :
Administration of Justice
360, Comparative Justice Systems
Art
356. Nineteenth·Century Art
357, Twentieth·Century Art
Business Administration
380, International Business
Economics
331, International Economic Analysis:
Finance
350, Special Readings

English
323, Continental Fiction
History
314, American Foreign Relations: Since 1941
320, History of Feminism in Western
Society
332a, History of Spain
332b, Russian History to 1917
332c, Modern France: to 1870
332d, The Rise of the Modern British State
332e, Europe from the French Revolution to
World War 1.1789-1914
333a, Contemporary France : Since 1870
333b, Germany in the Modern Age
333c, History of Russia from 1917-Present
333d, Europe in the Twentieth Century
333e, Contemporary Europe, 1939-Present
361, Modern Japan: 1850·Present
362, Modern China: 1800·Present
372, History of Latin America: Since 1808
381, West Africa Since 1800
382, Crisis in Southern Africa
390, Special Readings
Modern Foreign Languages and
Literatures
French 362, Nineteenth·Century French
Novel
French 366, Modern French Poetry
French 371. Twentieth·Century French
Novel
French 375, Modern French Theatre
German 315, German Classicism and
Romanticism
German 320, German Realism and
Naturalism
German 345, Modern German Literature
German 398, Survey of German Literature
Part"
Spanish 310, Spanish Literature from
1898-1939
Spanish 315, Spanish Literature from 1939
to Present
Spanish 320, Realism and Naturalism in the
Nineteenth·Century Spanish Novel
Spanish 321, Poetry and Drama of the
Nineteenth Century
Spanish 340, Spanish·American Literature
of the Nineteenth Century
Spanish 341, Modernismo
Spanish 345, Spanish· American Literature
of the Twentieth Century
Spanish 351, Spanish·American Fiction in
the Twentieth Century
Spanish 360, Spanish·American Poetry
from Modernismo to the Present

Music
325, Music of the Romantic Per od
326, Music of the Twentieth Ce ntury
Political Science
351. Comparative Public Policy and
Administration
359, Studies in Comparative Po itics
381, Comparative Foreign Polic)
385, International Law
386, Studies in War and Peace
388, Studies in International Rel 3tions
485, Directed Readings and Resaarch in
International Relati ons
Sociology
342, Population Dynamics
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Business
Administration
Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: all undergraduate courses are listed
under Business Administration ; 400-level
graduate courses are listed under Business
Administration, Accounting, Finance,
Management, Marketing, and Management
Science / Information Systems .
The School of Business Administration uses
the Un iversity course numbering system
(see p . 51 with the following clarifications:
100 to 199, sophomore, junior, or senior
standing is required unless a specific
exception is listed .
200 to 299, junior or senior standing is
required .
300 to 399, junior, senior, or graduate
standing is required unless a specific
exception or restriction is listed .

Business
Administration
A minimum grade of C shall be
required to meet the prerequisite
requirement for any course.
Prerequisites may be waived by
consent of the department .
36 Introduction to Accounting I (3)
The course is designed as a home-study
course intended to meet the needs of
off-campus students. This is a one
semester course in financial accounting
theory and practices, with primary emphasis
upon the accounting cycle and the
preparation and interpretation of financial
statements.
37 Introduction to Accounting II (3)
Prerequi site: Business Administration 36.
The course is designed as a home-study
course intended to meet the needs of
off-campus students. The development,
interpretation, and use of relevant cost
behavior, control, and traceability concepts
for management planning, controlling, and
decision making are emphasized . Topics
include: an introduction to product costing,
the contribution concept, direct costing,
performance standards and variance
analysis, responsibil ity accounting, segment
profitability, alternative choice decisions,
and capital budgeting.

103 Computers and Information
Systems (3)
The basic concepts of data processing and
the fundamental principles of computer
based information systems are studied. The
characteristics of computer hardware and
software used in implementing business
applications are considered . Students will
develop skills in utilizing both mainframe
and micro-computers.
104 FORTRAN Programming (3)
Prerequisite : Business Administration 103.
A study of the principles of programming
digital computers using the FORTRAN
language. Credit will not be granted for
both Business Administration 104 and
Computer Science 122.
109 COBOL Programming (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 103.
Structured COBOL programming
techniques for business applications are
presented. Included are report generation,
control breaks, output editing, debugging,
tables, and sort concepts.
131 Elementary Statistics (3)
Prerequisite: Mathematics 102. An
introduction to statistical methods and
concepts used in the decision processes of
business problems. Statistical measures and
estimators are examined in relation to the
estimation and testing problems of
statistical inference .
140 Fundamentals of Financial
Accounting (3)
Prerequi sites: Mathematics 30 and
completion of 27 credit hours or consent of
area. This is a one-semester course in
financial accounting theory and practices,
with primary emphasis upon the accounting
cycle and the preparation and interpretation
of corporate financial statements.
145 Managerial Accoonting (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30 and Business
Administration 140, or consent of area. This
is an advanced course that goes beyond the
scope of a second-semester course in
fundamentals of accounting. The
development, interpretation , and use of
relevant cost behavior, control, and
traceability concepts for management
planning, controlling, and decision making
are emphasized. Topics include : an
introduction to product costing, the
contribution concept, direct costing,
performance standards and variance
analysis, responsibility accounting, segment
profitability, alternative choice decisions,
and capital budgeting .

156 Legal Environment of Business (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51 and Business
Administration 140. An introduction to the
nature and meaning of law, sources of law,
legal process and institutions. The legal
environment of business is defined as: the
attitude of the government toward
business, the historical development of this
attitude; current trend s of public control in
taxation, regulation of commerce, and
competition; freedom of contract. antitrust
legislation and its relationship to marketing ,
mergers , and acquisitions; and labor
management relations.
202 Fundamentals of Production (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 , Business
Administration 131, Business Adm inistration
145, and Business Administration 103, or a
higher-level programming language course.
An examination of the concepts, processes,
and institutions which are fundamental to
an understanding of the production
function in business enterprise . Emphasis is
on the management and organization of
production operations and upon the
application of scientific and quantitative
methods to the solution of production
problems.
204 Financial Management (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 52, Business
Administration 140, and Business
Administration 131 . The study of a firm's need
for funds; the institutions, instruments, and
markets concerned with raising funds; and
the techniques of analYSis used to
determine how effectively these funds,
once raised, are invested within the firm.
206 Basic Marketing (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 and junior
standing . An examination of the character
and importance of the marketing process,
its essential functions, and the institutions
performing them. Attention is focused on
the major policies (such as distr ibution ,
product, price, and promotion) which
underlie the multifarious activities of
marketing institutions and the managerial,
economic, and societal implications of such
policies .
209 Data Management (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 109.
The course covers job control language,
utilities, partitioned data sets, updating of
sequential files , indexed files, direct and / or
relative files. The topics are implemented in
a COBOL environment. A database
management system is used to illustrate
design and implementation of business
applications .
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210 Management as a Behavioral
Science I (3)
Prerequisi tes: Three hours of anthropolog y ,
psychology or sociology, and junior
standing. This course in volves a study of
the behavior of individuals and groups in an
organizational setting . Specific topics
examined include : motivation , leadership ,
organizational design, and conflict
resolution, as well as a basic coverag e of
management principles . In covering these
topics, both " classi c" and current
perspec tives are provid ed .
215 Information Systems Analysis (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 109
and Business Administration 209 . Business
Administration 209 may be taken
concurrently . Technique s and philo sophies
of systems analysis are addressed. Included
are: traditional versus structured design
methods, computer-based tools for systems
anal ysis, workbenches, design and analysis
of data base systems, maintenan ce of
existing information systems,
human / machine interfaces. and securit y
and control.

257 Business Law: Negotiable
Instruments, Business Organizations,
Property (3)
Prerec;uisites: Business Administration 140
and Economics 51, or junior standing .
Introduction to the laws of negotiable
instruments, the principal -agent
relationship , partnerships, corporations ,
property, and oth er select ed topics.

270 Management of Promotion (3)
Prerequisite : Business Administration 206.
A stud y of the design, organ ization, and
implementation of the marketing
"communications mix. " Various methods,
such as ad ve rti sing, personal selling , and
publicity are analyzed as alternatives for use
alone , or in combination, to stimulate
demand, resell er support , and buyer
preference. Particular topics considered
include: media selection , sales
promotion als, packaging, and selling
strateg y, and their relationships in the
promotion process.

224 Introduction to Systems
Programming (3)
Prerequisite: Grade of "A" or " B" in either
Business Administration 104 or Business
Administration 109, or Computer Science
122. Developm ent and interpretation of
machine languages , addressing techniques ,
symbolic coding , and assembl y systems. A
particular computer and programming
system will be used extensively to illustrate
concepts and to give students actual
experience in programming.

275 Marketing Research (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 103,
Business Administration 131 , and Business
Administration 206. An investigation of the
acquisition, presentation, and application of
marketing information for management.
Particular problems consid ered are defining
information requirements, evaluating
research findings, and utilizing information .
Statistical methods, models, and / or cases
are emplo yed to illustrate approaches to
marketing intelligence problems. such as
sales forecas ts, mark et delineation . buyer
motives, store location , and performance of
marketing functions.

253 Managerial Economics (3)
(Same as Economics 253.) Prerequisites :
Economics 51 and Mathematics 101.
Applications of microeconomic theory to
the decision-making process in the business
firm . Discussion of cost behavior, price and
output determination under various
competitive conditions, as well as factors
affecting wages, interest, and profits .

289 Career Planning (1)
Prerequisite : A minimum of junior standing .
The emphasis of this course will be to assist
busin ess students to develop an
understanding of themselves as related to
employment, to develop an understanding
of the world of work, and to integrate these
so that effective career deci sions can be
made .

256 Business Law: Contracts, Sales,
Secured Transactions, Bankruptcy (31
Prerequisites: Business Administrati on 140
and Economics 51, or junior standing .
Introduction to the laws of contrac ts, sales,
secured tran sactions , bankruptcy , and other
selected topi cs.

295 Business Administration
Problems 11-10)
Prerequisite: To be determined each time
the course is offered. Stud y of selected
special problems in business and
administration . May be repeated for credit
with differen t topics .
296 Independent Study (1-3)
Prerequisite: Permission of the professor
and the dean. Occa sional special individual
study topics under the guidance of a
specific profe ss or

301 Buyer Behavior (3)
Prerequisites : Business Adminis lration 206
and three hours of psycholog y c r sociology .
A stud y of consumer functions and
concepts in economics, marketi ng, and
related subjects, such as decisio l making ,
attitude format ion, cognition, PErception,
and learning as related to marketing
phenomena, product image , bra l d loyalty,
shopping preference, and diffus on of
innovations . These are considered in
context with political , social, merke l. , and
legal influences on bu yer behavi)r.
302 Quantitative Marketing
Methods (3)
Prerequisites : Business Adminis' ration 103,
Business Administration 131 . anj Business
Administraticn 206. Applicatiom of
stochastic , deterministic , and simulation
techniques to decision areas, su ~ h as
market potential , product divers l ication ,
physical distribution alternatives retail
location , media selecti on, and market
exposure. Quantitative and com outerized
methods are used heavily to en llance
decision making in marketing , e, peciall y the
selection , allocation, budgeting, and
forecasting of marketing resour<: es.
303 Industrial Marketing (3)
Prerequisites: Senior standing a ld Business
Administration 131 and Busines ,
Administration 206. A study of he nature
of th e industrial marketplace, cc ncentrating
on those asp ects that differentic,te it from
consumer mark ets . The major focus of the
course is strateg y , starting with anal ysis of
the market wants and segmenu , concepts
of pricing , the distribution arran ;jements,
and bu yer / seller relations . In th s last area,
consideration will be given to SE rvice , sales
technical development , sales pro motion,
and adve rti Sing, as found in the industrial
marketplace. At all times emph,Jsis is gi ven
to relating industrial marketing U rategy to
basi c concepts in underl ying bU 3iness
disciplines. Lectures and case d scu~sions
are used heavily in the course .
305 Management of
Telecommunications (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administ 'ation 103 .
The technical and managerial aspects of
telecommunications as they apply to the
business environment are discu , sed . Issues
include: communications components and
services, local area network arc l itecture,
~ anagerial implementations . Of]anizational
issues, and cost / benefit anal yses.
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306 Decision Support and Expert
Systems (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 104
or 109 and Business Adm inistration 308 or
329 or 375 . Applications of decision support
systems and expert systems in a business
environment are studied. Relationships
between decision support systems, expert
systems, and data base management
systems are explored.
307 Management of End-User
Computing (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 109.
Issues in the management and practice of
end-user computing are presented . The
topics include information centers,
M icro/ Mainframe links, fourth generation
languages, and end-user software
packages.
308A Production and Operations
Management (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 202
and Mathematics 101 or consent of area.
Application of the tools and techniques of
statistica l decision theory and operations
research to production and operating
problems. Emph asis is on the use of
mathematical modeling and simulation
techniques to ana lyze complex and ill
structured problems in large scale systems.
308B Production and Operations
Management-Logistics (3)
Prerequisites : Business Adm inistration 202
and Mathematics 101 or consent of area.
Detailed study of the logistical management
of organizations . Topics include
transportation, routing, facility location,
fleet design, and capacity planning.
308C Production and Operatior.s
Management-Manufacturing (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 202
and Mathematics 101 or consent of area.
Study of manufacturing processes,
manufacturing management, and strategic
aspects of manufacturing. Topics include
facility design and location, product ion
planning and scheduling , inventory control ,
qualit y contro l, and technological
innovation .
308D Production and Operations
Management-Service System (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 202
and Mathematics 101 or consen t of area .
The methods for managing the operations
of service delivery systems, such as
hospitals, banks, public safety, airlines, etc.
Topics include facility design and location,
queueing, and personnel schedulin g.

308E Production and Operations
Management-Information Resource
Management (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 202
and Mathematics 101 or co nsent of area .
Aspects and methods for mana ging the
compu ter and inform ation resources of
organization. Topi cs include facility
management, purchase decisions, project
scheduling , economic evalu ation, queueing ,
and job design as they relate to information
resources .
309 Personnel Management (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 131
and Business Administration 210. This
course is a study of personnel practices and
policies . Employee selection , development,
job performance, compensation, safety, and
co llective bargaining are covered. The
courS8 emphasizes practical applications.
310 Information Systems Design (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 215
and either Business Administration 209 or
Computer Science 322 . System design ,
implementa tion , and methods of systems
installation and ope ration are presented .
A system development project is required.
311 Management as a Behavioral
Science II (3)
Prereq ui site : Business Administration 210.
Building upon Business Administra ti oll 210,
this course provides a more detailed
examination of motivation, leadership,
group process, decision making, job design,
and organizational development. In addition
to providing more d6tai l in terms of
content, this course provides the student
with considerable practical experience
through the use of class exercises, case
studies , and small group discussions.
312 Industrial and Labor Relations (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 210.
EmphaSis is on the dynamiC relationship
between management, employees, unions,
and government as determinants in the
efficient and effective use of human
resources. Curren t issues and case materials
are used to supplement text and lecture .
315 Marketing Management (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 131,
Business Administration 206, one other
thre e-hour marketing course, and senior
standing . An intensive analysis of major
marketing decisions facing the firm , such as
level, mix, allocation, and strategy of
marketinq efforts, Specific decision areas

investigated include market determination,
pricing physical distribution, product policy,
promo tion , channel management, and
buyer behavior. Competitive, political, legal,
and social factors that may affect such
areas of decision are discussed. Cases,
models, and problems are used heavily.
316 International Marketing (3)
Prerequisite : Business Administration 206.
Marketing management problems ,
tech niques and strategies needed to apply
the marketing concept to the world
marketplace. Understanding a country's
cultura l and environmental impact on the
marketing plan is emphasized, as well as
compet in g in markets of va ri ous cultures .
Worldwide consumeri sm, economic and
social development, the spread of
multinational corporat ions, business ethics,
and current economic and marketing issues
are examined .
318 Industrial and Organizational
Psychology (3)
(Same as Psychology 318.) Prerequisite:
Psychology 101 or Business Administration
131 and Business Administration 210. This
course introduces the student to
psychological research and theories
pertaining to human behavior in the work
setting. Topics covered include: selection,
performance appraisal, training, leadership ,
motivation , job satisfaction, and
organiza tion al design.
319 Employee Training and
Development (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 210 or
permission of instructor. An intensive study
of training in organizations, including needs
analysis, learning th eory, management
development, and development of training
objectives and programs. Projects and
exercises are used to supplement the
readings.
329 Business Forecasting (3)
Prereq ui sites: Business Adm inistration 103,
Business Administration 131 , Mathematics
101, and Mathematics 102 . Further study of
statistical tools for forecasting in a decision
making context. Topics include explanatory
models (multiple regression), classical time
series decomposition, and extrapolati ve
techniques (exponential smoothing and
Box-Jenkins procedures). In addition ,
methods for considering problems of
intervention effects, seasona lit y, and
collinearity will be discussed, Students will
perform extensive analyses of time series
data using computer packages.
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330 Applied Linear Statistical
Models (3)
Prerequisites : Business Administration 131.
Mathematics 101. and Mathematics 102. A
study of linear statistical models for
regression, analysis of variance , and
experimental designs as applied in
management sciences .
331 Multivariate Analysis (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 131,
Mathematics 101 , and Mathematics 102 . A
study of statistical techniques applicable to
multivariable relationships .
334 Investments (3)
Prerequisite: Business Adm inistration 204.
Financial analysis of debt and equity
instruments available on organized
exchanges and in less tangible over-the
counter markets. Techniques of such
analysis are presented in context with
economic and man agement circumstances
within the company. industry , and
economy.
335 Advanced Investments (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 334.
In-depth coverage of selected topics and
issues introduced in the introductory
investments course. Emphasis will be
placed on the analysis of investments in
speculative markets : OPtions, futures, and
options on futures .
340 Intermediate Accounting I (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30, Business
Administration 140. and 57 credit hours. or
consent of area. Accounting theory and
practice related to the acquisition, use. and
disposal of current, fixed. and intangible
assets lexcluding long-term investments in
securities!. Other topics include current
liabilities and accounting for income taxes.
341 Intermediate Accounting" (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30 and Business
Administration 340, or consent of area ,
Accounting theory and practice related to
issued corporate debt and equity and to
long-term investments in securities. Other
topics include pension accounting. leases,
statement of cash flows. determination of
earnings per share. and inflation
accounting,
342 Advanced Accounting (3)
Prerequisites : Mathematics 30 and Business
Administration 341, or consent of area,
Accounting theor y and practice related to
business combinations, consolidated
financial statements. multinational
operations, partnerships, and governmental
and nonprofit organizations,

343 Accounting for Governmental and
Nonprofit Entities (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30. Business
Administration 140, and 57 credit hours, or
consent of area, Principles of fund
accounting and financial reporting for
governmental and nonprofit entities,
344 Computer Applications in
Accounting (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30, Business
Administration 103, Business Administration
145, and Business Administration 340, or
consent of area . Managerial and financial
accounting applications of computers-
budgeting, financial planning and analysis,
and accounting information processing
systems. Emphasis on development of
systems for micro and mainframe
computers using high level applications
development software and on associated
internal control and auditing problems .
345 Cost Accounting (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30, Business
Administration 145. and 57 credit hours, or
consent of area, The study of the basic
principles of cost determination for, and
control of, manufacturing and distribution
activities . Topics include job-order costing.
process costing, cost allocations. and the
development and use of standard costs
within a system of absorption costing .
347 Income Taxes (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 30. Business
Administration 145, and 57 credit hours. or
consent of area, Fundamentals of federal
income taxation with emphasis on
individuals, Topics include determination of
income, exclusions, exemptions, personal
and business deductions, credits. and
accounting methods, and capital gains and
losses.
348 Auditing (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 131
and Business Administration 341, or
consent of area, Fundamental auditing
standards, audit reports , professional
ethics, and procedures employed by the
independent public accountant in the
verification and analysis of financial
statements.
349 Business Income Taxation (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 347 or
consent of area, A study of the federal
income taxation of partnerships and
Shareholders and corporations , including
subchapter S Ismail business) corporations
with emphasis on problems encountered in
their formation, operation. liquidation. and
sale .

350 Financial Policies (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administ "ation 204 .
The intensification and applicati :ln of the
concepts developed in Busines~
Administration 204 , Special emphasis is
given to the development of to p
management policies and their lpplication
toward complex problems of fir ance.
Techniques for identif ying and jealing with
these problems before they become acute
will be investigated, Cases will ) e integrated
with appropriate outside readinq ,
351 Computer Applications in
Finance (3)
Prerequisites: Business Admini n ration 103,
Business Adm inistration 204, and one
300-level finance course , Finan cial problem
solving and applications on the micro
computer, A project-oriented nurse with
an emphasis on micro-based firance
projects : present value/lRR ani lysis ,
duration , immunization , portfol 0
optimization. leasing , capital bl dgeting ,
financial forecasting, options, end futures .
355 Financial Services Industry and
Instruments (3)
Prerequisite: Business Adminis' ration 204.
The theory of financial service~ ,
instruments, and markets is di,cussed . In
this framework, the valuation consequences
of money and capital markets , corporate
control, complex contracting, end
regulatory environment are de\ eloped .
Topics also include hedging , interest rate
risk, deposit insurance, and fin 3ncial
instruments,

356 Commercial Bank Management (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 52 ar d Business
Administration 204 . Corporate finance and
microeconomics are applied to matters of
importance to commercial ba n ~ e rs , Among
the subjects treated are bank-osset portfolio
construction, lending policies, iabilities
management, bank capital strL c ture , short
run cash management. financial market
rates and flows, and quantitati ;e models for
bank management. Commercii I bank
management is analyzed from 3n internal
viewpoint in terms of what bank managers
should look for in asset manap ment and
why; what market conditions t ney should
be aware of; and what techni cu es they can
use to meet changing econom c and
financial conditions .
368 Business Fluctuations ) nd
Forecasting (3)
I Same as Economics 368.1 PrErequisite :
Economics 220, Discussion of factors
affecting economic conditions short -term
fluctuations in business activit,; , and plans
and policies for economic stat ilization .
Emphasis on problems and techniques of
forecasting aggregate and ind us try demand ,
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375 Operations Research (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 101 and
Business Administration 202, or
Mathematics 250. Applications of the
theories and techniques of operations
research to problems of bu siness,
government, and industry, with emphasis
on the construction and utilization of
quantitative decision models.
380 International Business (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51 and Business
Administration 204. The United States in
the world economy; emerging nations;
foreign exchange market; foreign
investment; commercial documents; world
trade; and management of enterprises
abroad .
386 Operations Research II (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 375.
Topics of special interest including
mathematical programming, stochastic
decision making, digital simulation, game
theory, and other selected techniques.
(Formerly Mathematical Programmingl.

395 Business Administration
Seminar (1-10)
Prerequisite : To be determined each time
the course is offered . May be repeated for
credit.
405 Managerial Communication (3)
An analysis of business writing and
speaking, and the communication
conventions common in organizations.
Emphasis is placed on developing skills
critical to career advancement and
necessary for effective organizational
functioning. A second goal is to prepare
students for assignments in other business
courses . This course must be taken within
the first 12 credit hours of study, preferably
in the student's first semester.
410 Managerial Economic Analysis (3)
Microeconomic analysis of consumers,
firms , and government. The concepts and
mathematical tools of economic analysis are
applied to the produc tion and distribution
functions of organizations.
411 Analysis of National Economic
Environment (3)
The character and functioning of the
national economic system; analyzing and
forecastil1g fluctuations in national income
and product, employment, and prices; the
influence of monetary and fiscal policies.
Emphasis is on the acquisition of
knowledge co ncerning forces affecting all
business firms .

391 Business Policy and
Administration (3)
Prerequisites: Senior standing and Business
Administration 204, Business Administration
206, and Business Administration 210.
Comprehensive cases are used to examine
the dynamics 0: business management. The
role of high-echelon management in the
administrative process is integrated with the
diverse functions of business to develop an
operation system. Particular attention is
given to formulation of a policy framework,
planning, and implementing executive
action. Both team and individual analyses
and reports are utilized with class evaluation
and recommendation. (It is preferred that
this course be taken during the student's
final semesterl.

412 Public Policies Toward
Business (3)
Analysis of public policies , as represented
by laws, court decisions, and other
governmental activities, as they affect
efficiency in the public and private sectors,
employment and price levels, and business
decision making.

392 Entrepreneurship/Small Business
Management (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51, Economics 52,
and a minimum of six courses from the
required Business Administration core. This
integrative general management course is
designed to communicate the academic
principles of business management
applicable to solving of problems of small
and medium-size businesses and assist in
their development. This course will provide
a background in the forms of business, the
development of business plans and systems
integration, venture capital, accounting
procurement, promotion, financing,
distribution and negotiations for initial
organization, and operation and expansion
of the firm . This course is also offered
through the Center for Independent Study
Video Credit Course Program , UM-St. Louis
campus.

415 Societal, Environmental, and
Management Decisions (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 410
and Business Administration 411. An
examination of the external relationships of
a business enterprise with the broad and
diverse interests of society . These are
government and social forces that
sometimes operate counter to the potential
dictates of theoretical internal economic
polices for an individual organization. The
primary objective is to examine the
increasingly complex set of
interrelationships among business,
government, other economic groups, and
"the pUblic." A series of major current
problems, chosen to raise some of the
major issues involved in these
interrelationships, and in particular to
explore the development of public policy on
such problems .

416 International Finance, Investment,
and Commercial Relations (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 411.
The in ternational monetary system; balance
of payments; liquidity; foreign -exchange
market; foreign investment; international
and regional financial institutions.
Commercial documents; United States
trade patterns, composition, and structures;
United States commercial policy; regional
trade groupings; trade of emerging nations;
and international trade organizations.
417 International Business
Operations (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 416.
Functional management within multinational
corporations; case studies of operations
abroad; and focus on managerial decision
making .
418 Governmental Budgeting and
Financial Control (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administrat ion 418)
Prerequisite : Accounting 440. A study of
muni cipal and federal financial control and
budgeting procedures with emphasis on
public policy. The impact of financial
control on top management decisions and
the effect of budget strategies on the
allocations of public funds.
420 Seminar in Business
Administration (3)
An intensive study of a specific area of
business administration of some specific
business or economic phenomenon, or a
specific problem or theory. Several different
courses may be offered under th is course
number .
430 Individual Research (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor and
graduate director. Special individual
research topics under the guidance of a
specific professor.
490 Policy Formulation and
Administration (3)
Prerequisites: Accounting 440, Finance 450 ,
Management 460, Marketing 470, and
Management Science / Information Systems
482 . This course should be taken during the
semester prior to graduation . In no case
may it be taken sooner than two semesters
prior to graduation. A capstone case course
which views policy problems and issues
from the perspective of top management.
Policy formulation, decision -making
processes, and corporate strategy.
Implementation of corporate policy requires
an examination of leadership,
communication, organizational structure,
and social responsibility.
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Accounting (400-level)
419 Management Accounting and
Auditing in Governmental and Not-for
Profit Entities (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 418
and Business Administration 441 or consent
of instructor . A study of accounting for use
in the public sector and in not-for-profit
organizations . Cost behavior controllabilit y .
and traceability concepts for management
planning and control will be in vestigated as
well as auditing in the public sector .
421 Seminar in Corporate
Accounting (3)
Prerequisites: Accounting 448 or consent of
instructor. Consideration of current
literature and research in corporate
accounting.
422 Seminar in Governmental and
Non-Profit Accounting (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 418
and Accounting 445. or consent of
instructor. Consideration of the pOSitions of
authoritative groups concerning accounting
theory and practice for governmental and
nonprofit entities. Evaluation and critical
analySiS of these positions in view of
current accounting literature and research
finding.
431 Tax Research (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 347 or
consent of instructor. A discussion of the
research tools and methods available to
resolve questions pertaining to the tax laws .
Addresses techniques for locating .
verifying. and evaluating authorit y.
Students will be expected to complete a
number of tax research and writing
problem s throughout the semester. A basic
understanding of the federal income tax law
is presumed.
432 Taxation of Estates, Gifts, and
Trusts (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 347
and Business Administration 431. or
consent of instructor. Consideration of the
transfer tax systems in general ; the
elements of the gross estate (includible
versus nonincludible property). deductions
(including the marital deduction) and
credits; the gift tax and what it embraces;
basic estate planning considerations; and
income taxation of grantor and nongrantor
trusts.

433 Taxation of Corporations and
Shareholders (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 347
and Business Administration 431. or
consent of the instructor. Addresses tax
aspects of the formation. operation. and
liquidation of a corporation as well as
changes in the corporate structure through
division or reorganization . Topics include
establishment of the corporate structure.
distributions to shareholders. and stock
dividends and redemptions.
434 Taxation of Partnerships and
Partners (3)
Prerequisites: Business Administration 347
and Business Administration 431. or
consent of instructor . Addresses tax
aspects of the formation. operation. and
termination of a partnership. Topics include
special allocations and disposition of a
partnership interest. Compares partnerships
with Subchapter S corporations.
435 Tax Practice and Procedure (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administration 347 or
consent of the instructor. Addresses the
audit process; practice before the (nternal
Revenue Service; administrative appeals;
the notice of deficiency; waivers and
extensions; amended returns and claims for
refund; statute of limitations on deficiencies
and overpayments; and taxpayer and tax
return preparer penalties.
436 Advanced Topics in Taxation (3)
Prerequisites : Business Administration 347
and Business Administration 431 . or
consent of instructor . Addresses various
topics selected by the instructor such as
property transactions. compensation plans .
charitable contributions. the alternative
minimum tax. and tax planning.
439 Seminar in Taxation (3)
Prerequisite: At least nine hours of 400-level
tax courses including Business
Administration 431 or consent of the
instructor. Addresses tax policy topics
drawing on literature from accounting.
economics, and public finance . Other topics
of current interest will be selected by the
instructor .

440 Financial Accounting: Theory and
Practice (3)
Business organization. operation , . and
terminology. A survey of the brc ad areas of
accounting. including its mecha nisms.
Emphasis on the development 0 a logical
framework of underlying concep ts upon
which practices and procedures are
superimposed . Intensive study 0 ' balance
sheet . income statement and otller financial
reports . together with the accou nting
principles underlying them . Stat'3ments
designed for stockholders and c editors .
The interpretative and analytical point of
view is stressed.
441 Concepts in Management
Accounting (3)
Prerequisites: Mathematics 101 or
Mathematics 102 or Economics 351 with a
minimum grade of "c". and Accounting
440 . The development. interpretJtion. and
uses of accounting reports and
supplementary information for IT anagement
planning . control , and decision r'1 aking .
Emphasizes the application of re evant cost
beha vior . control. and traceabilit y concepts
in the preparation of internal acc ounting
reports. with a secondary emph 8sis upon
product costing techniques as appropriate
to financial accounting needs. T JpicS
include break-even analysis. ope 'ational
budgeting. direct costing. absorption
costing. standard costs and vari ance
analysis. business segment anal\ sis.
responsibility accounting. distrib Jtion cost
accounting. and gross profit an alysis .
443 International Accountin g (3)
Prerequisite: Business Administ r3 tion 341 or
Accounting 445 or consent of in 5tructor.
Accounting practices for multi-n ational
businesses. Discussion of comparative
financial accounting practices. the
development of international act ounting
standards. and managerial accounting
practices related to multi-nationul
operations.
445 Financial Accounting: A iivanced
Theory and Analysis (3)
Prerequisite: Accounting 440 or 3quivalent .
Development of a structure of fi l ancial
accountin g theory and anal ysis of asset and
equity valuation methods and th 3ir related
effects on income determination
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446 T opics in Professi onal
Accoun t ing (3)
Prerequisites: Accounting 440 and
Management Science / Information Sys tems
481 . An investigation of the impact of past,
current, and prospective developments
upon the role of the prof essional
accountant. Topics include profe ssiona l
ethics, generally accepted aud iting
standards , types of auditor's opinions,
internal control, and internal auditing; the
use of probabi lity theory and statistical
sampling methods in the co nduct of an
audit; management advisory theory and
statistical sampling methods in the conduct
of an audit; management advisory services;
auditing in mechanized and electronic data
processing systems; the requirements
imposed by the S.E.C. and other regulatory
agencies; and the legal responsibilities .
447 Accoun ting Systems for
Management Planning and Control (3)
Prerequisites : Accounting 441 and
Management Science/ Information Systems
481, or permission o f instru o: tor . A study of
advanced managerial acco unting techniq ues
useful in facilitating the planning and
control process in modern organizations .
Emphasis on the implementation and
administration of these techniques, their
integration with management information
systems, and the organizational role of the
corporate accountant.
448 Seminar in Advanced Theory and
Contempo rary Issues in
Accountanc y (3)
Prerequisite : Accounting 440. Consideration
of the positions of several authoritative
groups co ncerning the structure of
accounting theory-assumptions, postulates,
principles, and practices. Evaluation of
these positions in view of confir ming and
co nflicting periodic literature . Critical
analysis of topics of current interest and
importance in accoun ting literatu re.
449 Systems Auditing (3)
Prerequisites: Accounting 440, Management
Science/Information Systems 480, or
consent of instructor. Stud y of techniques
involve d in the con trol and audit of
compu ter-based acco unting information
systems . Emphasis on the review of internal
controls at operational and administrative
levels and on co mputer-assi sted audit
techniques.

Finance (400-level)
450 Financial Management (3)
Prerequisites : Accounting 440, Management
Science/Information Systems 481 (or
Busi ness Administration 1311, Business
Administration 410 (or Economics 51
equivalent) , and Business Administration
411 (or Eco nomics 52 eq uiva lent) . A
consideration of the methods used to
determine the firm's need for short- and
long-term ca pital, the possible means of
securing such capit al on ce a need has been
determined, and the tech niques for
judicious use of the capital in terms of asset
investment and asset management
decisions . Topics include the finance
function , operating and financial methods
of capital budgeting decisions, cost of
capital, dividend policy, long-term
financing, management of cu rrent assets,
intermediate and short-term financing, and
co rporate va luation in mergers and
consolidations .
451 Advanced Financial
Management (3)
Prerequisites : Finan ce 450 and Management
Science/Information Systems 481
Exposure to recent finan cial management
theory through selected readings . Financial
management problems are considered by
the use of cases and simulation models. An
original research proje ct under the
supervision of the instru ctor is required .
455 Security Anafysis (3)
Prerequisite: Finance 450 and Management
Science/ Information Systems 481 A n in
depth study of techniqu es used in
evaluating various finan cial assets as
investment opportu nities. Financial assets
studied include commo n stock, preferred
stock, and fixed income securities. Other
related topics such as sources of
investment information and cur rent market
trends are discussed .
456 Capital Markets and Financial
Inst itutions 13)
Prerequisite: Finance 450 . The theory of
financial intermediation is discussed in the
context of bank s, savings and loans, public
and private in surance companies, and
investment banking . In thi s framework , the
relationship with money and capital
markets, markets for corpora te control,
complex financial contracting, and
regulatory environment is developed
457 Portfolio Managem ent and Special
Topics in Investments (3)
Prerequisite Finance 455 . Traditional
portfolio management as well as current
portfolio theory is studied . The use of
simulation and mathematical models to

optimize the return on portfolios is
discussed . In addition, special topics of
current interes t or recent developments in
the field of security analysis and portfolio
management are presented .
458 Commercial Bank Management (3)
Prerequ isite: Finan ce 450 . This cou rse
explores the va rious bank management
technique s required to manage a modern
co mmercial bank in a rapid ly changing
environment. Topics include asse t and
liability management, capital adequa cy,
bank holding companies , profitability, and
bank market structure and regulation .

Management
(400-level)
460 Org anizational Behavior and
Adm inistrative Processes (3 )
(Same as Public Policy Administration 460.)
The theoretica l and research contribution of
the behavioral sciences to management and
administration are examined and applied to
selected organizational situations. Areas to
be considered from the standpoint of both
individual and organizational performance
are communication, motivation , conflict,
decision making, goal se tting, leadership,
organizational design, climate,
development, and control. Utilizing a
syst ems perspective, the cou rse attempts to
develop in each student an ability to
analyze and solve organizational problems.
461 Managing Human Resources (3)
Prerequisite: Management 460. In-depth
examination of selected human resource,
management issues from a co ntemporary
manager's viewpoint. Topics examined
in clude : personnel planning; employee
selection; performance appraisal , training ,
and development; compensation; legal
issues; discipline; and labor relations . The
course exam ines these topics as they relate
primarily to operational activities in
organ ilations.
462 Advanced Organizational Behavior
and Administrative Processes (3)
Prerequisite : Management 460. An in -depth
examination of selected organizational and
individual theories affect ing behavior and
operating performance. Organizational
structure and design, formal and informal
organization, decision making,
communications, and motivation are
analyzed for their organizational impact.
The course seeks to develop further the
ability to analyze and evaluate
organizational processes and individual
behavior .
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463 Organizational Training (3)
Prerequisite Management 460 or
Management 461 or permission o f
department . An intensive study of training
and developmental methods/ issues in
organizations. Topics include needs
analysis, learning theory, training
techniques, evaluation, and management
development . Other topics include memory,
training objectives, and trainin g fa cili ties.
Projects and exercises are used to
supplement reading and lecture .
465 Union-Management Relations and
Collective Bargaining (3)
Prerequisites : Management 460 and
Busine ss Administration 412. Primary
concern is with the setting and the
dynamics of cont ract negotiation and
administration . Emphasis is on the
development of insight and understanding
of the forces affecting the decisions of the
parti es to a labor contract within the
context of the social, political, and
economic environment of the organization .
A dynamic approach is taken to examine
difficulties that arise in attempting to
administer a collectively established
relationship between employer and
employee.
466 Personnel Administration: Theory
and Practice (3)
Prerequisites : Management 461 and
Management Science/ln forma tion Systems
481. Exa mination of vari ous methods and
procedures (including statistical techniquesl
critical to the design and operation 01 a
mod ern per sonn el management system.
Personnel techniques to be studied include:
job analysis, employee recruitment,
selection , and placement; performance
appraisal; measurement of employee
attitudes, job satisfaction, and
organizational climate . Consideration will be
given to relevan t legal issues, as well as to
the theories or rationale wh ich underlie the
various personnel techniques and functions.
467 Dynamics of Interpersonal
Relations (3)
Prerequisite: Management 460 or academic
background in general psychology . The
self-concept, personality dynamics, and
mechan ism s of adjustment. Catalyst s and
barriers to effective communicat ion.
Examination of the functiona l relationship
between ego -needs, perceptual distortion,
and stereotypical thinking. Roleplaying , the
resolution of role-conflict , and objecti ve
self-evaluation. Th e development of
cooperation and trust as a prerequi site to
effec tive human relations.

Marketing (400-level)
470 Contemporary Marketing
Concepts (3)
Prerequisites: Accounting 440 and Business
Administration 410. Designed for students
with no prior cou rse work in the field of
marketing. A wide spectrum of marketing
institutions and activities is covered. The
impact of marketing on the total firm, the
economy, and society in general is
assessed . The course is intended to develop
and organize the fundamental marketing
concepts necessary to an analytical study of
consumer behavior, the economic
environment, and four managerial aspects
of marketing. The acquisition and utilization
of marketing research data for problem
solving is stressed . Relation and integration
of basic marketing knowledge to the
successful development of sound marketing
policy, planning, and strategy is developed.

476 Marketing Communications (3)
Prerequisite: Marketing 470. Deal ~ with
managerial decision making by pic cing
particular emphasis on assimilatin 'J and
integrating all forms of marketing
communic ation in the development of
promotional policies, plans, and J:; rocedures.
Course approach is analytical rat her than
descriptive in investigating th e arEas of
advertising , public relations, sa les
management, packaging, and oth er forms
of demand stimulation.
477 Product Planning and Pricing (3)
Prerequisite Marketing 471 or co ')current
registration. A study of product
management including the areas Jf new
product development, the conce, t of the
product line, dele tion of nonessel ltial
products, and establishing the product's
price. Also examined are pricing al ternatives
and the factors influencing price ,etting in
the framework of a co ntempora r\ mark et
structure.

471 Marketing Planning and
Strategy (3)
Prerequisite: Marketing 470. Emphasizes the
development of a total marketing program
through an analytical study of the
marketing-mix, the diagnosis of the
business situation, along with the influence
of exogenous variables and the
development of an effective overall
marketing strategy . Stresses importance of
an integrated marketing plan and utilizes
modern decision -making tools.
Supplementa ry readings, journal articles,
and current periodicals are used to place
the theoretical framework of the course into
the contemporary environment o f the
market place.

478 Marketing and Business
Research (3)
Prerequisite: Marketing 470 and
Management Science / lnformatio 1 Systems
481. A broad approa ch to markelln g
research as a model fo r acquiri n ~ ,
retrieving , and analyzing decision-making
information. Includes market mef surement,
evaluation of sales, and cost effe : tiveness,
sa les forecasting , and primary marketing
research studies aimed at solving specific
problems EmphasIs is placed als ) on
building a tneore tical and analytical
framework to provide flexibility ir the
design of marketing experiments and in
judging recent researc h innovatic ns.

475 Consumer Motivation and
Behavior (3)
Prerequisite: Marketing 470. An analysis of
the socio-psychological foundations of
consumer behavior including personality
differences, needs and wants, status
sym bols, social cha nge and mobility, and
fads and fashions . Consumer spending and
saving habits, product preferences, leisure
time patt erns, shopping behavior, and
moti vation research also are examined for
their impact on advertising, selling , and
marketing management.

479 Marketing Channel Strat egy (3)
Prerequisites: Marketing 470 and
Management Science / Informa ti on Systems
482. A st udy of the marketing in , titutions
in volved in the distribution of go Jds and
services, industrial and consume' markets,
as w ell as the establishment and in tegration
of marketing channels . The planlling and
analysis o f the macrodistribution and
microdistribution systems whi ch contribute
to creation of optimal time and , lace utility.
Some attention is paid to quan ti· ative
applications to marketing situatic ns
including simu li'lion and logislic~ .
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Information Systems
(400-level)
424 Seminar in Current Management
Information System Topics (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science /
Information Systems 488 or Management
Science/Information Systems 491 .
Advanced topics of current interest in
management information systems. Content
to be determined each time the course is
offered. May be repeated for credit.
425 Advanced MIS Applications (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 488 or permission of
instructor . The student is required to work
on an organizational Information Systems
project involving real and significant issues .
The course provides an opportunity for
integrating material presented in previous
Management Science/Information Systems
courses by involving the student in a field
study of a real life application.
480 Management Information
Systems (3)
(Same as Public Policy Administration 480)
Prerequisite: Economics 351 or Mathematics
101 or Mathematics 102 . An overview of
management information systems is
presented , including various information
systems concepts and technologies.
Students are introduced 10 a mainframe
operating system. a microcomputer-based
operating system, and a programming
language . Students are also exposed to
several common microcomputer-based
software packages .
481 Statistical Analysis for
Management Decisions (3)
Prerequisites : Management Science/
Information Systems 480 (may be taken
concurrently) and Economics 351 with a
minimum grade of "C." The role of
statistical evidence in the formation of
inference and in the selection of strategies
in solving business problems is developed.
Probability and probability distributions are
studied as a basis of statistical inference.
An introduction to multivariate analysis is
provided which includes analysis of variance
and regression methods.

482 Operations Research Methods (3)
Prerequisite : Management Science/
Information Systems 481. Development of a
working knowledge of operations research
techniques. as applied to dynamic business
problems. A study of analytical approaches
to business programs. construction of
mathematical models. and manipulation of
model variables for managerial decision
making . Topics include mathematical
programming. inventory theory. game
theory, queueing theory, sequencing
models, and simulation models.
483 Production and Operations
Management (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 482. The economic
concepts of production and technology are
integrated with practical problems
encountered in the production of goods and
services . Topics include design. layout . and
location of facilities, forecasting, manpower
and production scheduling, inventory
control, queueing, material planning, and
quality control. Modeling, analytical
techniques, and simulation are used in
studying these problems. Applications to
service industries (e.g ., hospitals ,
government) are included.
484 Business Programming and File
Systems (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 480 . The course
provides a study of business-oriented
programming . The programming language
COBOL will be introduced and studied in
detail. Emphasis will be on program
definition and the use of file structures in
business-oriented applications.
485 Theoretical Foundations of
Management Information Systems (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 480. Students are
exposed to current Information Systems
literature and major theo ret ical issues in
Information Svstems. Coverage stresses the
fit between information systems and the
organization. Topics include Management
Information Systems development, end-user
computing, systems architecture. decision
support systems, and planning and control.

486 Advanced Statistical Methods for
Management Decisions (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 481. A study of
statistical methods applicabl e to specialized
areas of statistical analysis. Topics include
Markov processes, distribution-free tests.
sampling theory and methods, experimental
design, time series analysis, and spectral
analysis.
487 Advanced Operations Research
Applications (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 482. Application of
operations research techniques to business
problems . After a brief review of these
techniques, followed by an examination of
typical applications reported in the
literature , the major portion of the term is
spent in analyzing and solving an actual
business operations research problem . A
team approach is used. with groups of two
or three students responsible for finding
and solving an operations research problem
in a local company. Primary emphasis is
placed on the use of operations research
techniques to solve management problems.
488 Information Systems Analysis (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 484. The theory and
practice of structured analysis are
presented. Topics may include: traditional
vs. structured analysis methods,
requirements analysis, user /a nalyst
interaction, investigation of existing
systems. human/machine interfaces . CASE
tools, and workbenches.
489 Database Management
Systems (3)
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 484. The course
introduces the concepts of Database
Management Systems for business
applications. Issues in database
architecture, design, administration, and
implementation are covered . Projects are
assigned on a mainframe DBMS and a
microcomputer-based DBMS to illustrate
the concepts and applications.
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491 Computer Systems: Architecture
and Programming (31
Prerequisite: Management Science/
Information Systems 484. Thi s is an
introduction to concepts of comparative
computer architecture and its relationship
to the ope rating system software which
au gments the architecturG. An assembly
lan guage is studied.
492 Information Systems
Management (31
Prerequisites: Accou ntin g 440, Management
460, Market ing 470, an d Management
Science / Information Systems 485. The
course covers the management of
computer-based info rmation . Issues relating
the decisions of the chief in formation
officer to the overall st ra tegic planning of
the orga ni zat ion are discussed. Further
topics may include: cost an d value of
information , hardware/so ftware evaluation
and acq uisition, systems implementation,
performance measurement and evaluation,
and organi zati on al and behavi ora l issues.
493 Simulation for Managerial
Decision Making (31
Prerequisites: Management Sciunce/
Information Systems 482 and Management
Science/ Information Systems 485.
Introdu ction to simulation as a managerial
decision-making aid. App lication of
sim ul ation to a number of mana gem ent
science-o ri ented models Th e course
introduces an d requires use of a simul at ion
language.
494 Advanced Operations Research
Topics (31
Prerequisite: Management Science /
Information Sys tems 482 . Advanced topics
from suc h area s as mathematica l
programming, stoch c.stic processes,
decisi on th eo ry , or game theory are stu di ed
in depth .

495 Information Systems Design (31
Prerequi site : Management Science/
Infor mation Sy stems 488. This co urse
builds upon the analysis techniques
presented in Management Scienc e/
Informatio n Sys tems 488. It requires the
student, usuall y working in a group, to
design and implement a system in a real
world environment. Advanced design
concepts are presented to support th e
students in their proj ec t work .
496 Telecommunications: Design and
Management (3)
Prerequisite : Management Science!
Information Systems 480. The topic of
telecommunications is addressed from both
a technical and managerial viewp oint . In
particular, the course wi ll address issues
such as commu nications components and
services, local area network architecture,
managerial implementations, organizational
issues, and co st/b enefit analyses.
497 Expert Systems (31
Prerequi site: Management Science /
Inf orm ati on Systems 485. The course
introduces the application of expert systems
in the business environment. Current
applications in business and development
tools are discus sed. In addition, topics such
as knowledge representation methods,
in ference engines, knowledge acquisition,
neural networks and the handling of
uncertaint y are addressed . A (group)
project is req uired

498 Fourth Generation Langualles and
End-User Computing (3)
Prerequisit8: Management Scien ce l
Information Systems 480. The cou ' se
pre sents fourth generation langu a(:es and
covers manag erial issues of end-u ~e r
computing. A specific fourth gene -ation
language will be intr()duced and
programming applications will be cssig ned .
In addition , the cou rse will explorE the
problems of pro vid ing and managi l g micro
to-mainframe links, end -user softV' are
packages , and secu rity/ confidenti ality
issu es .
499 Management Information Systems
Thesis Research (1-6)
Credit t o be award ed only upon successful
defense of thesis.
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Abbreviations

School-Wide Courses

Cou rse Area Key

School-Wide Courses
Education (EDUC)

The following abbreviations are used to
indicate instruct ional areas in the School of
Education:

ADU ED
Adult Education p . 108
CNS ED
Coun selor Education p. 103
ECH ED
Early Childhood Education p. 116
EDADM
Educational Administration p. 109
ED FND
Educational Foundations p . 110
ED PSY
Educational Psychology p. 104
ED REM
Educiltional Research and Evaluation
Methods p. 105
ED TEC
Educational Technology p. 111
EDUC
School-wide Education p. 101
ELE ED
Elementary Education p. 117
PHY ED
Physical Education p. 120
SEC ED
Secondary Education p. 112
SPC ED
Special Education p. 106

Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.

65 The University 13)
A School of Education interdisciplinary
course on the principles, development, and
organized structure of the university .
Special emphasis will be placed on the role
of the university in modern society and
upon forces affecting the direction of the
university and its potential for change.
Methods include outside speakers,
discussion groups, and laboratory research
on UM-St. Louis .

204 Special Topics in Education 11-3)
Prerequisites: Completion of 75 hours and
consent of instructor. Examination of a
special area or topic within the field of
education. Topics to be considered will be
announced prior to registration and may
vary . For elective credit only . This course
may be repeated for different topics. Not to
exceed a total 01 six hours credit.

297 Independent Study 11-3)
Prerequisites: Completion of 75 hours and
consent of instructor. Independent study
through readings, research, reports, and
conferences designed to provide depth in
areas of study previously introduced in
education courses. For elective credit only .
May be repeated. Not to exceed a total of
three hours credit.
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301 Introduction to Microcomputers in
Education (3)
A course designed to introduce individuals
to the microcomputer as an instructional
medium. The course will emphasize (1) the
history, role, and use of microcomputers in
education; (2) learning the elements of
programming for the microcomputer; and
(3) beginning program construction and
debugging operations

306 Graduate Workshop 11-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
308 Graduate Institute 11-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
375 Microcomputer Applications in
Music Education (2)
(Same as Music 375,) Prerequisites: Music
257 or Music 267 and EDUC 301 or consent
of the instructor . An examination of the
potential of microcomputers in the music
education field . Experiences with available
hardware and software suitable for
applications that include inventory, budget,
music library cataloging, digital music
synthesis, and computer-assisted instruction
at all levels .
376 Microcomputer-Assisted
Instruction Curriculum Development in
Music (2)
(Same as Music 376 .) Prerequisites: EDUC
375 or Music 375, and a working Knowledge
of BASIC or PILOT or consent of
instructor . Design and development of
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAl) lessons
in music. Commercial courseware and
various CAl models will serve as the basis
for creating original programs that can be
used effectively to implement objectives of
the music curriculum for a specific school
or school district. The design, refinement.
and production of a major CAl program for
use in an elementary, secondary, or post
secondary setting is required.
393 Practicum in Individualized
Instruction 13-6)
Prerequisites: Completion of the course(s)
to which assigned for instruction and
consent of instructor . Supervised
instruction in individualized programs.
Seminar accompanies instructional
experience. May be repeated.
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408 Graduate Institute (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of in st ru ctor.
414 Common Doctoral Seminar(s) (3)
Prerequisites: Admission to the doctoral
program. Two EDUC 414 seminars are
required for all doctoral students, for a
total of six hours of EDUC 414 seminar
credi t. One: "Elements of Educational
Leadership" is to be taken early in the
program . The other: "Research:
Implementing Change in Educational
Systems" is to be taken following
completion of the research courses
identified in the student' s approved
program .

415 Emphasis Area Seminar(s) (3)
Prerequisite: Admission to the doctoral
program. All doctoral students are required
to take at least two emphasis area seminars
consistent with their programs . Students
may take additional emphasis area
seminars. Obtain a li st of emphasis area
seminars from Office of Graduate Studies in
Education.
491 Staff Development and
Professional Growth (1-10)
Designed in conjunction with an individual
school district or educational agency and
related to problems of education
confronting that specific district or agency.

497 Thesis Research (1-10)
Prerequi site: Consent of instructc r.
499 Dissertation Research (1-12)
Prerequisite: Admission to the de ctoral
program. Credit awarded only up on
successful defense of the dissertation.

School of Education
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Behavioral
Studies
Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Counselor Education (CNS ED),
Educational Psychology lED PSY),
Educational Research and Evaluation
Methods lED REM) , Special Education
(SPC ED).

342 Occupational and Educational
Information (3)
Nature and use of occupational and
educational information. Characteristics,
requirements of occupations, and training
opportunities.

Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.

404

For information about certification and
licensure, an adviser should be consulted.

Counselor Education
(CNS ED)
314 Human Relations Skills (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of the instructor . A
course emphasizing the development of
specific skills in human relationships to help
facilitate effective interaction among
individuals and groups in the helping
professions. Readings, discussion , and skill
building exercises will be used to develop
various human relations skills.
~7

Personal and Professional
Development in Counseling (3)
This course will introduce students to the
field of professional counseling.
Professional issues, ethical and legal
censiderations, and the helping relationship
will be explored. The skills and procedures
utilized in the counseling process will be
introduced.

330 Principles and Procedures for
Student Personnel Work (3)
Student personnel work in educational
institutions, objectives of stu dent personnel
work, and certain pertinent techniques.
331 Counseling the Handicapped (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 313 or equivalent. A
course emphasizing counseling skills for
individuals who plan to work with the
handicapped . Emphasis is placed on using
counseling strategies with school-age
handicapped children.
332 Youth and Chemical
Dependence (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing . This cou rse
provides information about adolescent and
pre-adolescent chemical dependence and its
relation to the developmental problems of
youth. Skills in the Identification,
intervention, and referral of adolescent and
pre-adolescent chemical dependents will be
emphasized, along with preventive
measures and family and school issues.

Seminar (3-10)

411 Theories of Counseling (3)
Prerequisite: CNS ED 327 . This course will
explore the philosophical foundations of
counseling theory. The major constructs of
con temporary counseiing ap proaches will
be discussed, and the practical applications
of these theories will be analyzed.
414 Individual Inventory (3)
Prerequisites: ED REM 421 . Uses of
educational and psychological appraisal
techniques in counseling. Develops
counselor's abilities in assisting clients
toward self-awareness through the use of
test and non-test data. Ethical practices in
the use of tests and the maintenance of
personnel records are stressed.
420 Group Procedures in
Counseling (3)
Prerequi si tes: CNS ED 411 and CNS ED
493. Emphasis is on a survey of theory and
research in group structure and processes .
Students are expected to participate in an
intensive group experience and conduct a
group themselves under the instructor's
supervision.
423 Introduction to Systems Theory
for Marriage and Family Counseling (3)
Prerequisite: CN S ED 411. This course is an
introduction to general systems theory and
its application to marriage and famil y
counseling. Stu dents learn the theoretical
basis for intervention and counseling
strategies in the context of an ecology of
human development. Developmental issues
at individual, sibling, marital, famil y, and
community levels and the ways in which
various socia l systems interact with and
mutually influence one another are
presented.
424 Marriage Counseling and
Enrichment (3)
Prerequisite: CNS ED 423 or consent of
instructor. Thi s course focuses on the
theory and technique of marital or couples
counseling and enrichment. Models and
methods for prevention and treatment of
relationship dysfunction are explored.
Relationship developmental issues are
addressed . Students are challenged to
develop the critical skills necessary to be
effective marriage counselo rs and marital
life educators.

425 Family Counseling (3)
Prerequisites: CNS ED 423 and CNS ED
493, or consent of instructor. This course
offers an in-depth analysis of strategic,
structural , experiential, communications,
behavioral, and psychodynamic approaches
to systems change and family counseling.
The range of techniques and applied
practices evolving from each orientation are
explored as are normal and dysfunctional
family processes. Various counseling
modalities, such as individual, concurrent,
collaborative, conjoint, group,
intergenerational, and networking are also
considered .
427 Counseling the Chemical
Dependent (3)
Prerequisite: CN S ED 411. This course is an
introduction to the problems resulting from
the abuse of alcohol and other chemicals,
with an emphasis on the impact of chemical
dependence on the individual, the family,
the employer, and the community. The
special problems resulting from chemical
dependence as it affects various
populations, e.g., women, minorities,
handicapped, the elderly, will be analyzed
and linked to appropriate counseling
strategies.
429 Advanced Strategies in Chemical
Dependence Counseling (3)
Prerequisite: CNS ED 427, CNS ED 493, or
consent of instructor . This course offers an
in-depth analysis of the variou s strategies
and techniques that can be utilized in
counseling chemically dependent
individuals . Programs and interventions
appropriate to a variety of settings will be
analyzed.
431 Foundations of School
Guidance (3)
This course will introduce the studen t to
the organization and administration of
counseling services in a school setting .
Additionally, the unique considerations in
working with special client populations and
other current issues in the profession will be
explored.
436 Student Personnel Work in Higher
Education (3)
A survey course in student personnel
administration with an emphasis on
understanding the college student and on
learning ways to meet both his/her
academic and non-academic needs.
442 Career Information (3)
Nature and use of occupational and
educational information. Characteristics and
requirements of occupations and training
opportunities. Process of vocational choice.
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Educational
Psychology (ED PSY)

443 Career Development (3)
Emphasis is on current theories of
vocational development and their
application to interest, aptitude, and ability
tests significantly related to vocational
development.
451 Counseling Parents of Exceptional
Children (3)
The development of counseling skills to
enable human service professionals to
interact productively with families who have
handicapped children.
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship will include planning,
research, evaluation, and r'llated
professional activities.
493 Guidance Practicum I (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Supervised practice in counseling.
494 Guidance Practicum II (3)
Prerequisite: Grade of "8" or better in CNS
ED 493 and/ or consent of instructor.
Supervised practice in counseling.

211 Growth and Development (3)
Comprehensive study of chronological age
norms and the p,ocess of growth and
development throughout the entire life
span. There will be special emphasis on
childhood, adolescence, and senescence.

J

312 The Psychology of Teaching and
learning (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111, Psychology 270
or Psychology 271, and admission to the
School of Education. Application of the
principles of psychology to an
understanding of the dynamics of teaching
behavior and learning behavior. Involves
both theoretical and practical approaches to
analysis of the learning environment of the
school. Required of all who are preparing to
teach.

325 Education and the Psychology of
Human Sexuality (3)
The course is designed to provide educators
and other human services personnel with
knowledge and understanding of various
personal and social dimensions of human
sexuality.
404

497

Seminar (1-10)

Problems (1-10)
411 Psychology of learning
Processes (3)
An advanced course in the application of
psychological theories and principles to the
problems of the teacher, counselor,
administrator, and others in the helping
professions.

416 Psychology of Early Childhood
Development (3)
A survey of current research on t~ e
development of children, ages birt , to six,
including research in the laborator /, in the
home, and in day care and in earl \
intervention projects.
,/417 Psychology of the Elementary
School Child (3)
The application of educational psy : hology
to problems of teaching in the elementary
school.
418 The Psychology of Adoles cence (3)
A critical psychological analysis of studies
and investigation of the various aSDects of
a do lescen ce.
420 Behavioral Analysis of Hum an
learning (3)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. /l course
in the principles of human learnin ~ and the
technology of behavior modificaticn , from
the perspective of the teaching an j
counseling professions. Emphasis s placed
on its application to school learnin ~ and
behavior problems and to social behavioral
patterns in a variety of appropriatE
counseling settings.
490 Internship (1-101
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Closely
supervised experience in a field se' t ing
under the direction of a graduate I acuity
member. An appropriate level of c ) mpetence
and evidence of growth in the pro 'essional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship will include plannin,) ,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activities.
497

413 Personality Development and
Adjustment (3)
A course in personality development,
personality structure, and the dynamics of
adjustment. Course materials are oriented
to the applied problems of counselors,
teachers, administrators, and others in the
helping professions.

Problems (1-10)
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Educational Research
and Evaluation Methods
(ED REM)
310 Interpretation of Educational Tests
and Measurements (3)
A study of the principles of psychometrics
with emphasis upon the classroom
interpretation of group tests of cognitive
abilities and achievement. Required of all
majors in special education .
320 Classroom Testing and
Measurement (3)
Basic measurement principles for the
classroom teacher: test planning;
construction and use of selection, supply,
and performance type test items; item
analysis for test improvement; methods of
summarizing test scores; derived scores for
interpretation of performance; development
and use of norms in evaluation .
330 Educational Statistics (3)
Statistical methods for preservice educators
and beginning graduate students: frequency
distributions, measures of central tendency,
variability, sampling, and correlation.
404 Seminar (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Educational research and evaluation
methods seminar addressing special issues
and topics not normally included in the
regular statistics, research methods.
evaluation , and measurement courses .
412 Evaluation and Applications of
Computers in Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED S&R 427 or consent of
instructor. Review of a computer language
and evaluation of the various uses and
capabilities of computers in the teaching,
administration , and counseling areas of
education. Familiarization with computing
facilities and package programs.
420 Classroom Measurement and
Evaluation (3)
An introductory graduate course to
classroom testing and evaluation:
comparison of criterion and norm
referenced theory a,ld technique; classical
test theory, reliability, validity and
associated descriptive statistics; derived and
transformed scores; preparation of
instructional objectives for use in
developing the classroom test ; evaluation of
student achievement and instructional
effectiveness through testing .
421 Educational and Psychological
Measurement (3)
An introductory graduate course in testing
and measurement theory in the affective

behavior domain: reliability, validity, and
associated descriptive statistics; correlation
and simple regression; derived and
transformed scores; interpretation of test
scores based upon theory of psychological
tests; measurement of aptitude, vocational
interests, and personal-social adjustment.
422 Individual Assessment of
Cognitive Abilities (3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 310, or 320, or 420,
or 421, or consent of instructor. A course
to develop administrative and interpretive
skills in the use of individually administered
tests such as the Wechsler scales, the
Stanford-Binet, and similar instruments .
429 Advanced Test Theory in
Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 420, or ED REM 421,
or consent of instructor. An advanced
course in measurement theory and practice:
issues of reliability, validity, and item
analysis for both criterion and norm
referenced tests; introduction to factor
analysis theory and technique in the
development and analysis of test structure
and validity; introduction to item response
theory and techniques for the improvement
of educational testing and research .
431 Educational Research Methods I (3)
Prerequisite : ED REM 310, or 320, or 420,
or 421, or consent of instructor. An
introductory course in educational research
methodology. Descriptive statistical
concepts learned in the prerequisite course
are extended to : inferential statistics and
hypothesis testing; research design issues
such as internal/external threats to validity;
basic desig!ls to minimize these threats;
special issues associated with positivistic
and nonpositivistic research paradigms; and
the structure and content of the research
proposal.
432 Educational Research Methods II (3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 431 or consent of
instructor . A survey of advanced
educational research methods: hypothesis
testing using classical factorial analysis of
variance; analysis of covariance; the general
linear model; multiple and partial
correlation; multiple linear regression; and
advanced research designs for educational
problems. Quantitative statistical methods
associated with qualitative research
situations are introduced.
433 Educational Research
Methods III (3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 431 or consent of
instructor . An advanced educational
research methods course focusing on issues
and techniques of multivariate analysis:
multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA); canonical correlation,

discriminant function, factor, and cluster
analysis; advanced topics in multiple linear
regression analysis; and research designs
and measurement techniques typically
associated with these statistical methods.
435 Multiple Linear Regression in
Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 432 or ED REM 433.
An advanced educational research methods
course using MLR models and techniques
to evaluate educational problems. Focus is
on the theory, special issues, and
techniques in the application of MLR to
qualitative and quantitative educational
research studies .
436 Nonparametric Statistics in
Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 431 or consent of
instructor. An advanced educational
research methods course in alternative
analysis procedures to classical parametric
statistics . Nonparametric methods are
surveyed and their data requirements
compared to their parametric counterparts.
Educational research problems appropriate
to or adaptable to these methods are
studied.
437 Field Based Research Methods i3)
Prerequisite: ED REM 431 or consent of
instructor. An advanced educational
research methods course in the major
paradigms of positivism and postpositivism .
The principal traditions of qualitative
research methods are reviewed . Alternative
s<lmpling strategies, observational
measurement, individual and grcup
interview techniques , and questionnaire
construction are studied. Qualitative data
analysis is addressed from two perspectives:
nonquantitative and statistical. Quality
control to establish the trustworthiness and
authenticity of field studies is reviewed.
490 Internship 11-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. An appropriate level of
competence and evidence of growth in the
professional role must be demonstrated by
the intern. The internship will include
planning, research, evaluation, and related
professional activities.
497 Problems (1-10)
Prerequisites: At least one previous ED
REM course AND consent of course
supervisor. Individual study on topics
pertaining to educational measurement,
evaluation, statistics, and research design.
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Special Education
(SPC ED)
101 Introduction to Classroom
Teaching (3)
An introduction to the study of teachers'
behaviors and learners' responses in
classroom settings. Students will be
assigned to school sites for specified
observations! analyses and limited
participation. Students will have the
opportunity to evaluate the teaching
profession as an appropriate career choice .
The course will consist of approximately
one-third lecture!seminar and two-thirds
clinicallfield experiences.
192 Field Experience in Special
Education (3)
Intensive early field experience involving on
site observation and limited participation
with exceptional individuals in schools
and ! or other educational agencies. This
course is open to all students.
242 Characteristics of Learning
Disabilities (3)
A study of the divergent characteristics of
children with perceptual impairments. This
course consists of fifteen half-hour tapes,
designed to offer instruction at an
undergraduate level on the nature of
children with learning disabilities, and the
roles of educators, parents, and auxiliary
personnel in diagnosis and remediation.
Historical perspectives and future trends will
be explored . The tapes are followed by
student contact with the instructor, for
discussion, work evaluation, and testing.
290 Student Teaching in Special
Education I (5)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 313, SPC ED 320,
SPC ED 332 and admission to student
teaching. Must be taken with SPC ED 291
and must immediately precede SPC ED 291
in the semester. Clinical teaching
experience in special education classrooms
in schools under University and school
supervision. Required of all majors in
special education.
291 Student Teaching in Special
Education II (5)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 290 . Must be taken
with SPC ED 290, and must immediately
follow SPC ED 290 in the semester, Clinical
teaching in special education classrooms in
schools under University and school
supervision. Assignments will be in different
school districts, buildings, serving families
of different socio-economic and cultural
backgrounds, and at different grade levels
from those of the SPC ED 290 aSSignments.
Required of all majors in special education.

311 Sex Education for Exceptional
Individuals (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Course
is designed to give teachers a thorough
knowledge and understanding of the issues,
problems, teaching techniques, and the
current curricular resources of teaching sex
education to handicapped individuals,

332 Education of the Mentall
Retarded (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111, SPC :D 313,
and SPC ED 330, Methods and tnchniques
of use in the education of mental 'I retarded
children . Required of all who are preparing
for certification in special educati ) n for the
mentally retarded.

313 The Psychology and Education of
Exceptional Individuals (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 270 or Psychology
271 or equivalent. The psychology and
education of individuals with special
problems and ! or abilities . Survey of
theories and strategies for the learning
teaching process and of sources of
assistance to educators and parents.
Required in certification programs.

342 Career Education for the Special
Needs Individual (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructc r. This
course is intended to provide infc rmation to
teachers and other personnel charged with
the responsibility of delivering ca reer
development services to special reeds
clientele. Topics including design ng a K-12
career education curricula, techn iques of
improving job readiness for the u'1 employed
and underemployed, and ways te utilize
community employment resourCE S for the
handicapped .

315 Speech and Language Problems of
Exceptional Children (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111, SPC ED 313,
and admission to the School of Education.
Study of the problems associated with
speech and language development and the
techniques employed by classroom teachers
to lessen these problems for children.
Required for all majors in special education .
320 Behavior Management (3)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 313 and an
appropriate introductory course in the
special educatiori"area of concentration, An
in-depth exploration of various behavior
control techniques that are particularly
applicable to exceptional children. Students
will be required to conduct at least one
behavior modification project with
exceptional children .
322 Teaching Mainstreamed
Students (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 313 or SPC ED 412,
or equivalent The course is designed to
assist regular classroom teachers to better
understand the nature and needs of
handicapped students who are likely to
receive much of their daily instruction in the
regular classroom . Regular teachers' roles
and responsibilities, teaching strategies , and
adjustment options in integrating
handicapped students will be considered.
330 Introduction to Mental
Retardation and Severe
Handicapped (3)
Prerequisite : SPC ED 313. An introductory
course describing characteristics,
classification, and causes of mental
retardation and severe handicapped.

345 Introduction to Emotion~1
Disturbances and Learning
Disabilities (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 313. A co mparative
approach to these two areas of
specialization regarding their history,
etiologies, definition, prevalence, and
service delivery systems.
347 Teaching in the Learning
Disabilities Classroom (3)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 313 and SPC ED
320 . An application of the instru(;t ional
techniques to be utilized with learning
disabled students. Instructional tHchniques,
appraisal for instruction, interdisciplinary
team work, parental involvement.
individualized education plans, and
classroom techniques will be pre 3ented in
this class.
350 Instructional Techniques for the
Emotionally Disturbed Student (3)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 313, SPC ED 320,
and SPC ED 345. A course desi ~ ned to
instruct students in the management and
instructional strategies necessary to educate
children with emotional disturbances.
370 Sensory-Motor Development of
the Severely Handicapped (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 330 or equ valent or
consent of instructor. An examir ation of
basic sensory-motor developmer t and
associated disorders to enable tE achers to
work more effectively with occupational
and physical therapists. Basic teshniques
used by therapists are presented together
with an exploration of the teach er's role
regarding sensory-motor prograrlming.
Required for certification for teaching
individuals with severe handicap ) .
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371 Methods and Curricula for
Severely Handicapped (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 370 or consent of
instructor. This course begins with the
application of th e clinical teaching model to
the severely handicapped population
regarding objectives, training methods, and
program process monitoring. It also
includes critical analysis of existing curricula
and methods of classroom or living unit
organization. Required for certification in
Severe Handicapped .
372 Screening and Diagnosis of the
Developmentally Delayed (3)
Prerequisites: ED REM 310 or equivalent
and SPC ED 313 . This course addresses the
content, techniques , and special problems
related to the assessment of handicapped
individuals in the birth-ta-five developmental
range. Students gain experience in
construction, administration, and
interpretation of assessment tools used with
low functioning handicapped individuals .
Required for certification in Severe
Handicapped and Early Childhood-Specia l
Education.
382 An Introduction to Gifted
Children (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 313. This course
provides an introduction to gifted children .
Their characteristics, cognitive abilities,
special abilities, and creativity will be
reviewed . Current problems, research, and
issues concerning the gifted are covered.
384 The Education of Gifted
Children (3)
Prerequisite : SPC ED 313. This course deals
with methods, techniques, and curricular
modifications necessary for the effective
education of gifted children.
390 Student Teaching in Special
Education III (5)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 291 or equivalent
and admission to student teaching . Clinical
teaching experience in special education
classrooms in schools under University and
school supervision with seminar included .
For students who wish an additional
student teaching experience.
412 Psychology of Exceptional
Children (3)
An in-depth analysis of the unique
psychological problems of exceptional
children and youth . Current psychological
theories and research emphasized.
413 Organizational Foundations for
Special Education (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 313 or SPC ED 412. A
study of organizational issues in special
education and their implications for
practices and procedures. Specific attention

will be given to special education delivery
systems, compliance standards, funding
sources, and regulatory standards.
416 Current Research in Psychology of
Exceptional Children (3)
Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor / adviser. A study of current
issues, trends, and major research in special
education. Areas of investigation shall
center around major developments in
exceptionalities, situations relative to
programming projected needs, and
considerations and utilization of
investigation of the exceptional individual.
Graduate students should have experience
or an undergraduate background in
exceptionalities prior to admission to this
course.
421 Prescriptive Teaching of
Exceptional Children (3)
Prerequisite : SPC ED 412. Course will
instruct teachers on how to develop and
implement prescriptive educational
programs for exceptional children and
adolescents based upon available
information Students will become familiar
with prescriptive systems which will enable
them to utilize sources of information for
remedial and developmental needs.
430 Education of the Mentally
Retarded (3)
A study of the psychological aspects of
mental retardation with regard to etiology,
intellectua l capabilities, characteristics, and
personality structure. Application to
learning theorie s with emphasis upon
curricular approaches and materials.
Administrative organization and structure
for provision of services.
431 Problems in Mental Retardation (3)
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor. A
study of learning characteristics, evaluation,
teaching techniques and methods, and
curriculum adaptations for the mentally
retardeG.
/ 443 Learning Disabilities (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 412. An advanced
study of the pedagogical and theoretical
problems germane to the area of learning
disabilities with particular emphasis on the
application of current research findings to
the solutions of these problems .
444 Education of Children With
Learning Disabilities (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 443. A systematic
study of modern educational procedures for
children with learning disabilities. Methods
and materials for educating children with
learning disabilities are stressed .

450 Introduction to Behavioral
Disorders (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 412. An advanced
study of the pedagogical and sociological
problems germane to behavioral disorders
with particular emphasis on the application
of current research findings to the solutions
of these problems.
452 Education of Behaviorally
Disordered Children (3)
Prerequisite : SPC ED 450. A systematic
study of modern educational practices for
behaviorally disordered children. Methods
and materials for educating behaviorally
disordered children are stressed.
462 Introduction to Early Childhood
Special Education (3)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 412 . A study of issues
and concepts central to special education
for the young handicapped child. Focus will
be placed upon program models, screening
and assessment procedures, and curriculum
concepts. An ecological approach to special
education will be emphasized.
463 Curriculum, Methods. and
Materials for Early Childhood ~pecial
Education (3)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 412 and SPC ED
462. In-depth study of integrated
assessment-based curriculum development
for pre-school handicapped children .
Emphasis will be on individualized
educational planning and implementation.
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship will include planning,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activities.
492 Practicum in Special
Education (3-6)
Prerequisite : Two courses in area of
concentration. A supervised internship in
educating exceptional children in a school
setting or other appropriate site.
497 Problems 11-10)
Prerequisite: SPC ED 412 or equivalent.
Selected problems on student-learner
exceptionalities for individuals at the post
baccalaurea te level.
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Courses in this section are grouped as
follows: Adult Education (ADU ED)
Educational Administration (ED ADM)
Educational Foundations (ED FND)
Educational Technology (ED TEC)
and Secondary Education (SEC EDl.
Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department.

Adult Education
(ADU ED)
310 Community and Adult
Education (3)
Prerequisite: For upper division students,
practitioners, or by consent of instructor .
This course presents an overview of the
models, practices, programs, and processes
of community and adult education.
311 Teaching Basic Reading Skills to
Adults (3)
A study of the reading process and of the
characteristics of adult learners with a focus
on instructional techniques and materials
useful in upgrading the performance of
adults with deficient reading skills.
412 Foundations of Adult Education (3)
A comprehensive, systematic foundation for
adult education . It will relate (a) the
pragmatic philosopy and objectives of adult
education in America to (b) the continuing
education of the adult in a progressive
social context.
413 Improvement of Instruction in
Adult Education (3)
Prerequisite : ADU ED 412 or consent of
instructor. A study of selected methods and
instructional techniques appropriate for the
teaching of adults. An examination of
current research will be made as it relates
to the problems of instructing adults .
414 Curriculum Theory and
Development in Adult Education (3)
Prerequisites: ADU ED 412 and ADU ED
413 or consent of instructor . A study of
curriculum theory and its application to
adult education. Particular emphasis will be
placed on the development of model
curricula for various programs in adult
education.

425 Principles of Business
Education (3)
Prerequisites: Business education
certification and consent of instructor.
Designed for the business education
teacher. this course examines in depth the
principles. practices. and problems of
business education programs. It emphasizes
research into historical and philosophical
implications. the influence of contemporary
attitudes on business education, evaluation
of current programs. and development of
innovative approaches . It may be applied
toward Missouri Vocational Business
Education certification.
426 Coordination of Cooperative
Education Programs (3)
This course deals with student selection
procedures. Coordinating vocational
instruction and planned employment
experiences; research techniques for
collecting and analyzing data for process
and product evaluation; procedures for
implementing new ideas and innovations in
cooperative education programs. The
course is designed for vocational teachers
interested in secondary school cooperative
programs and for teachers who wish to
qualify as coordinators of cooperative
education programs.

4Zl

Improvement of Instruction in
Secretarial Subjects (3)
Prerequisites: Business education
certification and consent of instructor.
Designed for business education teachers.
this course examines current trends in
planning. organizing. developing. and
evaluating instructional materials relevant to
business education classes . Emphasis is
placed on research techniques and
strategies for selecting and utilizing
appropriate curriculum materials. resources.
and media to match learning needs.

432 Teaching in the Community
College (3)
This course is designed for studen ts consid
ering a teaching career in the comrr unity col
lege. The main emphasis of the cou 'se will be
to expose students to the unique f'1atures of
the community college with respect to the
special goals of the institution. var ety of
degree and nondegree programs. a, d divers
ity of community college students. A second
objective will be to offer a brief reI iew of
teaching techniquE:s that will be u~ e ful in
the community college classroom .
435 Problems in Teaching College
Biofogy (3)
(Same as Biology 485.) Prerequisitos: Teach
ing experience, 30 semester hours in biology,
and consent of the instructor. Bas c phi
losophies underlying undergraduat : biology
education at the college level will be pre
sented and examined with concern for estab
lishment of an individual philosopry in the
prospective college teacher. Teading tech
niques suitable for college-level imtruction
will be considered . practiced. and evaluated.
Advantages and limitations of variuus
methods of instruction will be con si dered
with respect to current research fi ndings .
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . Closely
supervised experience in a field se:t ing
under the direction of a graduate l aculty
member. An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the pro fessional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship will include plannin ~ .
research. evaluation. and related
professional activities.
497 Problems in Adult Educat on (1-10)
Prerequisite: ADU ED 412 or cons3nt of
instructor. Independent study on 10pics in
adul1 educa1ion.
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Educational
Administration
(ED ADM)
404

Seminar (1-10)

411 Organizational Theory and
Analysis in Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 414 or equivalent.
The purpose of this course is to examine
organizational theory and its implication for
the field of education. A comprehensive
survey of the work of scholars in the field
of organizational theory will provide
students with appropriate conceptual tools
necessary to analyze problems in
educational organizations .
414 Foundations of School
Administration (3)
Emphasis on processes common to all
phases of educational administration.
Conceptual framework for administration of
education, decision making, and organ
izational theory
416 Policymaking in Education (3)
Prerequisites : ED FND 421 and ED ADM
411 or equivalent. The purpose of this
course is to provide the student with a
comprehensive and systematic approach to
the understanding of the nature and
function of policy making in Education .
422 Leadership in Educational
Administration (3)
Course is designed to acquaint the adminis
trator with the factors of groups and
interpersonal relationships directly affecting
him in his job performance. The
consequences of various types of group
relationships upon the institution will be
studied in detail. The administrator will
study various rationales for and methods of
improving interpersonal relationships within
his institution.
425 Organizational Change in
Education (3)
Prerequisite : ED ADM 411 or equivalent.
This course deals with (1) developing
strategies for assessing educational needs,
(2) methods of assessing the school's
"organizational health," (3) the designing of
educational change strategies involving
theory-based models, (4) using systems
analysis techniques to implement
educational change, and (5) methods of
involving students and staff in incorporating
meaningful organizational change strategies
in educational institutions.

430 School District Administration (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 414 or consent of
instructor. Course focuses on current
research about school district administra
tion; also deals with major central office
issues including: board/superintendent
relations, central office organization, the
function and authority of assistant
superintendents and program directors, and
the administrative team approach to school
district administration .
432 Problems in School Public
Relations (3)
Principles of good school public relations,
unique public functions of various school
and community grcups. Techniques for
conducting school public relations .
435 Education Administration Policy
Research (3)
Prerequisites: ED ADM 411, ED ADM 414,
and ED ADM 416. A study of issues and
trends in basic, applied, and action research
in educational policy making.
441 Elementary School
Administration (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 411 or equivalent.
This course is a comprehensive, systematic
study of the elementary school
principalship. Emphasis is placed on relating
theories of learning, teaching, and
organization to effective administration of
elementary schooois.
461 Secondary School
Administration (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 411 or equivalent.
This course is a comprehensive, systematic
study of the secondary school principalship.
Emphasis is placed on relating theories of
learning, teaching, and organization to
effective administration of secondary
schools.
466 Extracurricular Activities (3)
Activities related to the extracurricular
program of secondary schools will be
studied in depth. Analysis of appropriate
activities will include the nature and
purposes of these activities.
460 School Law (3)
Principles of law as derived from court
deciSions; statutory and constitutional
provisions affecting education . Legal status
(power and responsibilities) of school board
members, superintendents, principals,
teachers, and pupils .

465 State and Federal Financing of
Public Education (3)
Economic implications of public education.
Determination of policy and practice in
financing of public schools by local, state,
and federal agencies. Developing principles
of adequate tax programs and designing
systems of state support of public
education.
466 Principles of Public School
Finance in Missouri (3)
Course is designed to analyze and study
critical areas of public school finance at the
local and state levels, highlighting the role
of such factors as legislative procedures,
principles of local and state support,
budgeting and accounting procedures,
assessment of property, etc.
470 School Personnel
Administration (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 411 or equivalent.
This course is a comprehensive, systematic
study of problems in planning, recruitment,
selection, induction and retention relative to
school personnel.
471 School Staff Development and
Supervision (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 411 or equivalent.
This course provides a systematic
examination of the conceptual bases and
practical applications of the administration
of staff development and superviSion
programs in a broad spectrum of
educational settings. The course explores
organizations of several relevant theories
and conceptual models including Social
Systems Theory and Organizational
Development (ODI. Students will be
introduced to a variety of administrative
techniques used to assess needs; plan,
deliver, and evaluate staff development;
and supervision programs in education.
473 Collective Negotiations in
Educational Organizations (3)
This course focuses on the concepts,
issues, and processes involved with
collective negotiations (bargaining) in
American educational organizations. The
major issues addressed in the course
include recognition procedures bargaining
unit, determination, the scope of
negotiations, the proposal and counter
proposal compromise, impasse procedures,
and master contract management.
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475 School Buildings and Sites (3)
Course is designed to acquaint the
administrator with methods and procedures
for projecting the future building and facility
needs of a public school district and for
supervising actual planning of facility
construction. Maximizing utilization of
current facilities will be studied in detail.
480 Administration of Adult and
Community Education (3)
A course designed to familiarize the student
with the structure. purpose. and processes
of community education with particular
emphasis being placed on the administrative
theories and functions of adult education.
481 Programming in Community and
Adult Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED ADM 480. Study and
analysis of basic situations in which
community and adult educational
programming take place. Within this
framework. application will be made of a
fundamental series of steps essential to
sound educational programming .
485 Financing of Community
Education (3)
The student will develop the necessary skills
needed to construct an operational budget
for the administration of community
education programs. Emphasis will be
placed on developing a support base from
federal. state. and local funding resources.
The student will be exposed to proposal
writing and funding procedures.
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member . An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern .
The internship will include planning.
research. evaluation. and related
professional activities .
497

Problems (1-10)

Educational
Foundations (ED FND)
111 The School in Contemporary
Society (3)
The introductory course in teacher
education. An examination of the
organization and pu rpose of the school in
its social setting . Selected representative
educational themes and issues will be
studied . Required of students admitted to
the School of Education . Prerequisite to
other professional courses.
251 Black Americans in Education (3)
An examination and analysis of conditions
affecting the education of black Americans
and their schools. with emphasis on
relationships between schools and the black
community. and needed changes in
education.
330 History of American Education (3)
Prerequisite : A course in American history
or consent of instructor . An overview of the
evolutionary development of American
educational theory and practice from the
early colonial period to the present.
Attention is also given to selected issues in
professional education.
332 Progressivism and Modern
American Education (3)
Relationship between American progressive
school theory and contemporary classroom
practices. including the open classroom. the
community school. the alternate school.
open admissions. and learning by individual
contract. Trends will be interpreted in the
light of various roles of the classroom
teacher in the modern school.
340 Comparative Education (3)
A comparative study of representative
systems of education in South America .
Europe. and Asia in contrast with the
American system.

410 Development and Organization of
Urban School Systems (3)
An examination and analysis of tr e
development and existing conditic ns
affecting urban education. with emphasis
on current effons to bring about quality
education in urban areas . A revielV of
current projects and research as vl ell as the
effect of these projects upon the school
systems would be included .
421 Philosophy of Education (3)
A study of the fundamentals of ed ucation
in the light of modern science am:
philosophy .
422 Analys:s of Educational Issues (3)
Prerequisite : A course in philosophy of
education or a course in history 0 '
education. or consent of instructor. A
critical examination of issues about the
elementary and secondary school~ . This is
done through the analysis of the
procedures. resources. and goals ' hat guide
school policies and practices.
436 History of Western Education :3)
A course designed to survey the
educational development of Westun
civilization from approximately the eighth
century B. C. until the present. Salient
educational theory and practice w ill be
considered in their appropriate social
context.
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Closely
supervised experience in a field set ting
under the direction of a graduate f 3culty
member . An appropriate level of oJ mpetence
and evidence of growth in the prot essional
role must be demonstrated by the Intern .
The internship will include plannin g .
research. evaluation. and related
professional activities .
497
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Educational
Technology (ED TEe)
245 Audiovisual Equipment Operation
for Classroom Teachers (1)
An entry-level course for all teacher
education students. May be taken
concurrently with ED TEC 246. A self
paced, modul arized, and criterion
referenced course. Students will
demonstrate competence in operati ng
standa rd audiovisual equipment normally
found in the schools.
246 Preparation of Inexpensive
Materials for the Classroom (11
An entry-level course for teache r education
students. May be taken concurrently with
ED TEC 245 . A lecture-demonstration
laboratory course in material preparation for
classroom use .
247 Integration of Media and Materials
in Instructional Planning (11
Prerequisites : ED TEC 246, and for
secondary educa tion students, SEC ED 213.
Course concen trates on the integration of
media and materials in lesson planning.
Through lecture, demonstration, and
individualized instruction, the student
designs an instructional unit and prepares
appropria te material for that unit. ED TEC
246 must be taken prior to, or concurrently
with, this course .
248 Utilization of Computer-Based
Materials in Instruction (11
Utilizing a series of computer-based
education modules, the instructional uses of
the computer are explained and
demonstra ted . Students develop practical
experience in using and evaluating
computer materials for classroom use .
340 Selection and Utilization of
Educational Media (31
Introduction to the selection, use, and
evaluation of audiovisual materials and
equipment including films, slides,
transparencies, projectors, globes, charts,
maps, bulletin boards, plus programmed
materials, information retrieval systems, and
in structional television.

345 Preparation of Graphic Materials
for Audiovisual Education (31
Prerequisite : ED TEC 340 or consent of
instru cto r. Not open to lower division
students. A lecture-demonstration
laboratory course that emphasizes the
graphic arts component of audiovisual
material production. Theories of learning
and communication are used in the design
and production of materials used for
classroom settings.
346 Instructional Television (3)
Prerequisite : ED TEC 340 or consent of
instructor. Not open to lower division
students . A lecture-dem onstration
laboratory course designed to concentrate
on the use of instructional telev ision in
formal and informal learning situations.
Basic script writing, management of lTV
systems, and design and production of low
budget programs will be emphasized .
353 Principles of Photographic
Production for Educetion (3)
Prerequisite : ED TEC 340 or consent of
instructor . A lecture-demonstration
laboratory course which stresses the
application of theories of learning,
perception, and retention to the visual
medium of still photography. Emphasis on
designing and producing photographic
material that enhances the
teaching/learning process.
354 Principles of Motion Picture
Production for Education (3)
Prerequisite: ED TEC 340 or consent of
instructor . A lecture-demonstration
laboratory course . Emphasis on appiication
of theories of learning , perception, and
retention as they relate to motion-picture
production . Special attention will be given
to the design and production of motion
pic ture material that enhances the learning
process.
404 Seminar in Educational
Technology Research (3)
Prerequisites : ED TE C 340 and twelve hours
of graduate work in educational technology.
A review of research in educational
technology with individual in-depth study .
The student selects a research problem in
conjunction with the instructor and
completes a review project. Open to
graduate students who have completed
twelve hours of work in educational
technology .

410 Computer-Based Graphics and
Text Design and Production (31
Prereq uisite: Education 301 or permission of
the instructor. A lecture-demonstration
laboratory course that emphasizes the
theoretical and practical design of graph ic
and textual material through the use of
computer-based graphics programs .
Emphasis will be placed on the utilization of
commercial software to produce graphic
designs and desktop publishing projects
such as newsletters, workbooks, and other
textual materials .
415 Computer-Based Education:
Authoring Software I (3)
Prerequisite: Ed ucation 301 or permission of
the instructor . A lecture-demonstration
laboratory course that emphasizes the
theoretical and practical design of
computer-based educational materials .
Students will develop practical experience
in utilizing programming shells and
authoring languages in the development of
curricular-based CBE programs.
432 Educational Technology Systems
Design (3)
Prerequisite ED TEC 340. A lecture
demonstration course in the application of
learning theory to the design of audiovisual
materials . Emphasis on educa tional
tech nology systems design , objectives,
const raints, limitations; and evaluation .
Methods of analyzing target populations
and instructional demands along with
decision-making models will be reviewed.
433 Educational Technology Systems
Management (3)
Prerequisite : ED TEC 340 . Basic principles
of management in design and operation of
media programs and systems in various
educational se ttings. Emphasis on strategies
and alternative structures for achieving and
evaluating functions of media centers .
435 Diffusion and Adoption of
Innovations in Educational
Technology (3)
Prerequisite: ED T EC 340. A lecture course
designed to provide an overview of the
diffusion and adoption of technical
innovations in the educational system . This
course will include the technological,
sociological, psychological, and political
aspects of the process of diffusion and
adoption. Various models, techniques, and
appl icat ions of the diffusion and adoption
process are emphasized.
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446 Advanced Instructional Television
Production (31
Prerequi site : ED TEC 340 and ED TEC 346.
Advanced management, script writing, and
production of lTV programs. Laboratory
activities in production of systematically
designed instruction . Each student wi ll
produ ce lTV programs involving writing,
production of graphics, directing, editing,
and validating the programs.
490 Int ernship (1 -101
Prerequisite : Consent of instru ctor . Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship wi ll include planning,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activities.
493 Practicum in Educational
Technology (31
Prerequisite : ED TEC 340 or consent of
instructor . Focus is on the application of
principles of instructional development to
teaching problems in educat.ional tech
nology . Selecting, developing, adapting ,
and using instructional technology
appropriate to the specific teaching
problems is an integral part of this course .
497 Problems (1 -101
Prerequisite: ED TEC 340 or consent of
instructor. Individual study on topics
pertaining to educational technology .

Secondary Education
(SEC ED)
160 Shorthand Theory I (31
Prerequisite: Typewriting . Study of Gregg
shorthand theory with emphasis on reading,
writing , and taking dictation at moderate
rates . Not open to students with previous
training in Gregg shorthand theory .
161 Shorthand Theory II (31
Prerequisites: SEC ED 160, Shorthand
Theory I or equivalent; SEC ED 162,
Business and Professional Typewriting I or
equiva lent. Review of Gregg shorthand
theory; development of speed and accuracy
in taking dictation; emphasis on transcribing
techniques and office-style dictation.
162 Business and Professional
Typewriting (31
Prerequisite : Intermediate typewriting or
equivalent. Review of typewriting
tec hniques and skills; development of speed
and accuracy; instruction in the preparation
of business and professional papers and
forms with emphasis on formatting and
information processing Skills.
213 Techniques of Secondary School
Teach i ng and Field Experience (41
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 and admission tu
the School of Education . Activities and
interaction of tGachers and pupils in
development of conditions for learning in
secondary schools . Analysis of
teaching / learning and field experience
observations in secondary school
classrooms . (N o te: It is suggested tha t
student complete Educational Psychology
before taking this course .)
222 Middle School/Junior High School
Organ ization. Philosophy and
Curriculum (31
Prerequisite : ED FND 111 . A study of the
unique history, goals, philosophy, and
organization of the middle school / junior
high school with a focus on curriculum and
instruction. Intended to aid future teachers
interested in middle school /j un ior high
school teaching .
232 The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching English (31
(Same as English 262 .) Prerequisites : SEC
ED 213 and a near major in the subject
matter. A study of the scope and sequ ence
of the En gli sh course in the schoo l
curriculum with emphasis on the selection
and organization of materials and methods
of instruction and evaluation . Attention is
also directed toward learning the techniques
and research too ls of the scholar in the field
of English . To be taken prior to student
teach ing .

240 The Curriculum and Mett£ods of
Teaching Physical Sciences (31
(Same as Chemistry 280 and Phy: ics 280.)
Prerequisite: SEC ED 213 and a n3ar major
in the subject matter. A stud y of :he scope
and sequence of the physica l scie '1 ce
courses in the school curriculum, with
emphasis on the selection and organization
of materials and methods of instruction and
evaluation . Attention is also direC'ed towa rd
learning the techniques and resea -ch tools
of the sc holar in the field of scien:e . To be
taken prior to student teaching .
244 Laboratory in Teaching th e Life
Sciences (2)
(Same as Biology 286) Prerequisi :e: SEC
ED 213 . Discussion, developmen t, utiliza
tion, and evaluation of equipment ,
materials, and techniqu es appl icable to
instruction in the life sciences. Ml st be
taken concurrentiy with Biology 285/ SEC
ED 245 .
245 The Curri culum and Methods of
Teaching the Life Sciences (3)
(Same as Biology 285.) Prerequisi' es: SEC
ED 213 and a near major in the subject
matter . A study of the scope and sequen ce
of the life sciences courses in the school
curriculum, with emphasi s on the selection
and organization of materials and T1et hods
of instruc tion and evaluation . Atte ntion is
also directed toward learning the techn iques
and research tools of the scholar il the field
of science . To be taken prior to stJ dent
teaching .
246 The Curriculum and Metho ds of
Teaching Mathematics (31
Prerequisites : SEC ED 213 and a r ear major
in the subject matter . A study of t '1e scope
and sequence of the mathematics courses
in the school curriculum with emp l asis on
the selection and organi za tion of rlatenals
and methods of instruction and ev aluation.
Attention is also directed toward luarning
the techniques and resea rch tools ;)f the
scholar in the field of mathematics . To be
taken prior to student teaching.
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255 The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching History and Social Studies (3)
(Same as History 255.) Prerequisites : SEC
ED 213 and a near major in the subject
matter. A study of the scope and sequence
of the history and social studies courses in
the school curriculum with emphasis on the
selection and organization of materials and
methods of instruction and evaluation.
Attention is also directed toward learning
the techniques and research tools of the
scholar in the field of history and social
studies. (Not counted as credit for a major
in history.) To be taken prior to student
teaching.
256 Social Studies Teaching Intern
Seminar (1)
(Same as History 256.) Prerequisite: Must
be enrolled concurrently in student
teaching . Addresses the application of
educational philosophy , social studies
curriculum , teaching strategies, and
instructional technology in the classroom
setting . Offered concurrently with
Secondary School Student Teaching, SEC
ED 290.
261 Methods of Teaching
Typewriting (3)
Prerequisite: Intermediate Typewriting or
equivalent. Instruction in the methods and
techniques used to teach basic and
advanced typewriting.
262 Methods of Teaching
Shorthand (3)
Prerequisite: SEC ED 161 or equivalent.
Instruction in methods and techniques used
in Gregg shorthand, dictation, and
transcription with emphasis on planning and
organizing a shorthand laboratory and a
secretarial practice laboratory.
263 Methods of Teaching Accounting
and Data Processing (3)
Prerequisites : Business Administration 140.
Business Administration 340, or equivalent.
Methods and techniques of teaching data
processing and accounting in the secondary
schools .
264 Methods of Teaching Basic
Business Subjects (3)
Prerequisites: Economics 51, Business
Administration 206, and Business
Administration 256. Methods and
techniques of teaching basic business,
business law, economics, consumer
economics , and business principles and
management in the secondary curriculum .

265 Secretarial Practice (3)
Prerequisites: SEC ED 161 and SEC ED 163
or consent of instructor . Study of
secretarial office procedures; office-style
dictation for transcription; word processing;
office machines; records management.

2fil The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Business Subjects (3)
Prerequisites: SEC ED 213, 261, 262, 263,
292, and near major in subject matter .
Study of the scope and sequence of
business education courses in the high
school curriculum, with emphasis on
Business English, distributive education
programs, organizations, and publications
A ttention is also directed toward learning
the techniques and research tools of the
scholar in the field of business education.
To be taken concurrently with student
teaching. Course meets first four weeks and
last week of semester.
270 English Teaching Intern
Seminar (1)
(Same as English 270.) Prerequisite:
Concurrent enrollment in SEC ED 290. A
seminar in the integration of English
curricula, educational philosophy, teaching
strategies, and instructional technology in
the classroom setting. To be taken
concurrently with Secondary Student
Teaching, SEC ED 290.
273 The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Art (3)
Prerequisites : SEC ED 213 and a near major
in the subject matter. A study of the scope
and sequence of art courses in the school
curriculum, with emphasis on the selection
and organization of materials and methods
of instruction and evaluation. Attention is
also directed toward learning the techniques
and research tools of the scholar in the field
of art. To be taken concurrently with
student teaching .
274 The Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Foreign language (3)
(Same as French 264, German 264, and
Spanish 264 .) Prerequisites: SEC ED 213
and a near major in the subject matter and
passing the departmental language skill
test. A study of the scope and sequence of
the foreign language courses in the school
curriculum with emphasis on the selection
and organization of materials and methods
of instruction and evaluation. Attention is
also directed toward learning the techniques
and research tools of the scholar in the field
of foreign language. To be taken prior to
student teaching .

275 Philosophic and Practical
Foundation of the Secondary Music
Education Curriculum (1)
(Same as Music 267.) Prerequisites : Music
131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED FND
111; concurrent registration in Music 261,
Music 268/SEC ED 276 or Music 269/SEC
ED 277 and Music 270/ SEC ED 278 or
Music 271 / SEC ED 279 . For music
education majors. A study of the secondary
school music program: curricular objectives,
philosophy, and general administrative
procedures common to all secondary music
classes.
276 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Elementary/Middle
School/Junior High Instrumental
Music (2)
(Same as Music 268.) Prerequisites: Music
131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED FND
111; concurrent registration in Music 261;
Music 267/SEC ED 275 and Music 270/ SEC
ED 278. A study of the teaching
techniques, materials, curriculum, and
organization of the beginning instrumental
music program in the elementary and
middle school/junior high school.

m

Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Middle School/Junior High
School General Music (2)
(Same as Music 269.) Prerequisites: Music
131. Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED FND
111; concurrent registration in Music 261,
Music 267/SEC ED 275 and Music 271/SEC
ED 279. For the music education major. A
study of the middle school/junior high
school general music program emphasizing
a conceptually based curriculum; objectives,
methodologies. materials, innovations.
classroom organization, and management.

278 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching High School Instrumental
Music (2)
(Same as Music 270 .) Prerequisites : Music
131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED FND
111; concurrent registration in Music 261,
Music 267/SEC ED 275, Music 268/SEC ED
276. For the music education major. A
study of the high school instrumental music
program; curriculum, methods, teaching
techniques, organization, and administrative
procedures for instrumental performance
classes.
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279 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Secondary Choral Music (2)
(Same as Music 271.) Prerequisites: Music
131, Music 257/ELE ED 277, and ED FND
111; concurrent registration in Music 261,
Music 267/S EC ED 275. Music 269/SEC ED
277 . For the music education major. Study
of secondary school choral music program;
curriculum, methods, teaching techniques,
organization, and administrative procedures
for choral performance classes.
290 Secondary School Student
Teaching (12)
Prerequisites: SEC ED 213 and admission to
student teaching. Clinical teaching
experience in secondary school classrooms
under University and school supervision. To
be taken after appropriate curriculum and
methods course.
293 Student Teaching in Music
Education. K-6 (5)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 210, SEC ED 213,
Music 257/ELE ED 277, Music 267/SEC ED
275, Music 118, Music 268/SEC ED 276,
Music 270/SEC ED 278 (instrumental
emphasis majors); Music 120, Music
269/SEC ED 277, Music 271/SEC ED 279
(Choral / vocal emphasis majors); and
admission to student teaching. Must be
taken "in block" with SEC ED 294 and
must immediately precede it in the
semester. Clinical teaching experience in
music education settings in the schools
under University and school supervision
with semina r included. Required of all
majors in music education.
294 Student Teaching in Music
Education, 7-12 (5)
Prerequisite: SEC ED 293. Must be taken
"in block" with SEC ED 293 and must
immediately follow it in the semester.
Clinical teaching experience in music
education settings in the schools under
University and school supervision with
semina r included. Assignments will be in
different settings from those of SEC ED
293. Required of all majors in music
education.
305 Writing for Teachers (3)
(Same as Engli sh 305.) Prerequisite: English
210 or a comparable course in advanced
composition . Designed for prospective as
well as in-service teachers, the course
includes : 11) writing - short papers to be
sha red in wo rkshop groups; 12) reading
curren t theory and research on writing and
the implications for teachers; (3) teaching
-classroom activities that foster growth in
writing .

312 Secondary School Curriculum (3)
Prerequ isite: SEC ED 213. Sources, scope,
and organization of the curriculum, modern
trends, and methods of investigation .
316 Gateway Writing Project (1-6)
Prerequisite: English 210 or equivalent
course in advanced composition . An inten
sive cou rse in the writing process and the
writing curriculum, designed for experi 
enced teachers. Readings of current theory
and research will be related to participants'
experience as writers and as teachers.
Topics may vary. May be repeated for
credit. No more than six hours may be
applied toward the M.Ed. Counts toward
the Certificate in Writing.
3I.iO Administration and Supervision of
Office Personnel (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. An
advanced course in office administration
and s\!pervision designed to meet the needs
of business personnel involved in
administrative office management work;
emphasis on updating leadership and
human relations skills, organizing , planning,
controlling office services, and bu siness
data processing systems.
361 Word Processing (3)
Prerequisite: SEC ED 162, SEC ED 261, or
equivalent, or consent of instructor. The
course will focus on the needs of pre
service and in-service teachers wh o instruct
cou rses in word processing . The co ntent
will include training students to teach how
to use word processing equipment and the
procedures utilized in word processing
offices.
385 Problems of Teaching Reading in
Secondary Schools (3)
Prerequisite: ED FND 111 . Methods and
materials for improving reading in
secondary school classes, including content
fiel ds
391 Field Study in Secondary
Education (1-10)
Identification of specific problems in the
area of secordary education. Course is
co nducted as a field study in the public
schools. A maximum of eight credit hours
may be applied toward an advanced degree
contingent upon adviser ilpproval.

393 Student Teaching in Musi c
Education. K-12 (5)
Prerequ isite: SEC ED 294 or equiv 31ent and
admission to student teaching. Cli nical
teaching experience in music edu( atior
se tt ings in the schools under Univ3rsity and
school supervision with seminar ircluded .
For students who wish an additional
student teaching experience .
399 Science Teaching Intern
Seminar (3)
(Same as Biology 399.) Prerequisi' es: SEC
ED 244 and SEC ED 245. Address9s the
application of educational philosophy,
science curriculum, teaching strategies. and
instructional technology in the classroom
setti ng. Offered concurrently with
Secondary School Student Teaching, SEC
ED 290.
404

Seminar (1-10)

413 Secondary Teaching with
Microcomputers (3)
Prerequisite : EDUC 301 or consen : of
instructor. A course designed for teachers,
department heads, and school
administrators. Research and theo ry or
microcomputer-assisted instruction as Cl
teaching method in the secondary schools
will be presented. Both hardware and
so ftware suitable for microcomputers will
be used and analyzed.
414 Teaching the Gifted/Talented
Student in Secondary School (3)
A survey of research and theory 0 '1
teaching the gifted/ talented stude, t in
secondary school. Ways to identif ( the
gifted / talented with emphasis on l eaching
the gifted/talented in both heterouenolls
and homogenous secondary classlOoms .
Models of gifted/talented prograrrs in a
school setting.
415 The Secondary School
Curriculum (3)
For secondary school principal s, teachers,
and superintendents. Present methods in
curricular change and method s of curricular
investigation.
416 Curriculum Construction lor
Secondary Schools (3)
Prerequisite: SEC ED 415 or conse nt of
instructor . Designed for those eng 3ged in
curriculum revision work and constr uct:on
of new secondary school cou rses.
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418 The Junior HighlMiddle School (3)
Survey of the progress of the junior high
school, including the study of more
important problems of organization and
administration.
420 The Improvement of Secondary
School Teaching (3)
For secondary school teachers, principals,
and superintendents with considerable
training in education and experience in
teaching. Recent developments in
secondary school teaching.
422 Individualizing Instruction in
Secondary Schools (3)
The course, based on research and theory,
will serve as a model of secondary school
individualized instruction and is designed for
both teaching and administrative personnel.
Macro concepts such as: (1) the model
schools project, (2) IGE procedures for
individualization, (3) IIDIE I A theories of
individualization and other models of
individualized instruction may be chosen for
individual concentration . Teachers will
focus on learning packages, learning
contracts, learning centers, audio-tutorial
teaching, the Keller plan, independent
study, mini-courses, and other techniques
of individualization.
425 Secondary School Supervision (3)
Methods of improving instruction in junior
and senior high schools.
427 Supervision of Clinical Experiences
in Teacher Education (3)
Prerequisites : Teaching experience and
consent of instructor . A consideration of
the clinical phase of the teacher education
program, with special emphasis on student
teaching. Examination of role
responsibilities and supervisory practices.
Study of professional literature for research
findings, theoretical formulations, and
recent developments in the field .

429 The Department Head (3)
This course emphasizes the role of the
department chairperson as an educational
leader. Theoretical concepts are related to
sound practice. The potential for the job is
discussed as well as the roadblocks to
successful execution. Appropriate for
practicing department chairpersons, school
administrators, or classroom teachers
interested in acquainting themselves with
this position.
430 Problems of Teaching English in
the Secondary School (3)
A review of recent developments in the
teaching of secondary English. Special
attention is given to research involving
instructional problems in urban and
suburban schools. The course is designed
for teachers, department heads, and
supervisors in secondary English programs.
452 Problems of Teaching Social
Studies in the Secondary Schools (3)
A review of recent developments in the
teaching of secondary school social studies.
Special attention is given to research and
scholarship involving instructional and
curricular problems, especially in the
metropolitan St. Louis area. Emphasis is
placed upon development of effective
materials, techniques, and resources. The
course is designed primarily for teachers
and supervisors in secondary school social
studies programs.

486 Techniques in Teaching Biology
for Graduate Students (2)
(Same as Biology 486.1 Prerequisites:
Graduate standing and teaching
assignment . Discussion and practice of
techniques specific to instruction in the life
sciences. Consideration will be given to
teaching strategies, curriculum design,
evaluation, instrumentation, and student
teacher interactions. Recommended for all
graduate students with teaching
assistantships.
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship will include planning,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activities.
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Elementary and Early
Childhood Education
Courses in this section are grouped as
follows : Early Childhood Education (ECH ED)
and Elementary Educa tion (ELE ED!.
Prerequisites may be waived by conse nt of
the department.

Early Childhood
Education (ECH ED)
290 Student Teaching in Early
Childhood Education I (5)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 230, ELE ED 336 or
ELE ED 385; ECH ED 333, ECH ED 341, and
ECH ED 351; and admission to student
·; eaching . Must be taken with ECH ED 291,
and must immediately precede ECH ED 291
in the semester. Clinical teaching
experience in early childhood education
classro oms in the schools under University
and school supervision. Required for all
majors in earl y childhood education.
291 Student Teaching in Early
Childhood Education II (5)
Prerequisite: ECH ED 290 . Must be taken
"in block" with ECH ED 205 an d ECH ED
290 and must follow ECH ED 290 in the
semester . Clinical teaching experience in
earl y childhood education classrooms in the
school s under University and school
supervision . Assignments will be in different
school districts, buildings servin g fam ilies of
different socio-economic and cultural
backgrounds, and at different agel grade
levels from those of the ECH ED 290
assignments. Required of all majors in early
childhood education.
312 Principles of Early Childhood
Education (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 and ED PSY
312 . Study of basic princi ples underlying
good schools for young children . Students
will use theoretical base as well as on-site
observations to develop an awareness of
teach ing-Iearning strategies appropriate for
the developmental needs of children from
birth through age eight. Scheduling ,
classroom arrangement. and child
management practices will be conside red .
Throughout the course, students will be
expected to begin developing their own
philo sophy of early childhood education.

314 Curriculum Methods and Materials
for Early Childhood Education (3)
Prerequisite: ECH ED 312. Curriculum
development for pre-school and early
primary, including writing and sequencing
objectives, constructi ng activities and
materials, and using lesson plans with
you ng children. Curricu lum areas also
include science and social studies.
Individualization for special needs is
emphasized.

346 The Acquisition of Math-ematical
Concepts (3)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 246 or eq ui valent and
conse nt of instructor. Applications of the
major theorists (Bruner, Piaget, 3agne,
etc.) to mathematics fo r childrer of menta l
ages 3-8 . Considerations sugges :ed by
research and implications in the 3rea s of
logical thinking, pre-number ideas,
geometry, topology, problem solv ing, and
arithmetical operations.

317 Assessing Individual Needs for
Early Childhood Instruction (3)
Prerequisites : ED FND 111 and ED PSY
312 . Techniques of observing children and
using assessment instruments to plan an
individualized program for early childhood.

351 Exploring the Social Wol"ld With
Young Child (3)
Prerequisites : ECH ED 312 and completion
of social science requirements in general
education. A study of and exper ence with
materials, techniques, and resou ' ces for
furthering the child's mastery of the skills of
communication ; understanding of people,
social roles, societ y, and various cult ures;
and ability to develop satisfying
relationships with peers and adul ts.

321 Parent and Community Resources
in Early Childhood Education (3)
Prerequisite: Admission to the School of
Education or graduate status. Competencies
for working with parents and community
agencies will be developed through a study
of community and commu nit y resources.
Procedures for parent participation and use
of service agencies in the education of all
young children, including those with special
needs, will be examined.
331 Languaga Acquisition and
Development in Early Childhood (3)
Prerequisite: ED PSY 312. Development of
language and the effects environmental and
cultural factors have on the acquisition
process . Identification of language problems
for purpose of referral. Practicum
experiences insluded.
333 Creative Experiences for Young
Children (3)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher
Education Program or consen t of instructor.
Materials, techniques, and resources for
promoting cognitive, affective, and
perceptual motor development through the
use of art media, songs, and rhythms, play,
and creative dramatics. Course includes a
20-hour practicum.
341 Exploring the Physical World With
Young Children (3)
Prerequisites: ECH ED 312 and completion
of science requirements in general
education. A study of and experiences with
materials, techniques, and resources for
broadening the child's awareness and
understanding of science.

390 Student Teaching in Early
Childhood Education III (5)
Prerequisites: ECH ED 291 or eq uivalent
and admission to student teachi ng. Clinical
teaching experience in early chiloh oo d
education classrooms in the sch c-ols under
University and school supervisior witr.
seminar included . For students w ho wish an
additional student teaching expenence.
410 Foundations of Preschoo l
Education (3)
Prerequisite: A course in child PS / chology
or equivalent. A study of the vari ) us types
of early childhood programs and :he
philosophy upon which they are basec.
Allention will also be directed to the
implementation of such program~ , problems
of parent involvement, and the soc ial
environment of the chil dren .
490 Internship 11-10)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member . An appropriate level of competence
and evidence Of growth in the pro fessional
role must be demonstrated by thE inte ' n.
The internship will include plannirg,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activi ties .
497 Problems (1-10)
Prerequisite: Graduate standing. Individual
study on top ics pertaining to earl\
childhood education.
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Elementary Education
(ELE ED)
82

Effective Reading and Study
Skills (2)
Designed to increase reading rate and
comprehension and to develop study
techniques appropriate to the purpose and
difficultY of materials. Use is made of
mechanical pacer, comprehension tests,
vocabulary materials, and lecture
demonstrations. No credit toward a
degree.

101 Introduction to Classroom
Teaching (3)
An introduction to the study of teachers'
behaviors and learners' respon ses in
classroom settings. Students will be
assigned to school sites for specified
observations/ analyses and limited
participation . Students will have the
opportunity to evaluate the teaching
profession as an appropriate career choice.
The course will consist of approximately
one-third lecture/ seminar and two-third s
clinical / field experiences.

1n

Elementary School Music (2)
Prerequisite : Consent of department. The
role of the classroom teacher in the
development of the elementary school
general music program; selection of music,
demonstration and practice of methods,
and study of resources. This course will not
apply toward requirements for a music
major.

179 Art Activities for Elementary
Schools (3)
(Same as Art 134.1 A study of art
principles; provides laboratory experiences
with various media and materials . Stresses
curriculum planning and developments of
the elementary school program in arl.
192 Educational Laboratory/Field
Experience (1-3)
A laboratory/field experience requiring
systematic observation and / or participation
in appropriate educational settings . To
precede student teaching . May be repeated
olO maximum of three hours.
230 Children's Literature and
Reading (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing. A course
designed to provide a knowledge of the
various types of literature for young people,
including books, magazines, comics,
television, and films; cri te ria for evaluating
and selecting material; uses of material in
the classroom and home; and motivating
reading for enjoyment and information,
bibliotherapy, and commu nication .

246 Teaching Mathematics in the
Elementary School (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 , junior standing,
and completion of mathematics
requirements in general education.
Organization and implementation of a
modern elementary school mathematics
program.
253 Teaching of Social Studies in the
Elementary School (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 , junior standing,
and completion of social science
requirements in general education. Study of
elementary school social studies
emphasizing the current socia l studies
curricular content, methods of teaChing,
and instructional materials . Analysis of
forces affecting objectives, materials, and
teaching te chni ques .

336 Teaching Language Arts and
Reading N-9 (3)
Prerequisites: Six hours of English/Speech;
ED PSY 312. Involves study of methods
and materials for implementing a total
language arts program, including reading in
the elementary school. Emphasis is placed
on using the language experience approach
in teaching listening, reading, spelling,
handwriting, grammar, and spoken or
written composition as basic ski lls.
341 Teaching Science in the
Elementary School (3)
Prerequisites: Completion of science
requ iremen ts in general education, ED FND
111, and upper-level standing . An analysis
of teaching science to elementary school
children with emphasis on current science
education trends, science curricu lar
materials, and strategies of instruction.

'ZT1 Teaching Music in the Elementary
School (3)
(Same as Music 257.1 Prerequisites: Music
131 and ED FND 111. For the music
education major. A study of the elementary
school music curriculum emphasizing the
objectives, methods of teaching and
staffing music classes, and analysis of
instructional materials and resources.
290 Elementary School Student
Teaching I (5)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 230 or ELE ED 336;
ELE ED 241, 246, 253, 385, and admission
to student teaching . Must be taken with
ELE ED 291, and must immediately precede
ELE ED 291 in the semester . Clinical
teaching experience in elementary school
classrooms under University and school
supervision. Required for all majors in
elementary education.
291 Elementary School Student
Teaching II (5)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 290. Must be taken
"in block" with ELE ED 205 and ELE ED
290, and must immediately follow ELE ED
290 in the semester. Clinical teaching ex
perience in elementary school classrooms
under University and school supervision.
Assignments will be in different school
districts, buildings serving families of dif
ferent socio-economic and cultural
background s, and at different grade levels
from those of the ELE ED 290 assignments.
Required for all majors in elementary educa
tion.
310 Elementary School Curriculum (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 and junior
standing. Study of modern education with
regard to objectives, content, and methods
in elementary school curriculum .

342 Teaching Remedial
Mathematics (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 246 Methods for
diagnosing and remediating mathematical
skills and concepts of the special needs
learner.
346 Advanced Methods in Elementary
School Mathematics (3)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 246 and consent of
instructor. Review, evaluate, develop, and
provide classroom trial of in structional
components prepared for teaching
mathematics. Course will develop greater
depth of preparation in: elementary
program content; programs for exceptional
children; and curricular extensions such as
transformational geometry, rational
numbers, and intuitive algebra.
386 Teaching Reading in the
Elementary School (3)
Prerequisites: ED PSY 312 and junior
standing. Methods and materials of
improving word perception, vocabulary,
comprehension, and interests in
independent reading.
387 Teaching Reading and Language
Arts to Culturally Diverse Children (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 and senior
standing. Systematic study of the problems
of teaching reading and related language
arts in ghetto schools . Attention is given to
the ways in which the selection of materials
and methodology of teaching reading to
inner city children is influenced by their
physical and psychological needs, their
experience backgrounds, their spoken
language patterns, their cultural heritage,
and the sociology of their environment.
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389 The Analysis and Correction of
Reading Problems in the Classroom (3)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 385 or SEC ED 385,
or equivalent. Study of causes of reading
difficulties and procedures that may be
used to analyze and correct them in the
group setting.
390 Elementary School Student
Teaching III (5)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 291 or equivalent and
admission to student teaching . Clinical
teaching experience in elementary school
classrooms under university and school
supervision with seminar included . For
students who wish an additional student
teaching experience .
405

Seminar (1-10)

410 Current Research in the
Elementary School Curriculum (3)
A systematic examination of research
related to elementary school curriculum .
Students will be expected to become
effective ccnsumers of educational research
and to utilize appropriate research findings
in their decision-making processes when
planning instruction.
411 Curricular Issues in the Elementary
School (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 410. Selected
contemporary problem s which affect
elementary classroom decisions . Computer
literacy values, meeting individual needs,
and dealing with discipline are studied
through investigative discussions, reading ,
and a research paper.
412 Microcomputers in Elementary
Ed ucation (3)
Focuses on principles and procedures for
using microcomputers for instructional and
classroom management activities in the
elementary classroom.
,\ 422 Curriculum Construction in
Elementary Schools (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 410. A study of the
elementary curriculum with regard to
selection of objectives and content and to
provisions for curricular change.
423 Curricular Implementation in the
Elementary School (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 422 . Culminating
experience for curricular project in ELE ED
422 . Course will include procedures and
techniques for curricular design
implementation in the field.

425 Elementary School Supervision (3)
Organized to study such problems in field
of supervision as will meet needs of
superintendents, principals, and special
supervisors.

42:l

Supervision of Clinical Experiences
in Teacher Education (3)
Prerequisite: Teaching experience and
consent of instructor. A consideration of
the clinical phase of the teacher education
program, with special emphasis on student
teaching. Examination of role
responsibilities and supervisory practices.
Study of professional literature for research
findings, theoretical formulat ion, and recent
developments in the field .

430 Problems of Teaching the
Language Arts (3)
Procedures used in teaching integrated
language arts in elementary schools .
432 Problems and Research in
Elementary School Language Arts (3)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 430, EVL MS 431,
and six hours of English. A systematic
study of research in teaChing speaking,
listening, written composition, handwriting,
spelling, and linguistics as it focuses on the
problems of teaching these skills in the
elementary school. Attention is given to
innovations in the field.
436 Children's Literature I: Survey and
Analysis (3)
A survey of children's literature published in
the last ten years . Special emphasis will be
placed on the relationship between
children's literature and contemporary
issues of society . Students will experience
the materials themselves rather than reading
about books. In addition , students will
begin to study the literary elements that
make literature interesting and meaningful
for children.
437 Children's Literature II: Selection
and Functions (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 436. A study of literary
elements that make literature interesting
and meaningful for children will be
completed. Further emphasis will focus on
the application of trade books for children
as resources in school curricula planning .

441 Problems and Research in
Teaching Elementary School Science (3)
Prerequisites: Eight hours of science, ELE
ED 241, and ED PSY 411. A thor Jugh
examination of research related to
elementary school science instruc tion with
particular emphasis on innovative program s.
Includes methods of investigatior and
techniques for interpreting the prlJfessional
literature.
443 Teaching Physical Science in the
Elementary School (3)
Activity-oriented experiences wit h baSIC
physical science concepts, labora tory skills,
and techniques that are approprifte for
elementary school teachers. The Jhysical
science concepts in elementary school
curricula will be analysed in depth.
444 Environmental Studies for
Elementary Teachers (3)
Activity-oriented training in devel Jping
environmental awareness, field and/ or
laboratory skills and techniques , and the
use of elementary environmental curricula .
Materials and activities appropriate for one's
students and locale will be develc ped.
445 Problems of Teaching Arit hmetic
in the Elementary School (3)
A study of the mathematics prog ' am in the
elementary school from the viewpoint of
goals, content, techniques, and fvaluation
446 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Measurement in
Mathematics: Metric and Star dard
Systems (3)
Prerequisite: ECH ED 346 or ELE ED 246.
Curricular development and implEmen tation
on reflecting recent research find ngs .
Content, materials, methods of teaching the
general topic: measurement . Ap~ li cations in
both the metric and standard sys:ems.
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447 Problems and Research in
Teaching Elementary School
Mathematics (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 445. A thorough
examination of research related to recurrent
problems in elementary school mathematics
instruction, as well as current problems
arising within modern programs. Includes
methodology appropriate to investigation of
such problems and techniques for
assessment of the literature.

484 Developmental Reading (K-13) (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 385 or SEC ED 385, or
equivalent. Designed to update classroom
teachers' skills in reading instruction. Study
of basic reading instruction at all grade
levels with special emphasis on current
instruction programs, innovative approaches
to read ing instruction, basic techniques,
commercial reading materials, and recent
research findings which have a bearing on
methodology.

448 Diagnosis and Remediation 2!
Disabilities in Learning Mathematics (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 445. Causes of
mathematical disabilities. Materials and
techniques for diagnoses and corrective
programs for children and youth.

486 Clinical Diagnosis and Treatment
of Reading Disabilities (3)
Prerequisites: A graduate course in reading
and in measurement or statistics. Etiology
of specific reading disability; procedures
that are used to diagnose and treat in the
clinical setting .

450 Problems of Teaching Social
Studies in tho Elementary School (3)
A classroom-oriented study of curricular
and instructional problems encountered in
social studies. Emphasis is placed upon
development of materials, techniques, and
resources .
452 Problems and Research in
Teaching Elementary School Social
Studies (3)
Pre~equisite: ELE ED 450. An advanced
study of pedagogical problems germane to
social studies education with particular
emphasis on application of research
findings to the solution 01 classroom
problems.
482 Problems and Research in
Teaching Elementary School
Reading (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 385 or equivalent.
Systematic study 01 research as it focuses
on the problems of teaching reading in the
elementary school. Attention is given to
innovations in the field.

488 Supervision of School Reading
Programs (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED or SEC ED 385.
Processes and techniques of developing,
evaluating, and/or modifying the reading
program in a school or district . The course
would enable those seeking pOSitions as
consultants, coordinators, and directors of
reading to conform with standards specified
by the International Reading Association.
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. An appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern.
The internship will include planning,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activities.

. i

493 Clinical Methods in Child
Study I (3)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 486 and ED REM 422.
Clinical experience in diagnosing learning
problems, especially reading disability, in
school children.
494 Clinical Methods in Child
Study" (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 493. Clinical
experience in applying remedial procedures
to school children with learning problems,
especially reading disability.
495 Supervision of Practicum in
Clinical Reading (3)
Prerequisites: ELE ED 385 or SEC ED 385;
ELE ED 486, ELE ED 493, ELE ED 494; and
ED REM 422 . Supervising graduate
students in diagnosis and remedial process
within the reading clinic.
497 Problems (1-10)
Selected problems to meet the needs of
individual students.
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Prerequisites may be waived by consent of
the department or the instructor.
101 Introduction to Classroom
Teaching (3)
An introduction to the study of teachers'
behaviors and learners' responses in
classroom sellings. Students will be
assigned to school sites for specified
observations! analyses and limited
participation . Students will have the
opportunity to evaluate the teaching
profession as an appropriate career choice.
The course will consist of approximately
one-third lecture! seminar and two-thirds
clinical!field experience.
102 First Aid and Cariopulmonary
Resuscitation (1)
The course provides standard instruction
and supervised practice in first aid and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation leading to
American Red Cross certification in those
areas.
121 Analysis and Teaching of Physical
Activities I (2)
The study of skill analysis and techniques of
teaching specific physical activities selected
in PHY ED 123. Particular emphasis will be
given to biomechanical analysis of
movement , application of concepts of
motor learning, and organization and
management of instructional sellings. Must
be taken concurrently with four of the PHY
ED 123 laboratory sections.
122 Analysis and Teaching of Physical
Activities" (2)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 121. A continuation
of PHY ED 121 with emphasis on the
planning and teaching processes. Students
will have opportunities to micro-teach, peer
teach, and video tape. To be taken
co ncurrently with four of the PHY ED 123
laboratory sections.
123 Analysis and Teaching of Physical
Activities Laboratory (4-10)
The stu<iy and performance of physical
activities. Emphasis will be given to skill
analysis, drillS, strategy, rules, materials,
and teaching of the various activities.
Registration in four laboratory sessions is
required. Must be taken concurrently with
PHY ED 121 or PHY ED 122.
130 Elements of Health Education (3)
Prerequisites: ED FND 111 and admission to
the School of Education . Basic school
health for teachers. Considers health as it
relates to the sc hool and the child.

132 Personal Health (3)
A study of factors that contribute to
physical and mental well-being at all stages
of the life cycle. Particular attention will be
given to the identification and analysis of
individual health behaviors.
134 Personal Physical Fitness (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A study
of the relationship between vigorous
physical activity and individual well-being .
Emphasis will be placed on an individualized
analysis of health fitness, resulting in a
prescribed program to develop optimal
levels of physical fitness, including aerobic
fitness, strength, muscular endurance,
flexibility, body composition, and lifetime
sports considerations.
165 Physical Education Activities in
the Elementary School (3)
Objectives of physical education for the
elementary school child with applications of
choice of activities, organization of
program, theory, and practices .
190 Clinical Experience in Physical
Gerontology (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Early
supervised experience in gerontological
physical activity programming. Seminar
precedes and accompanies clinical
experience.
193 Clinical Experience in Youth Sport
Programs (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
Supervised clinical experience in youth
sport programs . Seminar precedes and
accompanies clinical experience.
204 Special Topics in Physical
Education (1-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
Independent study through readings,
reports, field study, or research .
232 Sports Medicine (3)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 280 . Study of the
medical supervision of sports participants ,
training, and prevention and care of
injuries . Course grants Red Cross first aid
certificate .
261 Physical Activity of the
Exceptional Learner (3)
Prerequisites: SPC ED 311 and SPC ED
313. A study of the special physical activity
and exercise needs, interests , and problem~
of the exceptional learner with considerable
emphasis on the development of methods
and competencies in modifying physical
activities .

Z68 Curriculum and Methods of
Teaching Physical Education (3)
Prerequisite: ELE ED 210 or SEC ED 213.
Study of the scope and sequencE' of the
physical education courses in the school
curriculum with emphasis on the selection
and organization of materials 3nd methods
of instruction and evaluation . Att ention is
also directed toward learn in g the techniques
and research tools of the scholar in the field
of physical education. To be takE-n
concurrently with student teachir g .
275 Psychology of Sport (3)
Prerequisites : Psyc hology 3 and Psychology
270 or Psychology 271. A study of the
following aspects of psychology 3S they
influence performance in sport and physical
activity: learning, retention, tram fer,
practice, feedback, motivation, anxiety,
perception, motor control, social
faCilitation , cohesion , leadership, and
reinforcement.
276 Sociocultural Foundations of Sport
and Physical Education (3)
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Study of the
role of sport and physical activit\ programs
in society and schools. The stud'i is based
on historical, philosophical, socie logical,
and cultural perspectives.
280 Human Anatomy and
Physiology (5)
Prerequisite : Biology 1 and Biolo gy 3, or
consent of instructor . Study of t1e basic
aspects of human anatomy and I)hysiology
and their relationship to concept , in sport
and physical activity . Two hours of
laboratory per week.
282 Physical Growth and M otor
Development (3)
Prerequisite: Psychology 270 or "'sychology
271. An examination of the physica l growth
and aging , and motor development of the
human being over the lifespan. Emphasis
on evaluative tools, techniques, 3nd studies
of research findings . Laboratory field
experience for observing individ L,a ls .
Allention is directed toward acqJisition of
basic skills , perceptual-motor de /elopment,
fitness development, and age-re ated
changes in information processi ng. A
required course for physical edu ; ation
majors, an elective course for early
childhood, special, and elementary
education majors.
283 Kinesiology (3)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 280. StudY of the
biomechanics of human motion with
particular application to perform3nce in
sport activities.
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284 Physiology of Human Exercise (3)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 280. Study of the
physiological effects of human exercise,
training , an d sport activities upon the
human body; understa nding and evaluation
of physical fitness components, with
consideration given also to areas including
work , fatigue, nutrition, age , sex , and
environment.
290 Student Teaching in Physical
Education I (5)
Prerequisites : SEC ED 213; eight of the
following courses: PHY ED 121, 122, 123,
130,232, 275, 276, 277, 283, and 284; and
admission to student teaching. Must be
taken "in bl ock" with PHY ED 268 and
PHY ED 291 and must immediately precede
PHY ED 291 in the semester. Clinical
teaChing experience in physical education
settings in the schools under University and
school supervision . Required for all majors
in physical education .
291 Student Teaching in Physical
Education II (5)
Prerequisite : PHY ED 290. Must be taken
" in block" with PHY ED 268 and PH Y ED
290, and must immediately follow PHY ED
290 in the semester. Clinical teaching
experience in physical education settings in
the schools under University and school
supervision. Assignments will be in different
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds,
and at different grade levels from those of
the PHY ED 290 assignments. Required of
all majors in physical education .
292 Internship in Physical
Gerontology (6-12)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 190. Clinical
experience in gerontological physical
edur;ation . Clinical experience in selected
gerontological setting as a physical
educa tion practitioner under University and
institutional supervision. Expe rien ces will
include at leas t two separate experiences
comp leted concu rrently or successively .
Seminar accompanies internship
experiences .
306

Dance Workshop (1)

312 Management of Sports
Programs (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor . A study
of administrative theory , roles ,
responsibilities, and functions in the
management of sports programs .

330 Prescribing Physical Activity (3)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 280 or co nsent of
instructor . Prescript ion of physical activity
for individualized and group programming
based upon physical fitness assessment.
Health, nutrition, age, physical fitness, and
testing aspects are considered in developing
specialized exercise programming based
upon current physiol ogical and
biomechanical research .
380 Nutrition for Human
Performance (3)
A study of human nutrition and its
relationship to human performance.
Consideration is given to nutrients
function , food sou rce, health concerns and
implications, and energy intake and
expenditure. Specia l consideration is given
to the following : body composition
including weight gain and loss, ergogenic
aids, competitive athletes, older adults,
children and teens, pregnant women,
disease risk, fluid and electrolyte ba lance,
and specific sport act ivities.
390 Student Teaching in Physical
Education III (5)
Prerequisites : PH Y ED 29 1 or equivalent
and adm ission to student teaching. Clinical
teaching experience in physical education
settings in the school under Universi ty and
school supervision with seminar included .
For students who wish an additional
student teaching experience .
462 The Physical Education
Curriculum (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. A study
of current practices, problems, trends, and
research involved in the analys is and
development of the physical education
cu rriculum .
464 Analysis of Teaching in Physical
Education (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of in structor. A study
of trends and research relating to teaching
methodology, teacher effectiveness, and
supervision of instruction in physical
ed ucation . Emphasis will be given to th e
application of research on teac her
effectiveness in the instructional process in
physical education .
475 Psychomotor learning (3)
Prerequisite : PHY ED 275 . Application of
specific principles of psychology to the
teaching of physical educa tion and spo rt.
Involves both practical and th eoreti ca l
approaches to motor learning. Explores
techniques of improving physical education
in the school through the understanding of
various concepts of motor learning and skill
acquisition.

476 Social Inquiry of Sport (3)
Prerequi site: PHY ED 276 or consent of
instructor . A study of basic social processes
in sport, such as socialization, social
facilitation, and assimilation.
482 life Span Perceptual and Motor
Development (3)
Prerequisite: PHY ED 282 or consent of
instructor. A stu dy of sensory and
perceptua l develo pment and change, and
the age-related qualitative and quantitative
changes in motor skill. Both current theory
and curren t empirical findings are stressed.
Attention is given to methods of structuring
learning environments to maximize
development. Study is from a life span
perspective .
483 Biomechanics of Sport
Techniques (3)
Prerequisite : PHY ED 283 or consent of
instructor . A studY of the biomechanical
concepts important to analysis of
techniq ues used in selected sports . Explo res
recent research findings on efficient sports
techniques. Provides experience in the
analysis of skill performance.
484 Physiological Bases of Physical
Performance (3)
Prerequisites : PHY ED 280 and PHY ED 284
or consen t of instructor. Physiological bases
and contemporary trends in the study of
human performance and exercise stress;
will analyze research literature and study
experimental strategies with the focus upon
application to teach ing and coaching .
490 Internship (1-10)
Prerequisite : Consent of instr uctor . Closely
supervised experience in a field setting
under the direction of a graduate faculty
member. A n appropriate level of competence
and evidence of growth in the professional
role must be demonstrated by the intern .
The internship will include planning,
research, evaluation, and related
professional activities .
497 Problems (1 -10)
Selected problem s to meet the needs of
indi vidual students.
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365 Economic Statistics and
Econometrics (3)
(Same as Economics 365.1 Prerequisites :
Economics 51 and Economics 52 or
Business Administration 410; and
Mathematics 31 or Mathematics 132, or
Business Administration 131 or Busin ess
Administration 481 . or Public Policy
Administration 401 , and Mathematics 80 or
Mathematics 10 1, or equivalents . An
introductio n to statist ical methods used in
economic and publi c policy research . The
course covers the use of the general linear
regression model w ith emphasis given to
stati stical problems that arise in the context
o f data collected under non-experimental
conditions Material is limited to single
equation models.
401 Introduction to Policy Research (3)
(Same as Political Science 401.) Procedures
for testing explanations. including resear ch
design, principles of measurement, proba
bility sam pling, methods of data collection.
and techniques for analyzing data.
410 Introduction to Policy Analysis (3)
(Sa me as Politica l Science 410 .) Systematic
development o f a criti cal/a nal ytic base for
dealing wit h public policy .
418 Governmental Budgeting and
Financial Control (3)
ISame as Business Administration 418.1
Prerequisite: Business Administration 440.
A study of muni ci pal and federal finan cial
con trol and budgeting procedures with
emphasis on public policy. The impact of
fin ancia l cont rol on top management
decisions and the effect of budget strate
gies on the allocations of public funds .
419 Cases in Public Policy Analysis (3)
(Same as Political Science 419 .) Intensive
analysis of several public policy cases .
Cases w ill be problem-solving exercises in
areas such as personnel management .
program fin anci ng. budget preparation, and
plann ing .
421 Public Sector Microeconomics (3)
(Same as Econ om ics 421.1 Prerequisites:
Economics 251, or Business Administration
410 , or equivalent. Survey of economics of
bureaucracy, fiscal federalism, entrepreneur
ship in non-profit organizations, benefit cost
analysis, tax welfare, property rights, and
externalities .

440 Proseminar in Public
Administration (3)
(Same as Political Science 440 .1
Examination of major approaches to
analyzing public policies and their
administration. Emphasi s is on the effects
of administrative organization and
procedu res on policy decisions and their
impacts. Specific topics may in clude
ad ministrative accountability, inter
governmental relations , public-private
interaction, implementation processes.
bureaucra tic expertise, the legal
environment of public policy administration,
and public service and merit issues.
443 Health Care Policy (3)
I Same as Political Science 443.1
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Survey
course examining current issues in health
policy that face the nation . Policies are
placed in a historical context to show how
issues have been influenced by different
political and economic condit ions.
Secondary conseq uences and limitations of
current trends in health policy are explored .
444 Public Policy and Aging (2-3)
ISame as Politica l Science 444 .)
Prerequi site: Consent o f instructor .
Exam inati on of federal, stale, and local
policies that affect the elderly. The
interrelationships between age-specific and
more general social policies are explored
within a historical context. Plurali st,
o rg an izational, and structural approaches to
aging policies are analyzed.
446 Selected Topics in Health Care
Policy (3)
(Same as Political Science and Soc iology
446.) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor .
The study o f specialized issues and
methods relating to health ca re policy . May
be repeated for credit, provided the subject
matter is different.
447 Health Policy and the Elderly (3)
(Same as Sociology 447.1 Prerequisite
Consent of instructor. Examinati on of how
public policy addresses the acute medical
problems as well as the long-term care
needs of the elderly. The influen ce of health
policy on the structure of the long·· term
ca re sys tem is analyzed, along with tile
consequences of age-based versus need
based policies.

460 Organizational Behavior and
Administrative Processes (3)
(Same as Business Administratior 460.1 The
theoretical and re sea rch cont ribut on of the
behavioral sciences to managemelt and
administration are examined and oppl ied to
selected organizational situations. Arecs to
be co nsidered from the standpoin t of both
individual and organizationa l perfe rmance
are co mmuni cat ion. motivation. o nfliet.
decision making . goal setting . leadership.
organizational desig n, climate .
development, and con trol. Utilizin g a
systems perspective, the course att empts to
develop in each student an ability t o
analyze and solve organizational poblems.
475 Introduction to Evaluatio
Research Methods (3)
(Same as Psychology 475 and Sociology
475.1 Prerequisite: Public Policy
Administration 401. A comparative study of
research strategies with regard to datB
sources, data collection. and mod es o f
analysis that are appropriate for p ·ogra m
evaluation research . Attention is ~ iven to
observational . survey, and quasi
experimental designs .
480 Management Information
Systems (3)
(Same as MS/IS 480.) Prerequisit 3:
Economics 351 or Mathematics 1C 1 or
Mathematics 102. An overview of
management information systems is
presented, including various information
systems concepts and technologi es.
Students are introduced to a mai r frame
operating system, a microcomp uter-based
operating system and a programrr ing
language. Students are also expo!3ed to
severa l common microcomputer-based
so ft wa re packages.
495 Internship (1-6)
ISame as Political Science 495.1 Indepen
dent study in volving work with an
appropriate public or private agen,; y.
499 Exit Project Research (1)
Prerequisites: Completion of, or
simultaneous enrollment in all other de;)ree
requirements. The exit project is ~i ewed as
the capstone of the MPPA progra l1. As
such, it is meant to be undertaker toward
the end of a student's program, u sua ll y
during the final semester. Its purp ) se is to
provide evidence to the faculty that the
degree ca ndidate ha s mastered th 3 skills
acquired in the various cou rses com pleted
during residence at the Uni versi ty and ca n
apply them to the analysis of a prilcticcil
research problem.
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111 Issues in Geriatric Health Care (2)
(Same as Biology 111.1 A course designed
to acquaint the student with aspects of
chronic disease frequent in later life, as well
as a synopsis of biological aging processes.
Disease symptomology aspects of health
maintenance and medical intervention with
an older adult population will be discussed.
In addition, issues in health care delivery
will also be explored.
200 Dimensions of Professional
Nursing Practice (3)
Prerequisites: Admission to the School of
Nursing and junior standing . Explores issues
of professional nursing pra ctice from
historical and contemporary perspectives .
Introduces concepts of the nursing process
based on self-care . (This course must be
taken in the student 'S first semester of the
nursing sequence.!
216 Teaching and Interpersonal
Systems in the Practice of Nursing (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and Nursing
200 . Focuses on therapeutic communication
and on concepts of teaching and learning in
meeting self-care needs of clients. This
course includes practice activities .
220 Health Assessment (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and Nursing
200. Focuses on the development of
systematic approaches to assess the
comprehensive health status of individuals.
The assessment phase of the nUrsing
process provides the framework to
determine the individual's self-care abilities
and needs based on the collection of a
complete data base.
224 Sociology of the Family 13)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10. (Same as
Sociology 224.! Universal and variable
aspects of family organization, family role
systems, and changes in family social
structure.
240 Leadership and Management in
Nursing 13)
Prerequisites' Junior standing and Nursing
200 . Focuses on concepts in organization
and management, leadership, collaboration,
authority, autonomy, and accountability.
This course includes a lab .
250 Research in Nursing (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing and Nursing
200 . Introduces basic research concepts,
the critical anal ys is of research studies, and
the application of research findings in
clinical practice.
260 Application of Professional
Nursing Skills (3)
Prerequisites: Junior standing, Nursing 200,
216, 220, 240, and 250 . Focuses on

professional nursing skills in a variety of
practice settings, including the skills of
therapeutic communication in nurse-client
relationships, health teaching and guidance,
health assessment, leadership and
management, and research. Student begins
to use the self-care nursing process to care
for clients. This is a clinical course.
299 Special Study in Nursing (1-3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor . In-depth
study of selected topics in nursing under
the guidance of a specific instructor . No
more than six hours may be taken under
this option.
308 Family Nursing (2)
Prerequisites: Senior standing, statistics,
Chemistry 2, advanced physiology, and
completion of all required junior-level
nursing courses. Focuses on application of
the self-care nursing process with families
and/or family members considering family
development , life-cycle events, changing
family structure, and cultural,
environmental, and social influences on the
family. This course relates to clinical
experiences in Nursing 337.
315 Computerized Systems for Health
Professionals (2)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Prepares health care professionals to use
computerized health information systems to
enhance professional practice, clinical
decision making and provide more effective ,
efficient client care. Students will analyze
current, future, and potential uses and
constraints of computer systems and their
impact on health care.
336 Community Health Nursing (2)
Prerequisites: Senior standing, statistics,
Chemistry 2, vertebrate physiology,
completion of junior-level nursing courses.
Focuses on concepts and principles critical
to the practice of community health
nursing. Emphasizes synthesis of nursing
and public health science as it relates to the
health of population groups.
337 Community Health Nursing (3)
Prerequisites: Senior standing, statistics,
Chemistry 2, vertebrate physiology, and
completion of all required junior-level
nursing courses. Focuses on application of
the self-care nursing process in selected
community and family settings. Professional
roles of community health nurses are
explored to see how client needs are met .
338 Sociology of Health (3)
Prerequisites: Sociology 10 and junior
standing. Exploration of social dimensions
and issues related to health and illness such
as access to the health care delivery
system; factors influencing prevention,

utilization, and compliance; changing
relationships among health care providers
and consumers; health care costs, trends,
and cross-cultural variations.
340 Synthesis in Nursing Practice (3)
Prerequisites: Nursing 308, Nursing 315,
336, and Nursing 337. Focuses on
application and synthesis of the professional
nursing role in a practice setting using the
framework of the self-care nursing process .
Emphasizes development of a professional
growth plan. This is a clinical course.
350 Contemporary Nursing Issues (2)
Prerequisites: Nursing 308, 315, 336, 337
and 340 (may be taken concurrentlyl.
Analyzes the development of the
professional nursing role in the health care
delivery system in contemporary and future
society . (This course must be taken in the
student's final semester .!
360 Independent Study in Nursing 11-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Offers a
student an opportunity to pursue a specific
area of interest within the discipline of
professional nursing. A variety of resources
may be utilized to offer the student
experiences appropriate to the area of
interest. No more than six hours may be
taken under this option.
365 Women's Issues in Health Care (3)
This course is open to nursing majors and
other persons interested in women's issues
in health care. This seminar offers students
the opportunity to explore women's issues
in health care from the perspectives of both
providers of health care and consumers of
health care . Wellness, rather than
pathology, is the emphasis of discussion of
specific health care issues related to
women . Student interest will determine
specific issues to be examined .
370 Topics in Nursing \1-3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. Explores
special topics in the areas of clinical
practice, nursing education, nursing
administration, and professional
development. No more than six hours may
be taken under this option.
401 Health and Wellness in the
Elderly (2)
Prerequisite : Graduate standing . Factors
contributing to longevity and health in old
age, including genetic predisposition,
lifestyle, culture, and environment, are
related to aspects of nutrition, exercise and
activity, prevention of hazards to health ,
maintaining self-responsibility, managing
stress and meeting continued
developmental, emotional, and spiritual
needs. Considers cross-disciplinary
interventions to promote health and
well ness in the elderly.
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504 Neuroanatomy (4)
Detailed gross and microscopic an atomy of
the human ce ntral nervou s sys tem with a
special emphasis on the cranial nerves,
nuclei, and the visua l system.
505 Geometric Optics (4)
The principles o f geometrical optics as
applied to refracting an d reflecting surfaces,
thin lenses, thick lenses, and lens systems.
The optics of various ophthalmic instru
ments an d techniques will be examined.
506 Optometric Orientation (1)
An introduction to the contemporary
practice of op tom etry, beginning with a
consideration of the histo ry of the
optometric profession and concl uding w ith
the co nsidera tion of th e presen t-day sco pe
of optometric practice. Th e role of
op tometry in the total health-care system
will be evaluated along with future
projections .
508 Human Anatomy and
Physiology (6)
The general anatomy of the human body
and the physiology of the major organ
systems including the peripheral and
autonomic nervous system , the cardi o
vasc ular, respiratory , endocrin e, digestive,
and reproductive systems will be presented.
The anatomy of the head and neck will be
emphasized and the histology of the basic
tissue types and organs wi ll be related to
general hum an an atom y and physiology. (5
hours lecture, 2 hours laboratory/weeki
510 Ocular Anatomy (4)
Detailed macroscopic, and light and
elec tron mi croscopic study of th e eyeball ,
orbit, optic nerve, and visual pathways.
Embryol ogy of the eye. (3 hours lectu re, 2
hours laboratory)
512 Biochemistry (3)
Basic co ncepts of general and cellular
biochemistry. Study o f nomenclature
struc ture, and re ac tions of org ani c
molecules . Some emphasi s on vi sual
system -tears, intraocular fluid s, lens, and
photochemistry.
513 Physical Optics and
Photometry (3)
Radiometry and photometry. Physica l opti cs
includin g diffraction, interference,
polarization , scatter, birefringence, and
holography. Fundament als of ph otogra ph y.
514 Clinical Optometry I (2)
Selec ted tests for ocular health, to include
perimetry, ophthalmoscopy, biomi cro scopy,
and tonometry .

515 Ocular Optics (3)
The eye as an image-forming mechanism,
the sc hematic eyes, the opti cal role of the
pupil , the retinal image and its evaluation.
Nature, classification , and etiology of
ametropia Mechanism and opti cal aspec ts
of accommodation.
516 Physiological Optics Laboratory (1)
Experiments designed to accompany
Optometry 515 and Op tometry 517 .
517 Ocular Motility (3)
The anatomy, physiology, neurology,
measurement , characteristi cs, and con trol
of the intra- and extraocular syst em .
520 Ophthalmic Optics (3)
History of oph thal mic materials; physical
charac teri stics of lenses, aberration theory
and its application to len s design, lens
design, ophthalmic prisms, lens
specifications, special lenses, multi focal
lenses, unique designs, low vision aids,
aniseikon ic lenses, protective eyewear.
521 Clinical Optometry" (51
Continu ation o f clinical optometry.
Essentials of the case history, patient care
in the areas of refra cti on, binocular
integration, and visual performan ce.
522 Systemic Pathology (4)
Principles of health and disease. A survey
o f di sease, disease pror::esses , and disease
manifestations. A stud y of tissue chang es
in inflammation, tumor formation , allergies,
disturbances o f metabolism and circu lation,
and injuries.
523 Ocular Physiology (3)
The physiology of ,he eye, aqueous
production and drainage, intraClcular
pressure, cornea l metabolism, ocular
circu lation, retinal and optic nerve
metabolism, tear fluid formation and
physiolo gy, iris and cili ary body physiology.
524 Monocular Sensory Processes (5)
Monocular sensory mechanisms of vis ion,
photoreception , visual neurophysiology,
spatial and temporal effects, visua l acuit y
and resolution, adaptation, brightness
discrimination , and color vision. Topics
include a consideration o f both the
psychophysical aspect s and neuro
physiological ba ses of th ese mechanisms.
530 Ophthalmic Dispensing (2)
Physical cha racteristics of frames, lens and
frame specifications, fabrication and
verification, fitting and dispensing concepts
and proced ures.

531 Clinical Optometry III (5)
Co rrelation and analysiS of opto'Tletric data.
Emphasis on diagnos is, progn osis, and
therapy of visual problems.
532 Binocular Vision and Space
Perception (4)
Binocular vision and space pero3ptio 1.
Visual directio n, theory of correspondence,
fu sion, rivalry, ocular dominance, and
stereopsis . Developmen tal aspects and
neurophysiological mechanisms
533 Ocular Pathology I (4)
The eti ology, epidemiology, symp torls,
signs , and cou rse sequ ela e of o : ular
disease and anomalies. Di sease and
anomalies of lids, orbit , con junc tiva,
cornea, sclera, iris, ci liary body, lens,
vitreous, retina, choroid, and optic nerve.
535 Epidemiology (2)
A review of descriptive st atis ti cs, probability
sampling, correlation, and predi cti on. The
essen tial s of epidemiologica l stLdy
procedures an d a discussion of the
epidemiology of vision di sorde r ~ .
541 Interpersonal Relations (2)
Principles of human interpersona l
relationships . Th e developmen t of patient
doctor relationships. Emph aSis w ill be on
preparing the student to underuand and
deal with the many human inte-personal
relationships necessa ry in the p -ac tice o f
opto metry .
550 General Clinic I (6)
Th e clinical examination and ca re of general
clinic patients, al ong with th e fitt ing and
dispensing of lenses and frames.
553 Contact Lenses I (3)
Historical development of the c:>n tact lens
and its use. Basic lens terminolJgy,
specifications , physic-chemical characte r
istics, optics, fabr ication, and verifi cat ion.
Preliminary patient evaluation, ndications
and contra indications for conta ~ t lenses
Basic fittin g philosop hies for all len s types.
Corneal topography and physiology. Patient
and practice management com iderations.
Limited clinical experience.
554 Binocular Vision Anomalies (4)
Th e etiology, epi demiology, syrnpto 11S,
signs, and co ur se seq uelae of the obstacle s
to binocular vision - sensory, irtegrative,
and motor. The detection, diagnosis,
prognosis, and orthoptic treat ment o f such
anoma li es. Clinical care of anis 3ikonias .
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565 General Pharmacology (3)
General pharmacological principles,
methods of administration, various systemic
drugs and their pharmacological action and
side effects, w ith emphasis on those that
affect the visual system. Agencies, laws ,
and drug abuse
556 Ocular Pathology II (4)
Ocular manifestations of systemic diseases
and anomalies . The etiology, epidemiology,
symptoms, signs, and course sequelae of
visual and ocular neurological anomalies, lid
and pupillary anomalies, paralytic
strabismus, and visual field problems
557 Vision Performance (2)
The principles of efficient illumination,
vision requirem ents in homes , schools,
business, indu stry, and vision safety in the
environment. The relationship between
vision and avocational efficiency. The
importance of vision in sportS is considered .
The roles of patient care and human
engineering in maximizing visual
performance.
558 Geriatric Optometry (2)
Special exami'lation and management
considerations of the geriatric patient.
Psychological, physiological, social, and
demographic aspects of aging. Ocula r
changes associated with the aging process.
560 General Clinic II (6)
Same as General Clinic I.
561 Specialty Clinic I (2)
The clinical examination and care of
patients in the optometric specialty areas.
563 Contact Lenses" (3)
Advanced contact len s fitting, theories, and
clinical methods for aspheric, astimatic,
presbyopic , keratoconic , and aphakic
designs. Special considerations including
the application of lenses in high refractive
errors, binocular vision training, low vision
devices, color deficiency, orthokeratology,
and extended wear . Use and filting of
haptic lenses, cosmetic shells, and
prostheses. Patient and practice
management considerations. Limited clinical
experience.
564 Low Vision (3)
The etiology, epidemiology, symptoms,
signs, and cou rse sequelae of low-vision
problems. Methods of testing , prognosis ,
selection of therapy , design of environ
mental and opti cal aids, problems of
rehabilitation . Agencies, laws, public and
social assistance for the partially sighted
and blind.

565 Ocular Pharmacology (3)
Pharmacology, uses, doses, contraindica
tions, adverse effect of drugs producing
miosis, mydriasis, cycloplegia,
accommodation, and corneal anesthesia.
Th e pharmacology, use cont raindications,
and adverse effec ts of drugs commonly
used in treating visual and ocular problems.
567 Pediatric Optometry (31
Special examination and management
considerations of the pediatric patient.
Psychological, physiological, socia l, and
demog raphic aspects of early visual
development. Discussion of the optometric
con siderations of children with learning and
reading disabilities.
569 Ocular Photography (2) (elective)
Optical principles and clinical techniques in
photographing the internal and external eye
and its adenexa. Includes laboratory
exercises on use of the most common types
of clinical cameras. 11 hour lecture , 2 hours
laboratory)
570 Summer Clinic (1-6)
Same as General Clinic I.
580 General Clinic III (4)
Same as General Clinic I.
581 Specialty Clinic II (6)
Same as Specialty Cli nic I
582 Clinic Seminar I (2)
Presentation and discussion of interesting
clinical patients. Additional clinical testing
techniques and concepts. Further discus
sion of patient data analysis - the process
of determining diagnosis, prognosis , and
therapy. Further discussions in the
optomet ric sp ecialties.
583 Practice Management (31
The development and management of an
op tom et ric practice from a patient and
community service point of view- office
design, office routine, pi'ltient-care
administration, personnel management , and
recall systems . The establishm ent ,
development, and management of an
optometric practice from a business point
of view . Legal developments, governmental
relationships , legislation and the legislative
process , malpractice, professional ethics,
taxes, fee structures, insurance, and
accounting methods .
584 Affiliated Clinic I (6)
The clinical examination and care of clinic
patients in the School of Optometry's
affiliated clinics . These clinics offer unique
patient populations .

590 General Clinic IV (4)
Same as General Clinic I.
591 Specialty Clinic III (6)
Same as Specialty Clinic I.
593 Clinic Seminar II (1)
Same as Clinic Seminar I.
594 Affiliated Clinic II (61
Same as Affiliated Clinic I.
595 Computer Applications in
Optometric Practice (2) (elective)
An introduction to microcomputers and
computerized office management systems .
This course is designed to demonstrate the
va lue of computers, word processing, and
microprocessor technology in an optometric
office .
596 Public Health (2)
A review of local, state, and federal
organizations involved in health care,
comprehensive health planning, new trends
in health care delivery, and the assessment
of the quality of health care delivery . The
relationship of vision ca re to these topics is
emphasized .
597 Independent Study (3)
Credit is given for the completion of an
independent project. Credit may be
obtained by: 1) pursuit of a laboratory,
library, or clinical research project in any
area of vision science; or 2) development of
an 'lppropriate tool skill applicable to
optometric practice; or 3) advanced study
in a clinical specialty. All projects must be
undertaken under the supervision of a
faculty member . The project may extend
over one or more academic years , but must
be com pleted by the end of the first
semester of the fourth year.
598 Clinical Applications of Current
Topics in Visual Science (2) (elective)
A seminar on the use of new discoveries in
visual science in clinical optometry.
Students will participate in selecting the
topics, which will change from year to year,
with the guidance of the instructor. The
co urse wi ll also include laboratory
demonstrations of seminar topics .
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The following courses fulfill the Humanities
(H) breadth of study requirements: 30, 101,
102, 103, 201, 202.
The following courses fulfill the Social
Sciences (SS) breadth of study
requirements: 101 , 102, 103,203,204.
The following courses fulfill the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics (SM)
requirements: 205.

10 Freshman Composition (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. Theory and practice of
writing expository prose . Emphasis on
individual tutorial. Assignments will be
linked with topics discussed in Honors 101.
20 Contemporary Issues and Events
Symposium (2)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. Open discussion of current
and usually controversial issues relating to
various disciplines. An assigned reading on
the topic serves as the catalyst for an
exchange of views between the class and a
panel made up of pre-selected students and
a faculty or community guest expert.
Students are also required to attend and
report on a number of cultural events as
part of this class .
30 Critical Analysis (30)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. An introduction to the
forms and techniques of rational discussion .
The emphasis is on improving skills in
identifying, analyzing, evaluating, and
formulating arguments. Topics include
deductive and non-deductive reasoning,
causal analysis, analogical arguments,
logical fallaCies, vagueness and ambiguity,
methods of definition, and argumentative
writing.
101 Western Traditions (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. A seminar based on the
reading and discussion of a few major
works of exceptional importance. The
works discussed will cover all eras of
western civilization from the ancient world
to the present and will range over several
fields of study . These works will convey
diversity within western traditions and will
not represent any single perspective.

102 American Traditions (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. A seminar based on the
reading and discussion of a few major
works of exceptional importance. The
works discussed will cover all eras of
American history from the colonial world to
the present and will range over several
fields of study. These works will convey
diversity within American traditions and will
not represent any single perspective. This
course satisfies the American history and
government requirement.
103 Non-Western Traditions (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. A seminar based on the
reading and discussion of a few major
works of exceptional importance. The
works discussed may represent a single
region of the non-western world, but they
will cover all eras from the ancient world to
the present and will range over several
fields of study. These works will not
represent any single perspective. This
course satisfies the non-Euro-American
studies requirement.
201 Inquiries in the Humanities (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College . A discussion course
intended to introduce students to some of
the particular methodologies by which
various disciplines in the humanities
approach their subjects and achieve their
goals. This is demonstrated through the
close examination of specific topics and
issues as illustrated in key texts.
202 Inquiries in the Fine and
Performing Arts (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. A discussion course
intended to introduce students to some of
the particular methodologies by which
various disciplines in the arts approach their
subjects and achieve their goals. This is
demonstrated through the close examination
of specific topics and issues as illustrated in
key works of creative art. Students will also
take part in various cultural activities (e.g .,
museum and gallery visits, concerts,
theatrical performances).

203 Inquiries in the Social an
Behavioral Sciences (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the direc :or of the
Honors College. A discussion cOl..rse
intended to introduce students to some of
the particular methodologies by v, hich
various disciplines in the social ard
behavioral sciences approach the r subjects
and achieve their goals . This is
demonstrated by the close exami , ation of
specific topics and issues as illust rate d in
central texts, case studies, and the like.
204 Inquiries in Business and
Economics (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director of the
Honors College. A course intend 3d to
engage students in the discussio'1 and
analysis of some topics of specia
importance and interest in the fiElds of
business and economics, with attention to
the methodologies used to deal lVith these
issues.
205 Inquiries in Mathematic!) and the
Natural Sciences (3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the director o f the
Honors College. A course intenc ed to
introduce students to some of the particular
methodologies used by mathem3ticians and
natural scientists to deal with th 3ir subjects
and achieve their goals. This is
demonstrated by an examination of theories
and experiments.
300 Honors Seminar 11-3)
Prerequisite: Consent of the direc tor of the
Honors College. This interdiscipli nary
course examines a specific topi c frorn
various perspectives and under~. c ores the
value of making connections bE tween
diverse areas of study. The cou rse may be
repeated for credit whenever the topic is
substantially different.
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101 Fundamentals of Leadership and
Management I (1)
Provides an overview of the organization
and role of the U.S. Army and the Army
ROTC. Initiates an appreciation of the
military professior and its customs,
traditions, and courtesies. Introduces the
student to the responsibilities and
obligations of an Army officer. Develops
leadership and managerial abilities. Provides
fundamentals of survival techniques and
first aid principles.
102 Fundamentals of Leadership and
Management" (1)
Prerequisite: Military Science 101,
equivalent. or consent of Professor of
Military Science (PMSl. Provides an
introduction to theoretical and practical
aspects of supervision. Emphasizes the
need for proper motivation and cooperative
attitudes as they penain to both individual
and group interaction . Introduces Military
History. Continues development of
leadership and managerial abilities and
provides fundamentals of mountaineering
and orianteering.
201 Applied Leadership and
Management I (2)
Prerequisite: Military Science 101, Military
Science 102, equivalent, or consent of
Professor of Military Science (PMS) .
Provides basic background in the skills
necessary for military map reading and land
navigation to include: (1) military grid
reference system; and (2) map scale,
distance, elevation, and relief. Continues
development of leadership and managerial
skills. Provides fundamentals of
orienteering . Introduces the student to
basic communication skillS and develops
basic awareness on how these skills affect
other people .

202 Applied Leadership and
Management" (2)
Prerequisite : Military Science 201,
equivalent, or consent of Professor of
Military Science (PMSl. Develops principles
and techniques of applied leadership
through discussion of some of the
processes and procedu res used by the
leader to accomplish organizational
objectives to include: (1) decision making;
(2) communication; and (3) counseling.
Provides practical experience in leadership
of small units in the military environment.
Examines principles and techniques of
small-unit military tactical patrolling
operations with emphasis on development
of pre-planning and execution concepts .
Applies concepts practiced through in-class
map exercises and field training practicum .
Provides an overview of the Army ROTC
advanced course. Continues development
of leadership and managerial abilities.
Provides fundamentals of marksmanship.
301 Advanced Leadership and
Management I (3)
Prerequisite: Military Science 101 through
Military Science 202 or equivalent and
selection by Professor of Military Science
(PMSl. Covers the functional roles of the
military leader and basic principles of
management with emphasis on problem
analysis and decision making, span of
control, delegation of authority and
responsibility , planning and coordinating.
Provides fundamentals of effective methods
of instruction and includes practical
exercises where each student plans,
prepares, and presents part of instruction.
Continues to develop the student's ability to
communicate orally and in writing . Provides
additional inSight into areas of Army officer
specialization. Stresses practical application
in the development of leadership abilities in
that students are placed in positions of
leadership within the ROTC student
structure.

302 Advanced Leadership and
Management" (3)
Prerequisite: Military Science 301. Provides
a review of basic military land navigation
and map-reading techniques. Examines
more advanced principles and techniques of
small unit military offensive and defensive
tactical operations with concentrated study
of such factors as command and control,
communications, weapons systems, and
military geography. Continues emphaSis on
practical application exercises to develop
students' leadership abilities . Solidifies
student's preparation for attendance at the
ROTC advanced camp during the upcoming
summer.
401 Seminar in Leadership,
Management, Theory, and Dynamics of
the Military Team I (3)
Prerequisites : Military Science 301 and
Military Science 302. Explores the practical
aspects of military law. Examines the
organization, responsibilities, and
management of the military unit staff.
Provides a working knowledge of proper
staffing procedures . Continues development
of leadership and managerial abilities
through placement of students into key
leadership positions within the ROTC
student organizational structure. Students
plan and conduct the majority of leadership
practicum for all ROTC students.
402 Seminar in Leadership,
Management, Theory, and Dynamics of
the Military Team" (3)
Prerequisite: Military Science 401. Examines
military professional ethics and the ideal
American values as a basis for military
values . Examines techniques of resource
management with particular emphasis on
the military environment. Teaches proper
application of tactical military doctrine at
the company/team level and the planning
necessary between elements of the team .
Reviews the various roles of the newly
commissioned Army officer. Culmination
ROTC training to develop leadership and
managerial skills. Students continue to be
assigned pOSitions of leadership within the
ROTC student organizational structure.
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These courses are taught at Parks College,
St. Louis University, Washington University,
or University of Missouri-St. Louis.
Students should check the Schedule of
Courses each semester for locations.

Aerospace Studies
101 The Air Force Today (2)
Introduction to contemporary military issues
and overall Air Force structure.
Professionalism, human rights, and civilian
military relationships are stressed.
Leadership Laboratory activities designed to
develop leadership potential include military
customs and courtesies, drill and
ceremonies, and base visitations.
102 The Air Force Today (2)
Continuation of AERO 101 . Includes
strategic offensive and defense forces,
general purpose forces, aerospace support
forces, and relationships with U.S. Army
forces. Individual communicative skills
emphasized .
201 The Development of Air Power (2)
Study of the development of air power
from balloons and dirigibles through WWI
and WWII. Leadership Laboratory activities,
designed to develop each student's
leadership potential , are included .
Classroom activity, one hour per week;
Leadership Laboratory, one hour per week.

202 The Development of Air Power (2)
Continuation of AERO 201 to include the
history of air power in Korea, Vietnam, and
the peaceful employment of United States
air power in relief missions. Classroom
activity, one hour per week; Leadership
Laboratory, one hour per week .
Aerospace Studies courses AERO 301
through AERO 402 are advanced courses
designed to improve the communicative
and management skills required of Air Force
officers. Credit hours for these courses may
be included in the 120 hours needed for
graduation at the discretion of individual
departmental chairpersons.
301 Air Force Management and
Leadership (3)
Integrated management course emphasizing
the individual as a manager in Air Force
milieu. Motivational and behavioral
processes, leadership, communication, and
group dynamics are covered for the
development of the junior officer's
professional skills as an Air Force officer .
Basic managerial processes involving
decision making, utilization of analytic aids
in planning, and organizing and controlling
in a changing environment are emphasized
as professional concepts . Classroom
activity, three hours per week; Leadership
Laboratory, one hour per week.

302 Air Force Management a~d
Leadership (3)
Continuation of AERO 301; includ ~s
organizational and personal value~,
management of forces in change ,
organizational power, politics, an c.
managerial strategy, and tactics w ithin
context of the military organizatio 'l . Actual
Air Force cases are used to enhance
learning and communication proc , sses.
Classroom activity, three hours per week ;
Leadership Laboratory, one hour Jer week .
401 National Security Forces in
Contemporary American Socioty (3)
The Armed Forces as an integral element of
society; American civil-military re ations;
environmental context in which U.S.
defense policy is formulated and
implemented; societal attitudes toward the
military leader-manager in a democrat ic
society; fundamental values and
socialization processes associated with the
Armed Services . Individual and group oral
and written reports . Classroom activity,
three hours per week; Leadership
Laboratory, one hour per week .
402 National Security Forces in
Contemporary American Society (3)
Continuation of AERO 401. Req uisites for
maintaining adequate national sfc urity
forces; political, economic, and 30cial
constraints on the national defense
structure; impact of technologic 31and
international devel opments on s' rategic
preparedness; formulation and
implementation of national secu -ity policy.
Classroom activity, three hours Jer week ;
Leadership Laboratory, one hou ' per week .
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Video Instructional
Program
The Video Instructional Program offers
flexible, self-paced learning for students
who are home based or whose schedules
make it difficult to attend regula r classes.
Video lessons for various courses are
available for viewing over cable television
stations. Tapes are available in
UM-St. Louis libraries .

St . louis Area Cable Stations
Cencom I, II , and III, Continental Cable,
Ameri can, and United Video in St. Louis
County; ST L Cable and City Cable in the
city wi ll ai r courses over the Higher
Education Channel (H ECI. Courses also air
in St. Charles, St. Peters , O' Fallon , and
Jefferson Cou nty . For complete cable
information, call 553-5370 .
Course listings
The following courses from the
UM-St. Louis curriculum are offered:

History
100 Science and Culture in the
Western Tradition (3)
This course deals with history , philosophy,
religion, art , architecture, mathematics,
technology , and other topi cs to explain the
unique contributions of science to Western
civilization. The BBC programs , " The Day
the Universe Changed," have received
international acclaim. The series host is
James Burke, Emeritus Professor of
History, UCLA . Discussion programs are
hosted by Benjamin Dunlap with content
consu ltants expanding on the concepts and
issues presented by Burke . Programs
identify key figures and describe thei r
contributions to the development of
Western civilization ; social and cultural
conditions during periods; prevalent ideas ,
attitudes, and views; related fac to rs tha t
contributed to the development of new
know ledge, discoveries, and technologies;
and signi ficant turning points in the
development of science and knowledge in
Western culture .
210 Significant Figures in Philosophy:
From Socrates to Sartre (3)
Prerequisi te: Six hours of Philosophy or
consent of inst ructo r. This course offers a
survey of the development of philosophy in
Western civilization through a critical study
of the writing of six major philosophers:
Plato , Descartes, Hume, Hegel, Marx , and
Sartre . Each other is considered in relation
to his own cu lture and to ou rs as he
continues to influence and stim ulate deba te
on philosophic issues. The historical
sequence is presented both as a series of
intellectual confl icts and as a logical
continuous development, cu lminating in
co ntempo rary philosophic trends . Topics

include Plato coveri ng the death of
Socrates, the Socratic Method , Tripartite
Soul and Duali sm , proof of the existence of
God and physical objects, radical
empiricism, conservative nationalism, Freud
and Sartre, dialectical materialism, and
existentialism.

Business Administration
392 Entrepreneurship: Small Business
Management (3)
Prerequisites : Economics 51, Economics 52,
and a minimum of six courses from the
required Business Administration core. This
in:eg rative general management course is
designed to comm unicate the academic
principles of business management
applicable to solving problems of small and
medium-size businesses and aSSisting in
thei r development. This course wi ll provide
a background in the forms of business, the
development of business plans and systems
integration, venture capital, accounting
procurement , promotion, financing,
distribution and negotiations for initial
organiza tion , and opera tion and exp ansion
of the firm.

Education
308 Graduate Institute.
Microcomputers: Classroom
Applications for Teachers (3)
Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. This
course allows students to develop skills to
evaluate and use software and practica l
ways to develop compute r materials for
class with databases, word processors,
spreadsheets and computer assisted
instruction (CAl). Telelessons are the
internationally acclaimed series by
TVOntario "Bits and Bytes ." Students will
need a mic rocomputer and may use a
co mputer laboratory on campus . A
computer progam disk is part of the
required materials.
308 Foundations of Adult Basic
Education (3)
This course considers problems which are
characteristic of the adult learner, needs
and interests, physiological factors affecting
the adult learner, and interpersonal relations
and communications. The video demonstra
tions, produced by M aryland Public
Television , focus on modern teaching
practices in adu lt basic education . The
cou rse will focus on topics in teaching basic
read ing word recognition, comprehension ,
wr iting from the point of view of the
student's needs, selec tion and use of
materialS, learning contracts, learning
styles, and other methods to individualize
instruction . Methods are presented to
develop basic and intermediate mathematic

skills, recruit and reta in students, and
manage corporate classrooms.
340 Media in Education (3)
This telecou rse trains teachers in the
selection and use of media for learn ing . It
includes all fo rms of media wit h on-location
segments showing the proper use for each.
Topics include an in troduction to media,
discussion of lea rning and co mmu nica tions,
lea rning management, instru ctional
environment s, and trends in instructional
tec hnology . Graphic design , graphics
utilization, and lettering are covered.
Specific instructional medi a covered incl ude
overhead transpa rencies, display devices,
photog raphy, audio, plan ning and
producing multimedia programs , film and
video, motion picture, TV, models,
demonstra tions, game simulations,
compute rs, print, copyright, and
community resources .
341 Teaching Science in the
Elementary School (3)
Prerequisites : Completion of science
req uirements in general education and
Educ ational Foundations 111. In this
course, students will apply the methods,
materials , and strategies for teaching
science in the elementary classroom.
Science is presented as a dynamic process
developing knowledge about observable
phenomena. Plage t's wo rk on the cog niti ve
growth of learners is discussed and related
to the need to teach science as a "hands
on" subject . In addition to a review of the
psychological and philosophical bases for
teaching science, methods for teaching
inquiry science are explored - such as
questioning techniques.

Nursing
220 Health Assessment (3)
This course includes a comprehensive
review of anatomical and physiological
characteristics of the area being presented,
plus relevant questions on the health history
of the physical assessment . Modules
compare commonly noted abnormalities
and normal findings. They also contain
concise explanation of the recordings of
these observa tions an d findings. Video
tapes show techniques of inspection,
palpitation , percussion, and ascultation to
give visually clear and identifiable
approaches to specific aspects of the health
assessment. Individual programs cover the
eye, ears, nose, mou th, throat; breast and
axi llae; thorax and lungs; peripheral
vascular; heart; abdomen, integument,
head, and neck; pelvic area - female / male;
neurological health assessment - cerebellum
and spinal nerves; and back and
extremities.
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